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AND THE FAMILY. New Edition 

Hill Series in Sociology « and . 

A major revision of a leader in the field. The text all statictics | have been brought 
_ up-to-date while retaining the essential purpose and scope. It offers an analysis of — 7 Pr 

___ imteractions involved in finding a mate, adjusting to marriage problems, and achieving a 

“ey w Thir d Edition 
By Henry A. Bowman, Calg, il Series in Seciele 
Anthropology. 

Bed. or sophomore level. The work is a pon vee positive slags to the probleme. 
which students face in preparing for marriage, and helps them — a philosophy, i 

By Ricuarp Stanford | University. 

This distinctive an integrated theory concerning the nature and role 
of social control as one of the three major determinants of human conduct, the others 
ey being personality and situation. A wealth of illustrative material accompanies the theo- 

tS - retical statement and the entire subject is introduced by three comprehensive, explanatory _ 
_ chapters. This unique combination of textbook and seemed will be valuable to students E 

LD Introdu 

By E. Apamson Hornet, University ‘Usb. McGraw-Hill Series in ‘Sociology and 

_—physical, archeological, and cultural. ' Writing in a clear and vivid style, the author 
_ introduces the beginning student to the sweeping panorama of anthropological findings 
_ by means of selected illustrations presented in a systematic and meaningful framework. 4 

data. Especially significant are the chapters on Law, Crm, and War. The 

Apamson Jesse D. Jennincs, and of Utah. 
McGraw-Hill Series in Sociology and Anthropology. Ready ‘in in January 

This ‘selection of 50 articles by well-known anthropologists i is s primarily and eoctaalll ae 
2 keyed to Man in the Primitive World, by Hoebel but may be used as a supplementary — 

‘reference with any text. New materials, not available when the text was written, are — ia 
included in essentially their original form so that the student can satisfy his desire - 
details a broader, fi ith 
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Frep L, StropTBECK 

University” 

‘spread through “several i issues, are collected understood that a fo collection of 4 

into a special issue in order. to direct atten-— ‘group papers | drawn from different schools 

of members of allied disciplines, like an- ‘small group research but labeled simply, 

thropology, a and psychology, to t the om ine to be a scien- 

extent of s sociology’ ‘present ‘commit- tific best seller 

ment in the group field. Within 

ranks of sociology it is hoped that this -_Period Items Per se 
may help to capture the minds and talents _ ail, 

members who have not previously con-— 

= the of the tremendous growth of 1945-1949 

one cannot successfully maintain that small 
group inquiry is in | any sense a | fringe ac- The ‘difficult not insurmountable 
tivity of the “social sciences. A recent bibli- problem of abstracting and digesting this” 
ography of small group research runaway growth of activity has not been 
1407 when classified thoroughly met, but for the harassed 

periods, that from one item per decade are being developed. addition | to the 
_ the turn of the century the rate of produc- - Cartwright at and Zander collection mentioned 

of small group i items has increased there is forthcoming collection 

three | per week at the present. et being edited by Hare, Borgatta and Bales. 4 

is estimated ‘that. there are are and / Argyle, as well as recent 

{ ma mately 200 courses being taught in sociology copies of the Ann Annual Review of P sychology, 
_and psychology departments, which | courses, 

despite a a wide variety of course titles, are _ 2From an estimate prepared by A. leita me Hare 
| upon the catalogues of 75 colleges. 

Fred Strodtbeck and A. Paul Hare, “Bibli- (eds.), Group Dynamics: Research and ‘They, 
Pa of Small Group Research (from 1900 Evanston: Row, Peterson and Co. » 1953, 

‘Sociometry, XVII. (1954), pp.107- *To be published by Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. 

a 
Official Journal of the American Sociological Society 7 inva 
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ts, the. Lewin | contrib 

on -use patterns,” 4 Bales’ early (save f 

and Riecken, ‘Gibb, and Heyns, ; and interest in Alcoholics Anony mous, 5,10 and the selectio 

Lindzey and Borgata in the Hendbook of current work i in prisons?! further | refreshi 
Social Psychology, edited by Lindzey, go examples of practical applications. As the tionist 

— the survey level and provide needed 1 Cottrell- Foote study of the development of 44 Moore 
| syntheses of a type not elsewhere avail-— interpersonal “competence among family whic 

able.* | While the materials produced during members” gains momentum, there will be of 
_ the past six years appear inchoate and still indeed a wide front along which | 

 unusua inadequately synthesized, one cannot t deny group theory and technique ser serves 
a sizeable and serious investment of of concern, tive si 

resources has been made. the of the “science for the 

i For sociologists of the the “knowledge for beauty of it” persuasion, small group studies | 
what?” variety, the appeal of the small should also exert a strong appeal. Chapple, | 
group field should be ‘particularly strong. his hard- -headed ‘positivistic conviction 

_ The growth of small group research and the _ that the fallibility of the observer should — 7 
availability of agencies willing invest tbe eliminated, created in his _inter- action 

d _ ‘resources in the solution of their problem, _ chronograph a milestone in the - growth of 

are inseparably related. _A bomber | costs small group techniques." Though Chapple’s 
7 several million dollars’ may conceivably 

ee be lost by failures in the ; interpersonal rela- a Factor in Total Therapy,” American Journal of | abstrac 

tions of the crew. ‘Under “these conditions — Psychiatry, 19 (1949), pp. 492-500; H. Rowland, | field hi 
Se “Interaction Processes in a State Mental Hospital,” To _ sizeable investments in the investigation al 1 (1938), pp. 323-337, “Friendship Patterns in 3 —_ 

interpersonal relations can be easily ration- State Mental Hospital,” Ibid., 2 (1938), pp. 363- the st 
alized. In this issue, for e example, Torrance’ s 5 373; M. S. Schwartz and A. F. Stanton, “A Social | observ 

paper grows directly from air crew research Psychological Study of Incontinence Psychiatry, q 

and papers grow from develop- 2B (1950), pp. 399-416; A. F. Stanton and M.S. | along 
“Observations on Dissociation as Social 

“mental research “sponsored military Participation,” Ibid., pp. 339-354; H. M. 

agencies. A ‘search for the way way to better. use burger, “Sociometric Evaluation of Group Psycho- that 

the ward milieu is of such importance for — bee Group Psychotherapy, 6 (1953), pp. 7-20. of sma 
8 Muzafer Sherif and Carolyn W. Sherif, Groups — 

_ in-patient psychotherapeutic administration Hermony end Tension, An Integration of Studie 

that funds are becoming increasingly avail- oy on Intergroup ‘Relations, New York: Harper & | 

“4 able for applications of small group theory Brothers, 1953. 

and technique i in medical contexts.’ Sherif’s _ °K. Lewin, “Forces Behind Food Habits and = 
— Methods of Change,” Bulletin of the National 

search Council, 108 (1943), pp. 35-65. 

_ 8Mary E. Roseborough (Salisbury-Rousewell), on 10 Robert F. Bales, “Social Therapy for a Social 
“Experimentai Studies of Small Groups,” Poycho- Disorder—Compulsive Drinking,” Journal of Social 

a logical Bulletin, 50 (1953), pp. _ 275-303, and Issues, I (1945), pp. 14-22, “The Therapeutic Role — 

_ Michael Argyle, “Methods of Studying Small Social — of Alcoholics Anonymous,” Quarterly Journal of — 
Groups,” British Journal of Psychology, XLIII "Studies of Alcohol, 5 (1944), pp. 267-278. 

(1952), pp. 269-279, are helpful for their contri- §$ UN, S. ‘Hayner, and E. Ash, “The Prisoner — 

bution to classification in the field as well as of Community as a Social Group,” American | Socio- 
value for the interpretative material they ‘contain. logical Review, 4 (1939), pp. 362-369; E. Jacobson, 

®Gardner Lindzey (ed.), ‘Handbook of Social _ “Observations on the Psychological Effect of Im- 
Psychology, Cambridge: Addison-Wesley Publish- prisonment on Female Political Prisoners,” in 

Searchlights on Delinquency (K. R. Eissler, Ed), 
William Caudill Edward Stainbrook, New York: International Universities Press, 1949; 

“Some Covert Effects of Communication Difficulties Weinberg, “ Aspects of the Prison’s 
in a Psychiatric Hospital,” Psychiatry: Journal for x9 “Structure,” American Journal of Sociology, y, 47 
the Study of Interpersonal Processes, 17 (1954), (1942), pp. 717-726. 

pp. 27-40; W. Caudill, F. C. Redlich, H. R. Gil- = 12 See Family Study Center, Second — Re- 
more, and E. B. Brody, “Social Structure and In- port, Chicago: _ The University of Chicago, 1953; 
teraction Processes on a Psychiatric Ward,” Ameri- Leonard Cottrell and Nelson N. Foote, New ; 
can Journal ‘of Orthopsychiatry, XXII (1952), pp. Directions for Research in the Family, Chicago: 

314-334 ; G. _ Devereux, “The Social Structure of a ‘The University of Chicago Press, (in press). a | wi. 

Interac 
- Journal of Clinical Psychopathology, 6 (1944), a. 7 aus in the class of phenomena to be studied any- - ical Re 

31-265, “The The Social ‘Structure of the Hospital as as thing than appears: the action of the 
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contribution has been somewhat passed by 
(save for practical applications in employee wider pone by small group stu- 

| . selection), the real esthetes in the field find dents. 8 Many fields" of mathematics are 
refreshing clarity i in the severe _reduc- being used,}® but the real new impetus in the 

tionist simplicity of the goal he sought."* field is the stochastic approach. Bales has 

a reported an early stochastic model which is — 
: which i is reported it in this issue) involving only primitively mathematized,?° and a re- 

use of the sentential calculus in the develop- cent paper by Simon | develops further this 
ment of standard problems possesses an tradition.** *i In this issue, the Bush 
unusual degree > of formal | rigor. The decep- paper forms bridge from the Bush- 

tive simplicity of the Bavelas paper Mosteller learning theory models to group 
possible cl channels 0 of communication between behavior models. Is. At s several centers s the 

persons and the » restricted communication mathematization of small group up research 

_ problem- -solving investigation which followed will be given “greatly increased attention — 
from t this constitutes an effort of the highest during the coming year 
originality. The interweaving of ‘Bales’. here m may be some who believe that small 

twelve categories and Parsons’ pattern” has little to contribute to 
variables in their treatment of the small one interested in studying social behavior — 

“group as a social system has the “now you | in a naturalistic environment. Sherif has : 
have it, now it’s gone” quality of a good once a and forever destroyed the validity of 

painting.! 16 The small the cage- keeper versus. observer dichotomy. 
fil has much to please the mind. argument may be read either there are 
To persons who wish to _ mathemati: some effects you 1 long term 

thet, only to the are some aspects ‘group 
field, n no other aspect of sociology is so far structure in naturalistic surroundings baonal 
along at this time. But lest possible con-— _Taboratory- perfected group 
_ tributors turn away, one should hasten to add __ techniques to confirm. In either instance 

that the beginning of the mathematizetion ‘by the same author and Harold Guetzkow, “Com- 

munication Resulting from Pressures Toward Uni- 

that in no aspect of is the pros- - formity in Groups” “(unpublished manuscript), 
pect of a potential contribution so bright. “ie Graduate School of Industrial Administration, 
mon’s structuring of a Homans’ model for Pittsburgh: Institute of Technology, Jan. 

presentation is a distinguished ms 

pen that we observe. The method we are Ding F. Lazarsfeld, Ed), Glencoe: The Free Press, — 7 
° following proscribes our treating anything not ob- = pp. 105-165. See also C. P. Leeman, “Patterns - 

 jectively observed . . .”, Elliot D. Chapple, “Meas- of Sociometric Choice in Small Groups,” Sociome- _ 
= Human Relations: An Introduction to the try, 15 (1952), pp. 220-243. 
~ Study of Interaction of Individuals,” Genetic Pry 19 Frank Harary and Robert Z. Norman, Graph 
4 chological Monographs, 1940, pp. 3-147. __ oa Theory as a Mathematical Model in Social Science, 

D. Chapple, “Applied Anthropology in Research Center for Group Aon Arbor: 
Industry,” in Anthropology Today, An University of Michigan, 1953; R. Thrall, 
pedic Inventory (cA. kL. Kroeber, Ed. ), Chicago: “Ranking of Community Organization,” Engineer- _ 
University of Chicago Press, 1953, pp. 826-827. ing Research Institute, assisted by R. L. Wine and © 

- a. Bavelas, oe Mathematical Model for W. Feit, ‘Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, De- — 
Group Structures,” Applied Anthropology (1948), cember 1952; L. Katz, “An Application of Matrix be 

pp. 16-30, | “Communication Patterns in Task Ori- Algebra to the Study of Human Relations Within 
ented Groups,” ” Group Dynamics: | Research and Organizations,” Institute of Mathematical Statistics, _ 4 
Theory (Dorwin Cartwright and Alvin F. Zander, — Beng of North Carolina, Mimeography Series, 

Eds. x Evanston: J Row, Peterson and Co. » 1953. 1950; R. D. Luce and A. D. Perry, “A Method of © 
= Analysis” of Group Structure,” Psycho- 

_ ward A. Shils, Working Papers i in the Theory of metrika, 14 (1949), pp. 95-116, “Connectivity and 

Action, Glencoe: The Free Press, 1954, pp. 63-110. Generalized Cliques in Sociometric 
_ 4See Herbert A. Simon, “A Formal Theory of ture,” Psychometrika, 15 (1950), pp. 169-190. 
Interaction in Social Groups,” American Sociolog- 20 Talcott Parsons et al., op. cit., pp. 136ff. ool 
tical Review (April 1952), Pp. 202-211; and a yet ak Herbert A. , Simon and Harold Guetzkow, Op. 

unpublished parallel analy sis of Festinger work 
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“the exclusive claim to our attention of one techniques” have become inextricably inter- In this 
approach contrast to the other is lost. woven with the development of small group proud ol 

» Sherif and -Harvey’s” use dart- throwing "thinking. It is particularly appropriate that | apers 
estimates as a measure of group status, it is possible to include in this issue the * The s 

inspired as it was by Doc’ 's bowling ‘Riley, Cohn, Toby Riley paper 4 what is 
Street Corner Society, is most pertinent which the ‘ “perceptual” phase of s sociometry ogeneou: 

_ example of the interchange which is always is extended to a near-articulation with social sets bef 
to some greater or lesser degree possible system thinking. q 
between types of studies.22. 2 In In: the e heavily statistical arguments of 

can be 

a Sherif’s recent Robbers Cave “‘Stady | the some “small group papers the appreciation 
- laboratory i in the field has reached its ts highest of the role of careful observing - and clear 

Until about it 1937 the aspect: of small doubtedly a shortcoming. Homan’s paper 
‘group: research most actively applied the present issue helps us better. 

intereste 

‘recogniz 

entangle 
foreshad 

the sma 
called at 

provi ides 

tion in 

a goes ful 
a | 

4 of 

on We e 

‘contemr 

three 

ther in 

continui 

pattern 
torical | 

1 might 
less a anc 

was sociometry. what we ‘may learn from the careful de- 
Moreno and his group worked to transform ‘scription of small behavior. To read 

tt _telationships in the cor community into Homans’ article properly is an active | proc- 

_ relationships which were — We are all observers of work- behavior 
and believed to be more therapeutic. He and of the interrelation between the moti- — 
has r recently described this period as the vation | for work and off- the-job 
“hot’ sociometry period and contrasts determinants. we make sense of the 

 - with the “cold” sociometry (1937 to 1950) kno knowledge we have as Homans does, and . 

which was characterized by “research for so, implications “does this process 
own sake.” ** Ii It was during this latter have for our explanatory models and 

_ period that sociometric ratings, given after research hypotheses? No greater error could 

and in some cases, before) than believe we could. ever 
7 | 7 treatments, came | to be a standard technique operate without the insight which comes 

for obtaining a reading on on experimental ie the study of f careful, disciplined ob 
effects. The most recent Phase of socio- servations 

~~ metry, . called by Moreno the ‘ ‘perceptual” To the person without extensive research © 

phase, is characterized by dis funds, it is perhaps well to stress 

| 4 ‘research 

be hope 

ilar erre 
: use which is made of the guess of the sub- all small group research is expensive The try of 

ject about the choices of others. ‘This line experimental room Bales a and ‘Filanders” their at 

of research recently been developed describe in this issue would cost a sizeable 

at Harvard by ‘Tagiuri.™ 25 Stretching from amount even when built under the favorable 
the mid- twenties to the present, ju of including it in a new sa | 

this cannot be denied. But not all small 

J. Harvey, ‘ Experimental Approach has to be. done in such rooms. 

the Study of Status Relations in Informal A tape recorder is no longer a big invest: — 
‘ pent ” American Sociological Review, 18 (1953), _ ment. So long as the analysis is carried out 

357-367. E. R. Hilgard, et al., “Levels of As- girectly from. th 
piration Affected by Relative Standing in an Ex- y fr th 

perimental Social Group,” Journal of Experimental tion costs avoided. The notion of a 
Psychology, 27 (1940), pp. 411-421 anticipates laboratory as a fixed installation should 

_ Some aspects of the Sherif-Harvey work. = questioned. The laboratory may well become 
28 Muzafer Sherif, et al., “Experimental Study, a kit of portable tools which can be carried 

of Positive and Negative Intergroup Attitudes Be- surroundings. This ap- 

Cave Study, Norman: The University of Oklahoma, proach in many ways less expensive. 

group 

services 

27 Ka 

tween Experimentally Produced Groups,” Robbers 

1954, (Lithoprint). ‘Significant small group research can be 
24J. L. Moreno, “Old and New Trends in weed ane in connection with teaching situations. 

Sociometry, Turning Points in ‘Small Group Re- 

search,” Sociometry, XVII 1954), pp. — «442; 
26 See to the in this issue, ‘Person ( 

R. Tagiuri, “Relational Analy: sis: Matilda W. Riley, John W. Riley, Jr., and Jackson (1954), 

sion of Sociometric Method With Emphasis Toby, Sociological Studies in Scale Analysis: Appli- 

Social ” Sociometry, XV XV (1952), pp. 91. cations, Theory, Procedures, New Brunswick: 
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FOR STUDY OF SMALL GROUPS 

In this issue, Mie we e cannot be entirely | 

proud of this, the subjects for seven of wad 

set of persons who are interested opening paragraphs of many articles the 
what is described as “theory” is quite heter- narrower _ interpretation of everyday —con- 

geneous and must be broken into smaller cepts is clear, but in summary y and synthetic 

before the case for small group studies the broader meaning is. reintro- 
“can be adjusted to their interests. _ Those duced with a resultant loss of precision in ae 

interested in the history of theory probably communication. In this issue, the March 

"recognize that much must be done to dis- paper illustrates “how improved 
entangle from 1 centruy thinking the dealing \ with norms contributes > 
foreshadowing of our present activity in to the clarification of discussions “of con 

small group field. . Moreno has recently forming behavior. Many similar jobs remain 
called attention to a passage in 1 Marx which to be done. 

provides a a clear statement of social facilita- There are still others who use the term 
tion in -working groups,” and “theory” to indicate that they are ‘interested 

goes further to suggest that there was in in “taking the giant step.” Olmsted’s paper 
fact a link between this passage and the ins this issue and the work of Parsons and — 
work of Mayer and Moede.” . * Simmel’: sand Bales, to which it is_ closely re related, have 

Von Weise’s interest, shared widely by their at their base the broadest conceptions of 
contemporaries, in ‘the matter of coalitions social systems and human action.*! ‘The 

three person groups has been carried fur-— formulations 
‘ther in recent investigations. 29 Patches of 
j 
‘pattern i is not at all clear. W hile a good > determinants ata high level of generality, 

torical “perspective on small group studies and Homans’ propositions are so phrased 
might well inform us of some of the fruit- as to have broad applicability to various 
less and needless “replications of convenient human interaction situations. ‘There are both 

research paradigms in the past, it is also > | precedents for utilization of small group rg 
be hoped, that as a protection against sim- observation in discussixn of wide-ranging . 

iar errors in the future, students of the his- theoretical formulations, and prospects that i 
; tory of theory will in greater number turn _ the relating of data to highly general models . 

attention to current research. will be given’ increased attention i in in 
Those who view the task of theory as future. Ags 

the tidying of definitions will find “small ‘The appeal of small group studies should 
group research ‘greatly in need their perhaps be strongest f¢ for the theorist of the 
Services. Some attention recently range. In the Borgatta, Bales and 

Couch paper in this issue, data collected 

"part of a much larger design are used to _ 
call attention to what they have chosen » 

4 IV, p. 358, cited in J. L. Moreno, op. cit., p. 179. “a 

‘28 A. Mayer, “Ueber Einzel-und Gesamtleistung In “other middle “range” a examples 
des Schulkindes” (On the “School Child’s Work interdependence between the original design: 

| Among and In the Group), Archiv. F. DL Ges. 

Psycholo., Band 1903, pp. 276-416 ; W. Moede, Center for Group Dynamics, Ann . Arbor: Univer- 
 Experimentelle Massenpsychologie (Experimental ‘sity 0 of Michigan, 1940, esp. pp. 17; Neal Gross 

Psychology), Leipzig: Hirzel, 1920. ~William E. Martin, “On Group Cohesiveness,” 

eae. M. Mills, “Power Relations in Three Per- American Journal of Sociology, 57 (1952), pp. 546-_ 
son Groups,” in Group Dynamics: : Research and 554; Stanley Schachter, “Comment, ” American 
Theory, (D. Cartwright and A. F. Zander, Eds.), Journal of Sociology, 57 (1952), pp. “554-562 

Evanston: Row, Peterson and Co., 1953, pp. 428- Gross and W illiam E. Martin, “Rejoinder,” Ameri- ; 

3 Strodtbeck, “The Family as a can Journal o of Sociology, 57 (1952), “pp. 562- 564; 
_ Person Group,” American Sociological Review, Michael Argyle, op. cit.; Robert S. Albert, “Com- © 

(1954), pp. 23-29. oe a plaazcalle ments on the Scientific Function of the Concept of 
Leon Festinger, Kurt Back, Stanley Schachter, Cohesiveness,” American Journal of 

Harold H. and J. W. Thibaut, Theory and (1953), pp. 

51 See Olmsted’s — for 

Economy, York: Modern ‘Library, 1933, “4 
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MERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL IEW 

presented in this issue variable in ‘their response to con- 

some degree by Kelly and ‘Shapiro, | flict between achievement of the ‘group geal 
Sli and Hochbaum papers) and his and their | personal response to pressures 
“more recent “theory of social comparison toward conformity. Following through the 
processes” papers, has developed great ‘skill ‘relationship between valuation of member. ‘broadly 

in building explicitly into his ‘research de- ship and conformity which Kelley and significant 

sign operations which are analogues of ele- Shapiro suggest, it might well be that a dif. _ cate resc 
“ments” of his theory.* While it is perhaps ferent. phrasing of the issues could bring al parameter 

abstractly: desirable to anticipate .interpreta- three ‘studies into. line. Even better, one | important 
of all might that a rethinking of these data | 

ving extensive 

relevance to multiple hypotheses. Skill (like formity in three-person groups. | 

Borgatta’ s) at starting a complicated data- join issues squarely in almost any any 
‘generating experiment going, and thoroughly group ) controversy requires that 
exploiting it, is coming to share recognition commentator satisfy himself that ncongre 
formerly reserved solely for skill in design ous findings have arisen from differences} 

(like Festinger’ ’s)_ which results in little which are reliable . Thus far, at least three 
freedom for discovery of unanticipated re- of the replications of small ; group studies 

which have been completed have been al- | 
In this issue there are inconsistencies of most as productive of new insights as as the | 

. finding which the aspiring theorist of the original studies were. In this issue Emerson’s 
= range might well use as training Teplication of Schachter’ Ss work tae | 

‘material the his = what in our eagerness: we ‘Sometimes a. 

undifferentiated conception of group struc- although important “differences do si 
ture. If, in three-person groups, there is arise in the replications, Emerson’s replica. 

in fact a tendency toward schism of the tion of Schachter, Zetterburg’s unpublished 
sort. demonstrated by Mills’ earlier work, replication of Back, and Guetzkow’s un- 
then would not a person isolated by a shift published replication of Leavitt, have essen- Ls = AF3: 
‘in coalition in a a three-person group | have tially confirmed the original studies®? 
a structural ‘prop for his remaining an Per 
late. Under such conditions, would not a Goatees see “Organization! 
high percentage of isolates resist the pres- Development and Restrictions in Communication,” 
sure to conform. In pursuit this line of. (unpublished manuscript), Graduate School of 

| dustrial Administration, Pittsburgh: Carnegie Insti- reasoning, Mills’ empirical inquiry leads to — 
: woe P q ry yg of Technology, January 1954. Hans L. Zetter- 

indication maximum active resist burg’s study, “Cohesiveness as a Unitary Concept: 
ance to change | in the coalition which tends — Some Further Evidence,” completed at Upsala, con- 
“to isolate him is offered by the depend- firms Kurt Back, “Influence through Social Com- a 
4 ent person with low status. Hochbaum finds. munication,” Journal of Abnormal and Social Psy- 

chology, 46 (1951), pp. 9-23, with the increment 

- that subjects with a high perception of their that he refutes the hypothesis of additivity of con- 
‘tend more strongly Fesist sequences. Salk, Goodman, Lippett and others are 

pressures to” ‘conform. ‘The Kelley-Shapiro — also reported to have replicated Back without re- 
_ versal at Michigan. Leonard Berkowitz’s confirma- 

ce eel is in the locus of the Mills and Hoch- tion of S. Schachter, et al., “An Experimental Study — 

Duncan 

Dr. Edga 
Harvard 

Levy for 

1See | 
Socio 

The Free 

wig 
3 Leon Festinger, “A Theory 0 of Social Com-- - tions, 4 (1951), pp. 229-238, will appear in the af = Gr 

ugu: a parison Processes,” Human Relations, 7 (1954), pp. | = same journal. Human Relations will also carry the — f ¢ 

117-140; “Group "Attraction and Membership,” in Organization for Comparative Social | = 
pe er (e 

Com 
gathered» 

_ wright and A. F. Zander, Eds.), Evanston: Row, — which were designed explicitly | to gain the corrobo- 
4 Peterson and Co., 1953, pp. + 101. —_ ration : arising from replications in different cultures. 

Dynamics: Research and Theory (D. Cart- _“Cross- National Studies in Threat and Rejection,” 
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THE CO: ALITION PA TTERN ‘INT HREE PERSON GROUPS 

critics properly complain | rected. to the reconciliation of “differences 

eralization from twenty groups of sopho- ‘There is every prospect that a authors of 

mores to all of America is, insofar as this papers in the present issue, their: 
is s done, nonscientific and regrettable. How- average age in the low thirties, will for 

ever, in defense small many years be deeply involved in the de- 
samples, it is probably much wiser to map velopment and clarification of small group 
broadly small group “relationships with 

thinking. ‘The case for the ‘study of ‘small 
significance criterion of . 05, than to allo- roups will be most ti f 

cate resources for the the establishment of t satist ori yi so 4 
parameters before we are assured of ‘the their enthusiasm can be. "sustained, their 

importance of precise determinations. criticized, and their ranks increased. 

ta “incongruities in findings accumulate, ‘more Discriminating readers may help i in all three 

ng extensive experimentation be di- respects. 

THEODORE M. ‘Mus: 

U 

q tion that three person ‘group tends interdependence structure and, “sec 

2 ‘to ‘segregate into a pair and a third party. a ond, to specify, i in a preliminary fashion, — 
Moreover, it was found that when the pair the ‘conditions under which the structure is 

becomes more than usually solidary the pat- _ more persistent and those under which it - 

tern of ‘Telationships: tends to form a tends to dissolve. The experimental ‘method 
sistent and apparently interdependent role is applied to the first problem by using 
‘structure.2 This’ ‘paper reports a follow- two trained ro role players who, as they int inter- 

act with a naive subject, establish the co- 
_* This research was done at the Laboratory of  alition pattern, then artificially alter part of 

| Social Relations, Harvard University, under con- t. A al f th t f th biect 

: tract AF33 (038)-12782, monitored by the Human ‘it. Analysis o le reac ions te) e subjec 

Resources Research Institute, United States Air enables us to” assess ss the strength | of the 
a Force. Permission is granted for reproduction, trans- structural forces. The second ln 
q lation, publication and disposal in whole or in part jny estigated by” selecting — subjects on the 

- or for the United States Government. The > basis of their status classification and cer- 
author gratefully acknowledges the contributions, 
in a the way of f suggestions, criticisms and -encourage-— tain of their personality needs, by testing 

effects of these vi variables 

4 fessors Talcott Parsons and A. or dissolution of the structure. 

Dr. Robert F. Bales, Dr. Andrew F. Henry, Dr. © 
Duncan MacRae (University of California), por hile continued research on a 

Edgar L. Lowell, Department of Education, Pattern” the coalition should increase 
_ Harvard University 3 he i is indebted to Fred J. our understanding of the dynamics of the 7 

a ae for tabulation of the data. ee ee three person group, it should also amount. 
-1See Kurt H. Wolff (translator and editor), a 

The Sociology of Georg Simmel, Glencoe, Illinois: to forward step in our thinking” about 
The Free Press, 1950, Chapter 2, 3, and Serie social science ‘theory. In the small group i 

2 Theodore M. Mills, “Power Relations in Three- there exists a large share of the complex 
_ Person Groups,” The American Sociological Review, interplay between personality, group struc- — 

18 (August, 1953), pp. 351-357; also published in ture and sub-culture that is problematical 
Group Dynamics, Dorwin Cartwright and Alvin 

‘‘ Zander (editors), Evanston, Tilinois: Row, aol see Fred L. Strodtbeck, “The Family as a Three-_ 

: and Company, 1953, pp. 428-442. For evidence Person Group,” The American "aan cal Review, 

gathered in in the family ‘Supporting the 19 1954), pp. 23-29, 
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in current theoretical formulations.* The differences between the roles of the. two 
contribution at small group members when they are in the formal Posi- 
makes depends to a considerable extent upon — — tion of isolate and no differences between ; 

our ability to bring these complexities, one — 1 their roles when they are “parties to the 
by” one, under experimental | control, ‘When, coalition, then the structural | forces asso. relat 

4 for example, the formal structural forces in ciated with the coalition f pattern are strong as a pr 
the three person group are understood, the indeed, for regardless of direction of change | ; asa 
question of the interplay _ between them the coalition pattern” has reconstituted itself 
and a given personalities may be full. Likewise, in so far as the roles of 

encour 

investigated in a fully systematic manner. -members in comparable positions differ, 4 
is with this general aim in mind that the may be argued structural forces” are 

two problems of this paper are investigated less important than other factors. sition. 
discussed. of role players. In the present experi. | 

ie: ment one set of six subjects i is taken through pl 
| TESTING INTERDEPENDENCE the first sequence just mentioned (called 

STRUCTURE the deprivation sequence), and 1 another set 
P 1 six is taken throug h the reverse seque 

Experimental procedures are designed gain seq cases 
are called the pre- test series. As a test for 

examine “conclusion of “the previous replication as well as for a test of conditions 

| al that the coalition pote & a fully modifying the structure, a third set of 24 interdependent power structure. To illus- 
trate how this proposition might tested, subjects is taken ‘through the deprivation | 

us suppose member of a > The role playing procedure i in the 
‘person group, discussing a ‘ controversial deprivation sequence as follows. The two 

‘issue, is first a party toa coalition, receiv- layers * meet with a naive subject to serve transit 
‘ing suppo st bis ally ont “aligned a hypothetical military review court sit: begins 

against the third. Then, through a swi ting on ‘the of Billy ureme 

of allegiance of his ally, he is rejected from ‘ead the case and | give their preliminary — 
vote and « opinions in reply a question- 

the coalition. Even though the parties to it Th fift 
4 shave changed, the alliance portion of given minutes t 

a group p decision, and told that a a unanimous 
structure still exists. Whether the remain- d mi h ferabl bli 

ing relationships follow the pattern depends, _ ecision, t ough preferable, is not 0 +< 
tory. As the discussion gets under way the however, “upon what role the rejected mem-_ 

ber assumes. Does he maintain his original q accep 
£1 should like to express my special gratitude — he ha 

_ opinion on the issue, setting himself against 4 , the role players who gave a great deal of them- | with 1 
the new coalition, or does he alter his stand 4 selves in order to make their performance meaning- te 

order to Temain in agreement with | the and consistent ; to Warren Bennis and T. Harvie en 
_ majority? Next, let us suppose, in another Hay of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, | hand, 

a John Hart, John Baer, Thomas King, Jr, Loren tern « 
group in a similar setting, at member initi- Wyss, Lawrence Mann and John Winston of Har- — ; transi 

ally faces two members i im coalition a against _vard University. For important and pioneer appli- 
him. Then | in the course of the discussion cations of role playing techniques see various works _ 

one of the others switches his allegiance, of J. L. Moreno; “An Experimental Study 
= our member into a coalition against Leadership and Group Life,” by Ronald Lippitt 

and Ralph K. White in Theodore M. “Newcomb 

P the third. W hat Tole does our member as- a Eugene L. Hartley (editors), Readings im 7 
sume in response to the invitation? ‘ae fo Psychology, New York, New York: Henry = 

a he become a member of the new coalition Holt and Company, 1947, pp. 315-329; “An Ex- a 

7 or does he > reject the overtures of the ‘mem-— periment in Role-taking,” by James C. Brown, — 
‘The American Sociological Review, (October, 

ber who has switched: 1952), pp. 587-597; and “Deviation, Rejection 

va hen we consider the two sequences to-— Communication,” ig by Stanley Schachter in Theory 
can. ‘it ‘may be argued that if there are and Experiment in Social Communication, pp. — 

= 51-81, also published in Group Dynamics, op. 

8 See especially Talcott Parsons and Edward pp. 223-248. at 
A. Shils (editors) Toward a General Theory of Ac- S5Louis O. Coxe and Robert Chapman, Billy 

tion, Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Pre Budd, A Play in Three Acts, Princeton, New here. 

1951, PP. 3-29 and and pp. “109. “Press; 1951, 
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role ile players assess the position taken by the ence within the structure, presses the sub- 

subject on the case, one player siding with — ject” toward separation from the new coali- 7 

a him, the other taking the opposite position. ‘= tion and renin of their majority point a 

Te ally, called the “switcher, ” establishes _ view. Though this pressure is backed by 

a relationship of warmth with the subject previous findings, it is, nonetheless, directly 
ss a person and one of agreement with him © contrary to one of the basic working ng hy- : 
as ‘a group member. _ This relationship is pothesis of current social science; namely, 

encouraged by the defensive arguments of that there is pressure upon a group mem- — 

~ the other player, called ‘ “the straight : man. ” ber to conform to the standards and norms 

a Almost without ‘exception, the subject r re- of his group. Asch has clearly demonstrated 
- ciprocates both the warmth and the oppo- this pressure in the small group situation,® 
; sition. “The resulting coalition pattern is and Festinger, Schachter, and Back have 

permitted to develop naturally until the illustrated some of effects in larger set- 
role players sense that the subject has as-_ tings, to mention only. two of many recent 

os sumed its. permanent form. This first phase : studies that are relevant.’ Since the central 
usually takes from ten to eighteen minutes. - hypothesis | of this research is that the coali- 

the transition phase begins, the ‘straight tion structure will reconstitute itself follow- 
strengthens his argument and __ the: ing the change of roles, it is expected that 

switcher gradually | shifts allegiance from the subject will not alter his opinion to 

the subject to the straight man—his skepti-. conform to the majority. By implication 
~cism: melts into interest, then into ‘agreement this assumes that the pressure toward iso-— 
and finally into full support. When there is is to 

ample evidence that the subject recognizes conform. 
the formation of this new coalition, the Subject. A sample of 
transition phase ends and. the final phase sophomore male volunteers were given a_ 

- begins. During this phase, which for meas- series of screening tests and questionnaires. a 

| urement purposes is to be compared with, For the experimental groups, 24 were se- _ 
4 the wed phase, the ‘role players maintain lected on the basis of status and personality 

their alliance ‘in a constant state, letting — needs. ‘The 12 subjects in the pre-test series 

{ the subject. initiate whatever strategy he were not especially selected. 
choses. Tf he withdraws, they also _with- Measures. W hether the subject assumes 
draw; if he is aggressive, ‘they respond with | “the role of leslabe or otherwise is determined _ 
aggression. They reject all overtures for ‘by measuring three aspects of his role: = 
acceptance, unless the subject states that changes behavior the group, 

he has changed his opinion in agreement changes: opinion on the issue under 
with them. In this case he is welcomed and : ‘discussion and his attitudes toward “himself 

. the experiment is at an end. If, on the other and others after the discussion is completed. 
_ hand, he is adamant, they maintain the pat- ‘aan and after changes in “motivation are ; 
tern of relationships until time is up. ‘The also measured. 

4 transition. _ phase takes from five to ten min- The behavior of subjects an role play- 

“ utes and the final” phase ‘around twenty ers is scored according to Bales’ method of | 
minutes. Timing for the reverse, or the gain, interaction process analysis which records 

P sequence is about the same. Separate teams — the initiator, the recipient a1 and the type of =. 
4 of role players are used for t the pre-test ‘each act.® or our purposes Bales’ 12 cz cate- 

alternate roles from to E. Asch, “Effects of Group Pressure upon 
¢ 

session. the Modification and Distortion of Judgments, 

a In the » gain sequence, which i is used partly in H. Guetzkow (editor), Groups, Leadership, and 

as a control, it is expected that the member Men, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: Carnegie 

al 1951, pp. 177-190. 
accept the invitation to the coalition Leon Festinger, Stanley Schachter and ‘Kurt 

| ae a matter of course. However, » in | the Back, Social Pressures in Informal Groups, New 

deprivation s sequence come to play York: Harper and Brothers, 1950. 
3 8Robert F. Bales, Interaction Process Analysis, 

the s two conflicting Mass.: Addison- -Wesley Press, 1950. 
iz The first, stemming from the interdepend- "i am deeply indebted to Mary E. Roseborough, Rad- 
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ories are into three major ones: 
7 categories l, 2 and 3 into positive re reactions ; Fr 

categories 10, 11 and 12 into negative re- 
actions and categories 4 through 9 into subject 

instrumental activity. All measures reported © oes, in fact, assume the role of isolate, we 
; below are based upon the number of acts 
per 10 minutes. Change is determined by — 

F rom the central it is ‘reasoned 

hould expect his behavior to be like that _ 
of ‘the su subject who is initially placed in the | 

the differences between 1 rates in the first Position of isolate by the role P lay wee The 
test is made by comparing in detail a 

and third phases of the sequences. bp 
a’ Attitudes toward the self and others oe and frequency of subjects’ behavior a | 

measured by two forms of sociometric ques- — n the final Phase of the dep rivation rd 
quence with ‘subjects’ behavior i in the initial 

= In the first, the subject is asked onal phase of | the gain ‘sequence. In addition, ‘ 
test is made of the degree to which the 

member invited into | the coalition assumes 
the 2 appropriate role by comparing the final — 
phase of the gain sequence with the» initial c 
phase of the deprivation sequence. For 

two major comparisons, behavior is 

‘2 
‘choose between the other members on 
the basis of friendship ar on the basis of 

preferred membership in a group facing dif- 
ficult situations. The second is Tagiuri’s 
form.® Essentially it asks how one guesses 
other "members will their choices. 

Outgoing « choices indicate attitudes toward li 

others, while guesses are assumed to reflect divided according to qualities: Posi. 
attitudes: toward the self. tive, instrumental and negative and ac- 

are measured by | 

Scores on the Thematic Apperception Test, and 
three pictures being» atministered when the server can not dis- 

’ and three after the discussion.!° The stories tings ish a more specific target). Results of 

scored for need achivement, using the the topriate comparisons for the sub- 
Scheme developed by McClelland and as- 

cording | to three targets: each of the other = 

jects, as well as : of comparisons of the be- 
ng bavior of role players, are shown in Table 1. 

the scheme developed by Atkinson, ‘Hepes, y 

_ probability of a t as large 
College, for scoring the interaction in the at. least 40. Regardless of the  direc- 

_‘~pre- -test Interaction in the experimental tion ¢ change in the p osition of the 

series was scored by the P 
Tagiuri, “Relational Analysis; an Extension } 

of Sociometric Method with emphasis upon Social , isolates correspond» in detail, and their 
Perception,” Sociometry, 15 (1952), pp. 91-104. ‘oles when parties to the coalition also cor- 

am indebted to Dr. Edgar L. Lowell, De- respond. Moreover, as shown in the lower 
partment of Education, Harvard University, for ; 

the use of pictures which he has standardized for ‘Section of ‘the table, the “appropriate “roles 
before and after comparisons, and for instruction of the players correspond (with five €X- 
_ in applying McClelland’s Scoring Scheme. a ceptions, four of which do not involve the - 
_-11 For details of the scoring procedure see David _ subject, “out of 28 instances). - This means — 
C. McClelland, et al., The Achievement 
New York, New York: Appleton-Century- Crofts, > 

1953. In a score re-score reliability test the product their “function with precision, but that in 
i. moment coefficient of correlation was .73 for 60 both ‘sequences the entire ‘configuration ri 

subjects and 180 stories, interaction, representing the coalition struc: 

searing operations are almost identical with theirs ; “These results | are taken as evidence t that 

for details of scoring procedures see T. E. Shipley 

and ‘J. Veroff, “A Projective Measure of Need for s structural fact of two members being 
Journal of Experimental Psychology, in coalition against the third is 

43 (1952), pp. 349-356, and John W. Atkinson, Portant determining behavior in 

coalition, behavioral roles of subjects when = 

12Though the term dependency is used here ture, is systematically reconstituted. 

a series 

‘six ca 
tion. 

shown 

stanti 

the 
Roger W. Heyns and Joseph Veroff, “Social Mo- 
tives: 

Afiliation Motive on Thematic Apperception. 

that 
rde- 

bility test the product moment coefficient of corre- “the coalition pattern isa fully 
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THE COALITION PAT TERN THREE PERSON “GROUPS 

Since, _ as mentioned above, the depriva- ion in defiance ¢ of the majority. An analysis ~ 

- tion sequence is also ‘used in the series of © _ of the change of opinion of subjects toward — 
Bc cases testing the he second problem of this - the majority opinion shows that the predic- 

Hie "research, behavior r of the subjects in this tions are not upheld. Of the 30 subjects in 

series: may be ‘compared with that in the the deprivation sequence, only 16 maintain 

. 4 | gre cases just reported as a test test for 1 replica- their original opinion, while 14 do not. Thus, 
of these comparisons are as” far. as opinion on the case is concerned 

43 ~ shown in “Table 2. It is seen that no sub- there i is no strong tendency toward isolation. 
stantial when the ‘subject ‘The t third aspect 

ren! 
Subject in Isolate Position 

ation Gain ability 
Activity Sequence Sequence> Level + 

Negative 
q Positive 2. To 
Instrumental 

From 

To 
=’ 

4 

Negative 

‘From ‘straight? 

= Instrumental 

To: 

Negative 

Inst al 

‘ 

* Using a two- “tailed ¢ test t test. 

in the coalition and none at ad exist consideration i is his personal attitudes, 

when he is in the position of isolate. Thus, both toward himself and toward each 
the tendency for the subject shifted out the other members. It is expected that 

“the: coalition to assume the behavioral role ie sub- 
of the isolate is replicated. will guess that others in ‘the group 

Second aspect of the ‘role will reject him in their sociometric choices, 

having been deprived of support, the 

his opinion on the issue under discussion 

bers. Since there is no problem of change 
of opinion when the subject is shifted into 

coalition, the discussion concerns only 
the deprivation sequence. . According to the 

hypothesis ‘it is expected that the 

as it relates to opinions of the other mem- 
‘reflecting depreciatory attitude toward 
“himself. Results are ‘strongly negative. Of 

the 24 subjects | all but two guessed they 
would be chosen as “friend by the switcher 
and 10 felt that "they, rather than the 

straight man, would be chosen as a future 
team member. In respect to the 

— 
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— 
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AMERI CAN SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW 
dicts ‘that he will tend to reject both, par- pendency also increases; from an average 

- ticularly the switcher who had deserted him. _ of 3.1 before to 4.8 after the session, the dif- 

Contrary to these expectations, 16 chose ference being significant at around the 

switcher as friend and seven chose him hus, the change in n role structure of as as s the preferred team member. the group results in an increase in the sub- a 
In short, the subject’s guessed and own ject’s need for personal 

‘Tans 2 2 Test oF REPLICATION FOR DEPRIVATION SEQUENCE: COMPARISON OF BERAVIORAL Rotes BE ‘Berweey fi a f no | 
Pre-Test AND EXPERIMENTAL SERIES. (AVERAGE NUMBER OF ACTS PER 10 Minutes) 

acted b 

Source -Experi- _ Experi-  Proba- | 4 toward 

a 
Activity N=24 Level * N=6 N= 24 Level * 

Instrumental SO 6. 

Negative : 

Instrumental 

Negative 

Positive 

To “straight” Positive 
Instrumental 4.9 

ve 

Instrumental — >.50 

2. 
9. 

Positive” 0. 10 4 

2. 

2. 

0. 

Instrumental al 20. 18. 

10.5 
struct 

sidera 

lect, an increase in need 
of relationship, as ‘though n no change thers.3 

former and perceives | himself as chosen unexpected finding, but one that 
important in the investigation of the problem in 

nm 2 second section of the paper, is the fact that 
> 7 aspect of role analyzed, the increase in dependence and achievement does — 3 

not immediately relevant occur to the same ‘degree in all sub- categories 

the hypothesis, is the change i in motivation. of the scoring schemes. In fact, the increase is al- 
Comparison of the before and after ecores -- _ Most solely within the positive categories (antici- 

iag pation of acceptance or success, expression of grati- 

ee need achievement shows s a significant i in- : fication over receipt of rewards or successful ac- — 
“4 crease. ‘The need achievement for the (24 complishment, etc.) and not within the negative 

cases increases from > 58 categories (anticipation of rejection or failure, 
perception of blocks and difficulties, etc.). Implica- 

_ tions of these results for measuring motivation are — 

d 
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Conclusion hypothesis i is that the coalition will 

Tn | respect to our central question, be more apt to persist when the isolate has 
[i ore taken to mean that: (1) ‘inter- 9 low need for the acceptance 1 
Beare pa ee _ than when he has a strong need for their BN 
dependence within the coalition pattern de- 

termines subject’s change third hypothesis is that the 
nd behavior, (2) it does not alone determine 

his change ‘in opinion, and (3) it is s either e isolate has a strong need for self-en- — | or “is compl etely counter- hancement than when he has a minimum 
by opposing factors in respect to his for self- -enhancement. 

attitude ‘toward himself and his feelings In the status hy: pothesis it is assumed that, — 
other members. The specific con- other things being equal, the controlling re- 

dlusion tee our present discussion that = of the high status member are le 

the coalition pattern is a fully interdepend- comingent upon actual support from others, 
ent structure only in respect to behavior. _ and, consequently, that both the value and 

General implications for the fact that be- the loss of the ally is less for him than for 
“havior, opinion personal low status member. . With superior 

“change independently are suggested in n the sources following rejection, he is expected 

final section of the pap pr against the coalition, while the 
iy isolate with fewer resources is expected 

SOCIAL AND PERSONALITY FACTORS AFFECT-- subn In the dependence hypothesis 
ING THE INTERDEPENDENCE OF THE is “assumed that the highly 

all _ person has a greater emotional investment 
the original alliance, suffers greater de- 

testing the of the role ‘struc- -privation as a result of. the change and 
forced into submission as the only means 

of acquiring the social acceptance that 
so important to him. Similar pressures are ever, it is clear that the structural tendencies 

. that exist will impinge ‘upon different types 
of individuals in different ways. The second ,. 

problem reported in 1 this paper i is a test 

the effects of ‘Status posi- 

Structure. the isolate e is of low status with a strong 

There: are three. “hypotheses under con- need dependence (and with a strong need for — 
eperin ; the first two were set up before self. enhancement). 

_ the experiment, while the third, as explained mar 
later, was set up as a ‘result of motivational Measures 

felt to important in 
Hypotheses 

that the coalition “ity were used t ‘to classify They 

be more apt to persist when the. isolate For related see: Robert F. 
of higher ‘Status “a relative to others in the p Bales, Interaction Process Analysis, op. cit., i 

group than when he is of lower status. ‘The 153-155; and George C. Homans, The Human 
— Group, New York, New York: Harcourt, Brace 

For a brief discussion of factors pres- and Company, 1950, pp. 144-145; for findings 
sures toward conformity see Group Dynamics, op. Harold H. ‘Kelley, “Communication in Experi 

cit, pp. 137-150, and Leon Festinger, “Informal mentally Created Hierarchies,” in Group Dynamics, 

Social Communication” in Leon Festinger, et i . cit, pp. 445-461; and H. W. Riecken and 
Theory and Experiment in Social Communication, Thibaut, “Authoritarianism, Status and 

Arbor, Michigan: Research Center for =. Communication of to ) be published ih 
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are: (1) secondary schooling, (2) father’ ’s__ while negative, deprivation imagery (antici. 
education, and (3) father’s occupation. pating: rejection or failure, ap apperception of 

blocks and difficulties, etc.) did not increase, 
school, whose father was trained at tests of the larger sample | of 61 

Those who went to private: preparatory 

a... university, and whose father is either cases showed that positive dependence Scores 
; in one of the major professions or is a large were highly correlated with positive achieve. 

industrial or business (er re- ment scores. These facts led to” two infer. 
lated occupation) were classified as high ences: first, positive imagery more. 

Status; those who went to public school, accurately represents z a personality need than 
whose father did not go to college an and | oo imagery, , and, second, that there 
whose father is not within the | ‘occupations exists a motivational — tendency, more per. 
above, were classified as low status. Twelve asive than the discrete needs of dependence 

selected as ‘unambiguously high and achievement, , that both affects and 

_ twelve, low. As a control, role players are affected by social change. ‘This motivational 
” also classified on status, one team high and } em is manifest, at least, by a a wish al I 

one team low, so that each team interacts q social approval and by su 

7 g with sets of high and sets of low status sub- against « others. Here it is called need for self. 
jects. Status classification were made ex- ‘enhancement. 

_ plicit before the experiment got under way. a - Specifically, the need is measured as fol- 
‘The tl three members met with -experi- lows: The sum of scores in the negative sub- 

, ostensibly to check the accuracy of ‘categories in the McClelland scheme 

material on their personal data sheets. Points - analy: zing achievement are added to the sum 
oof importance to status classification were of corresponding negative scores in the ‘At 

Ve 
raised openly so so that the role players might kinson, Heynes, and Veroff scheme for. ana- 

= discuss them naturally in a brief get-ac- lyzing dependence (affiliation) , and this total 
quainted session" immediately | before the _ is subtracted from the total positive scores in 
experiment. measures of both needs. In this index, there- 

_ As mentioned above, to classify subjects fore, wish-fulfilling imagery is modified by Cases t 
on personality needs, 61 students were given images: of blocks, failures, rejections, al and the 
‘three pictures from the Thematic . Appercep- like. rang 

tion T Test. Their stories were scored for need The h hypotheses ; are tested for the 24 cases 

achievement and need dependency. Origi- in the deprivation ‘sequence by two-way anal- 
=: it was planned to test the effect of both ysis of vai variance. . For behavior, ‘tests are 

needs, but unfortunately there occurred too made of phase changes i in two types: instr 
few cases where the subject had both high mental activity and the ratio of positive to 
ta and high need achievement. As an n negative reactions. Submission and dissolu- 

alternative, subjects standardized tion of the coalition is represented by a 

on low need achievement and need de- comparative decree instrumental ac- 
i-.° - pendence was used as the independent per- tivity a 

sonality variable, twelve subjects being ratio of ‘positive to “negative reactions. “For 
~ above and twelve below the median for for this opinion, tests are made of the change i in the 

subject's opinion from before to after the 
A t third measure of personal ity need— session, acquiescence being indicated by 

called need for s self- enhancement—was shift toward the opinion held by the majority 
veloped in course of ‘research. during the final phase. 

is based upon the cbserved before and after 
motivational changes mentioned above.1® 16 It Fi _ hypothesis. In Tespect to _instru- 

t ‘Statist 
will be recalled that wish-fulfilling, positive _ mental behavior, contrary to predictions, i ee 

is found that high status is not associated may 

‘signs of satisfaction over receiving help « with resistance to the respect Weak, 
achieving a goal, etc.) increased significantly to positive and negative reactions, contrary 

expectations, it is found that the low 

16 See footnote number 13 above. status” ‘isolate offers more resista ce 

imagery (anticipating acceptance or success, 
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THE COALITION PATTERN IN ‘THREE PERSON GROUPS 

pificant. Congruent with this it is found that difierences, shown in 

the low status person is less apt to conform Table’ they are. still not in the “predicted 

| to the majority opinion than the high status direction. Briefly the results are that, first, 
though again not to a s significant self- enhancement is more important for the 

Tentatively, , these results high status members than for the” 2 

a reversal the status hypothesis. Cer- second, the high status member with a ‘strong 

the isolate has no effect upon the mainte- ~ tion while his counterpart with low need is 
mance or dissolution of the structure may apt to show positive acceptance of the other — 7 

not be rejected. members. This tendency for high status 

tainly, the - null | hypothesis that status. of need is most apt to resist actively the coali- +t 4 

TABLE +3. AVERAGE: CHANGE IN associated with submission is found sab, 
BewAvior FROM First TO THIRD PHASE though not so strongly, , in the test for 

‘Need for Self- Enhancement Changes in opinion, shown in Table 4. These 

Status of Subject. on High ‘Taste 4. AVERAGE CHANGE IN SuByect’s 
3. 61 — Towarp Majoriry OPINION 

p 

Results of Analysis of Variance: 

df Square * F Ratio” 

Subject’s status 1 10. 06 

Appeception 2 39.42 3. 30 Results of analysis of variance: no F-ratio ap- 

* 

*For the analysis of variance, a of “results indicate that the null hy pothesis 1 
11.00 is added to original measures. 

ne Significant at the .05 level. mye 

in h oe of the structure may not be rejected. In the 
Bs, Second hypothesis. For need depe endence > main, however, status and need for self-en- 
‘iti is found again that the predictions do not | x 

hancement interact directly contrary our 
hold. Between the strongly dependent a nd | 

less dependent isolate there are no sig- prediction. 
In summary, the results do not support 

‘nificant differences either in changes in- 
B it If, ta t t u n 

activity or in changes of positive oe hyp is 
and negative r reactions. . Moreover, in testing 
for interaction between this at and the status = 

variable there is some evidence of a reversal - Vid 
of the hypothesis. It is found that maximum > 

active resistance to the coalition is 
‘ment, 

hen the dependent: with ‘the. effects of = 

y status. This tendency holds for change ™! ariable and personality needs become con- — 
in opinion as well as for change i in behavior. siderably clearer. If these effects 2 are ‘sub- at 

— Since these « differences are not in themselves _ stantiated by y additional tests they pé permit an 
Statistically significant the null hypothesis improved specification of the conditions 
May not be ‘rejected, but the results , though under which the coalition ‘pattern is most 

: weak, : are a second indication that the as- and least apt to persist : as a power structure. ; 

sumptions Our results may be summarized by ‘Stating: 
revised pr positions which assume that 

4 apparently the measurement of the need for — _ 
ep endence was ‘not refined 

enough ‘to produce regular differences, 

status and need for self-enhancement have q 

_ 

antici | coalition than The status member, action elect of status and seli-enhancement 
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ego and others, variance of the frequency of positive acts, 
are held constant: agreements, and signs of satisfaction and 

when the isolate is of a high validity of of measure, the force ws 
aS 

and has a relatively low need for to question assumptions underlying the 

(2) ~The structure is mest: apt to persist, bor 
becoming increasingly rigid, when the 7,. present ABLE 5. AVERAGE RATE OF POsITIVE —" 

‘isolate has high social and — To Atty, Durinc First PHASE tion is 

A little at 
Need for Self- Thus, a 

Status of Subject High Low Average the expr 

cay, ciel co _ High 

conditions affecting the coalition pattern, ttern Results a Analysis of Variance: the other of more Mean ‘they res 
study of small group structures. “Source 

indepen 

The hypotheses stating conditions under ‘Interaction 38.0 ties are 
id Cases treated alike 20 4 

sistent are not confirmed by the results. The a... Significant at the .05 level. — a 

havioral 

not. Ey 
curs when status and need for self-enhance- Basic to the three hypotheses is the as- 
‘ment are used as the independent variables, "sumption th that the greater the personal and 
4 and here the direction of differences is a loss resulting from the “switch,” 

4 of the predictions. Are we to account 
for | these inconclusive or negative re results to conform ‘with ‘the group. Results 

in terms of the inadequacy of the measures ~ show that this assumption is in fundamental 

or in terms: of error in the assumptions that error. The person with greatest loss— —the 
underly the hy ypotheses? insecure, anxious _person—defends himself 
Two facts taken together, first, ‘that only - rather than capitulating, and in so doing 
‘ positive imagery increased following depriva- ' sets himself off from the group, while ‘the 
tion and, second, that subjects classed high less threatened person apparently ~ accepts 

and low on the. original measure: show the reality of the change, adjusting to it by 
significant difference in ‘reactions, indicate altering his opinion and feelings to fit in 
that the measure of need dependence is in- 4 with the rest of the | group members. As S 

adequate. There is evidence the other tentative hypothesis it is suggested that one 
hand, that measurement of the “need for j important personality condition affecting the 

- self- -enhancement is useful, at least as a first — persistence of the coalition structure is the — 

_ approximation. For, ‘aside from the data level of anxiety that isolation generates: the 4 
presented above, an independent test was” higher it is the more persistent the structure, 

made of this variable upon reactions of sub- _ the lower, the more likely is the coalition — 
tem first at which time to \ -indebtedr 

members 

the cond 
te fresh 

t 
more a upon the invitation ‘to a oder pattern, ‘it is argued that if part of the pat- oy 

power position than the person with a lesser — tern is artificially changed and if, in reaction — a - for their 
need. The results of a ‘two-way. analysis 0 of to the change, the: Test of of the pattern is 
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a CONFORMITY TO GROUP NORMS ~ 

hen: then are inter- where they do not coincide. The new pattern 
dependent. Arguing from another point of of behavior is superimposed upon the old = 
view, we we might assess the strength of the pattern o of attachments. = = 
pattern asking» what elements in the considerations lead to the 

; original pattern seem more impervious to the _ sien | that the coalition pattern is a partially — 

induced change, for certainly resistance to _ interdependent structure, composed of emo- 

ta externally induced change i is strong evidence. ‘tional attachments between members, | shared pay 

'4 that relationships — are structured. In in ‘the (or unshared) opinions and behavioral pat- 
present experiment, the answer to this ques- terns which are laterally differentiated in 

tion is that emotional attachments | change their susceptibility to induced change. The 
- little at all, _ while behavior : shifts radically. lag in adjusting attachments is greater than 

| Sto apparent paradox is s produced by the lag in opinions and these are greater 

the experimental procedures; we argue that than the lag in adjusting behavior. A general — 
there is a structure if, following t treatment, | hypothesis is that this differential lag in 

behavior of | the subject changes | ‘so as to adjustments exists in any group. Formally, 
it fall in line with the new pattern; yet we - this might be stated as follows: > ee 

gyt that the strongest elements in the initial a In a role structure of some stability, the 
“pattern are emotional attachments because structure of. personal, emotional attachments 

(positive or negative) is stronger than = 
solution ‘to the ‘paradox lies in ‘the Structure of « common 1 values and t beliefs that 

hen? 
ties are stronger and more persistent than of manifest interaction between members. a 

the behavioral patterns, but the significant Further, when the structure is by. some > 
point is that before the change t their positive ‘means | changed, readjustments are made with — 

and negative ssgne ; coincide with the be- differential facility in three aspects of _ 
role, such that there is a greater lag in ad- 

»  justing personal attachments, than 

: and patterns of attachments. The nttional these structures are stronger than the pattern 

(through differing to induced dag in adjusting and beliefs than in 
change) become separated, from the manifest behavior toward others 

other, then in the: final within the structure. 

AN RXPERIMENT ON © CONFORMITY TO GROUP NORMS 
_ WHERE CONFORMITY IS DETRIMENTAL 

GROUP ACHIEVEMENT 

H. KELLEY AND Martin M. 

'N of past. research on individual e has been interest in such 

behavior related to group norms, there questions as: W hat are the personal and 
has been an implicit (and often explicit) social factors associated with individuals’ 

emphasis upon conformity. For example, “conformity? * Wh hat is the nature of the 
| 

_ *The authors are pleased to acknowledge their points. The study was supported in part by a re- ia 
indebtedness to two groups of Yale men whose search program on communication and opinion 

generous efforts made this exper nent possible: change which operates at Yale University under 
members of a senior seminar on the psychology of — a grant from “the Rockefeller Foundation. 
te small group who provided expert assistance in 1M. Dalton, “The Industrial ‘Rate- Buster: AU 

conduct of the experiment, and members of Characterization,” Applied Anthropology, & (Win- 

freshman class who provided intelligent co- (1948), pp. 5-18; L. Festinger, S. Schachter, 

operation as subjects. We also wish to thank Chris and K. Back, Social Pressures in Informal Groups, 

Carl I. Hovland and H. Volkart New York: Harper and Bros., 1950; ‘T.M. New- 
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ar AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW 

non- assumption behind ‘this hypothesis is 
a brought into line? *? With respect to what _ that a person who feels his ‘membership j in 
kinds of issues. conformity pressures group is highly valued by his associates, 
- develop? ® 8 Although the results of investiga- considers himself free to deviate from social 
tions on these topics have been extremely ‘norms ; without the usual sanctions for 
valuable, because — of the implicit concern ~ conformity being invoked. This freedom may | 

with conformity, our knowledge the not be exercised in the many situations where 
_ processes underlying non-conformity is prob- the highly valued member is satisfied vid 
_ ably rather one-sided. For ‘example, instead the opinions and behaviors supported by 
of the above questions one wish to current mores. However, when he sees the 

How can a non-conformist avoid social limitations of prevailing norms and ‘the ad- 
pressures? In what realms can group mem- vantages of social change, we may Under | 
bers differ without fear of sanctions? What him to utilize his freedom to deviate. Under 

are the social and personal characteristics these latter conditions he will exhibit less 

render a person» prone to non-con- conformity than ‘members: who feel less =| 
q formity? On the basis of present research, cure about how they are evaluated. es ae § 

the answer to the last question proves to be ae the procedure to be described, an at- 
7 mainly i in terms of characteristics the non- _ tempt is made experimentally to induce dif- 

conformist does mot possess. He tends to be - ferences among group members i in their 
a unpopular, to find few attractions in the ; feelings of being accepted by their fellows. 

group, to have /ittle status and prestige, and Some are made to feel that they are com- ij 

to have few links with the communication pletely accepted, and others that their ac- 

network of the group. Perhaps the most -ceptability is in doubt. Subsequently, the» 
positive thing we learn about the non- con- group undertakes a difficult judgmental task 

-formist i is that he is likely to have competing on which each member helps achieve e group > 

and outside affiliations. success by « determining the correct 
The present a authors “suspect that this An apparent norm or consensus about the 

particular, s somewhat | negative picture of the correct answer rapidly develops and pressure | 
non-conformist emerges because most of this is exerted on ‘each member to conform at 

‘type of research has been highly selective this consensus. However, as the task pro 
in the kinds of situations studied. the evidence by the stimuli | 

= sense, “conformity i is “good” for the group— c 
it Promotes” ‘solidarity, facilitates group cedure, is to each S with 

achievement, or provides an anchorage for we situation where his judgments affect his 
members’ opinions. Given these conditions, — group’s achievement, but \ where this judg- 

it is hardly surprising that the non- con ‘mental behavior is under -cross- :-pressures— 

fo rmist with a rather repu- conformity pressures favor making one judg- 

The purpose of the present is to a another. he assumption behind this pro- 

investigate conformity in a situation where cedure is that it provides a setting in which 
it is detrimental. to the success of the group. the factors: underlying freedom to deviate 

hypothesis to considered is that and their effects be observed most 

"members who feel little “The gen- 
young met, ph 

saad s from the Vale freshman class 
4 a 

and Social Poycholory, 46. (January, hour experimental In | 

4 1951), pp. 92-99; S. Schachter, “Deviation, Rejec- reduce the effects of previous ‘interpersonal 
tion, and Communication,” The Journal of A 

mora and Social Psychology, 46 (April, fost), attitudes, the subjects at each session wert 
eo selected so as to have little or no prior ace 

Schachter, ‘op. ¢ cit. quaintaince with one another, 
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FORMITY TO GROUP NORMS 

‘Preliminary ry Instructions. The ¢ experiment choices. It was possible 
was: described as having purpose groupings because the Ss had no 

studying small groups working on various communication with one another and, there- 

kinds of tasks and problems. ‘They were Bid fore, were unaware of the inconsistencies in 
led to believe that the 5 or 6 men present the group assignments. Actually, for the 
were to be divided into’ two groups of two am remainder of the experiment, each S worked 
or three m members each. These two groups completely independently of the others. “agi 

were to be among a dozen or so similar - of Experimental Variable. 
groups competing, in terms of overall per- _ Attached to the assignment notice given each 

formance, for a fifteen dollar prize. The Ss S were the ratings he, himself, had just 

were told that in order to observe the per- made and two fictitious sets of ratings, ap- 
formance of men who get along well together, , parently made by the two men he was as-_ 
the small groups were to be formed very — signed to work with. As the - subject read — 

carefully, taking especial account of their these ratings, in 1 some cases, “the high ac- 
personal preferences. as to co-workers. variation, he learned that his future 

To provide the Ss with some basis for co-workers judged him to be highly accepta- 
one another, each subject was asked as a co-worker. In other cases, the low 

in turn to ‘introduce himself and tell so some- ae acceptance ‘variation, he learned ‘that his 7 
thing of his interests and experiences, ‘and future co-workers were quite uncertain» 
his usual roles i in n small groups. about his did 4 

“uncertain” position. In cases, 

the other Ss’ of S’s_co- workers actually rated each other 
Each S was then asked to indicate his frank qu quite highly. 

opinions about the acceptability as a _ The delivery of the fictitious ratings was 

_ worker of each of the other Ss, these judg- made to appear as an error in experimental a 
‘ments: being ng privately indicated on simple "procedure. After a period of pretended ‘ ‘con- 

y ating scales. The acceptability ratings were fusion,” giving the Ss an opportunity to — 
| collected and the experimenters” _withdrew read the ratings, the experimenter collected — 
| temporarily, supposedly to determine an ar- them, feigning embarrassment and privately 

rangement of the two > small groups that — apologizing to each S for the “mistake. ae 
would permit as many as possible to mediately thereafter, Ss were asked whether 
work with persons they | considered highly they wanted to continue with the group to. 

‘acceptable. In actuality, this time was used which they had just been assigned or to be — 
to allocate each subject to one 2 of the two | assigned to another one. These “reassign- 

treatments and to prepare ment” ratings were examined and the deci- 
_ Standardized materials for use in the next sion to. continue with the existing groups was 

phase of the procedure. announced. The Ss_ then proceeded to 
subjects were then placed in positions first of several 

separated by partitions, so that they a: _ At this point in the experiment, assuming — 
see one asked Ge experimental 1 manipulations tc to been 

“cept as given explicit permission to do s so. in a small group with two on’ per 

At the same time they were reminded that. who had been his first two choices as. oa, 

even separated. the workers from among the other 4or 5 men 

ion. In some instances ‘is 

Net each s was notice “he believed they had 

‘Signing: him to a ‘group which all acceptability as a co-worker. It is 

worth noting at this point that virtually all _ was composed of of himself and his two highest 
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E of the Ss found the pro oclenitine: to be q quite On initial problems in the: series, it was 
ares . Incidental evidence, to be men- — not apparent which square had more re dots, 
- tioned later, indicates that none of them (In actuality, the numbers were identical 
clearly recognized that: the crucial ratings for the first two problems.) As the series 
were fictitious or that their subsequent work continued, one square consistently gained 
was carried on independently. dots on each presentation while the 

— Assignment of Subjects to Experimental other sq square consistently lost a few. In this 

Conditions. At the time indicated above, the manner, it became increasingly clear that 

Ss 1 were arbitrarily assigned to one of the square B had more dots. (The ease of f the | 

| = experimental treatments. The majority” judgmental task on the final problems is 
were allocated to the low acceptance varia- indicated by di data from twenty-six observers, 

because it was anticipated that reac- in the experiment, who judged 

tions to this treatment would be more each of the pairs without knowledge that 
_ variable than to the high. The only control - the correct answer was the same in all cases, _ 

the into this assignment was to insure On the last four | problems i in the series, they ii 
that the Ss allocated to the high and low made a _ total of only four incorrect judg. — 

would be comparable in their r ments. 
actual acceptability ratings. The actual ac- After their judgments on ea each problem | 

ceptability of each S was determined been collected, the Ss were told that they 
computing the proportion of the other Ss could communicate within their ‘ ‘groups? 

| listed him as. one first two by means of written messages with no restric 

choices as a co-worker. ¥ tions being placed upon the content of this 
Experimental Task. The were given a communication. The messages 
series of six tasks. For. all tasks, each S ently delivered the experimenters, but | 
6S that his efforts anc and those of his two actually they were intercepted and ‘preserved 

am companions | were re being pooled to for content analysis, and fictitious messages 
for their group. were” instead. content and 

the 
effects feelings of same for all Ss and followed this sched: 

together. I think 
set while solving problems, and reactions to . the answer to this 
frustration. The present report presents only one is A.” we 

obtained from a judgmental problem From co-w “Wha you think 
g e in which each S was confronted by a con-— is? got 

sensus of opinion between his two co-workers age hunch it’s A. 
that: became increasingly incongruous with After 2, S received one message: 

ev evidence from the task itself. co-worker X: I definitely think 
task consisted of a series of ten Prob- | it’s A. 

a pair of f squares labeled “A” and “ ” Each’ From co-worker X: “ aaa put down — 

the problem was to judge which square con- rrom co-worker Y: “It’s A all right. Let’ 

tained: the > larger number, there being too <2 all answer A.” 
many / dots: to count in the allotted time. As a result of these experimental pro-— 

Ss were informed that the correct cedures, each S was confronted with the fol- a 

answer was the same he: series lowing situation: To help his group make 
sco score it was necessary for him to de 

being” ‘the “answer er for all the « correct an answer for the series 

ame each consisting of the presentation of A fter problem 3, S received two messages: 

They were also told that the score for their problems. Initially he found it very y difficult 

- group would be— the total number of times to determine this answer. At that time, how- 

that of the correct ever, be learned agreed 
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‘expressed consi this through 10. Combining 

group c¢ consensus on early problems 
to ans _ the extent to which he conformed to the 

“contrast, per © cont of a a sample of consensus in the face of contradictory evi-— 

‘non-experimental observers answered A on d 

this problem.) Then, as the series of prob- squares; 
Jems proceeded, the ev evidence became Measures. ‘At the end of the ex expe 

- ment, the Ss were given rating scales on — 
correct and the correct answer wasB. which to indicate (a) their desire to con- 
Measure of Conformity. On each problem, — tinue working with their present group, (b) 

v4. ,, gear the square he believed to be the extent to which they had become angry 
a correct and also reported his confidence in or annoyed with their co-workers, (c) how 

judgment by using a five point scale ‘they liked participating in the experi- 
on which “1” means: “Just guessing’ and ment, (d) their present feelings about the 

means “completely confident.” A rough acceptability of the other subjects as 

¥ index: of conformity was computed workers, , and (e) how they thought their 
a ratin nga co-workers them. 
"positive v values the a accompanying judg- 

‘ment was A and negative values when B. 
= This index was then corrected to take ac- 
count of whether, on the first problem, the to group 
"person independently judged A or B to be (made immediately after reading the ficti- 

correct answer.* On this basis, each tious ratings), the same rating made at the 
_ person was placed on a scale of ‘conformity end of the experiment, and his final ratings 

where high positive values: indicate high of the acceptability of his two co-workers. 

creasingly clear that the consensus was in 

= 

“conformity, 2 and high negative values indicate _ Approximately six weeks after the experi-_ 
low conformity. Because t the judgments for ment, a follow-up questionnaire, with five- 

first problem were made completely ‘point rating scales, was given concerning 

nets to to being accepted by other members 

; of groups to which they do or might belong. 

eg person’s initial judgment made a consistent _ Some of the items in this questionnaire had 

‘difference in how he responded to all subsequent to do with acceptance on the basis of mak-— 
For ing contributions to the group working 

alter e OS had received a e me “ 

_ the apparent consensus of opinion that A was the for its success Do expect to be a 
correct answer, A was given by 79 per cent of _ member whose efforts for the group are ap- 
those whose initial judgments had been A, but by  preciated and valued by other members?” , 
only 54 per cent of those initial judgments y considered py other members as 

playing an important part in the group?” 
of confidence). This suggests that ‘there 

may have been some tendency in this situation for ~ Other items had to do with | acceptance on 
—&s to become committed to their initial judgments. the basis of attractiveness of personality and | 

; Se - To take account of initial judgments, the con- desirability as a person | with whom to rol 

indices were corrected as follows: One act: ‘Do you expect t to be “one of the most 
average conformity score was determined for call nber 
$s initially giving A and another average for all — - popu ar members?” ‘ re you considere y 

initially giving B. In this computation, equal weight other as 4 a! likeable ‘person-— 
was given to each experimental treatment, thus 

i the Experiment. Consider- 
entially to the two averages according to chance 

differences between the treatments in their initial able ti time was taken 1 at the end 0 of the ex experi- 
frequencies of A and B. The difference between ment. to » explain: its purpose and reveal the 
these two averages was then added to the scores details of the procedure to the subjects. 

of all Ss who initially answered B, this serving to 
make their scores toe ce a to those obtained b ‘They "were carefully to told about the fic fictitious ; 

acceptability ratings and were reassured that 
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their genuine “evaluations of one another. to remain in the original groups. However, ‘that the 
_ had been quite favorable. At virtually all the evaluation of membership exhibited by will confc 

experimental sessions these revelations the lows declined somewhat more than that com 
evoked general laughter a and 1 expressions of - _ shown n by the e highs. This is most apparent — “tends te 
relief. From the comments behavior inc comparisons ns of pre- and post- experimental highs she 

at this time, it ee to the inv a = ratings of the acceptability “ their ¢ co- 0-work. | 

the and 17 per cent of 
"were in 1 reality working alone or that the rat- . highs gave lo lower ratings after the experiment er 

were fictitious. Five Ss reported failure than before (p less . 002). For ratings 

to read the ratings ; and were eliminated from of the original second choice, the 
the 3 analysis” of the results. One person be- - sponding figures are 38 per cent and 1 13 per é ; 

- aware that we were intercepting the cent (p=. 02). As a result of these shifts, 

messages during the number | Judgment task — at the end of the experiment 32 per cent of | 
and another « did not - understand that the the lows rank one or both of their original = 

correct answer was the same for all prob- first two choices below one of the other “per= | 
Eliminating these cases, our analysis Sons present at the session. For none of 

is based upon the remaining 75 of the origi- th the highs is this 
; Be 82 subjects, 29 in the high acceptance a In general, valuation of membership is __ 

and 46 in the low lower for experiencing low acceptance 
than for those experiencing g high, . Whereas 

After all th their questions had been ai an- the highs uniformly exhibit high valuation 
swered, the subjects asked for ‘their “of lows have lower valua- 
a about the disposition of the prize tion on the. average and also much “greater” 

money and were 1 requested — to maintain variability in in how attractive they find their 
ccrecy during ‘the remainder of the period .. sche 

during which the experiment was scheduled. Effects Upon Conformity of Experimental. 
Their excellent cooperation the latter Variations in Acceptance. It has generally 

provides an indication of their favor- been observed the which 
able attitudes ah embers value a group tends to be = 

other members and ‘their conformity 

"RESULTS nth to group norms.® If this be true, insofar as 
our high acceptance place “more value “Effect of Acceptance Upon Valuation of 

Lembership. Before considering the evidence their membership, 
‘directly pertaining» to our | hypothesis, it is. them to’ to conform more closely | to ‘the | 

necessary to note the powerful effect ‘consensus than the lows do. On the other 
experimental treatments had upon the de- hand, in this study is 

bership in their groups (valuation of mem- Possibly related to these results is. the 
bership). _ Immediately after receiving the that at end of the experiment the lows 

oO 

information about their acceptance, the ‘Ss other tale per cent 

indicated whether they wanted | to continue - of the lows report this while only 20 per cent of | 
with the ‘group to which they 1 were assigned ; the highs do so (p less than .02). As might beex- —_—_sihel 

to be assigned ‘to another. Ninety- three pected, it was also found that fewer lows than 
per ¢ cent of the high acceptance Ss indicated highs enjoyed participating in the experiment. On 

‘the questionnaire given before the true —_ 
® a strong preference to remain in the assigned — of the experiment had been explained and its de- 

oe groups whereas only 34 per cent of the low tails revealed, 63 per cent of the highs reported a 
acceptance Ss exhibited a ‘similar degree of having liked the experiment very much, but only + ee low S 

preference for the existing groupings. This per cent of the lows reported this (p=.02). 
P g Pi «6K, W. Back, “Influence Through Social Com- differ 

"difference is significant beyond the .001 level. ; munication,” The Journal of Abnormal and ‘e comps 
_ During the course of the experiment, both psychology, 46 “(January, 1951), pp. 9-23; L. | — notst 
highs and lows tended | to lose their desire Festinger, S. Schachter, and K. Back, op. cit. — in acc 
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CONFORMITY TO cneve 673 

ever, that the opposite will hold true—that ‘gh chen available for each comparison is con- <a 

will conform less than ‘siderably reduced by this Procedure, s o the 

- A comparison of all highs with all lows : 

Py to support the former hypothesis: in the present data. war 

highs show more. conformity. than the lows, Relation between Valuation of Member. 

but difference does sta- and Conformity. The | low ‘acceptance 

sample, which yields a relatively wide range 

against the ieumaeas inverse relation be- i to to study the correlation between valuation 

a 

00 

| 
4 

4 

> 
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1. Scatter diagrams showing relation between valuation of conformity within 

each of the two _ experimental treatments. (Ss actually judged most acceptable as co-workers are indi- 

tween acceptance and conformity, a more and conformity. The observed relationship _ 

sensitive test of this hy pothesis 1 necessitates substantiates previous observations: w ithin 
for the effects of valuation. the low acceptance | sample, the > product 

Statistical control, in which valuation moment correlation between scores on valua- 
& constant, was attempted by using the tion of membership and amount of con- 
index of valuation described above. com- formity is (which, for for cases, is sig-— 

“parison of highs and lows with respect nificantly ‘greater than ze “zero at beyond ‘the 
conformity was made for each v: value of the 1 per cent level). 
index for which there were both high the 1 An examination of ‘the _scatterplot for 

; ie Ss. There was no apparent consistent these two variables, shown in Figure 1, re- 
- difference between highs and lows in these veals an important fact. Whereas low valua- 
* comparisons. Therefore, our hypothesis is tion members uniformly show little con- 

‘not supported by the experimental variations | formity, high valuation members show great 
in acceptance. Unfortunately, the number 4 variability in their conformity, some -con- 
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AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW 
forming a great deal and others very little. _ by more re than half of the other subjects) 

: _ As indicated in Figure 1, the low acceptance @ are indicated by X’s; Ss with low : accepta- a | 
| + subjects may conveniently be divided into’ _ bility ratings, who were chosen by less than 

high and low valuation samples by using the half of the other Ss, are indicated by O's, 
scores 16 to 20 to define the valuation Among the subjects i in the experimental q 

show "greater ‘te 

“this procedure a high valuation sam- those more frequently chosen (p less” than ] 
ple within the low acceptance group which 06). There is a similar but ‘non-significant | seco! 

corresponds approximately to the high a ace trend for the Ss in the ow experimental g 
ceptance group in how highly “membership treatment (p less than 30). Considering all sonally 

is valued.) It is then quite apparent that Ss with valuation s scores of 16 to 20, wheler not corl 
- high and low valuation samples ‘differ i in the high or or low | experimental treatments, __ceptabil 
in the variability of their conformity. | Use the conformity exhibited by less frequently | interpre 

of the F test indicates that the variance of chosen Ss is considerably greater than nl 7 t 
high valuation sample is significantly shown by the more highly regarded ( less | of no a 

than that of the | low y valuation sample than 03). at “nificance 
It may be _asked how ap person’ account 

high tual acceptability -worker “could tive rel 
Ss is very similar , both in mean “affect his conformity i in this particular situa- 

= and i in to that obtained he has little opportunity to Jearn coefficie 
differen 

individual’s acceptability are affect his the ace 
‘In summary, one upon conformity conformity behavior they seem to), he reflect 
the experimental variations in acceptance must have some sort of awareness, if only toc contr 

appears to. be mediated by the factor of an implicit one, of these opinions. In the than of 
valuation of membership. ‘Learning that one present situation, there was very little real Tn view 

ratings 

to low of ‘membership which little chance to o find out t where Teasona 

in turn is associated with low degree of with his fellows. Almost the only direct in- 

conformity to the group consensus. There is formation he obtained regarding his accepta- 
also ev evidence that the usual r relationship be- _ bility was contained in the fictitious ratings, to work 

tween valuation and conformity, which is supposedly made by the two men he worked with cor 
: assumed to exhibit homogeneity of variance, with. Because, as the evidence suggests, his 

does” not hold in this situation. Here, where. actual standing with r respect to acceptability 
to the group can be manifested either affect his conformity behavior, we m might 

in conformity | to the group consensus or in conclude (a) that people are extremely sensi- 

responsiveness" to the evidence presented in tive to cues indicating others’ evaluations of : 
the task confronting the group, high valua- them, or (b) that each S carries some 
‘tion members: exhibit great variability general, social stimulus value which | 
their conformity. consistent ‘reactions in others as he 
_ Relation between Actual Acceptability moves from group to” group, and of 
Ratings and Conformity. A sizable portion he becomes aware to some degree. | 
of the variability in conformity among the is correct, conception of own of the 
high valuation members, in both the high perst 

acceptance a and low acceptance ‘samples, ap- his general feelings ‘or ‘expectations about 
pears to be attributable to ‘their actual being accepted in groups and these expecta: 

| produc 
_ ceptability as co-workers. It will be recalled tions should be correlated with his” actual | ‘thos 

4 that the actual acceptability of each S was — acceptability rating in various situations. err. 4 | 
A determinable from the proportion of om hile we have no evidence pertaining to to 

he “conformity. exhibit 

is dire 
* or 5 other Ss present at the s session who -3 the first of the above ‘conclusions, some sup- | ‘ agains 
“ listed him as their first or second choice as 5 port for the latter was « obtained. The actual at case, 1 

a workmate. In Figure 1, the subjects with acceptability ratings were correlated with | 

acceptability ratings (i.e., those chosen the two measures general expectations = 

be 
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tionnaire 
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about being accepted, , obtained from a ques- — constant is not \ very successful - with the | 

tionnaire given 72 of the 1e Ss several weeks present data because the number of 

after the experiment. T he “first measure, too small to permit sufficiently fine classifica-_ 
- which mainly reflects the person’s ’s optimism tion. _Even_ with a larger N, it is — 
; about being accepted on the basis of his whether existing measures of valuation are 
work for the group, is significantly sensitive enough to make possible a 

ated with the acceptability rating (r=. 35, tively precise Statistical control. 

significant beyond the 1 per cent | level). The Although there is no evidence from, the 

experimental treatments that a person 

person’s expectations ns about liked per- feelings of being accepted affects his con- 
sonally and about achieving g popularity, is formity, correlational ‘evidence based on 

ether not correlated Significantly with actual our Ss’ actual acceptability ratings does 
ents, ceptability (r=.12). It is impossible to "support the original hypothesis. “This e evi- 4 

ently interpret unequivocally ‘the difference be- dence suggests that one of the factors 
that _ tween these correlations; the authors know t we how a high valuation member 

Tess of no adequate statistical “test for the reacts to the disparity between the | norm 

a * 3 , nificance of this difference, and in any event and the task cues is his actual social standing - 

account would have to be taken of the rela- among | his colleagues. A person who is 
‘tive reliabilities of the two "measures" of highly valued as a co-worker is more likely 

itua- expectations. While it is unlikely that these to deviate from the group norm and give a 
eam coefficients would ‘Prove to” be significantly judgment in harmony with the 
t an different, they do raise the possibility that cues. Additional evidence indicates that a 
“his acceptability ratings in this experiment ‘person’s ’s standing in this experimental situa- 

“a8 reflect evaluations of the person ’s ability tion is related to his’ general expectations | 

only |  tocontribute to the work of the group rather about being accepted in groups. Further, 
“the” than of his attractiveness as a “personality.” at ‘the 
real In view of the circumstances in which the ‘social ‘standing reflected by the present ac- 

had cs _ ratings were made, this appears to be highly ceptability ratings is related primarily to 
tood teasonable, ‘evaluations: of a person’s ability to work 

Finally, w we may note that the first. contribute to the group.” 

pta- | of expectations about acceptability, Our evidence indicates, then, that one. 
ngs, to work for the group, is inversely correlated — ty pe of “ popularity” (frequency of being 
‘ked _ with c conformity for Ss in the high acceptance chosen as a workmate) is inversely related 

7 treatment (r=—.38,_ , § significant at the 5 to conformity, at least for high degrees of 

per cent level). It is not related “to con- a valuation of membership. This i is ' the opposite — 
ie formity for the ow acceptance Ss. The per- 0 

if sonality-related measure of conformity that has been in prior 
about scceptance bears no relation to con- studies. 8 The difference between the present 
formity findings may be interpreted in 

7Findings resembling these have been reported 
by R. Lippitt, N. Polansky and S. Rosen, “The 

‘There is no evidence from a Dynamics of Power,” Human Relations, (No. 1, q 
1982), pp. 37-64. In boys’ camps, they found that 

of the two experimental treatments that group member tends to perceive correctly the 
_@ person’s feelings of being a degree of power (ability to get others to do what - 
his conformity to group norms. “However, he wants them to) attributed to him by others. 
the experimental variations in acceptance Attributed power seems to be associated with cer-_ 
produce ¢ gross variations in attractiveness of tain physical, intellectual and social abilities. These 

_ investigators found boys with high _ power to be 

the group, low acceptance yielding hess receptive to direct influence coming from other 
valuation of membership. Because valuation — unfortunately, they have no evidence 

a. is directly related to conformity, it works indicating the relation of this power to conformity 
against our hypothesis and, in the resent to morms, 
case, ma oblite t whatever g *C. I. Hovland, I. L. Janis, and H. H. Kelley, ] y iterate - Communication and Persuasion, New Haven: Yale 
tionship between acceptance and conformity Univesity Press, 1953, pp. 149-154; T. M. New- 

exist. An attempt to hold valuation comb, of. cit., pp. 54-73. 
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upon whether ‘it is some. kinds popularity, the higher 
awarded for conformity or for ‘some other rank, the the « conformity to 

reason. It is not that the -accepta- 

s of his 7 per- 

cess, a a person may be awarded a social rank — ‘confirmation of a relationship observed in 
which carries with it considerable ‘freedom natural settings. Within a community organ. 

4 to deviate from social norms. Previous ization , Jackson 11 found that being valued 
4 studies _may have tapped other kinds of 

attractiveness. . The awarding | or withholding hile of has been 
- of this latter kind of social rank may be shown on several prior occasions to be Posi 
highly dependent ‘upen how closely a person tively correlated with conformity,” the par- 
conforms configuration of this relationship ob- 

An aitaenative intarpestetion of the di- served in the present study seems to be a a 

"vergence of our findings from earlier ones new fir finding. To our knowledge, the tendency 

may be made in terms of differences in the for greater variability of conformity to be | 
kinds ds of situations studied: popularity exhibited by high valuation members has 

positively correlated with conformity not been reported before. 
all the usual circumstances where conformity One possible interpretation of this result 

‘is “good” for the group, but this relation- 7 is in terms of the conflict situation in which, 

may reverse itself when conformity be- 
tite, 

+ as a result of our experimental procedure, 

he “high valuation n member probably finds comes to | group achievement. y 
himself. In the late phases of the judgment 

CL Hoviend. I Janis nd Kelley, problem, he faces, on the one hand, » pres- 
Op. sures to conform to the apparent group 

_ 10Partial support for this interpretation so opinion and, on the other, accumulating evi- 
obtained from a detailed analysis of conformity dence which indicates the invalidity of the 

(92-4), intermediate | (#5- group consensus. Assuming that the high and late (#8-10) items in the series. Among the 

high valuation subjects, the differential conformity - valuation member not only values the group 
of Ss with high and low aeeaguaiiny ratings - but is greatly concerned about its 

- success and welfare, he is likely to feel both 

‘group’s score, the less acceptable Ss conform little - highly susceptibl le to the conformity 
more than the highly acceptable ones (p=ap- producing pressures and highly ‘motivated, 

| proximately .12). | On the last three items, the to see the group make a . good score. -Conse- 
less acceptable Ss conform considerably more (p 

less than .02). This trend is a statistically significant valuation subjects, to become increasingly more” 
one as shown by the relative positions of highly  hetenegemens in their conformity. ‘The scatter 

acceptable Ss and less acceptable Ss with respect diagram of ‘the relation between conformity and 
to the regression line of late conformity scores _ : valuation conde to assume the heteroscedastic 

upon early ones. Significantly more of the less tern shown in Figure 1 to a greater degree as the 

acceptable Ss are above this line (p less than . 02) incompatibility — between the norm and the ex- 

which means that among with a given con- ternal evidence increases. “a 

on the early items, those Ss judged 44J. Jackson, “Analysis of Interpersonal 
Tess acceptable have higher conformity scores on - tions in a Formal Organization,” unpublished PhD. 
the later items than do those Ss judged more ac- _ dissertation, University of Michigan, 1952. Reported 

ceptable. In brief, this analysis suggests that as — in D. PL Cartwright and ‘A. F. Zander (Eds), 
the evidence becomes clearer that the norm is Group Dynamics, Evanston: - Row, Peterson, 1953, 

of operating to the detriment of group success, p. 424, Dhl git 

person’s actual _ acceptability as a co-worker be- _ Festinger, Ss. Schachter, and K. Back, 
ij comes a better predictor of his conformity to the 5 cit.; #H. iH Kelley and E. H. Volkart, “The a. 

- morm. Possibly related to the foregoing is the sistance to Change of Group- Anchored Attitudes,” 
ect but non-significant tendency “for the — American Sociological Review, 17 (August, 1952), 
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pres- 
group 

evi- 
f the 

high 

he is probably | motivated to see the gr group 
win because he to profit personally 

to make’ the correct 

the low valuation member is likely to be q 
the cues presented by the task v 

and d to. conform very litt little to the group 

_ One apparent implication of the findings 
interpretation just discussed should 

responsive to 

q clarified. Ina situation where | group norm 
are out of touch with reality 
erroneous conclusions, it is fairly 

that conformity to them may work to the | 
detriment of the group. In these circum- 
stances, a. group which is little e valued by 
its members is likely to make better adapta- 
tions to reality than one which’ is highly 

valued. The group with little power over 
members may, in these special circum- bers pro probably experience as a result of being 

stances, “have greater surviv ral ability than motivated both to conform to. the norm and 

one 1 with great power. In this _—s the to help the group achieve success by eae 

= 

ve 

others resolve it in yok of 

In contrast to the situation confronting the — 
> | high valuation member, that in \ which the 
low valuation member finds himself is fairly 

simple. . He cares little about conforming | or 

not, and is little susceptible to the social 

_~pressures acting ¢ on him. On the other he hand, 

CONFORMITY TO GROUP NORMS 

tions in the al course of group 

gated in a sotting where, because the norm 
is discordant with reality, conformity i is detri- a 

to. the success of the group. was 

hy pothesized that under these conditions 
members who feel highly accepted by their 

colleagues will conform less than members 
feel little acceptance. A comparison of 

ided by the relation between conformity 
and individual’s actual acceptability, 

as judged by others. ‘Among persons who 

place high value upon their membership in _ 
a group, those wh who are judged to be highly 
acceptable as o-workers were ‘more likely 

to deviate from the norm than members who 
obvious us not considered very acceptable. _ 

Be As in previous studies, valuation of mem- 7 

bership was found to be positively correlated 
with conformity. However, variability i in 
formity ‘was greater for high than for low 
valuation ‘members. This was interpreted 

, in terms of the co conflict high v valuation mem- 

trongly quently, he 18s In a UUr LiVGil LVIUS Wdas 4 

for | the opposing forces are strong. The large — 
er the variability in conformity found for high 
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THE RI RELATION BETWEE! GROUP 
dencies 1 

‘the basi: 

At the 

7 ndency of social groups to pro- these pressures are exerted on entue mem- the theo 

by Schai 

bers of a 

poi 

wo 

‘uncertaii 

ing a gi 
a great 

greater 

duce uniformity ; of opinions, beliefs, bers. by the rest of the group through com- 
attitudes and behavior among their munication; forces arise within deviant 1 mem. 

members has been observed for a long —_ * bers: to change their own opinions so as to 
A recent attempt to analyze this phenomenon agree e with the group standard; under cer. 

has been 1 made by Festinger and his associ- - tain conditions the group may reestablish 
P ates. 1 Approaching the problem conceptually, uniformity by rejection of the deviant mem- 

a system of interrelated hypotheses has been — bers. The form that these pressures to uni- 
formulated i in such a manner that they yield j -formity take, their magnitudes, the direction 
to experimental tests. Ac considerable amount of the Senens acting on the members, and in ‘its 1 

_ of experimental data has been obtained by ‘the resulting behavior are thought to depend ease 
“controlled laboratory studies in | Support of such variables as the cohesiveness of the n 
- this systematic analysis s of | group [ process. . ‘group, its size, the 1 magnitude of discrepancy —_ 

of the principal concepts assumed in the opinion, the hierarchical structure of 
underlie the ‘observed uniformity in social cial the group, or, more specifically, on the per- groups is that: of ‘social reality.” This c con- ceptions that the group members have of 
’ cept refers to opinions or beliefs that cannot these varia 

be checked against a physical, _ objective considered are - those that are inherent i in, 
referent. The only verification for an indi- - 0 or grow 0 out of, the total gr group situation; 

opinion would e through | agree- they are treated conceptually as the resultant 
_ ment with persons whom he accepts as valid perceptions of all the individual members. 
"reference points on such issues. Social groups For example, “cohesiveness” is defined as 
form very strong reference points on issues _ “the resultant of all the forces acting on the 
to which they are relevant. Ifa particular members to remain in the group. "2 Even 

opinion is in agreement with the opinion of the forces acting on individual members of 
a a relevant social - group, it appears to the _ the group are implied to be forces generated 

holding it as validated, and it p pos- and the group only. There is only 
_sesses “reality” —that ‘social reality” — ‘meager Teference those forces acting on 
fer him i in much the s same sense as an | opinion an individual member whose 

called u 

opinion 
monious 

functior 

a opinions 

of the « 
for him 

f in a 

| that he 
If any differences exist in a group ¢ concern as his. his past “experiences, or within: 

ing an issue that is relevant to the group, the — the perceptual tendencies and expectations — witht 
members’ need for obtaining reality for their he brings he group. It gs to. t e group. without 

opinions, according to this theory, gives rise 4 No matter how valid any group theory 

to tensions 6 which exert themselves in pres-_ may be, however, it cannot explain fully ra 
group phenomena without taking: into ac- 
count those influences whose sources lie 

is confi 

Tectly Q 
within the individual members and which 

by th Recah ‘interact with forces ‘that can properly lishing 
in Social Relations at the University of Minnesota _ ce 7 is 

under grants from the Graduate School; the Col- called “group forces.” The present study confide 
lege of Science, Literature, and the Arts; and from designed t to explore the interaction between ‘ * othe 

Carnegie Corporation, these two types of ‘forces. | It demonstrates” | a 
Festinger, et al., Theory and Experiment 

“in Social Communication. Ann Arbor: Research vin more thorough < the 
er, 

on 

ee 
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how certain expectations perceptions confidence in his ‘competence to ‘the 
brought to the group by the individual affect | issue in question. Based on this, two il 
his behavior in the group and modify ten- can be formulated: 

dencies tha Given a a group member 
the basis of the nature of the group alone. <a opinion on a group- relevant issue de- i 
At the same time an attempt is made to” _— Viates from the | opinion held by the rest of | 
conceptualize these factors and to integrate the group, and ‘on whom pressures are ex- 

them with the theoretical system outlined 4 

One of the concepts that is central to ‘sistance to these pressures will be greater the _ 

the theory is that of “dependence,” defined m lore competent he perceives himself to” 
by Schachter as “the. extent | to which mem- concerning the issue on hand. 

oup re hesis II. P if bers of a group rely or on one another as s refer- ypothesis II. Pressures to uniformity are 

‘= * ber who perceives his level of competence as 

ing a given opinion will be with { 
uni- a greater need for its verification—with Perception of one’ ’s own level of compe-_ 

ection | greater dependence; with increasing belief tence is to a large degree also a function of 
, an in its validity th this dependence will agreement with appropriate social | referents. 

increase. Confidence in the validity of such It should therefore be subject. to the same 

f the an opinion (its reality) has its source in : influences as one’s confidence in the validity a 
past verification through appropriate ref- of a single e opinion. Hence: 

re of erents. ‘It is not n necessary, however, that “Hypothesis III. ‘The more competent - 

the specific opinion has been validated in person perceives himself to be concerning 
of this manner. If closely related opinions given group- relevant issue, the less will 

ables possess reality, the specific opinion too will — of Perception of his competence be influenced by 
t in, be perceived as correct. Thus, person is disagreement with his reference group; 
tion; | “called upon to judge a given new issue, his a versely, the less. competent a person perceives : 
Itant opinion will normally be one that is har- = to the more will his — 
bers. d monious with opinions he he already holds. 

The degree to which he is convinced of the 
a the correctness of this” new opinion will be 
Even of the degree to which the older EXPERIMENT 
ae 

opinions are relevant to the n new issue, and Outline. We attempted to create 
of the to which they reality in different individuals by 

opinions first creating self- -confidence regarding the 
been r Te- _ task assigned to the experimental groups in 

confidence about half of ‘the subjects, and feelings of 

that “f is s competent to judge ne new issues inadequacy concerning the task in the other 
within this general area, and his opinions half. About half of the subjects in each of 
within such an area will possess reality e even these two vo conditions were then made to 

without further v validation. perceive themselves as deviates from the 
Accepting | this reasoning, we can then almost unanimous group decision about ‘the 
‘ake the assumption | that a a person who : problem on hand; and the remaining half 
is confident of his competence to judge pi of the subjects in each of the two self-confi- 
rectly a given type of issue will rely less dence categories to perceive themselves as 

a as social reference points in estab- sharing their opinions with the rest the 
; ~ lishing reality than will a person who lacks was seen 

confidence in his competence to do so. Or, as ‘a deviate from the group standard. The 
in other words, — a person 5 ’s “dependence = four conditions which we thus created can 

‘social ‘referents is inversely related to his” described in this manner: 

m 

rs 0 
‘ated 

Schachter “Deviation, Rejection and In the first condition: Perception of 
unication, ” in L. et al., op. cit., 63. 63. level of competence regarding the the group task 
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the Northwest Missouri State College, 

of Minnesota, the remaining 60 60 at the North. 
participants a chance to familiarize them- 

4 The Physical al Design. “Each subject par- selves with the main task of the study, they if 

@* 
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as very high, and “perception of himself s At th the beginning of the experimental session, 

7 a deviate from the group opinion. We desig- we again told the subjects that we wanted 
all such subjects as high-deviates. to _ learn how people form opinions about 

In the second condition: Perception | of own others. In order to study this problem, - 

very high, and perception of himself as 

ignate all such subjects as high- modals. information about his childhood, his rela 

ate In the third condition: Perception of ‘own tionships s to his parents, siblings, and others, 

level of competence regarding the group task Ber important events ir in his life and about. 
as very low, and perception of himself as a how he reacted to. them. This c case history _ 

a deviate from the group opinion. oo doll would be followed by the description of an 4 
rent that took place when the ‘person was 

In the fourth condition : Perception of own adult. The group would then be called 
level of competence regarding the group task _ upon to predict how this person would act 

and of 3S in such a: situation. We stressed the “facts” 
sharing his opinion wi e group. These we oare = (a) these were condensed versions. of 

gs of competence regarding the group task give the group short Cote histories 

E 

actual case histories taken from clinic 

Through a series of votes ‘on the pr problem files. s and that the actual behavior of these 

persons in the situation was known, and (b) 
cussion, we ‘could observe shifts in opinion. — that the background contained all the in- 
A period of “discussion” served to collect - formation and all the clues necessary for a 

data on the direction and amount of p pres- “correct” prediction of the person’s behavior, 
"sures to conform and was followed by an- We furthermore informed the subjects 

| 

other vote on the problem. that it was a’ “well- established” fact that 
_ The Subjects. Volunteers were recruited some people have a special ability, to pick 

from a number of freshmen and sophomore — the important and crucial cues from case 
classes at the University of Minnesota an and histories: and are subconsciously sensitive 

to factors that shape man’s behavior. Per- 
presumably for a study on “how people — sons with this ability are able not only to 

: judge | one another and form o opinions about sense such cues and weigh them “correctly 
- other people’s character an and personality.” against each other, but also to come up ' with 

pated, of which 52 were men and 90 cient: lack the required ability and hardly ever 
Eighty-two were s students at the University sucee with such a task, 

ticipated in | one experimental session as a would be given five “ practice” cases con- 

= seven member: each. Six groups had ‘six been found in the past that those who did 
4 members, and the remaining three had five Well on these practice cases also did well on 

lacking 
they could not see the papers that any in the later phase. 

the others wrote or received. Each 

hundred and forty two subjects partici- the correct prediction. Others, however, seem | 

- - member of a group. Twenty-two such groups _ siderably shorter and much easier than the | 
were used, of which thirteen consisted of ‘main histories. We emphasized that it had | 

was a assigned a code-number for the ‘experi- | laid | great “stress ‘on the group nature of 

o He did not know the -_code- numbers _ task. We told the subjects that each of the 

"many groups: who participated i in this study 

ect from the others . We e presented 2 as the 

-4 

‘ ‘The these groups differed both in respect 
Creation m of the “Low” Dichotomy. ultim ultimate with the tate: and the 

to choo: 
rect one 

ona pie 
municat 
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an assis 

did so | 
group h 

one. tha 

 correctl 
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sion, | mode of ¢ attacking it, that is, what cues — = 
anted would use, how ‘they would interpret them, 
about 
n, we gould turn out to be. No scores or ratings receive 
tories, would be given individual members, but plained th: that the five choices presented 
aining group would receive : a “group-score’ ” based scale of possible s solutions | from one extreme 

on the number of members| who correctly to the other, so that we could decide not 
thers, | predicted the behavior of the person in the only whether a choice was correct, but also Es 

case history. far it was removed from the correct one. 
‘Finally, we handed the subjects ‘copies. ae preliminary vote was taken, the results 

five practice- -cases. Each had three possible which, it was: explained, were Rot 

predictions from which the subjects were 
to choose the one they considered the cor- ‘establish some initial idea of the group feel- “aE 

q rect one. Each “subject choice before commencing with the group dis- 
facts” cussion. he their individual 
ns of | 

inical choices made were and handed 
an assistant seated in the rear of the room. ‘they: their the 

He presumably ~ tabulated the results and correct one. These e slips were collected and 

prepared reports to each subject on his suc- given to the assistant who : again presumably 4 
cess with the practice cas cases. Actually, two her ted the results and prepared “reports.” 
kinds of reports had been prepared before- — Actually, sets of these ‘Teports had been ‘ 

hand. reports distributed to beforehand for any possible vote 
that | jects to be in the “high” self-confidence and had only to be pulled from the file for 

category told each one that he had not only distribution . About half— the subjects 

case = answered all five problems correctly, but with a high degree of self- confidence, and 
sitive “that he was the only one of his group who about half with a low degree of — self- -con- * 

did so and that the other members of his fidence were given ‘reports that told each 
ly to group had succeeded only with three, two, one of them that he was the only one in- 

or only one of the five problems. ‘The re- the group who had chosen the particular — 
ports distributed to the subjects to be in answer he had actually marked and that all 

| the “low” self-confidence category | told each the others had chosen solutions tending — 
one » that he had solved only one problem towards the opposite extreme of the scale. 
correctly while the other members of his These other members with the solutions they __ 
group h had succeeded with at least three ‘and = presumably chosen, were - identified only 

one even with all five of the problems. their code-letters. Subjects receiving this 
Subjects in the “high” self- confidence typ pe of report were our “high-deviates” 
_ category should then ‘feel not only that they “low- deviates,” ' respectively. The other sub he) 

Aa possessed the e “special ability,” but also that jects in the two self-confidence categories — 
they were definitely better than th the other received reports which told them that, with 
members of their grou). In the case of the the exception of one deviate, all the rest 

subjects in the “low” self-confidence the | group had chosen the same or, 
gory, they should perceive themselves as most, an adjacent s solution. These subjects 
lacking the ability and actually < as s being the were our “high- pacterol “low- modals” | 

After the the significance of these reports was Having» created experi- 

again impressed upon ‘the subjects, we dis dis- mental conditions, “high-d deviates,” 
tributed another ¢ case history. deviates,” “high- modals,” and “low- modals, 
Phase Deviant-modal- ‘group proceeded to take the second voi vote 
structure. “This ‘case. history, t the Case of the Case of Horace. This vote was justified 
Horace, vs was s of the same kind a as the practice by a ‘statement to the effect that in view ,’ 

Cases, though longer, 1 “more detailed, and of tl the difficulty and complexity of the prob- 
More complex. This time, five possible solu- lem, the subjects not had s sufficient 
tions the problem were provided. It _time to it. The second vote was pre- 
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cata 

a reflection of a negative nature “es attached 
to changing one ’smind. 

‘of paper, again also expressing their ' degree 
of certainty concerning the correctness of 

= choice. Changes between the first vote 
and this vote can be interpreted as due 

‘group opinion structure that the subjects 
had received on their “ “reports” of voting 

soon ‘the slips had been collected, 

the discussion period followed . The dis 
- cussion took place by means of an exchange 
of written notes. This procedure was justi- 

fied to the subjects by explaining that it 
contamination by personal likes or 

dislikes or by the ability to speak in front 
of others; thus it would be possible to rule 
out all personal factors, basing decisions 

on facts and logic. 
~ Each note was to be addressed to one 

aa other member by writing his code-letter on 
the top; the writer did not identify himself. — 
Each subject I had been told what solutions 
other members had chosen, but these 

had been identified only by their code-— 
letters. Hence he was” forced to address his 

rder to determine te writer 
Z each note and the sequence in which the — 

of paper carried a hidden mark. 
_ The notes were collected by the experi- 

as they were written and presumably | 
“deliv ered to the addressee. Actually 

ject received 1 three notes _whose content 

them appear as having from 

_ members holding the same, a slightly differ differ- 

spectively. “They the modal or or devi- 

of wines than e 

for variations in with 
opinion registered by the recipient. 

sented as opportunity change one’s 

ifa more thorough reading should collected. The prew ritten notes were dis. 
“a lend a different slant ‘to the case and no tributed ata fairly regular rate ‘throughout | 

As before, the subjects. vo on a ‘a slip in the same manner as the prev ious two, 

mainly to the intervening perception of the i: ject was asked to give on on a slip of paper 

notes” had been written, each blank piece 

members ofa group? Evidence on this point 

_ For about twenty-five minutes notes were 

the same period. At the end of the period, 
a final vote of the Case of Horace was as taken 

This vote, the Subjects: were told, was the 
vote that determined the group score. — 
_ While the assistant presumably prepared. 
‘Teports 0 on the results of this vote, each ‘sub. 

devel 
a self-rating on n his ability to perform this of out 
kind a task—predicting behavior from result 
case histories. A four- -point scale was pro- 

vided for this purpose. On the same sheet 
he was also requested | to state whether or 

‘not he would be willing | to participate in 

future experiments - of the same sort as the 

Phase IV: ‘The -Catharsis Session. The 
Catharsis S Session, required in all such 

periments, served to draw ‘the subjects out 
concerning any suspicions they might have 

had about the experiment, 

-subjec 
eighty q 

7 

cess” of our attempted inductions, and to 

‘inform them finally about t the r ‘eal nature 
of the experiment in order to avoid any any 
feelings of or anxiety to be car- 

ried away. 

success with ‘which at the following 
basic | conditions were induced: 

a) The subjects i in each pee ses 
sion must have formed a psy chological group 
rather than have e functioned as more or less 

(2) The two extreme perceptions of the 
subjects’ own level of must have 

(3) Subjects must of, 

a 

war th 
and must shave accepted, ‘their deviant | depen 
modal ‘positions, partly 

Did the subjects perceive themseives as tion « 

is provided in the question asked toward 
of the experimental session con object 

to pre 
future | experiments of the same kind as the experi 
present one. In response to this question, betwer 

less than five per cent said they would ject i 

— 

cates 
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the participants—one- source of identifica- greater than the proportion of “high- -devi- ; 
= with a group. Furthermore, the gi goal of ates” who will change. their v votes under the 

activity—the score—could conditions. The expectation was ful- 
= = as a group, not by individuals, ‘filled. as can an be seen in Table 1. The differ- 

significant .001 level. ‘The com-— 
as of of confi- parison between the proportion deviant 

and diff idence in the and ‘modal members change their 
devel of competence “successful? The success opinions | strongly reinforces the findings by 

m this. of our inductions here is attested to by the es. for ‘S54 per cent - of all « deviates — 

from results of the self-ratings performed by the an only 15 per cent of all modals shifted 
iS. pro- subjects towards the end of the session: 4 ‘thelr. position in the e direction of opposing — 

sheet eighty-eight per cent of the “high, opinions. these modals some remained, 
only 21 per cent of the “low” rated them- after “their change, within the range 
_ selves: as 4 above average on such a task. The of the modal sub- “group, i in 1 other words lll 
‘mean self- -rating by the “high” subjects on changed ‘merely from an extreme ft uly 

four- which “3” Tepre- less extreme one still 

~ 
10. correlation co- “high: -modal, or a total pe 7.5 per cent 

efficient between “high” and “low” on the of the modals, shifted their opinions toa. 
one hand, , and a. dichotomy of the self- deviant position. should be noted, 

1 ratings ever, that while the difference 

Were the subjects aware 2 of, and did they deviates” and the combined modals 

accept the opinion structure of the group? “highly significant (on the . 001 level), the 
Because of the nature of the inductive pro- difference between the ‘ ‘high- deviates” a1 > and oll 

cedure in Phase II of the experiment which combined -modals, though i in ‘the sar same 
made subjects perceive themselves as either direction, is not (p=. — 

a deviant or modal me members of the group Effect of Duration of Pressures on Change 
=. suspicions concerning the ‘veracity of of Opinion. The assumption can be made - q 

e “reports” — di could have interfered with that the magnitude of pressures to conform 
bs ‘acceptance of the opinion mn structure as i increases with an increase : in the time pass- 

presented to the subjects. There was no evi- between the first of an €X- 

dence that such a suspicion was entertained 

bya any of the subjects. 7 

‘ RESULTS OF THE that at first may appear as perhaps due to 

misinterpretation of the data by one or the 
an “ot earlier on of the problem, — other of the persons involved, takes on 
; ur ypotheses were derived, partly | based | “more ‘significant dimensions if, ‘with the pas- 
on ‘the theory dealing with the effects sage of time ‘exchange of tees and 
dependence on pressure to uniformity, and arguments, still no the differ- 

“partly” from some additional assumptions “ence occurs. ‘From this we can develop 
concerning the ‘role ‘of a member’s percep- ‘derivation from 0 our first hypothesis: 

es own competence the group 

oward r With reference to the feo of these, one ion who perceive their level of competence 

concerning the issue on hand as high will, if 
obj ectiv ance measure of a subject’s resistance te ‘change at all, resist peessures to ‘cone 

pressure to change was provided in the: form longer than will deviates who perceive 
experiment by -change—or lack of change— their level of competence as 

| between the first and last votes of each su 
in Phase II (Case of Horace). It is the s 

in that the proportion of “low- 
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perception « of "the deviant and modal posi- 
~ and was followed by the “discussion” 
period which ended in the final vote. Since 
" the notes passed out to the subjects s stressed 

their positions in 

agreement. Since f urthermore ¢ considerable 
time passed between the votes, changes in 
opinion between the second and the third 
Se would provide the measures to. test 

the derivation. It was found that of the 
nine “high- deviates” succumbed 

~ 

Taste 1 LE 1. 

COonpITION 

Magnitude of High 
4 Change * ‘Deviate 

NS 

Low 

iat 

Partial change 

MAGNITUDE ‘OF Cuances IN OPINION OF THE CASE OF HORACE IN EAcH OF THE Four mal 

Modal he Total 
2 

therefore lead 

The obtained on 
be ‘conside d incom 

clusive. However, from our ur concept of 
pendence we “might hypothesize that differ- 

ences will ; appear ear also i in the particular form | 

High Low 

Modal Total 

32 94) (. 76) 

1(.03) 

= ‘Perceive of competence 

to expect persons 
who perceive level of competence con- 
cerning: given group-relevant issue 

the g group and the presence high ‘will communicate less to other group 
of ‘deviant opinions, they also tended to _ members concerning the issue than persons 
reinforce’ ‘the perception of continuous dis- | 

| 

| 

air 

No change at all 30 (. 77) 

“et 

of subjects under column heading whe whe change to 

ss * “Partial change” involves some change in the direction of the group norm but not — enough 

- to move into the moda! half of the scale; ‘ “complete ch change” indicated a change into the modal half of a 
the scale. 

and ‘direction in which to uni- 
manifested the change at the the final vo vote; formity will manifest themselves in come the 31 _“Jow-deviates,” however, only munication. These pressures may express 

nine (or 29 ‘per cent) maintained their themselves in communication in the form 

pressu 

-Proport 

“ 

pt 
one wa: 
underlyi 

cated 
ficatior 

opinion until the ‘final vote. 
Resistance to Pressure to change should 

a 
Sine the five possible solutions to the Case © 

_ deviates who ) change, but also in the mag- 
= > of change toward the modal opinion. 

of Horace formed a scale, a 
a shift his opinion either part | or all of the 

towards the modal opinion. In the 
former case he would remain a deviate 

although he has decreased the discrepancy 
himself and the group; in the latter 

_ case he has, as, of course, , succumbed completely 
to group pressures. Table 1 shows that 

var roughly only half of those “high- deviates” 
who change at all, change all the way, but 

approximately 93 per cent o of changing 
_“low- deviates” join the modal of opinion. he 
a The Exertion of Pressures to Uniformity 

ommunication. Pressures to to uni- 

formity, so far as they find public. expres- 

sion, take place through the medium of ad 

_ be reflected not only in the - Proportion of 

of pressures to change others, that is, to 

change the opinion of of the recipient, | or in 
the form n of pressures. to ) change on one’s ; own 

opinion—the opinion of the writer nou 

deviate could. 
sO 

_ Derivation 2a. If 
ist in a group concerning an issue relevant . 
the group, pressures to uniformity will te tend 

to take the form of pressures others to 

_make them change their opinions in the case 
- 
of members who perceive their own level of | 
competence as high, and will tend to take 

- the form of pressures on members themselves — 
to change their own opinions in the case of 

who perceive their own lev el of com- 

petence as low. 

A content analysis of 1 the notes ‘written 

was performed. The purpose was to differ- 

-entiate between notes reflecting attempts 
hange, ing pressure on oth others ers to c 
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writer to” change his o own opinion. _Opera- — Table, to a relatively high proportion of © 

| ee the e former were . defined as notes ‘unclassified communication. Therefore, while 
containing arguments against, or criticism these findings tend to | support our reason- 
of, the recipient’s opinion, ‘personal attacks ing, they cannot “be "regarded as as reliable 

on the recipient’s competence or intelligence, vy 
i references to one’s own superior ability or _ Confidence ‘in the Correctness of One’s 
| insight, | emphasis of the recipient’ s deviant Particular Opinion and Change of Opinion. — 

or one’s” own, modal position in argu- Let us ‘Teiterate an earlier statement that 
‘mentative manner, or any other expression ‘Tesistance to pressures ‘to change is corre- 
of desire to change the view of the recipient. lated with the degree to which an ec 
Pressures on the writer of a note to change opinion already "possesses ‘Teality” for the 
“his own opinion were taken as indi- holding it. Th his 

TABLE 2. DIsTRIBUTION OF NoTES —_— PRESSURES | on OTHERS AND en ON THE WRITER 
THE Four EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 

4 pressure on recipient = 

_:pressure on writer 

Proportion not classified * — 

i Tr: “Proportion not classified” includes notes that were either doubtful or did not express identifiable | 
‘ee in either direction. Sins the proportion of classified notes represent all notes clearly oriented © 7 

cated by requesting explanation or _justi- perimental situation, is ‘reflected in the cer- 
fication from the recipient for his” opinion, tainty expressed by subjects ¢ concerning the 
references to the writer’s own n inadequacy correctness of their opinions. A to 

lack of ability, reference to the recipi- our first st hypothesis would — read: 
ent’s superior competence, defensive | appeals 

7 dilemma, and the lke aie in ent a deviate is of the va ity of a specific 

All notes were analyzed by three i inde- 
pendent persons. TE hose notes whose con- 

Among ‘the forty” deviates who 
uently changed their opinions in the direc- 

which discrepancies existed among the judges 
were eliminated and the Test dichotomized. 
The distribution obtained is | given in Table tion of the | group standard, the mean de-_ 

As stipulated by the derivative, the high- gree of certainty: expressed in their first 
est Proportion of notes manifesting attempts" _ vote was 3 3.85; in the same vote the mean 

change the recipient’ opinion are written certainty y expressed by 34 deviates who 

by modals, and more by “ “high” than by sequently continued to maintain their devi- 
“low” members. The greatest proportion of ant position was 5.09. may expect, 
S manifesting pressure on the writer moreover, that if a deviate is sufficiently 

to change his own opinion is found with certain of the validity. of his opinion to 
the “low” deviates. Modals wrote consid- ‘resist | group pressures for some period of 
erably fewer such notes than did either of = but then finally | does change, this 

deviant | categories. However, the rela- _ change will be preceded | by a decrease in 

criteria. ia by which these notes his confidence. Finally ly we would also 

— 
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REVIEW 

a pect ‘that, once such a 
his op opinion so that he is now in “agreement 

_ with what he perceives as the group stand- 
ard, this agreement with his reference group 
should result in a an increase in his con- 
viction that this new ¥ opinic on is C 

44 

—did not change at ay ‘time 
between the first and 

gecond votes 

deviate has changed 

4 = the 

> influences exerted by the group, and there- 

‘The new, conforming opinion was then held 

with» considerably greater certainty than 

their original opinions. a Subjects. 
maintained their deviant position through. 

experimental ‘session. These 

“ther ‘original: “opinions but ‘this certainty, 
a too, decreased uj up to the second vote. There. 
after, contrary to expectation, they became 

| again more certain of their deviant opinions 
although this increase was telatively 

rejected ‘the “group” as an 

erent. Such a ‘rejection would that 
nificant they fell back on themselves a as s competent 

judges, NO longer subjected to the 

agreement or or disag ~ement with the group. 

— | EFFECTS: oF TH E GROUP ON THE 

CONFIDENCE OF ITS 

our earlier theoretical discussion w we | 
have ‘maintained that self-confidence, 
confidence one’s competence concerning 

hanged between the secondand given issue, is a function of social rein- 
third votes only 

Ficus, 1. Mean certainty of first, second, 

case of Horace, and ‘change of opinions between 

these two ex] expectations for three types of 
deviate: (1) Deviates who changed | their 
opinions between the first the second 
votes, that is immediately perceiving 

_ third hypothesis stated | 

+ on this reasoning. 
themselves as deviates. These subjects ex- 

"pressed 1 relatively | little confidence ‘in in their 

to agree "more with the “group, 
they became more certain of their new 
opinion became ‘still more | certain with 

prolonged agreement. (2) Subjects" who 
maintained their ir original deviant opinion 

through second to. as one of the main characteristics of the individuals 
who ‘Tesisted group pressures, based 

| con- 

ant they changed | Pittsburgh: » if 

the data pertinent 

with reference group, his 

: forcement in the past. Tf a | specific € opinion 

ona particular issue ‘is _in agreement with | 
an appropriate reference | group, one’s con-— 
fidence in the validity of this opinion in- in- | 
creases, ‘as was demonstrated in the pre | 
‘ceding paragraphs. In much same 
“manner, if a person finds several of his 
opinions within a given content area in 

feelings of competence e will decrease. Our 
earlier, w was based 

In experiment have two vo tem- 

porally. separated measures related the 

members’ self- confidence. One is the 

condition (“high” and “low’’), and the other 

 4It might be pointed out t that Asch described 

on 

. E. Asch, Group Pressure upon the 
_and Distortion of Judgments,” in 
(Ed.), Groups, Leadership and Men, 
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> NCE AND REACTI ‘ION iS TO | GROUP. PRESSURES 

self- -rating obtained in the third phase — —and analyzing it within Festinger’s 

of the session. Perception of the group Schachter’ conceptual framework. 
opinions occurred between the two . Accord- a a In order to test these hypotheses, a series 

to the hypothesis te ndency should of experiments were conducted, here 
appear for deviates to rate themselves ela-— reported, in which a group ‘structure » was" 

tively” lower than modals. Although the two created which was similar to. that created 

indices a are not directly comparable, we could. in Schachter’s experiments but with the 

stipulate that, on the average, all Subjects additional, variable (of “self- -confidence” 
in whom feelings of high competence had — the p part of the g group- -members concerning» 

been induced, should rate themselves rela- their own ability to deal with the group task. 

tively “uniformly high, while subjects in 7 The principal can be be summarized as 

whom feelings of low competence had been’ 
i 1) Even though the group- -conditions fa- 

‘induced, should rate themselves relatiy ely -vorable to change of opinions on the part 
uniformly low. If, within each of these two deviates group noi norm exist, the occur- 

categories, ‘deviates rate themselves sig- ‘Tence of such a change, its extent, and ‘the 

nificantly lower than modals, our hy pothesis duration of resistance to pressures to — 
would appear as being : supported. The mean he be affected by the deviates’ a 

“high” modals were 1 95 2.21 Tespec- the issue under question. 

tively, the difference being not significant. (2) The ‘effect | of agreement o or disagree- 
The mean self-ratings of the “low” deviates — ment with an a appropriate reference | group ‘| 
pa “low” modals were 74 and” 1.24, “re. on a person’s perception of his ability to deal 

ll "spectively, and this ‘difference is significant successfully with the issue concerning which 
the group serves as a referent is inversely _ 

the three per cent level. While this “related to the person’s initial perception of 
only circumstantial evidence, tends level of amy concerning the issue. 
Tend some support to hypothesis, that 

the degree to which a relevant reference These findings, as well as other more 
group can influence the perception that a specific ones discussed in the body of =. 

article, “do not contradict the hy otheses member has of his competence is in versely 

related to his initial level of self- confidence. developed by F estinger an and Schachter. 
Rather, as the present experiments 
represent “partial replications of those 

ported by y Schachter, the broad behavioral 
The study here reported intended to re- re- tendencies manifested here are the same as 

certain personality variables the observed ‘there. The pr present findings do, 
4 conceptual analysis of group Processes d de- 4 howev er, demonstrate any valid analysis 

order ‘to demonstrate that group behavior “successful 
cannot be completely understood nor group taking account a the group members as 

behavior reliably predicted without inte-— individuals, of their individual _character- 
«grating the characteristics of the individual istics, and past experiences -per- 

members of the group into the scheme. A - ceptual expectations which they bring to 
number of hypotheses conceptually the group situation. The interaction between 
derived from considering one aspect of per- such “individual dynamics” and “ 
sonality —confidence in one’s own ability to 7 dynamics” may be subtle and certainly is 
+ deal successfully with the task concerning complex, but group behavior is always a a 

his gro group ‘serves as a special referent function of the interaction of both. 
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t M ta Universi of a 

HE study reported here is a replication _ 
| of an earlier experiment conducted by fe 1g 

Rej ‘Stanley Schachter, entitled “Deviation, To the extent that eis conditions: hold, this / 
Rejection and Communication.” * The repli- ‘theory states that pressures “emerge to es , 
cation designed study the range of tablish and maintain uniformity of opinion, 
enerality of the initial findings, t a 

ty of the initial findings, consis isting since such uniformity "provides the “major 
of a ¢ controlled analysis ~ of the same con- support for personal correctness. 
ceptual relationships in different empirical Cohesiveness. The cohesion of a group is 

separately defined as the summation of forces 
the replication it will be of value to review , J adling “ acting upon members to remain in the group. 

ify in brief the theoretical framework and the — One source of such cohesion is the ae 
will which members have in the issues and pur- 

h ge iscrepancies be poses advanced by the group. Thus, cohesion 

may be coordinated to the second ‘condition 
above, making possible the derivation of the 

4 ee following major hypothesis: Pressures toward 
sniformity vary directly with group cohesion, 

mon observation that within a any social group The original experiment and its replication 
forces operate toward uniformity of attitude were re designed to test this hypothesis in two 

and belief. Schachter describes one origin separate empirical settings.‘ 
for such forces in the principle « of “Social Given a cohesive group, ‘pressure toward — 
_Reality:” “On an issue for which there i is no uniformity will be e manifest to. the extent. 

empirical reference, the ‘reality’ of an opinion that deviate opinions | are” “perceived within | 
is established by the fact that other people the group. Giv en the presence of a deviate, 

& similar opinions.” * It should be noted uniformity may be restored in one of three : 
that the operation of this: depends ways: (a) by exerting pressure upon the 

through communicating to him, such 
1) 7 The i issue must ambigu- _ that he changes his position on the issue; 

ous due to the absence of evidence or lack o of - (b) if he resists change, by ‘rejecting him, 
vidence at the person’s command. — 4 and thereby reducing the pressure to com- 

‘municate > to | him; and by changing the 

* This repeat study was financed and sponsored group norm in the direction of the deviate. 
re the Laboratory for Research in Social Relations The latter should come about most readily 
at the University of Minnesota. It was initiated — when the issue is less clearly defined for other 
by Stanley Schachter, who performed the initial group members. Using this ‘scheme, the fol- 

ss study, and he cooperated throughout to insure | 
comparability between the two. Acknowl- lowing were set for 

edgements are due also the Professor Don Martin-— (1) The deviate will be re rejected — in 
i of the Department of Sociology — for helpful “high cohesive groups (Hi Co) than he will be be 2 

insight throughout the replication. groups s (Lo Co). 
1tanley Schachter, “Deviation, Rejection and (2) As deviat b 

Communication,” printed i in Festinger, et al., Theory eviation in opinion 
Experiment i in Social Communication, Ann 4 apparent, communication to. the deviate will 

Arbor: Research Center for Group Dynamics, 

Further details of either ‘phase may be ob- second major hypothesis, similarly derived, 
tained from the initial — ebenuses cited was set up for test in the initial study: “Pressures — 

above. toward uniformity vary directly the group: 
Ibid, Pp. 52. relevance of the issue. 
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EXPERIMENTAL DESION Measuring pr pressures” toward uniformity. 
the th . Communication to the Deviate and rejection 
the origina ents Uni- of the the Deviate were taken as manifestations 

“versity of Michigan were given the ‘Siudy of such pressure. observer, nominally = 
to join ty acting as the temporary secretary of the club 

2 rev iewing the case history of enile whom he spoke, and for how long. At the 
delinquents, ,and recommending tr treatment g. 

end of the discussio eriod, three forms 
authorities. . Editorial clubs” were to re- 

ticl to th blicat o were filled out by each member, constituting 
view articles prior to their publica ion an 

make recommendations toa magazine editor. upon the manipulation of cohesion. 
Those ‘students who expressed high The Replication. n. The above procedures 

in case study | clubs and low interest in edi 
"were repeated in the replication in the most 

torial clubs were included as subjects. These careful ‘manner “possible. Subjects, however, 

were e divided at random and assigned to both — 
anes, such that case study groups had in- hool tud he 10th, 
terested members and editorial groups the 101 rades. There were nine groups formed in. 
members who felt little concern about the — each condition as compared with eight in the 

“clubs purpose. Eight groups of each type first study. Practice groups were conducted 
formed, and the initial meeting each the University of Minnesota campus te 

constituted an experimental session, 
r rpose v xplain n 

which the true purpose was e aaa ined and a replicator, recorded communications si >» 

the group never met again. multaneously in an effort to check 
b ability” of observation. B Between three ob- 

net case history of juvenile delinquent servers there was 87 per cent correspondence 
7 

at stay hall recording who spoke, and 79 per cent in 

were to recommend best treatment for” 

ge 80 J “COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS ‘OF ‘RESULTS 

which the trained observer, ‘Schachter, and 

would be considered by an editor in his Wherever possible the results ‘of the repli- 
write- -up of the case. cation are presented here along with corre- 

A scaled list of alternative recommenda- sponding data from the initial study. After 
tions was provided, ranging from extreme — comparisons have been made, additional data — 
love and ‘affection at point #1, to extreme will be presented in attempting to account 

punishment at point #7. Opinion on the certain discrepancies. 
~ matter could be expressed unambiguously by y Table _1 presents a comparison of Hi = 

stating a number from one to seven on this and Lo Co i both studies on on three 
“love- punishment” scale. A poll of opinion 

_ was taken three times during 45 minutes of groups. Tt is ‘apparent in questions 1 and 2 a 
discussion, once at the start, in the middle a substantially higher percentage of, 
and at the end. members: in Hi Co were interested ‘in the” 

a There were three trained participants who — club i in both ‘Studies. ’ W Vith the third | question 

“took part 1 in each meeting as group members. ) this holds true only in the initial study. It 

One conformed to group opinion (the. Mode), should be pointed out that only subjects b 
_ one took position #7 and argued for it in answering “yes” to question 1 were instructed — 

discussion (the Deviate), and the third start- # to answer question 3. cums 
ing the m meeting as a - deviate and ‘ ‘allowed” that in high school the boys would have © 

discussion to influence him until he was i. friends they would like to ) include | ‘than a 

the modal position at the close of meeting would students at a large university. “Eee 

‘(the Slider). Throughout the course of the The Sociometric Measure of 
experiment the three participants rotated E other 

playing each role the same number of members in n order of their “desirability as as 

times in both Hi Coa and 1 Lo Co conditions. . club mer ) members. » For any ‘person a rejection 
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AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW 
e computed as the mean rank © _ any other single member, yet h he was rejected, 

received from other "subjects. Table 2 pre- Rejection Reflected in Committee Assign 
sents the mean rejection score for Mode, ments, Each group member nominated each 
Slider and Deviate in Hi Co and Lo Co of the other members to one of three com. | 

‘groups. It was hypothesized that the Deviate ‘The executive committee was de. 
_ would be rejected more in the Hi Co groups, — 
_as the table confirms for both stuc “studies. ‘The | 

Questions 

Do you wanttoremaina 
member of this group? 

2. How w often should the 

club meet? 

or twice a week 

Once ort twice amonth 

3. Would you ou like to persuade 
others to join the club? 

& 

— 

scribed as very interesting and very impor- 

tant, work, steering committee less s0, 

Percentages Responding: 

& 

difference between me means for the Deviate is and the correspondence committee as s least 
a. significant below the .01 level in the replica- — interesting and important. Nomination to the 
tion, and at the .12 level in the initial study. 

_ Differences for the other roles do not ap- 
latter was considered a form of rejection. 

— Table 3 presents the percentages of all sub- 
proach significance.’ 5 It is of interest to note jects: assigning: trained participants 
here, that rejection was uniformly greater in each committee, above or below the percent- 
the first study and we shall comment upon ages expected by chance alone. ; 
_ this below. F inally, it was observe red that in 

TABLE 2. Mean” REJECTION: Scores 

The i 

Lo Co Groups (9) 

4.65 Hi Co Groups (8) 
Lo Co Groups 70 — 

: with higher - rejection scores than the Deviate 

these were invariably the members 
contributed least to discussion. ~The Deviate, 

5 All significance tests employed in this 
were “t” tests with 16 degrees of freedom in the — 

section 

In both experiments the 

nominated to the. correspondence committee 

- more than the S Slider , who in iurn was so 
‘nominated more than the Mode. While this 
trend remains unchanged in the ‘replication, 

there is a noticeable difference with regard 

to chance expectations. All trained partici- 

pants were nominated to higher committees 
in the replication, resulting in strong under- 

nomination of the Mode to the correspond- 
committee. While the Deviate was re 

__ jected in ‘the initial study, by this ; measure, 
the Mode was over-accepted in the 

% most groups there were one or two iin. tion. T his lower evel of rejection in the 
Ze is parallel to o that observed in the 

first measure of rejection. ‘There was no. dif- 

however, was. forced to speak up more than gr groups in the first study, by this measure. — 

ST the repeat study the observed difference 

ference i in rejection between Hi Co and Lo oh 

is in the expected direction. but not quite 

replication, and 14 degrees in the initial study ‘Statistically si significant. 
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a DEVIATION AND REJECTION 

: ans. of Communication, It was s__ seen that communication accelerated i in 1 both 

that communication to studies, , presumably as the Deviate’s s position 
Deviate would rise and then fall off as the became increasingly clear. The hypothesized _ 

Deviate is rejected. Such declining communi- decline communication from strong 
cation _ should be found for strong rejectors jectors w was found in Hi Co er groups in the 

3. or Supyects ABOVE OR TABLE 4. Mean CoMMUNICATIONS TO THE DEVIATE 
CHANCE AsSIGNING Par PAaRTICI- Minute Pertops 

Periods 

Mod Slider Deviat 25"- 

1.54 

committee —17.49* ‘alle —0.54 Total me 

Non- -rejectors 2. 61 3. 3. 61 

7. .98 70 6.16 Mild rejectors 2. 4. 64 
? 

Strong rejectors 1. 00. 2. 
» 

2. 

committee —17.29* 02, 21 B. Initial Experiment 

itial Study HiCoGroups 
‘Hi CoGroups Non-rejectors 13 1.15 0.92 2.15 
‘Executive rejectors 40 1.27 1.87 0. 86 

14. 

commit 

committee —4. 1.76 14.00 28 0.68 1. 52 0. 

“Correspondence = Lo Co Crepe 

22, 22.31! — Non- 13 0.38 0.54 0.34 

committee 44 0. 50 
rejectors. This decline was at 

card the 01 level? ? 

for each participant role in each condi- 
15 oe and ranged close to 6.20 in both studies, — oa continued to climb until the very end, 

With the exception of an insignificant decline 

n for other me mbers, and it should for ‘strong rejectors in the Lo Co groups. — 4 

be ound i in Hi Co than i in ink 0 Strong rejectors failed to reduce their com- 

munication in Hi Co | as” was expected, and 

on -rejectors on. the basis of the rank they ‘munication. to the Dev iate was higher in 
' _ assigned to the Deviate in the sociometric Lo Co than in Hi Co. “Similarly, the tctal 
Measure. The mean number of ene 5S was higher in the repeat study than 

— tions addressed to the Deviate by subjects in the initial experiment. It is suggested that 7 
vin each class are presented in Table ate Gee data may highlight ons” shortcomings 77 
time e intervals of ten minutes.® an index 

= first five minutes of discussion were 7 The s sign test of stance was w was employed 

‘omitted because of the many irrelevant comments. “this section. 8 
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it may be het students 
made generally longer speeches, and that high 
school students longer ‘speeches in Hi 
Co than they did in Lo Co. Table 5 presents — 
‘the percentages of all communications which | 

e Sid seconds or ov er, s supporting this | 

Lone CoMMUNICATIONS 

Hi Co 
Co Groups 

In n any replication, observed discrepancies 
“take on central importance. While both ex- 
periments show a positive relation between 

cohesiveness and pressures toward uniformity 
a as measured on the sociometric scale, three 

differences emerge relative | > to this this Major 

_ hypothesis: (a) rejection was lower in the 
_ replication as seen in the sociometric rejec- 

tion scores; (b) ejection as measured 

‘committee assignments was lower in the repli- 

cation; and (c) a decline in communication — 
to to the Deviate did not materialize in the 
replication, indicating lower rejection 

by this theory, 
Ina replication de designed, as ‘this s one was, 

empirical universe » one source of such dis- 

e | -crepancies should be sought in | distinguishing 
features of the two empirical Settings. We 

accordingly raise the following -ques- 

tion: Given t the the theory initially advanced , is 

P ‘it possible to predict the observed differences 

- between the two studies on the basis of the — 

difference in between n the two g roups 

_ sampled? If we tentatively a assume that high 

school students have of opinions about proper 

Structured and more ambiguous than 

similar: attitudes” held college 
who ‘presumably a a broader 

test est of (1) is ‘is dently in order. 

and Condition 

test the same hypothesis s in a 

end Ta: 
_ both studies the greatest amount of change 

, i the direction of the Deviate (Ts- -T;) is 

The group norm will tend more to shift in the 
= of the deviate imu (see page 3 

Table 6 presents the number of persons 
who changed their opinion during the dis. 

cussion period. In both studies this occurred 

more frequently i in Hi Co than i in Lo Co, as 

significant. Comparing the totals for the two 
studies, however, we find that a significantly _ 
higher proportion of subjects changed in the 
replication. The probability is below .01 by 

“square. The directing g of sucl h attitude 
change is reflected in the changing position — 

Table 7 presents the mea mean of the group norm. 

Persons 

Changing o 
Distance 

= 

A. Replication 

Co Groups 
Lo Co 
Or 

B. Initial Experiment 

Co Groups 

Lo Co Groups 

7 point love- 

Total 

-* Distance was measured on the 

punishment scale. 

attitude score on the seven | point scale a at the 
start of discussion, in the middle and at the 

Ts). As would be expected, 

found i in Hi Co groups, again not significant. 
Comparing the total change for the two 

- studies we find greater change in the replica- f 
_ tion, significant below the 01 level by “t” 

‘test with 32 degrees of freedom. 
_ These data lend some support to ‘the inter- 
pretation that the younger boys had less 
“or were fo opinions on the matter discussed, 

or were ale ' some other reason more readily 

_where length of communications is clearly background, we can make the influ 

golf 

This 

(2) Given the above, there should be less ‘more 

— 
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STUDY OF | OF GROUP ACTION 

Gnfluenced i in their opinions. Pressures toward measure, forcing: the trained into 7 
uniformity took the direction of changing» positions. Hence, even though the 

q age groups is further supported i in the experi- they may have participated relatively higher — 
ments by Solomon Asch, where boys of simi- in the replication, depending upon subject 

age to those in this replication were found participation. ation, 

‘This hypothesized difference between the two "same amount as rane had i in the initial study, FY | 

» 
subjects of college age.§ a SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

‘Taste 7. MEAN Posrr10n oF function « of re-examining propositions under 

7 Point Scate aT Each Pott different conditions before they are incor- 
porated into body of expanding theory. 

4 T ‘Ts (THT) The central proposition te tested by Schachter, 

pressures toward uniformity i in social 
groups vary directly with group cohesion, 

Groups ‘+ 3.13 3.81 81 3.86 0.73 

comparable levels of sig nificance. Discrep- 

3.54 3.70 0.63 -ancies in the over-all amount of rejection 
between the two studies formed a pattern 

“Shee which could be largely accounted for 
HiCo! Groups _ 01 3. 06 0.2 26 - he th tiall dv. 
Lo Co Growpe 8 3.09 3.23 3.14 0. oe e theory initially advanced. 

things: first, the laboratory techniques em- 

_ remains at least or one alternative, or Properties of small groups are teplicatable, yy. 
least in some instances; and ‘second, the 

perhaps complementary, , explanation for the substantive findings were in this case ‘found 
observed difference in amount of measured 

to be stable. There is, however, one ‘major 
"rejection. Rejection scores for subjects were ambi uit “involve Can the “subj ects: 

b idered d h 
tebjects nominated to low commnittess extent can findings be generalized to field 

situations? It seems quite clear that such 
ad ranked low in the sociometric 

laboratory findings will have greatest value 
— Asch, Social Psychology, York: used in conjunction with parallel field 

Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1952, Table IX, p. 482. 

of groups of subjects has also been studied, 
highly and | ‘Testricted stimu-— with at least two differing theoretical orien- 

* lus situations has been studied exten- tations. Social psychologists have examined — 
Sively, empirically and theoretically, the influence of the on the ‘individual, 

by experimental psychologists. The behavior considering, the group as a "part of his 
situation? Sociologists as well as_ 

*The first named in this§ 
“eee while holding a Social Science Research a An early and original experiment was that of — 
Council Research-Training Fellowship. The study N. Tripplett, on “Dynamogenic Factors in Pace-_ f 
_ Was supported in part by the Laboratory of — _- and Competition,” published in the Ameri- 
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‘AN SOCIOLOGICAL 

“a in the ¢ group.” These theoretical orientations — 

"studied most often a task to of the alternative courses of 
each participant as an individual, the task action av ailable to the subject during» the 
to be performed in the presence the experiment. For | purposes | of model construc. 

4 other group members. Interaction, on the tion, it is ‘expedient ‘that the number of 
other hand, has been studied by assigning glternativ es be small. In general, the experi- 
a task to the group as a unit, and asking _ mental psychologist 1 has dealt with | situa. 

the participants to contribute to its solution. tions in which only two or three alternatives * | 
While the first type of study may involve — : were available, whereas the sociologist, deal- 
a task which is, like that of the learning ing with free interaction, has worked with 

psychologist, controlled and restricted, inter- many more categories of behavior. Further- 
action studies have generally utilized tasks more, the experimental psychologist has Te 

of z a less restricted mature, ‘stricted himself to situations in which the 
In areas where precise experiments have alternatives could be operationally defined, 

been” done, the feasibility of constructing while the sociologist has depended on 
models has been ~demon- inferences of an observer. Our second point 

-strated.* In the study of interaction, how- is that the construction of a model is simpli- bi | 
“ever, _ comparatively few applications of fied if there is a time series of environmental 
models have been reported.* Perhaps one corresponding to. the time series rh 

for this lack is the complexity of the interaction behavior. The e experimental 
_ experimental situations used i in such studies. _ chologist uses tasks: of this type, while ie 

We believe that the type of task used may sociologist has been more interested i in, tasks 
crucial, & the early stages involving only one environmental event, 

of model construction. A possible solution | _ For example, Bales introduces a | human re- | 
lations problem; interaction then proceeds 

Floyd Allport introduced the term social in the group | for forty minutes: before the 
facilitation in his Social Psychology, Boston: 

Mifilin, 1924, pp. 260-291. A more environmental event. 
study is “Group Influences upon the Formation If we can “successfully adapt tasks 
of Norms and Attitudes,” by Muzafer Sherif, in used by experimental psychologists the 

_ Theodore M. Newcomb and Eugene L. Hartley, ‘study of interaction, two results should ee | | 
Readings in Social Psychology, New York: Henry 

Holt, 1947, pp. 77-90. tain. First, since the behavior of individual 
_ *E. g., Talcott Parsons, Robert F. Bales, and subjects in such situations is well a 
‘Edward | A. Shils, Working Papers in the Theory we should have. a base line for our expecta- f 

of Action, Glencoe, IIL: The Free Press, 1953; 
and also, Leon Festinger, “Kurt, Back, Stenkey tions about the behavior of individual | partici- 

Schachter, Harold H. Kelley, and John Thibaut, Pants in the groups. Furthermore, since 
Theory and Experiment in Social Communication, mathematical models for the behavior of 
Ann Arbor, Michigan: Research Center of Group — ‘indi vidual subje 
Dy namics, Institute for Social Research, University cts exist, 
of Michigan, 1950. these_- models should yield ‘models for 

For example, by William K. Estes and behavior of groups taken as acting units; 
J. Burke, in “A Theory of Stimulus Variability in - the form of these models may suggest oa j 

| Learning,” Psychological Review, 60 (1952), pp. 

276-286. “We draw directly on the results of form of models for interaction in such situa 
Robert R. Bush and Frederick Mosteller, “A tions, 
Stochastic Model with Applications to Learning,” this paper we report 

Annals of Mathematical Statistics, 24 (1953), pp. Is for. group ettion end on experiment 

designed to test their predictions. We sug- s0ne model for small group behavior is pre- 
sented by Herbert A. Simon, “A Formal Theory | «gest possible lines for the development of 

_ of Interaction in Social Groups,” American Socio-— Peoreoy models. Our experimental results } 
logical Review, 17 (1952), pp. 202- 211. Another ers 
model is proposed by may hold some interest in themselves, but 
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A STUDY OF GROUP ACTION 

utility 0! of which we consider | combinations of 

propose. guesses. The experimenter er might ‘combine 
We have selected the two-choice situation _ the guesses of three isolated | ‘subjects, all Md 

studied by Humphecys and others . as our E confronted with the same sequence of events, 
a starting point.* The typical two- wo-choice learn- The guesses s of each isolated subject would 

ing experiment is as follows. A subject is be expected to conform to the results just 
presented periodically with a signal stimulus, described. The experimenter, combining 
aha as a buzzer or a light. After each signal, guesses as om an making ‘ ‘group deci- 

one of two events s occurs. For example, a sions” on a two-out-of-three basis, would i. 

row of lights” flash horizontally or find that the groups e eventually tend 
vertically, or an experimenter may say = oo Ai more often than ‘do individuals. 

of two words. Call: one event the other Thus, if individuals choose A; on 7 75 ‘per cent 

b. ‘Then a trial consists of a a signal followed of trials, we s show below that g groups will 
by one or the other of two events. ‘The choose A; about 84 per cent of the time. 

events occur randomly e: each wi with a Pproba- Bi If the three subjects are brought | together, 
bility which the same on every” trial. = and allowed to interact freely 

The subject is asked to predict, each time — ing the time they are making their guesses, 
the signal occurs, what the event will be. their behavior may in some way be modified. 
He thus has two alternatives, and if he pre- The voting model described below assumes 
dicts E;, we say that his choice is Aj, or no basic change; it embodies the assump 
if he predicts his choice is Ao. that the three men are still 

experiments, with ‘somewhat vary- as if they were independent voters. The 

ing conditions, have yielded similar results. group-< actor model assumes that the group 

In three cases, the probability of E, has acts as if its ; guesses were those of an indi- 
been set at 0. 75: each time, subjects even- vidual; that is, individuals and groups are 

asks. 48 tually tend to choose A; on 75 per cent of pr to be entirely interchangeable actors 

ie probability of ev ent E, corresponds to ~ cussion below we consider the he qualities which 

= the eventual tendency to choose alternative must be attributed to interaction, if one of v7 

AL ‘This result has. been ‘reproduced | many these mo odels describes 

times in Spite of the fact that a subject oe. 

would have the greatest “expected number 

of successes by choosing the more - frequent il 4 THE GROUP-ACTOR MODEL 

event 100 per cent cent of the time. 
« 4 

the trials. In general, it has been found that in this environmental situation .Ino our 

t a Situation to Conditioning,” Journal 

Experimental Psychology, 25 (1939), pp. 294- “Mosteller can be without modification. 

301. Other « experiments which are particularly Let pa be the probability that alternative 
relevant to our study are reported by D. A. Grant, 
H. W. Hake, and J. P. Hornseth, “Acquisition and N os 
Extinction of a Verbal Conditioned Response with _ be ® the probability that Ae is chosen, where * 
‘Differing Percentages of Reinforcement,” Journal n— 0, i, Following ‘Bush and = 

of Experimental Psychology, 42 (1951), pp. 1-5; Mosteller we assume that when event 
W. Hake and Ray Hyman, “Perception: of e probability 
Statistical Structure of a Random Series of 

Binary Symbols,” Journal of Experimental Psy- | choosing A ame trl bya 

chology, 45 (1953), pp. 64~74; and M. E. Jarv. 
“Probability Learning and a Negative Recency (when E, occurs on n), 

a Symbols,” Journal Experimental Psychology, where a satisfies the O<acl. 
4 (1981), pp. 291-297. by W.K. assumption implies that if event E, 

an experimen was Ss e 

occurs all the time, the probability of choos- 

ye experiments above 8) ing Ay tends to “zero. Similarly we assume 
. Grant, Hake, and Hornseth, by Hake and Hy- 

‘man, and by Bush and Mostller, op. 

A will be chosen on trial n and qn=1—Pn 
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‘that when event E, occurs on trial n, the pn of choosing trial n, 
probability Gn of Az 2 being chosen changes variance is simply Pa(1—pa). expected | 
to as follows: value of this binomial variance over the 

(whe distribution of values of pa is 
4 asymptotically it is where and V, 

Z he same parameter a enters both h equations are given by equation (4). lf K : groups are 

because we believe that the two e two events have used to estimate V; on a particular trial late 

equal but opposite effects. experiment, the expected variance of 
The experimenter decides in advance t this estimate Vi ‘turns out to be 

present event E; on a fixed proportion, 7, Se é ‘ 

of the trials and event Ez on 1—z of the 

trials. The value of Pn depends upon the 
of events to trial In act 

“experienced different sequences (but all v with. presented the Pon 50 trials are “used, 

Keen a 7 of E; on each trial) will pro- - These individual trial estimates are not in- 
duce a distribution of values of of Pn on each dependent, but a lower bound on the vari- 
trial n. Bush and Mosteller computed the: of an estimate obtained from - N tials | 

moments of these distributions. The kth raw K is given n by 
Vx, On trial n is given: by. a re recur- 

rence formula ° which for the present model 

very” near on every trial in the latter 

e are interested in the asymptotic be- 
havior of the groups—the | performance when *(Vi) NK 

“learning” is complete. The moments of the 
asymptotic distribution cz can b be obtained We use this result in testing the hypothesis 

the: equation setting that for the data described 
_ We are interested i in 1 estimating the para- 
“meter from data for two reasons. . First, 

need its value i in computing higher 

3 "moments and in deciding whether ‘not | 

"approximation (8) is valid. Second, we Wish 
to compute a predicted curve of the propor- the When k=1, we get the following formula Pt ad Prop of ch 

for the asymptotic mean: tion of Ay choices versus trials from “served 

“beginning of the ‘experiment. For ‘this. latter 
5) 

an individual's behavior, agrees with 

_ In order to compare observed result ord Ser is 
of A; choices | obtained fro from sample 

4 to know about the variance of the sample W hen this expression is summed from tri ‘trial 

mean. If a particular group has probability 0 to trial r , we have 

and Mosteller, Op. ‘equation (13). 10 ond and Mostller, op. a 
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STUDY OF GROUP ACTION: 

tained by solving recurrence formula 
for k=2 and 3. ‘The result is 

(14). 

sl where the asymptotic value is 

P=6[1—2a?(1—a) /(1— 
‘Asimilar expression is obtained for the sum BL a) 

for the first trials. hen hens are com- 

This equation may be solved 

| an estimate of a when S, and S, are — 
mates. r 

sho 

estimate of the initia Do dicting event asymptotic 
can be obtained from equation (10), once is s always for 

a has be 

"When 75, for ‘example, 
limit is 0.84375. Hence if the voting: 

These ‘estimation are wed j in ana- model is correct and a is near “unity, the 

lyzing data from the experiment described asymptotic proportion of group choices of 
is considerably above the asymptote of 

predicted by the group- -actor model. 
VOTING MODEL When data are analyzed u using the ‘voting 

model, the parameters a a and Po must be be 
An sternative model for the experimental estimated d. In our analysis we estimate po Po 

described in can y first ‘estimating Po=3p,?- —2po* from 

the data of the first few trials. ‘The parameter 
can then be e estimated by procedure 

| 4 the group decision i is made by majority Fs similar to that discussed in the preceding — 
‘Tule. Assume that each man makes choices section. We sum P, of ‘equation (14) over 

according to the model described in the pre- 
ceding section and that all have the same to r— rl: 
values of a and Po. On trial n all men in rel 

“the group have the same me probability Pa 
of choosing A; because they have all 
‘served the same sequence e of events. In 

three-man group, if three or two men choose T he rig right side of this equation is a function 
Ay then the group chooses A;. The prob- of the unknown parameter a and the known 

ability that | will” happen is quantities r, and Po. The left side is 
(There are three possible pairs" estimated by the sum of the AL proportions 

of A; choices.) For a population of —— over the r trials. Hence, a numerical solu- : 
iz need the expected value of ih cneden a tion leads to an estimate of a. Once po and > 

over the distribution of a have been estimated, the theoretical values 

expressions for Vo, n n and Vs, in 

omial | 

Van; | | 

Is (1—a) 43am] (1—a)2/(1—a8), 
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xpress which were mounted two ten-watt lights, one — 



red and one blue, which were The was” announced 
_ push buttons. ‘The blue light served as a in advance each time. After a two minute 
signal; the red light either was or was pause, the tape carried trial ‘numbers, 
tured on the signal." seconds Ww hen the experimenter 

‘structions were recorded on tape, and would experience with similar experiments. Sound 

het 0 one subject had had 

Ar 

at this point. A portion ‘of the recorded in- 

“This is an “experiment on prediction. 
the blue light comes on, it serves & h 

the two minute riod a ter the pract 
a signal for you to predict whether the red pe P 

light ill ill not come o immediately trials to arrange a decision-making pro. 
cedure. Most roups a reed ona voting 

following. You are to guess whether or not 

the red light w ‘ill go. on. Your object is to 
_ try to guess correctly as many tin times as_ 

4 is to menter entered after the 60th trial to ask 
You will take the spiral noteboo ae ‘ec that “all take part in each decision from 

and | turn to the first page. You will “now on.” Inasmuch as these 

example, is is trial number pring _ jects were rare, and because the models 

The observer er sete d that, in general, groups 

PROPORTION OF 

~ cedure with majority rule. In a few cases, 
‘this procedure was set aside for part of the 

g experiment, in two cases the experi- 

tion of 
horizont 

broken 

These 
The pr 
50 tria 

approa 
that p 
0.75; 1 

accepte 

do not 
Now 
is true 

write” the number — hear on a page 0 examined make no assumptions about form 
the notebook. At ‘the time, the blue of interaction, the data from these groups 

go on. ‘Below the trial number, were not ‘discarded. 

om our We now briefly « describe the data 0 obtained 
word ‘yes’ if you thi we analyze ihe data, first as if the 

3 

ere 
voting model were « 

= check your ot The raw data yielded by the experiment | 
next page of the notenock, and not are of course the predictions, either yes or 

” ot to 
back. | The groups were inst tructed to o make y, no, 0, of twenty groups on one hundred trials. 

_ PROPORTION oF A, cHolces 

one only one guess on each trial, and we computed the proportion of guesses yes | 
_ they were allowed to talk. No instructions (choices of A:) on each trial, obtaining fl f r fir 

d about group organization or decision-making trial We ‘also obtained these (11) 

Were given, | proportions for blocks of ten trials; the re 0963; 
— Two ) practice trials wer were run, the red light © sults are shown below: | | mt 

being tt turned on the first time, ne, not the from 

| 
12 We are indebted to R. _F. ‘Bales tor use 

of his small group observation facilities in the 30-39 oO. 

Laboratory of Social Relations. 40-49 

These instructions are very similar to those 50-59 

used by Edith D. Neimark, “Effects of Type | of 60-69 
wad Non- reinforcement and Number of Alternative Re- 70-79 

0.685 
0.725 a 
0.705 
0.690 

— 

rding ty |} 

he 
-mirror.* In signal for five seconds, then, 

_ Of a table, facing a one-way f hof a random schedule which was di erent 
| “the center of the table—just out 

turned the red 
c ‘ects—were placed a pencil and two 

spiral notebooks, h in the The subjects were Harvard undergrady. | ia a loudspeaker and 

‘ 
pointing out the observation | 

— 

| 
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STUDY OF | ‘GROUP P ACTION 

A OBSERVED PR PROPORTIONS bars | 

B : THEORETICAL CURVE FOR GROUP- “ACTOR 
THEORETICAL CURVE FOR VOTING MODEL = 

rrevious 
Sound 

CHOICES 

— 

 Sroups 
practice 

J 

tions of Ai choices by twenty groups in ten- trial anes. The solid curve shows the expected propor- 

tion of A: choices computed from the group-actor model with po=0.434 and a=0.963; the solid 7 
horizontal line shows the asymptotic proportion of Ae choices — (0. 75) expected with this model. The * 

curve and horizontal line (at 0.841) show the same proportions computed from the voting 

de: When the ‘proportion is 
than the mean predicted by 

asymptote, it ‘is dower to group. actor model, we write down a 

that predicted the -group-actor model, otherwise we write a minus. We find that 
whereas, if the voting model is to obe tl ‘there are” ‘34 | pluses and 46 minuses. 

; accepted, it must be assumed that the g groups run test examines the number of unbroken 
eriment | 40 not reach asymptote in 100 trials. Ep ie series of plus or minus symbols in the mixed — 
“yes ot _ Now, assuming that the group-actor model series of 1 of 100 symbols. We find that there 
1 trials. is true, we use equations (11) and | (12) to are 53 runs. The expected number of runs — 

Ses 6s estimate a and Po. We choose r=100, s=30, : = 50.68, and the standard deviation of the 

ing can and find that the empirical ratio in in equation — distribution of “numbers” of runs is 4.94, 
these (il) is 1.44. The estimate of a is then Thus we obtain a normal deviate of 0.47, 

the re 0.963; with this value of a, the left side of _ which does not allow us to reject the group- _ 
equation (11) is 1.39. The estimate of Po actor model. ‘It may be noted that a 

equation (12) ‘is 0.434. Using” these ‘test would similarly not. allow us to re reject 

estimates in equation (9), we compute the the model, since the total number of pluses, 

Curve of Vi, n versus n. This curve is shown is very close to the expected number, 50. 
the figure. _ The variance, as we noted in Section 2, 
One ~aeanage of goodness-of- fit is supplied poses a considerable mathematical ‘problem. 

run test. To carry it out, we compute Approximating the asymptotic. variance by 
vn for each trial, and compare it with the lower. formula (equation (7) 

— find that the standard deviation of ten-— 
Alexander M. Mood, Introduction to the 

cs, New York: " McGraw- Hil, tial proportions of choices of Adi iso= =0.035. 
ee All the the points representing obs observed | propor- r 
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cisions with the ‘same task. Further work 
of group- -actor | curve. we » have Maust deal explicitly with interaction, rather 

_ evidence for rejecting the group-actor ‘model. than with its consequences; w e wish to dis. 

. Finally, the standard deviation of the pro- cuss the experimental procedures used here 
: portion of choices of A; on the inst 50 in terms of their future usefulness and the 

trials i is 0.0137, using equation (8). _ The 7 need for modification, and to see how the 
proportion ol observed was 0. 731. If the groups» _ group- action mi models described here suggest 

are at asymptote during these 50 trials, te possible forms of interaction models. . Te 

expected proportion is 0.750. The difference 2 _ In this experiment, | we restricted the 1 Te- 
is equal to 1. Again, we have no reason sponses of the group | its environment, 
to reject this model. and we were able to construct models which 

We turn now to the voting model. el. Using adequately describe those responses. 

the proportion of A; choices on the first ten ‘ ever, we allowed free interaction; it seems — 
we estimate that Po=0. 47. Ww e ‘clear that the construction ofa a first model 

learning “parameter ‘applicable responses" of individuals. further pre- 
group participant "separately. The sum testing, we have not allowed conversation, 
proportions of group choices of “Ay, taken and have permitted each subject: to make 

“over all trials, is 66.65. This leads to. an only one guess on each trial | by holding up 
estimate of a=0.982. W ith these parameters, a suitable card. 

and equations (14), (15), (16), we compute Our instructions were intended to leave 
the curve of mean proportion of A, choices’ 3 to the st subjects a as much of the analy: sis and 

for the voting model. This curve is shown evaluation of the situation as possible. We | 
the figure. Note that the fit is apparently note, howeve er, different evaluations 

about as good as the fit of the group-actor to different forms of interaction; it 
model. But the voting model curve is still seems that, in the future, a more complete | 

rising, after 100 trials. The asymptote pre- evaluation of the situation should be ir | 
- dicted, from equation (15), is 0.841. oe cluded in the instructions, in order to elicit, 
_ Applying | the goodness-of- “fit test used in all subjects, uniform evaluations. We be- 
by we find 52 pluses and 48 minuses in > lieve that different evaluations, i in pe | 

_ 49 runs. The expected number of runs is will lead to patterns of interaction requiring — 
- 50.92, the standard deviation of number of different — models. A study of the typical 
runs, 97. Thus the normal deviate i is 0.39. evaluations of a population of subjects is 
This result does not allow us to reject the suitable for later in 

‘howe om reached an > Our task i is now to find a ‘model for the | 
choices. ‘Since this assumption is ‘not war- behavior of individuals in this environmental , 

ranted if the voting model is appropriate, _ situation which yields the results we now 

bry tests | cannot be carried out. as wt have for group action. We can begin by 

DISCUSSION models. We estimated a, the learning rate 

consid study” the first in 

program st rected toward the 

ee | this parameter from the ave al of po 
primary in 

(ability of tasks use ereto experi subjects,’ 15 and find that it is contained in 
mental psychologists studies of inter- case in the interval 0. 95-0.97. Thus | 

-group-actor model suggests that the acting: groups. Furthermore, while we had 

a baseline knowledge of the behavior of  jearning 1 rate of of an individual is not changed 
isolated individual subjects with Humphreys- when he centers group, “but ‘the contrary 

type tasks, we felt it necessary to have in — 
addition a similar knowledge of group di de- 15 The three mentioned in 
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the cost of maintaining 

is suggested by the voting 1. On the The last equation shows us how to sub-— 
other hand, the voting model assumes (on werd the group-actor and voting models a 

each i individual approaches the san same asymp- f. "special and extreme cases of f this variable 
; tote of Ay choices as if he were in isolation, > £ support model. E(P), iby equation ( 20), is 

each trial of the guesses of the other g group from: the group- -actor ‘model, and 
members. The group-actor model assumes -2Vs), the value obtained from the voting 7 

that the group goes to the same asymptote model. When B=0, we have the group-a -actor 
as an isolated individual, which could be model; support is poste, and the group acts 

the result ¢ 

correlation among the of the numerical Let Vi=0. and 

"could well be termed su ort; ‘the | 

B=1.0, E(P)= =0.83. 

reduced group asymptote would then p=05, E(P)=076; 

which Pa: Parsons, Bales, , and Shils have noted 

asa general problem ‘of interaction systems. Thus proportion of group 
"We can incorporate this single feature of choices of A; does not vary ‘much with = 
interaction into a model by « assuming that | “but the choices of the second and — men 

depend markedlyonB. 
p value determined by the events on previous _—‘It seems clear that the results wy he : 
trials, according to the learning model. The _ present experiment would best be described | 
first man to venture a guess chooses A; with © by 1 this more general model with some value _ 

at the start of each. trial, each man has a ae 7 

probability p. The second man then chooses _ of B between zero and one. However, | were 
with a which we to “apply this model, we could not esti- 

ciently clear. 

typical i & estimate of a would be between 0.96 and 
ects is 

_ where V;, Vo, and Vs are the first, secon 

if man 1 chose given by. 0.98, and thus in 1 the ‘usual r: range; (2) E(P)_ 

by man 1). would be betweer on and 0. 

_ twen' 
first. If ‘man 2 is of man onder | to test this we data 

_ 1, whereas if B=0, man 2 always su supports on individual choices, ¥ which were not col- 

man lected i in the present experiment. Very 

fluenced, but by the choice of man 2 as fer - to subatentiabe the existence of “out, 

as that of man 1. We will not write down at least in groups which make appropriate 
the possible values of p* for man 3. It evaluations of the situation, 

turns out that the expectation of P, the a We ‘note, in ¢ conclusion, that these pre- — 
asymptotic probability that the group will Jiminary models began | with a focus on the 
| A;, taken over the p-value distribu- 4 -adaptiv aspects of ‘interaction; we 

operators, taking cognizance of the  integra~ 
st, second, tive as aspect of interaction. Models being con- 

and third raw moments of the: asymptotic Ss sidered presently a’ attempt to describe “ 
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H BEHAVIOR IN IN INDIVIDUAL AND ‘GROUP 

— AND Scarvia B. 
aval Laboratory 

HE HE focus of attention in paper domain 0 of Sociologists, fa 
on problem solving—problem their part, are becoming increasingly ‘inter. 

. Henk. it occurs within small groups and das ¢ ested in doing laboratory — studies of ‘small 
it is carried on by individuals working alone. group interaction. 
Do groups and individuals ‘differ i in their In this paper the interests _ both in prob. 

7 of attack on complex rational 7; a solving and in consequences of group 
lems? ‘Are groups” more efficient than in- interaction are ‘combined. The | results of an 
dividuals in problem solving? If. there are experiment on individual and group prob- 

- differences, + what light do they throw on the -lem- solving behavior are presented. In addi. 

_ effects of social interaction? What methods tion, a new experimental technique for 
of investigation should be used to study — studying “higher- order” _ problem ‘Solving is 

problem- m-solving behavior? questions” and illustrated. First, however, let 
are perhaps n more suggestive than penetrat- us consider some of the general problens 

In any case, they are not likely to be with problem- research,” 

resolved easily or quickly. First of all, little. 
he known ab about human “higher- order” prob- | THEORETICAL A METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES 

lem solving. 7 is a relatively neglected  Problem- solving behavior or may be thought 

area” research within psychology, > = as being divided into two phases. The first 
- though at present a number of able investi- phase begins with the inception of a prob- 

"gators are turning with renewed interest to _: and ends when the problem is solved 
for the first time. The second phase begins 

; Gas * The authors are indebted to the Center Som _ whenev er a once- -solved problem recurs - 
mander and members of the staff of the Recruit 
Training” Command, Bainbridge Naval 
q 

| Harry Dean of the Recruit Training for the first time. Some adults: living 
_ assisted in the collection and tabulation of data. within the context of a stable ‘society may 

‘The opinions and assertions contained herein a are fa way dj bl 

_ the private ones of the writers and are ‘not to no ave aced a radica y new pro em 

subjec 

-activit 

-attent 

fore, 

proble 
novel 

rapid 
observ 

seen, | 
havior 
nomer 
proble 
concer 

at 

carefu 

be construed as official or reflecting the views of since childhood; repeat and perfect | 
Navy Department or the naval service as solutions already» acquired. They Practice 

oa xpanded version of paper read a e annua nee tn “i havior to be practiced. 
meeting of the American Sociological ‘Society, 4 T he e analysis of the period between 

September, 

ee This is not to deny that there have been a ception of a ges and its first solution — 
r _ number of ou tstanding contributions in this field ; = seems to. be of special i mportance.* The / 

of “Material and Difficulty « of Problem ae a example, the National Science Foundation 

Journal of Experimental Psychology, 20 (1937), pp. sponsored a Conference on Human Problem Solv- 
178-183, 288-296; K. Duncker, “On ing Behavior, April 6 8, 1 1954, New York Uni- 

7 

4 N. R. F. Maier, “Reasoning in Humans,” 8 Of course, no two occurrences of a problem 
» Seg eee Psychology, 10 (1930), 7 are exactly alike; but we believe that satisfactory 

_~iPP. (115-143, Journal of Comparative Psychology, operational specifications for “problem identity” 
12 (1931), pp. 181-194, Journal of Experimental can be dev 

35 (1945), pp. 349-360; M. Wert- #See D. M. Johnson, “A Modern Account of 
_heimer, Productive Thinking, New York: Harper, Problem Solving,” Psychological Bulletin, 41 (1944), 
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SEARCH BEHAVIOR SOLV ING 

actions of people faced with 1 new problems i algebra. . This calculus, one 
may reveal a great deal that is ordinarily of the calculi of symbolic logic, is an en- 

at least difficult" to acted | language system consisting of various 

a “set of ‘derived theorems, and 
definitions. It is beyond the ‘scope of this 

situations so that t the paper to explain the calculus. Lucid ac- 
subject has an opportunity to exhibit search counts of it can be found in symbolic logic 

activities. The comparatively few experi-_ texts.° The general problem of adapting the 
{ mental investigations of this activity would calculus” for use in experimentation and 

“be classified ordinarily as experiments on certain it offers both for 
“thinking,” “reasoning,” or “higher- -order individual and group experiments have been 
"problem solving. ” In terms of the present treated elsewhere.® It will be necessary, 

analysis, the distinguishing feature of such however, to ‘explain certain. aspects of the 
research is not that it necessarily treats § so- calculus in order that a number of the i 
called “higher” as opposed to “ “lower” Psy- response measures used in the experiment to 

chological processes, but rather that primary be reported here will be meaningful. a 

attention is focused on initial search. T] here- _ Perhaps the most direct way to oe 

fore, if this is the. center of interest, the — the relevant properties of this symbolic ; sys- 
problems posed _ for the subject must be tem is to describe one way it can be manipu- 
novel and sufficiently difficult to prevent too lated by the subject within an experimental _ ; 

solution. be too “subject, of course, be 
_ either an individual or a group. Imagine that — 
the following pattern is projected on the 

seen, of course, whether laws of wall in front 

“havior will be necessary to explain the 

“nomenon now yw characterized as ‘higher- One Sector Two 

“problem solving.’ It seems premature to be 
concerned about this prior "systematic 

d | observation of initial search behavior Sector Three Sector Four 

‘The experimental study of initial ‘search He has been told, prior to ent entering the | i. 

activity is quite clearly dependent upon (a) that the symbols to be projected on the wall — _ i 
using tasks which are radically new to the behave in certain lawful ways. ‘There are 

by the experimenter, accepted as problems govern this | domain o: of symbols. The name 
by the subject. The question of the artifici- of each law is its number. If the name — 

subject 2 and (b) having these tasks, laws. (ie., , transformation rules) that 

; ality of laboratory experimentation in a law is pronounced (i.e., if any number 

area turns about the acceptance of tasks as “from 1 to 12 is spoken) and the number of | 

problems. If it _were possible to transport any line or lines in Sector. One is s specified, 

a subject into another ‘ * ‘dimension,” one oe the law will be applied if it is applicable. F 
which habitual responses 1 were “ineffective For example, if the subject calls out ) “Apply 

and new responses had to be acquired, some- law 7 to line 1,” the law is not applied be- — 
thing m ht be dis ered very uickly cause it so happens that it not g mig If the subject orders the application the human ‘ ‘search ‘model. ” In lieu 

< 

such a  super- -mundane > experimental 5 For example, Alice Ambrose and M 
source, contrived “cosmos”  witz, Fundamentals of Symbolic Logic, New York: 

q may have to suffice. The | most | subtle and Rinehart, 1948; W. Quine, Methods of Logic, New | 

cheaply fabricated materials ‘out of which B. Anderson, “Mod- 
construct it are symbols. Logic and Tasks for Experiments on Indiv idual 

The symbolic system with which we are Problem Solving Behavior,” Journal of Psychology, 
he a in press; O. K. Moore, R. S. Rudner, and Scarvia 

concerned is called the ‘calculus of pr proposi- _B. Anderson, “Logic, and Small Group ‘tons, it is one interpretation of ab- Research,” 
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“appears. in "Sector 1 to line 1 and its to line 2 
Three, as shown below. below. tel are two different responses, yet they have 
— effect of bringing the ‘subject back to his | 

Sector Sector Two point of departure. He is getting nowhere, 

7 1toline1 Again we have the exp: 

it was generated by repeating the order, 
Each sector in the display has a casi — “aw 1 to line 2. ” This phenomenon i is called 

Ps One contains the “given,” the initial 6 
with which the subj must work. Sec- mepetition’ to ‘cycling’ + ‘ J tion an and cycling are both redundant activi- 

tor contains the object of his search, ties, a kind of going in circles. 
goal to be achieved through the ap- 

plication of the laws. Sector Three con- 5. | 
tains the he steps he generat by applying =| 

laws the system. Sector is on Tine is necessary be 

mice One, with any sym- lines. Lines. 2, 3, and 4, though redundant, 
bol combinations he produces. He may work need not prevent solution, although they 

with the laws in any order whatsoever and make the display meened complex, q 
apply them t to the lines in Sector One and 
Three as he pleases. However, if he issues 6. pyr | law 9 to line S 

iS terial into the the pr 
completed when he an expression introduces ‘r’ which is not needed instead of 
that is identical with the one in Sector Two — ‘q’ which is. This is called ‘introduction of 
and he states that thisisthe case. “extraneous material.’ 

Let us us consider s some of the > symbol co com- 
binations a in the: 

in the prior step. subject | has in- 
creased the amount of 

1: 

Lawl obviously can be applied to line 1 or 
the ¢ expression on line 2 could not have been Lines 8 and 7 are ‘identical, yet 8 was ob- 

ns However, a step may be permis- tained without the repetition of ‘an order” 
sible without being a step in the right direc- and | without the mediation of a third oo | 

tion. This: is case here; This illustrates a special kind of cy cling In 

| the second identical line was from 

‘to the: first ‘means of a ‘mediating 

Notice what has happened ian Lines 3 cee —- TLaw 8, like a number of the other laws, may 

1 are now identical. The subject has re- s applicable to more than one part of an & 
_ turned to his point of departure. The expres- Pression. When this is the case, the experiment j 
‘sion on line 3 was ; obtained from line 1 ie asks the subject which part he wants to deal with. | ; 

y ‘There are @ number of technical and procedural 
of line We call this phenomenon 

Notice also Gat a Gas is not sim- 
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the c case of lines 9 and 8, there is no mediat- cation | of search behavior which we have 
ing step. This i is called, then, ‘non- -mediated,” developed. was largely suggested by observa- — 
as opposed to ‘mediated, cycling. tion, although it could have been anticipated 

| on theoretical grounds. In exploratory experi- _ 
ne 1 ‘ments there was an opportunity to watch 

‘This is the second necessary ae that kinds of responses mentioned here were ex- 
has been generated. 

| 9 to line 9 

In this case ‘q’ ‘needed for s was in- Let us turn now to. the consideration of 
an experiment using the technique that has. a 

hes been described. ‘The purpose of t this 
) ___ law 6 to line 10 ment is to. compare the | performance of indi- 

viduals and small groups attempting to solve 
Granted that the subject has generated the highly complex problems. Bre, aie. 

- expression on line 10, then this is the next The groups that we used may be char- 

solution oO 1s pro em. e routes are o ol 9G bers v ll l- 

equal length ‘and involve the same rules. _were all “genera 

The subject has the choice of appending ‘ ‘q’ 
‘to either or ‘~p and, once this choice 

is made, the : shortest route to s solution r 
quires: es that he — with the product thus th 

_ ists,” ’ as s opposed to specialists; they all had 

‘the kind and amount of training to” 
wa work on the experimental task. The prob- 

lem situation in which they were placed 

described non-zero-sum; that no 

group member’s gain was s necessarily 

‘other group member’s loss. All could par-— 

8 There are additional response categories, three 
Within this system of symbols ‘the > subject — of which are as follows: = a 
has breached a “mos.” ‘It is not permissible _ a. Line fixation. In the example problem there 
to apply law 12 to. the | expressions specified. is only one line in Sector One. The experimenter 

vail is free to make up problems with as many lines 

as he chooses. subjects fixate on only a 

law to lines and 5 small part the given and do most of their 

re am _ manipulations with that part. Or they may fixate 

If the ‘subject. ‘notes that ‘the expression on on one of the expressions that they have generated. 

line 12 and the expr expression in Sector Two a are > _ b. Law fixation. Just as in some instances _— 

id 1, hi Icul bl el 9 jects may become preoccupied with some line or e 

dentica IS calculus pro em is so t lines in the problem, so too they may concentrate 
‘can be solved in only five steps; i.e., , steps on using certain laws to the exclusion of others. 
5, 9, 10, and 12. Tnstead, the hypotheti-- They may sttempt open all doors rs with the 

cal subject made 12 ‘Tesponses, of which Formal perturbance. ‘Under certain circum- 
_ éventuated in viable steps, and one of which stances it is impossible simultaneously to — . 
tesulted i in the buzzer sounding. In the proc- a given expression in one respect and to maintain 

ess of solution he cycled twice and | repeated its relevant characteristics in other respects. For — 

example, if ‘pv q’ is sought and ‘pq’ is present, once, Extraneous material wi was introduced any means (laws) used convert‘ >? to 
later ¢ compounded. will result also in obtaining a ‘~’ before the 

a _ The examination of the example a ‘p.” Some subjects, however, persist in in this type 

makes it clear that the responses | of a subject "9 For om tntntiin ‘comparison of temporary 

can be appraised with respect to their rele- three-person ad hoc groups with three-person family 
vance to goal achievement. ¥ It is evident groups and a discussion of the extent to which 
that . certai sania biect’s search - generalizations may be made from one to the other, 

tal n aspects of the su J see F, L. Strodtbeck, “The Family as a Three- 

behavior are susceptible not on nly to descrip- American Sociological Review, 19° 
tion but also to quantification. The classifi- (1954), pp. 23-29. 
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ticipate share in trained to solve problems; they were trained 

The experiment was designed to deter- Law Application Test. Following presenta. 
ion of instructions, subjects were iven tion of instructi bjects given 4 

“these d differs | from that of individuals during So test containing 196 items. Each item cop. 
sisted of an expression in the symbolic system 

initial search in problem solving. -Specifi- 
- and the number of a law. The subject’s job 

_ cally, in terms of the calculus task, how do was simply to indicate whether a lw wae 
"groups ‘differ from individuals with respect to not ap plicable’ to the "corresponding ex. 

(a) number of solutions, length of time pression. Test scores were corrected 
required for solutions, (c) number of correct “chance” (R- W). . The results of the test 
steps, (d) number of errors, (e) number of were used for “matching” groups and indi. 
cycles, (f) number of -Tepetitions, dis- viduals. In addition, the test was re- -adminis. 
tribution of correct steps and errors over ‘tered at the end of the experiment in order 
time, (h) laws used, and (i) knowledge to test individual versus group “gains” 
about the laws? knowledge about the applicability of the vari 

‘Taylor and Faust, using Twenty Ques- US 
k, ‘found f Matching. Since a small number of 

4 to be used in the | experiment, it Was 
generally superior to individual perform-— 

considered desirable. to “match” roups and 
ance.” 1 Shaw reported similar results using group 

individuals: on as” many variables thought to 
puzzles. alt the absence of criteria for be relevant as possible, in order that any ob. 

establishing the comparability of their tasks tained differences could be attributed to the 
and the one used in the present experiment, Major variable of the experiment—individual 
however, we der to make ov ersus group problem-solving conditions, All 

subjects had approximately the same GCT 

scores, and their ages and educational back. 
rounds were similar. An attempt was made 
to “match” six groups to six individuals on 

Subjects. The subjects" 24 en- the basis of scores on the ‘Law Application reas 

ae men with a mean GCT score of 59. 25 test. Table 1 shows the test scores of subjects | 4 - grou 
(range 58-62); ; that is, their scores lay at assigned to the t the two sepia ia a 
about one standard deviation above the pop- 

tiation mean. Their mean age was 18.5 years TABLE 1. Law Apptication Test Scores 

(range 17-22), and they had on the average (OF SUBJECTS AssiGNED TO 
11.5 years of schooling (range 9-13). “Group” Conpition 

Training. On the first day all subjects were Scores 

given one hour and 10 minutes of instruction: Individual Score Group Score Members 
in the use of the 12 laws of the system. In- 
structions were presented by means of long- 91.33 88 

magnetic symbols which subjects mani 6 
52. 67 52, 0 

in accordance with 4g, 47, 40. 
4 the recording, law sheets summarizing the 12 6 — 2 2 

laws, and decks of plastic cards c containing 

each of the 12 laws and correct 

10See J. von Neumann and 
This instructional technique is a modifica- 

ton, N <8 : Princeton University Press, 1947, “pp. tion of one explained more fully by Moore and 

D. W. Taylor and Faust, “Twenty Results of previous administrations of this 
— Questions: Efficiency in Problem Solving as a test following the same instructions used | 
Function of Size of Group,” Journal of Experi- yielded reliability estimates of .90 for 78 subjects 
= Psychology, 44 (1952), pp. 360-368. -_ from the general population of Navy enlisted men 

ee be Marjorie E. Shaw, “A Comparison of Indi- and .92 for 27 Navy enlisted men within the GCT 
viduals and Small Groups in the Rational Solu- in: used in this study. Estimates of reliability 

“tion of Complex Problems,” | American Journal of il based upon the relationship of test a 
Psychology, 44 44 (1932), pp. 504, to item variance (Kuder-Richardson #20) 
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trained problem session day” 10 Problems. The 10 probl ems which were used 

aan A different problem was given each day, but varied in terms of rules required for a mini- a 

all individuals and groups received the prob- mum solution, number of steps required for 

in the same order. minimum solution, number of lines given, 

The general procedure for individuals and complexity of lines given, and in other —_ 

ieee was ; the same. The subject ‘sat in a The demonstration problem used in an earlier 

ct job | ~ darkened room facing a blank wall. He was section of this article was problem 6 in the 

Was or |} provided with | law sheet , set “of example series. Problems 5 and 10 were prejudged to 

ding cards, and a board. On the be the easiest p problems i in the series. 

ted ite side n * 

nd signal (the beginning of the 30-minute 

adminis. the projector was turned on displaying the We have indicated that there are a 

in order | problem (Sectors One and Two) on the wall. ber of different measures of search 1 behavior 
uins” 7 The subject then called out law-line combi- which may be obtained with the calculus — 
he varie nations, as described in a preceding section. problems. Our concern here is with possible 

pressed a key as he called out each “or- differences between performance, i in 
Subjects | der.” This procedure was s continued until terms of some of these measures, of the six _ 
it was (ala bell activated by an automatic timer 

ups and signaled the end ¢ of the 30- minute period or and the six individuals ‘used in the 

ught to (b) the subject solv ed the problem. “experiment. 
Table 2 summarizes the over-all measures any ob With the three-man groups, one man was 

1 to the | selected each day to serve as “caller” i.e., from nang analysis of 
and time. Since an attempt was made to 

ons, . All | upon by the group. He was selected by chance “match” individuals and groups, the scores 

1e GCT d (coin- tossing) each day by the members of in each case are paired. Individuals solved 

al back. group. It was considered important that problems: out of 60; groups solved 14. 
AS a the group members not feel that the experi-. T hus, the mean number of solutions for | in 
luals on _-menter was selecting leaders for some hidden 1 dividuals is 2. 17; for groups, 2.33. = 

reason and imposing his choice upon the” viduals took on the average 10.96 minutes 
su jects group. Group members were ir instructed that for the problems they did solve; groups 

an average of 10.71 n minutes. Individuals 
all members would not agree. This double cae ‘ re f - d h 0- 
of conditions (having an official caller and - too a mean 0 ‘87 steps during t el 

problem series ; ; groups took a mean of 94 granting veto power to each member) was ie 
"stituted in order to insure that problem solv- steps. ‘Steps’ ‘refers, of course, to applicable a - 

ing would be undertaken on a group basis, law- -line suggestions. “‘Inapplicable Jaw-line_ 
a opposed to an individual basis; that is, ‘mem-— suggestions are classified as errors, and in- a 

inane a bers would be forced to , interact at least on dividuals have a mean of 16. 50 errors over — 
4, 88, a7 the i issuance of orders. In some studies, for the series. . Groups have a mean of 17. 17— 7 

5, 4 example, of group versus individual over the series. Individuals have 
there is no experimental guarantee mean of 10.83 cycles over the problem series; 

that the phenomenon — dealt with is a — "groups have a mean of 12.00. The average — 
47, 0 rather th llecti f individuals. 

7, 34, 26 of” -‘pendarereghpeanen ion of individuals. ¢ number of repetitions for individuals is 6. 00; 
for groups, 2.67. _ The results of ¢ tests com-_ 

dividual | call out the law-line combinations “decided 

cores of 

[embers 

The steps that a group or individual took esults asts 
during 

divided paring these correlated means are also shown 
P in table Since a ¢ of 2.57 is required )-minute record of f . In addi te 5 of performance. : addition, the key for significance at the . 05 level (df=5), it 

an order was. called out was that of the differences be- 

tween means for groups and individuals on 
measures are > 

between the means these 

hed 

— 

— 

o 

an 
an 

« 

a 

— 
| 

4 | 

> 
 hected to the same ammeter. Thus a time 

ed her @trors. The experimenter recorded soluti 

by marking on the ammeter graph. 

—— _ 
eliability | __*°See G. B. Watson, “Do Groups Think More The t 

| Efficiently than Individuals?” Journal of Abnormal classic analysis 
Social Psychology, 23 (1928), pp. 328-336. measurements. | 
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‘SEARCH BEHAV IOR AND PROBLEM SOLVING 

- there appears to be ; a trend in the variability. , U ure 2 shows the mean number of errors made 

In every case ‘the variance estimate (8) by individuals and groups on each of the ten 

for individuals i is numerically larger | than the } days. Not only is there no significant differ- 7 

variance estimate for groups. W hen the al ence between individuals and groups in terms 

14 — 

4 

TEPS TAKEN. q 

ie 

| 

| 

it 
= INDIVIDUALS 

GROUPS 
NUMBER OF 

IGURE 1. ‘number of steps (correct. law-line suggestions) for six individuals and six groups on 
; so each of ten problems. One problem was given each day. 

of F tests (df= 5,5), pens le the dif- groups and individuals are teed similar 
ference in terms of number of repetitions is aah. 

_ Figures 1 and 2 provide a partial picture distributions of steps taken over the 30- 
of the probiem- by-problem behavior of in- _ 1 minute period for for unsolved d problems.?° 19 The 

dividuals and groups. Figure 1 ‘shows the — 
mean ‘number of correct law-line ‘suggestions | a8 The curves of Figures 1 and 2 were pan in — 

ne _ order that the “profiles” of individuals and groups a 
made by individuals and groups on each of could be command with respect to two variables. 

the ten days (problems. 1 through 10). . Fig- it is not meant to imply that the problems (across — 

eee the abscissa) indicate a continuous dimension. It 
ratios of variances were corrected ap- has been pointed out that problems varied qualita- 

Propriately for degrees of freedom. No _ correction tively from day today, = sl 
Was introduced for matched measurements. Intro- 19 Because the electrical timing ‘device failed 

duction of such a correction would act to inflate to work properly during six of the 120 problem 
the resulting F's, sessions, F Figure (3 shows the distribution of steps 

— 

— ¥ res are tested for significance by means patterns of correct responses and errors for 

| 

= 4 j 
— 

“= 
= 
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steps through time thus ‘obtained during “every successive three 
_ very similar for individuals and groups and n minute period up to 24 minutes. No group 
_ is approximately rectangular. There does not solutions were obtained in the last six mip. 

appear to be any part of t the 30-minute pe- 
riod (such as the first six minutes, or the last sit anit: be desirable to compare in de. 

_ six minutes) in which individuals or groups © tail the search models of individuals ang 
“took an unusually large ‘Percentage ¢ of their groups in terms « of the ‘Particular laws em- 

‘total steps. of errors for ployed in each’ problem. Here we are pre 

— INDIVIDUALS. 
GROUPS 

PROBLEM 
RE 2. Mean number of errors for Six individuals and six groups on each of ten 

"individuals and groups ‘during the 30-minute ae however, to talk about only the total SOLVED 

on 

- OFS period i is similar to that for r correct steps; er- employment « of each Jaw by individuals and 
rors: appear to be fairly evenly distributed groups, v with the pui purpose of answering. the 

through the 30-minute period both for groups question: “Do individuals tend to distribute 

fo for individuals, their uses of the 12 laws according 
what point in the 30-minute period did "different ‘pattern that shown by 

groups” and individuals obtain solutions? groups?” he patterns obtained are shows 
_ ‘Figure 4 shows that individuals obtained 7 in Figure 4 ‘Responses’ simply refers to 

cent of their solutions. out of 13) number a attempts une le w; therefore 

within the first nine minutes. The all law-line combinations which called 
of their solutions was obtained between the 2 

18th and 27th minutes. On the other han -@ out are included in this ‘summary, re regardles 
correct or 

or more ¢ of the 14 14 group : solutions v hether the combination 
 —_————————— not. The | similarity o of the profiles for groups 
taken by individuals on only 45 of their 47 individuals is ‘apparent. The | discrepat- 

only 42 of their 46 unsolved problems (V= =405 
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SEARCH BEHAVIOR A AND PROBLEM SOLVING 

OTAL STEPS. 

“OF 
GROUPS 

oO 

oO 

— 
= ----- GROUPS 

OF PROBLEMS SOLVED 

CUMULATIVE 

Ficus 4. Cumulative of total problems solved by the successive three- minute 
The curves a total of 13 solved by six and 14 problems solved six groups. 

during 45 30-mi vals lor unsolved prc t law-line suggestion 

six groups duri 
taken by six indivi 

called | al 
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LAW 

“repetitions. fo 
originally used as the basis for ‘ ‘eautiee” "groups and individuals were given in Table 
groups and individuals, was re- -administered ‘ 2. Instances of line fixation, rule fixation, 
to all 24 subjects at the end of the > experi- formal perturbance, and introduction of ex 

ment. ‘The individuals showed a mean gain traneous material were all noted in -individ- 

of 31.50 points on the test; groups, a mean ual or group protocols, but the number of 
gain of 40.¢ 67 Points. The difference between instances of each Was too small, we felt, to 
these mean gains is not significant, however, he justify the intensive session- by-s session analy- 
when a ¢ test for correlated means is applied — sis which would be necessary to determine 
(t=.88, df=5). These results are shown | whether there were any significant differ- 
Table 3. ences between individuals and groups. More 

attention will be given ‘to these aspects of 

‘Taste 3. Scores on Law Apprication Test the Search model 

“Indiv. _ Group Indiv. Group 
Score Mean _Score Indiv. Grow experiment had a dual function: 

33 98 108.00 4 16.67 
74.67 132 108.67 34.00 

59. 33 118. 20 89. 
56 52.67 

+00 

search behavior. The results of the experi- 
=5) ment may be summarized as follows: 
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SEARCH BEHAVIOR AND ‘PROBLEM SOL NG 

ent of Search Activity. In. ten ever, particular groups and particular indi- 

30-minute sessions of problem solving, groups viduals differed. 
; responded 667 times (both applicable and (3) Temporal Aspects of Search. It might — 

1 inapplicable law-line suggestions); individ- supposed that during a problem 
‘uals, 621. These are measures of sheer ac- session groups would be s slower in getting 
tivity, without ‘regard to its cogency. hese started than individuals and that in general 

 pumbers may suggest that the task itself i there would be differences between 

j somehow ¢ constrictive, that is, it “forces” viduals and § groups in their distribution of 

certain level of activity. However, one “indi. efor over time. This is not the case here, 
vidual made only 59 responses during the although particular groups and particular 
problem s series and another made 171. One _ individuals differ somewhat in the way they | 
group » made only 77 responses; another made distributed their responses through 30-minute — : 

152. Groups are heterogeneou with respect periods. \ We do notice a tendency to- 
to this task; individuals are heterogeneous. _ ward differences between i individuals and 

Butt neither in terms of correct responses nor groups in terms of when problems were 
in terms of incorrect responses do groups as a _ solved. Individuals tended ‘to get more of | 
whole differ from individuals as awhole. _ their solutions early. However, neither the 
i, ) Efficiency of Search. Popular wisdom difference between | mean t time for group solu- 

divided counsel the relative effi- “tions and mean time for individual 
ciency of individuals and groups : “Two nor the difference between variability is sta- 

heads are better than one” and also ‘ significant. 
‘many cooks spoil the broth.” Previous ex- (4) Non- Operational Consequences. | Dur- 
perimenters found groups generally superior ing the running of the experiment, it ap- 

to individuals. Although we were hesitant to’ peared to the experimenters that individuals _ 

predict either that. individuals would res and groups were about the same with respect _ 

more or that groups would solve to law- line We wondered, how- 

Sach as cycles and repetitions) | and errors. 
Shaw noted. “the rejection of incorrect sug- were applicable, whereas individuals had no 

gestions and ‘the checking of errors in the one with whom to discuss these matters. 
group.”?° W hether it is errors, ‘cycles, or Due to fortunate circumstances 

~ repetitions, the results of our experiment do with the nilitary situation, it was possible to 
not support 1 this hy pothesis. However, again take precautions to keep subjects from dis- 

groups: were diverse and individuals were Cussing the experimental task with anyone 

- diverse. For example, two individuals did mt ¢ outside the experimental room. In addition, 

cycle at all; another individual cycled 25 subjects we were not to take 
times. One group times; anothe 

that redundant and incorrect responses will seem result group-in -individual difer- 
“he ig ences in problem performance, there might 

be some effects = not have any 
and individuals solved | ‘virtually immediate operational consequences. 

the number of problems. If solutions thought | that one of these effects might be 
an increase in knowledge about the laws of © . tivity, then on a man- hour basis indiv iesie - the system. A re-administration of the Law a 

were almost three times as efficient as groups. Application Test, however, did not indicate 
‘Both individuals and groups had access — that group members had picked up signifi- _ 

to the same e set of r resources—the ‘same 12 

laws. . They drew 1 upon | this set of resources 7 22 An analysis was not presented here « of the re- 
 Jationships that obtain between laws required for 

same way- Again, how- solution and laws actually used, nor have 
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re information about the laws than I t was. object present experi- 
had. to examine in part the effects of social re 

‘Variability of Groups and I Individuals. interaction, rather than to study social in 
~ ie have pointed out that there are varia- teraction as a process. A very careful analy. 

- tions in the search patterns. of the six indi- = of the latter would be necessary, how- | 
viduals and variations in the search patterns — ever, before we could determine what part 

of the six groups. The question arises of group activity is directed toward inter-— 

_ whether the search patterns of groups are personal problems, why some groups are 
“more alike than the search patterns of indi- more productive than other groups, and why 7 

‘The answer ‘seems to be “yes, some group members’ suggestions 

which group variance estimates are re numeri- task | permits the ‘discrimination and» 

cally smaller than individual variance evaluation of the contributions of various 
mates in terms of ‘solutions, mean time to 
1 solution , steps taken, errors, and cycles, s sug- os 
gests a tendency for groups generally to a results of the present study compar 

group m members, it be useful i in 

oe ~ resemble each other m more in search procedure ing individuals and groups cannot be taken 
y than individuals resemble each other. It nd as definitiv e, of course. Not only was | the 
_ be the case that social interaction restricts. number of subjects s small and the experi. 

= One of the possible | e explanations of the dealt with a very special kind and size of | 

‘fact that six individuals performed | as well group at and a very special kind’ of ‘subject 
as eighteen individuals organized into ‘groups (in respect to such matters age, intelli- 

‘is that during the problem-solving sessions, gence, sex, and education). The reliability — 
oe members had two kinds of problems: _ and generalizability of our results can only | 
(a) they had to work on the calculus tasks be determined through continued and sys- 
‘ and (b) they had to work out a modus s tematic experimentation guided by a growing 
vivendi The ‘subjects who were e assigned to body theory. The experimental 

_ groups ps had not. worked together | before the | which has been described here may serve as ; 

"experiment began. It could be that part of — a source of standard-frame problems’ = is, fo 
the problem-solving “energy” of group mem- aid in carrying out such an in mt 

bers was div from the solution of cal- and -terver 
on of interper> 

See R. F. Bales, Interaction Process Analysis, 

sonal Ss. Cambridge, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1950, p. 29 
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"INTERPERSONAL ORIENTATIONS IN SMALL GROUPS: 
CONSIDERATION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE APPROACH 

MartILpA. Wuire Ritey, RicHARD COHN, Jackson ToBy AND 

utgers University, The State University of New Jersey 

ociAL systems consist of networks of opinion as “ implicit response.” 
S interpersonal relationships. These re- that it is never manifested com- 

Jationships to express ‘themselves pletely any set of empirical data, but 

int the process of interaction. Hence, they must be in part inferred. Ultimately, ‘the: 

are frequently studied by research methods best inferences will undoubtedly be made — 

‘for. the direct | observation of interaction. from several d different types" of 

They may also be studied by questioning data, as by ¢ combined observation — and ay 

each individual about his orientations questioning. We have in mind a scheme, as 
the others in the system. The questionnaire suggested in F ‘Figure A, of the w way in which Ps. 

technique enables the researcher to take the these two types of data may ‘relate to 
point of view of each actor in turn, to ‘underlying orientations. On the one hand, 

 Jearn a “good | from h him about orientations, which tend to _become 

perceptions ‘of the others, he partially manifested in interaction, , also o tend 
them, and how he plans: to obtain to reflect this interaction themselves. 

from them what he wants. By proper Figure A 
fitting together of the answers of the 

participant individuals, the researcher thus Interaction, and the 
Orientations Interaction 

obtains cor considerable insight into ‘the system 

ag concept of of interpersonal orientations: 

val puch ‘“in- "That is to say, each actor’s definitions and 
expectations of the other actors are con- 
stantly being ‘tested and revised, through 

interaction, in the light of what these others 

of read at annual actually do. ( On the other hand, these orien- : 

eeting of the American Sociological Society, ‘Sep-- _ tations may also be at least partially learned — 

Other of t the research team who have Questionnaire data, as Figure A indicates, 

_ made important contributions to the develop- ‘3 seem to bear most. directly upon orientations — 
ment of this approach are: Marcia L. Toby Mary — her 
sy Paul Fine, Myron J. Lefcowitz, and John rate ¥ interaction. nteraction, t 
“Harless. Data were collected under Contract — the extent that it has itself produced these 7 

-AF18(600) 353 with the United States Air Force | orientations, may, to sure, , be indirectly. 
_ monitored by the Human Resources Research Insti- 

_ Permission is granted for reproduction, transla- if on one attr ‘deseribes another as 
publication, and disposal in whole and in part thetic,” he is probably i in part describing 

by or for the United States Government. pone i 
eae, the wa this other has acted towar 

e.g., Edward C. Tolman, Psy ychological d him. 
Or when an individual ‘reports his own 

Model, ” in Talcott Parsons and Edward A. ‘Shils P 
*. Toward a General Theory of Action, Cam- behavior in the interactive situation, this 

1951, pp. 

ati 
Samuel A. Stouffer, et -al., and Pre- 

diction, Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University 

Press, PP. 362-412. are Haven: Yale University 1953, p. 
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"questionnaire a | study latent interactions and states of 
orientations, reserving until some later date social system. Disparities a among the mutual 
the specification of such posited relation-— ti expectations of the several actors, for ‘in and t 
ships as those suggested in Figure “stance, are precursors of potential strains tion 

the moment, it must merely be kept in and instabilities which may often be fore- _ 
that questionnaire data’ represent as shadowed in questionnaire responses before 

“private,” or ancaymous, manifestation of manifesting themselves i in interaction. 

the underlying relationships, where the ex- ‘such possible values" of the ques- 
pectations and sanctions of the others are tionnaire approach will | be suggested below 

immediately operative. Moreover self- through simple empirical examples. 

reports: touch ‘directly upon only those as- examples are also used to show how orienta- 
of orientation which reach a certain tions may be measured, demonstrating solu. 

level of. awareness. Beyond this, i in interac-_ tions for certain technical problems which 
- the actors also tend to manifest orienta- arise “when the researcher attempts to fit 

to the situation, as well as to one together complex reports of many respond- 

4 another; in particular, they < attempt to ace ents about many objects. | Certain other re- a 
~-complish the task which is at hand. In )such se search problems for which Solutions: have more 

respects, questionnaire data are assumed to not yet been found will also be discussed, portan 

differ in kind from data obtained by the with particular reference to the “need for a sociom 
outside observer of interaction. | ele ‘mathematical models as aids to inference i in ql tends | 

In advance of a systematic of analyzing certain types of "questionnaire proper 
combining data derived from direct observa- with 
tion of interaction with data derived from < 
reports of orientations, there seem to bea group 
number of cogent reasons for developing an “course, 

adequate questionnaire approach at this is a methodological excursion, psycho 

Parsor 

time. In the first place, questionnaires may © ~ cerned ¥ with | one possible e empirical < approach person: 

-entatio 

with re primarily a an 1 operational translation of inter- “they are usable in various social settings 
ction theory, : as this has been developed ‘| a where role-relationships have become estab- 

lished, where significant aspects of — 7 y such writers as Thomas, Cottrell, = 
_tion may y not lend themselves to observation, arsons. As Cottrell wrote ‘in (1942: 0 
or where groups are relatively large or | diffi- 

It to ble for ob act is ‘not perceived in 
cult to assemble for observational “purposes. same way by actors 

In the second place, questionnaires will often social act. . . . To understand the os 

be applied outside laboratory. Hence the the st study social systems. As such, it is 

so] tap” much information which is not apparent of a participant, it is therefore necessary to 
tor the observer of interaction at any given perceive the social act as he does—his — 

_ time. e. Frequently the actor « does not state of how it started, the goals he perceives for 

explicitly to the other actors what his own a himself. and the other selves implicated, and 

, “goals are, how he locates and characterizes” ‘the functional relevance he assigns to the 
each 1 of the others, what he expects that intermediate activity .. . [Such] activity . Pee 

they will do, what reference points he uses always implicates more self. | 
in evaluating their actions, and the like. recently, Talcott Parsons his cok 

Yet , such implicit aspects are e certainly not laborators have developed a highly | artic 
without potential consequence for the sys- lated theory of orientations, their classifica 

ne thing, they often le lead to ) NU- tion j in terms of the pattern variables, and 
ances of « expression which have mea g f 

the actors "themselves though not for the 4Leonard S. Cottrell, Jr., “The Analysis of Situa- 
outside observer. In addition, all orienta- ‘tional Fields in Social Psychology,” American Socio- 

_ tions include an element of expectancy, a logical Review, 7 (June, 1942), pp. 379-380. Cf 
; | also by the same author, “Roles and Marital 
"prediction on the actor’s part. of what will Tosical So in Publications of the American 

and wh what gratifications will logical Society, 27 (1933), pp. 107-115. 

= 
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iti nship to ‘the social s system. This and others have made plain, 
theory has served as the primary guide for actor’ s orientation 
theensuing discussion. == of the other actors. 

_ The relation between the present work tion of any ‘single actor is in itself incom- 7 
; and techniques for or observation of “interac- plete; it must be fitted together with the 

process, ‘such as those of Bales, has _ orientations of all the others Tt is this 

already been suggested. In the study of in- | posite e character of the concept - which seems 

orientations, the two approaches to be the missing link in many empirical 
are regarded | as supplementary. pee +5 translations of sociological interaction the- 

its use of questionnaires, the present ory. 2° This will become clearer if we set 
"approach is closely akin to that of Moreno? | down in advance certain aspects of our defi- 

and the -sociometrists, 0 on the one hand, and chition of the term. (Such definition is, of 

that of Lewin, "Festinger, and the group 
course, a heuristic device, subject to revision 

Peis! on the other. It differs from with 1 use. ) 

In the first pl rientation 
these two streams of development, h however, : irst place, we use ori ti a ere refer to the relationshi between one erson, 

the theory which it seeks to implement. 

Parsons’ ‘exposition | of the ‘social _system is 

highly specified than Moreno “acts. In Parsons’ scheme, such 
portant, but relatively general, noti on of the have both cognitive and cathectic modes es. AS 

_sociometric network ; while group dynamics we deal with them empirically, one 
- tends ‘to be concerned more with the unique limited aspect of each relationship is con- 

_ properties of the group : as an entity than sidered at one time, such as A’s tendency to 

with the “system of relational bonds and “like” B, or A’s “disposition to “talk to” BL 
interpersonal perspectives of which 4 topics. ina any case, ‘there 

always a reference to a particular other, or 

- course, markedly. distinct from that of social set of others as an object of each orienta- 
” tion. We are not concerned with an indi- psychology in general, in its use of multi- anda “il 

personal concepts: neither interpersonal ori- vidual’s personality tendency to act aggres- 
sively, for instance, toward people in “il 

group» is ‘comprised. Our approach is, of 

entations nor interaction are here viewed 
eral; an aggressive orientation refers” to 

- tendencies to act in certain ways in relation 

specified other” individuals, 
In the second place, although orientation 

ORIENTATIONS AS A MULTI-PERSONAL is a subjective and may be used 
in the studies of the idiosyncratic aspects 

Many of the procedural | complexities of of the orientations of individual actors, we 
are here concerned with the typical or com= | Measuring interpersonal orientations derive 
mon aspects in the orientations of all indi- 

from the requirement fo for social system analy- ithin 

s that the perspectives of all the participant Viduals pl aying simi ar ro 

actors must be taken into into “account. As 
9 George H. Mead, Mind, Society 

the Stand point of a Behuaviorist, ed., with an introd., 
iS Gee especially Talcott Parsons and Edward A. i Charles W. ‘Morris, Chicago: University “of 

with reference to a single i individual within 

‘Shils, “Values, Motives and Systems of Action” in Chicago Press, 1934. PRLS A ye 
a Parsons and Shils (eds.), op. cit. Also Talcott Par- = 10 See Matilda White Riley, John W. Riley, Jr., 

sons, The Social System, Glencoe, Illinois: The Free © Jackson 1 Toby, et al., Sociological Studies in Scale 
: Press, 1951, Chapter One. re New Brunswick, New Jersey: : Rutgers 
- SRobert F. Bales, Interaction Process Analysis: University Press, 1954, Chapter IX. This fitting to- 

4 Method for the Study of Small Groups, Cam- gether of the attitudes of the different group mem- 
bers has been used by Fred L. Strodtbeck for quite © 

Jacob Moreno, Who Shall Survive? . A New different purpose in two studies: “Husband- Wife 
Approach to the Problem of Human Interrelations, Interaction over Revealed Differences,” American * 

York: Beacon House, 1953. Sociological Review, 16 (August, 1951), pp. 468 ff. - 
—_ SCE, eg., Leon Festinger, Stanley Schachter and and “The Family as a Three-Person Group,” Ameri- _ 

: thy Back, Social Pressures in Informal Groups, can Sociological Review, 19 (February, 1954), , pp. 
lew York: Harper and Brothers, 1950. 
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a system. ‘Thus, the senielaineraar in each grade are transferred to cards, yield. 
the modal patterns: s of communicat- a total of N (N—1) dyad cards.” 12 

ency, pote than of individual ing as an aspect of relationship, 
from it. We attempt to derive those orienta- — tg it turns out that if A likes B, he 
tions which are proper to the role, ae _ perceives this cathexis as mutual i In a large 

its particular incumbent. of cases. Thus liking “appears, on 
roles” the whole, to demand liking in response.!3 

- are e viewed ; as as fitting together into a a system - Such data refer, of course, primarily to the 
_ of social relationships. ‘The more nearly they | orientation | concept, and are made available 

one another, the more stable by a questionnaire approach. = 

e the social system is assumed to be. 1 = Our interest is, however, not simply i in th 
between liking and expectation 

f the orientation 

entation matches A’s expectations Still fur- 

concern is the relation be- 

tween dyadic liking and other orientations 
findings as do still other actors in the larger system— 
time to discuss details of research design — the grade or the peer group. As some indica- 
which might be varied in other questionnaire tion o: of the orientations of these others, we 

studies to produce results of greater or less of 

is an object scale (fully described else- 
“the effort to specify s some of the basic prob- where!®) which represents the collective ori- 
lems and possibilities of a questionnaire ap- -  entations of deference elicited by each stu- 
proach to social system analysis. == dent from all the others. now ask: To 
As part of a larger study, each student in what « extent does the liking and B for 
the 9th and 10th grades of eight New Jersey __ 

high schools! asked: For a discussion of the implications of tionsh 

be 

Wh ho in the. “grade do “you personally dyadic "data, see Riley, et “al, op. cit, points 
Chapters VII, VIII, X, and XIV. 

_ Wh o in the grade do — think likes you An important element of over-simplification Be 
1 Peay, these examples lies in the assumption that liking is 

ail the oaly appropriate response to liking. 

then punched anne am B M. card for tribute. ‘differentiated actions. ns. More elaborate 
each dyad, ead pair- -combination, of students. amples must take such possible differentiation into 

For instance, if “Mary : says she likes | -Cath- account. 

erine and thinks Catherine likes her, this “use of questions in such studies 
as George A. Lundberg and Lenore Dickson, “Inter- in| is recorded on the Mary- Cath- a 

od If Mhes bat t t Ethnic Relations in a High-School Population,” 
= car ary likes but does not expec a American Journal of Sociology, 58 (July, 1952), | _ Status, 
liking from Susan, this is punched into the pp. 1-10; -and Renato Taguiri, “Relational Analysis: variabl 

are exc ‘Mer Susan card. And so on. In this way, all 1 An Extension of Sociometric Method, with Emphasis ¥ 
= Social Perception,” | Sociometry 15 (February: likit 

= possible pair-<c -combinations of students with 104. trived | 
ley, et al., op. Chapter XVIII. This a 

a 11 Of the 3156 students in these grades, no on eee is logically close to Robert F. Bales’ = | number 

we ere obtained from 15 per cent who were absent on termination of “generalized roles” through socio-— 

j the day on which the questionnaire was adminis- metric ratings. Bales reports no analysis cf the 

‘| 

allow fi 

a have a 
Scriptio tered. The materials presented here refer only to — dyadic bonds, however—of who votes for whom. ] 
matrix - See “The Equilibrium Problem in Small Groups” in 

Talcott Parsons, Robert F. Bales and Edward A. an 
dyadic between girls. Boy-to-boy orien-— 

tations seem to be slightly different in character 7 
will be « discussed in detail in. a later— paper. Very 

few | cross-sex relationships were reported. ee 
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ORIENTATIONS IN SMALL GROUPS 

each other depend on th words, s subjects are more apt to my they 
statuses? “objects ‘of higher, rather than lower, 

Table 1 than themselves. Thus, this form of | 
orientation appears to be e related to 

the statuses of the two partners. 
The researcher now goes on to ask himself — 

of Object two questions: Is this status asymmetry rec- 
or expected, in equal measure inthe Medium - several ce cells? And | does s status affect the ex- 

tent to which A’s orientation toward B is 
parallelled by orientation toward A? 
Table 2 shows the between A’s 

| * The bases and method of computing | these in- Lass B, How Conrmext I 

ai e > shown in Table 4 below. HAT 

at on liking in a matrix, in . which all the 
Medium students, classified by status, are first listed 

the ‘side as subjects who report liking; 

18% 13% 61% 
jects who “receive” liking, according to (147) (176) | 

-reports.2° The figures in the cells of the 11% 12% 61% 

“matrix are indexes'* of the number of dyads (221) (469) 

which 4, the subj ect, reports liking B, 5 78% 67% 

— 
4 If a line is now y drawn from the upper Percentages=proportion of dyads in which 

corner to the lower right corner, the cells thinks B likes him. 
Figures in —=numbers of dyads in in one half of the matrix sepeesemt the mirror which A likes B. This number=100 per cent in : 

cells in the other. “Thus, the 
lower left-hand cell corresponds to the 1 upper 

‘right-hand cell, except that the same rela- | liking for B and the corresponding expecta- 
i tionships are observed from two different — tions | ‘on A’ A’s part that B also likes him. 
points of view. Now, if the entries for each Comparisons of the entries indicate that: 
pair of corresponding cells are compared | with here, too, there is” a certain asymmetry. — 

ion in | one another, it appears that those in the Although liking usually is _accompanied by 
“upper right half are consistently the larger. expected liking, nevertheless if 3’s like 5’ 

might — Thus, liking directed from status 5 to status - they” expect reciprocation in only 61 per | 
purse, 3is 41; whereas from 3’s to S’s it is cent of the cases; whereas, if 5 ’s like 

con- — Tn the same way, liking directed by S’s to. they expect reciprocation in 78 per cent of 
4’s is .60, but from 4’s to 5’s is .82. In the the cases. Thus, the status disparities in 
‘third pair of cells, liking from. 4’s to 3’s is liking seen in Table - are in part. Teflected 

53, while the converse index is .72. In other in the differing — «e pectations of response 

shown in | Table 2. Through use of a second 
the in relating question on expectation, as_ this interrelates 

variable, the three lowest status scale categories 

q are excluded from this analysis. The two questions tional insights | have been obti ained into the 
. on liking had been used in the three “easiest” con- ‘nature of orientation. = eee 

trived items in the scale, but not in the others. i. Table 3 suggests how such an analysis 
re The raw data have been corrected by the 

a number of individuals in each status category, t > may be carried — step further through the 
_ allow for the differing numbers within each cell who combination | of B’s orientation | with that of | : 

have a chance to distribute or receive liking. A de- . 4 A. For this purpose, the data obtained from 

scription of the procedure appears with the full A’s questionnaires are now fitted 
matrix in Table 4. The assumptions involved in with ‘those from BR s: ; information from the 
this correction procedure and the problem of sta- ; 
tistical significance of the differences in Table 1 are _ Mary- Catherine dyad card, for instance, is 

not of immediate concern here. transferred to the matching Catherine-Mary 
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ta 

Ga) (108), 

70 

(190) 
26% 

(337) 

Findings of this I kind have 

implications for understanding the function- 

ing of social systems. The data in Table 3, 
for example, might be taken to fit the 

show the greatest disparity b between expecta 

31% tion and response, hence are most t subject to 

40% 

(179) (178) 
of “dyads in which 

es not report liking A. Tyr 
Figures in parentheses=number of 

A likes B and thinks likes him. This” 
figure=100 per cent in each celle 

card. . Table . 3 ‘is based ‘on those dyads - 
_ which A likes B and also expects that B likes 

him; it goes on to show the extent to which 
A Ss expectations are wrong, so that B does 
a not, in fact, , Teport that he likes A. Here the 
;: mmetry is again clearly marked: if status 

3 individuals do like and expect liking from 
those in status they are wrong in 47 per 
cent of the cases; ; whereas if if 5’s like and 
expect liking from 3’s they are wrong ii in only 

per cent of the cases. 
potential value of ‘utilizing t the or 

=. of several group members be- 
é comes still ‘more apparent when the nature 

stated above that | status is ; here conceived — 

§ a reflection of the collective orientations 

ject. A high status object, for instance, may 

be admired, regarded as a leader, regarded 
as popular, confided in, and so on, by a 

_ Tables 1, 2, and 3 show the relationship 

between the the statuses of each dyadic pair, © 
‘on the one hand, and their interpersonal 

4 each other, on the other hand. Here inter 
personal liking a appears ; not as. an isolated 

nar dyadic phenomenon, but as part of a larger 

and t 

4s Because of the extreme simplification of this 
example, its: general tendency can probably be 

Tables 1 and 2. As more and more questions are 
utilized, however, a of their re- 
oie the us 

of the ‘status scale is reconsidered. It was 

of deference toward each individual as ob- 

variety of different members of the group. : 

tendencies to like expect liking 

system of di differentiated roles i in which liking g 

guessed from the data on 4’s orientation alone in a4 

~ 

orientation lies in the distinction 

he several kinds of deferring are 

Strain instability. By repeated question 

B ing of the same e respondents a at future points 

time, such predicted instability might 

a 
be tested. It | is, of course, the questionnaire 

approach v which makes analysis of this sort 

‘THE EVALUATIVE COMPONENT IN oe 

ORIENTATION © 

- An important challenge to the student of 

components of the actor’s orientation: 
its content, on n the one hand, and the way 

ins which the actor himself evaluates. this 
‘content, on the other. Orientation means 
= ot only that li kes certain objects, | for 

“objects fr all the ‘availabe 
alternatives. Although such choices 

deliberation, 

sort; he selects certain objects rather than 

- others, certain ways of defining each object, a 
‘certain affective relationships toward 

each. Moreover, whenever he manifests any ; 

“orientation by acting, or by answering a 
question, he may make a further selection. 

_ The adolescent boy may be disposed to take 
two girls out on a date, for example, but 
must decide between them. n. Such choices 
Bere rest upon certain standards or 
values which the individual uses | as criteria. | 

represent the “evaluative ‘mode’ 
orientation, which, ‘according to Parsons and 

_ Shils, “involves the cognitive act of balanc- 
ing the gratification- -deprivation | ‘sig: 

--19See Riley, et al., op. cit., Chapter XI, for a 
‘discussion of an “organic” system in which an in- 

formal “division of labor” operates among the mem- 
bers. Thus status, as it is measured here, may result — 
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INTERPERSONAL ORIENTATIONS IN IN SM SMALL GROUPS 

a nificances of various alternative courses of municate to the object. This score was in- | 

3 action with a view to maximizing the grati- tended to measure, , not so much the amount | \ 

fications in the long —S UU of talking that the individual a actually y does, 
Consequently, w when the data show that A as his readiness - to establish friendship rela- _ 

“fails: to report liking for B, does this mean _ tions with each of his | peers. T Table 4 , which - 

that does not like him in some absolute 
sense, or that A’s liking for him is relativ ely TABLE 4, Extent or Dyapic “TaLKING” —_ 

insignificant in A’s terms of ‘reference? The (by the statuses of both partners) Be 

exes data in Tables and 3 undoubtedly re- Status of Object 
ecta- | flect the combined operation of both these _ . 
ct to components. In certain instances, it may 
tion. seem useful or necessary to attempt to sepa- 

ia rate the two. For this purpose, suitable ques- “YW a3 26 32 

right tions n may sometimes: be devised. I In other 
Maire instances, even when actors are themselves 07 

unable to discriminate between these two 
components, it might prove possible to  dis- 39 
entangle the two through inferences made oth The in are indexes of the 
with the assistance of a mathematical model. _— number of dyads reporting communication on at 

a ree least one topic. The raw data in the rows were q 
if a suitable model could be developed, divided by the percentages of objects in the 

- certain assumptions about the evaluative ele- status categories; the resultant figures in the columns 
ment in orientation might be defined, and were again divided by these same percentages to i 

ant of for the status distributions of the subjects. any given set of empirical data tested for 
consistency with such assumptions. Although The diststbution mn of respondents by y status was: 

we have not yet constructed an adequate 
model for this purpose, our experience in = Shands of 
analysis of a second ‘set of empirical data Respondents "Respondents 
may suggest the direction of possible further 1.600 

‘These data are taker taken from the same piece 
of research as those on liking. The procedure. 

originally developed in a a pilot study ‘es 
nis ty John W. Riley, Jr. 

| Toby.”? Each student was asked — 
whom in his grade he would be most 

5 ‘likely | to talk over each of a series ¢ of ise 
dexes of the proportion of dyads in each cell 

myhg from peer relations and the opposite for which any communications at al were 

_ Sex, to problems of right and wrong and cull reported (that is, the dyads having a com- = | 
fear tha that something terrible might happen. mynications score of 1 or higher). 
A “communications” ‘Score was then given Certain consistent tendencies appear in 
to each dyad, indicating the m number of Table 4. There is an asymmetry between 

topics out of a total of seven? on which corresponding halves of the matrix, similar 
> mel reports. a disposition toc com- that found for liking. Moreover, there is 

= an upward by rows, so that the 
Op. cit, p. 71. highest entry in ‘row always appears 

the far right. Thus, subjects of any given 
a a more general approach to analysis of this sort. are ‘most apt to report a disposition 

#2“Status and Interpersonal Communication in 
Groups,” paper delivered at the annual to talk to objects who of top status. 

meeting of the American Sociological Society, Betke- Finally, comparisons “made up- 

Although ten topics were included in The full matrix Table 1 is very similar 

questionnaire, of these were i in the status commun to. ‘that in Table although liking ar and 

from the communications score. 
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columns indicate a tendency for the If we then. how such a model 

given poe ‘apt to receive com- by a different constant, to a) ‘sym- 

munications fro from m subjects 0 metrize the matrix and b) discover diagonal 

Status. tendencies: both within the rows and within a 
Now, it happens of these the columns? 

last, i is in accord with» our Table 5 fable 5 sh 5 shows results 

we to ‘represent. We had not 

expected to find the asymmetrical tendency i Se 
for A to relate himself to with no 
parable disposition on B’s part. had 
we expected to find the 

jects” to relate upward to objects of the 

“highest status. Our assumptions had been 4 71.58 
closely in line with the tendency. ob- Status of 

_ served in the columns, in which objects are Subject 
most often -mentioned by subjects of 
own status. As Riley and Toby put it, i 
their report on the pilot study, these 

20 27 

3: 
dex solidarity, and we should expect that 

- % the feelings of solidarity within a status level 

_ would be greater ‘than the solidarity. between 

4 ‘Statuses. plied by the indicated constant. 

munications questions were designed to in- 19.23 
High 

leads us to raise certain appears “that the table has now become 

about ‘nature of the data in T Table 4. roughly symmetrical, and that ‘te 
it perhaps the cons that strong evaluative figures in both the rows and the columns 

factors are at work < here, so. that only a ‘tend to fall on the principal diagonal. In 
portion of | the underlying friendships are other words, the test seems to suggest a. 

reported? If so, would it not be logical to ot the manifest data relate to the latent orien- 
“hypothesize that the status" of ‘the object is is tations in a fits “our assump- 

the criterion, or ist related to ‘the. criterion, tions. pet 

by which t the subject ‘selects, the the same time, this test requires 
purposes, certain of his friends rather than — considerable further exploration. It 1S, for 
others? example, in the nature of such a test that, 
Accordingly, we set up a model of the if the manifest data can be symmetrized by 

3 applying ing 1g constants to. the columns, they c can 
latent relationships which we believe ma db h Strodt 

actually underlie manifest data i in Table "© symmetrized by applying the recip- 
rocals of these constants to the rows. (Simi- 

4. We assume: larly, there are many in- 1-between possibilities (1951), 
( 1 ) That of applying Ww eights both rows and 

some way y symmetrical, so that both A and columns). Let us consider for a moment the 

_B are “friends” with one another. ps occur assumptions underlying such a converse ap- 
That these latent friendships occur proach. We now replace the fourth assump- 

most frequently within status lines; “tion ae by an opposite assumption. We 

(3) That, whenever a subject names an ob- Se 
ject in the manifest data, an wi underlying no longer assume that the probability of 

“friendship” always exists. manifesting ‘friendship increases with the 

That probability of manifesting status of the object. We /e now assume, rather, 

“friendship” is independent of the status of that the probability of manifesting friendship — 
§ the subject, f - increases with the : status of decreases with the status of the subject, but 

e independent of the status of the object. 
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ities 

in the Bales’ problem-solving group, on the one 

“Ma 

to proportions of them; 25 it seems FOR FU JRTHER RESEARCH 

made among alternative 

less. likely, on ‘the o other hand, that These examples seem to make plain that 
a ‘status | of the object is irrelev ant. Since high | questionnaires can be designed and analyzed 

status subjects s select certain of their friends so as to throw a good deal of light on the 

as objects of communication, how does interpersonal relationships in a social sys- 
selection take place? Does it occur at ran- tem.2? Many important aspects of these = 7 
~ dom? If not, what are the factors which lationships are difficult to study | through di- 

_ make certain objects more “significant” than rect questioning, howev er, because they occur P? 
a? others, and yet are not related to the e status - below the necessary level of awareness, — 
of those objects? because the respondent is attempting to con- 
3 Moreover, this second model, in which ~ form to to the expectations of the questioner. | 

also depends to a great extent upon choices — 

4 

eight the ro rows instead of the columns, | Therefore, improved techniques of question- 4 . 
produces a latent. ‘matrix which is quite 4 ing, and models for making inferences about 

odds with our second assumption. Here Jatent_ aspects, seem to be required. 

symmetrical relationships occur most fre- Moreover, fuller understanding of inter- 
quently, 1 not on n the ¢ diagonal, | but at. the: personal orientations might certainly be de- 

high-status extremes: that is, the higher the rived systematic empirical translation 7 
status” of ‘partner, the greater the of an articulated theoretical scheme, such 

26 

since action (For communications 

ariety 

seven topics. On the other hand, a of ) The question of the 
metry appears in Table 1, for which at least 6 ques- or of ‘teference used 

1 int ith unlimited tunity to tion, mee sharing of significant values i is 
ty of great importance to the stability of the 

social system. _ Interpersonal orientations also 

‘this second latent matrix, and the who-to-whom | need study with reference to orientations to — 
as presented by Robert F. Bales, Fred L. the situation.2* we 

Strodtbeck, Theodore M. Mills, and Mary E. Rose- f 
borough, “Channels of Communication in Small Another avenue for possible further 
Groups,’ American Sociological Review, 16 (August, tension of the q questionnaire approach Ties 
1951), p. 463. The Bales data are, of course, e en- in the ‘dynamic | character of interaction and 

_tirely different in nature from ours. They result of the ‘relationship: between orientations and 
from direct observation rather than questioning. interaction. A questionnaire is always rela- 

They represent an accumulation of interactions 

which have taken place over a given period of time. tively static, disclosing the Process as the 
_ Nevertheless, a study of the orientations underlying ” respondents see it at a a given point in” in time. 
such interactions might illuminate further the nature 

aa of the differences between instrumental relationships > oe 27It would, of course, be equally possible to 

interpret these same data with reference to the per- 
hand, and the more expressive relationships under sonality rather than to the social system, asking . 
study in the peer group. Cf. the penetrating analysis : such questions as why certain individuals conform, 

of the Bales data by Frederick F. Stephan, “The or fail to conform, to the modal tendencies" of 

Relative Rate of Communication between Members _ given role. 
Small Groups,” American Review, 17 Bales has already defined this area in “The 
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ould = Tt_ma 

each | 
sym- 

zonal | 
ithin 

| | 

High 

to 

(3 } _ Although this particular test is in no _ combine the primary cathectic focus of the — _ | 7 

conclusive at this time, it suggests certain above examples with a specific cognitiveem- 
= be possibilities of exploring the content of latent phasis on how A perceives B, i.e. “what sort _ 4 ee 

nulti- | orientations through the use of models, so of person” B is considered to be. The pattern 
as to screen out evaluative factors. Such variables will certainly prove to be im- 

come | _ tests might also be adapted f ane 
het |  {hgmanifest data of interaction 
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There | are certain w ways, er, in sure, alone’ light upon 
the approach may be » adapted to to take ac- ay since orientations m may be inferred 
count of the time dimension. For « one thing, from 1 interactional a interaction is 

t tations, goal- orientations, “expectations and 
his ‘predictions about the ‘For "sanctions, and so on) from which the em. 

— the same respondents may be in- pirical abstraction of interpersonal orienta- 
terviewed tepeatedly at different points 0 of ‘tions as a single element may prove difficul 
time. This use of the panel technique for 

1estionnair ntrast m a 
the study of interpersonal orientations seems The e, by ast, nay bem. 

to. offer great promise of a better under- pecially designed to ‘isolate ‘interpersonal 
standing of the dynamics of social systems. orientations “for separate invest ation. 

Finally, as we indicated at t the outset, Hence, future knowledge ‘the interplay” 

latent orientations are of maximurn interest between interaction and the underlying sys- 
only as they are manifested in interaction. tem of well be 

_ Both are necessary to a full understanding 
of the functioning of social “systems. To be 

astupyo OF A GROUP OF WORKING GI GIRLS" 

INCE the We estern” Electric researches, 
m few s studies of ‘single g groups s of workers 

“have “been reported, and even fewer 
‘that combined the measurement of individual into the ‘company the division. 27 chose 

direct 

effectiveness with the systematic observation to ‘study this particular division largely be- 

of social behavior and the interviewing of cause the nature of some of the jobs allowed 
_ all the group members. I shall describe the keeping of reliable output records, and 
briefly here a study that did combine these because the layout of the “floor” allowed 

- features.’ It is a study of the ten girl “cash an | unobstructed v view of f what went on. My 
; _ Posters” ? in an é accounting division of a cer- first step was to occupy a small table at the 

tain company, and it formed part of astudy back of the room. W ith this as a base of 
of the division as a whole, which I carried operations, I spent | about a month intro- 

on from December 1949 through Ay ril 1950. ducing myself to each of the workers, learn- P 
“Since it deals with only” one ‘group and that 

with methods, might hope attended the Christmas office ety, 
to do so, and they would provide the indis- from then on I could get no evidence that - 
-pensable- background | to more macroscopic the workers’ behavior was different from 

studies of worker behavior. made by -ques- wi what ‘it shad been b before came in. 
a tionnaires. But t by itself the present one can _ The e second stage of the study, which took - 
only be called a case study of the relations 14 working days, was systematic observ ation 

between — work, individual behavior, — of interaction in the room, “specifically of 

1 The reported here was made possible  §6.C. Homans, “Status among Clerical Work- 
financially by the of Relations, ers, ” Human ation, 12 1953), pp. 
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; ed to w d how h original results were badly out out of line. They 

could not keep a continuous “interaction ‘The management also gave me the basic — 
record, and so I adopted — a sampling pro- _ personnel data on the workers and, if they @ 

; cedure. Every” 15 minutes I scanned the were kept, their ov output and a accuracy records. _ 
zoom like a radar ‘beam and made a note of The whole study took four months and a 

which persons were talking together at th that - half Let me say here, as I have s said before, 

; method, plus the distances at that I enjoyed my association with a fine” 
~ which most of the observations were made , body. of American men and wo women. In fact 
precluded systematic "recording of. origina- had a wonderful time. 
- receipts, and durations of interaction, The Cash Posting Job. The division ee a 

I could only see e which persons were inter- tained sixty persons, doing several al different 
acting. It also > precluded recording the con- clerical jobs. I am concerned here with only — 

“tent of interaction, except when it took place, ten of the workers and only one of the — 
as it often did, right in front o of me. In this - —the ten girls t that ¢ did the “cash posting.” 
case I did not record content systematically, The cash posting job was ne next t to the 
a but only if it seemed to throw light on social - bottom of the grades that made up the — 

usual channel of advancement i in the division. 

4 ‘The ‘third and longest phase of the study At the time of the study, a poster made 42.23 
consisted of individual interviews with the dollars for a 40-hour, 5-day week. The post- 
supervisors and workers, conducted on com- “ers were all high- school graduates, —. 

time in a private’ room away from the age, and relatively new to the company, 

floor. Before the interview, I asked as ‘promotion to cash poster from lower 
each worker if she was willing to talk to grades ca came fairly rapidly. The reason for 
me; they all agreed except one, whom I did | this was that the company required girls to — 
not press further, and who was" not one of leave the e company when they married , and 

the cash posters. The interv jews, which most marry ‘ing takes place at the a ages repre- 

_ lasted from one to two o hours, were “a a sented by the cash posters. So vacancies on 
directive except in two respects. After exe the job were frequent, but promotion to 
-plaining again the e purpose of the s study, I higher grades took place much more slowly. 

always began the main body of the inter- None of the girls cash 
“view with the question: do you like posting or to work the company as 

your job?” That is, the initial focus of the: permanent job. 

interview was on attitudes toward the job. TI The day before a girl left the company 
Idid ‘not t press | for information o: on ‘ ‘personal ‘to g get married, the - others, in the afternoon 

“relief” ” period, decorated her desk and cov- 
which often 

course of interview, as the question out presents and more 
came up naturally, I asked, “Who are your of pinning a corsage on the ‘girl who was. 

Close” friends in here?” wanted to get leaving. In this way I came to be of some 
further systematic i information on social or- use in division society, == 
ganization. recorded eac each interview, as I ua One had cleri- 

fs ‘they arose. ‘Then at some point: in 

4 ended and he reported to the d divi ision 
ait During t the » interviewing period, I I kept All the reader needs to know about the __ 

in touch with the division every to company is that it had a large number * 
arrangements for the next interviews customers to whom it sent out monthly bills. 

4 and to hear the gossip. the It was the business of division 

were over, I returned for for ‘the payment of _these bills. 
em, 

‘first j impressions and to. uke further brief 1 

interaction records to determine whether 
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- posters had to perform certain operations on on 

cards, ‘whereupon the cards _simply pulling them, 4 
to the division and placed in files, ten in for: the sake of brevity these will not be ? 
number, which ran in four rows up and "described. +The number ‘of such payments 

the floor Although old- fashioned in a tape, the number of stubs in a tape, 

bookkeeping had long disappeared from the and the degree to which the « cards | corre- 
company, its language ' was still preserved, 7 sponding to the stubs were concentrated in 

= and so the files were called “ledgers, ” and a single ledger er affected the speed | at se 

the cards , since they represented tape could be completed. But the order 
ills, were called the “arrears. in which the tapes were picked d up equalized 
 : customers paid their bills, their cash these variations, in the long run, among the 7 

checks, together the bill ‘he 

time ery 

each bu ndle, came 

by the posters’ supervisor, which was 

front of my « own. He arranged them on could be kept: this work. hen they 

in order of size. cash poster finished it, the girls returned to pulling what 
the first bundle in order, went t to the they ‘illogically called “next day’s cash”, 

appropriate ledger and, flipping through the Cash posting was the only ‘ ‘production” 
arrears cards, pulled out the cards whose job in the division—the one it had 

= printed numbers corresponded to those on / to stay caught up with | every day. And no 

stubs in her “tape.” T his was called ‘ “pull- ; girl was accepted as a cash poster unless, 
ing cash” or more formally “cash | posting » by the e end of her training period, ‘she could _ the 

"—another survival of the language of lederr- pull, on the e average, cards a an hour. = couras 

Pe The removal of a card from the ar- This ' was called the ‘ ‘quota,’ ” and it served | | little : 

rears meant that a customer would not - a standard of minimum output. . The } rec- | 

again | for that amount next month. _ ords that all the girls did, on ‘the 

"When she had pulled all the cards average, ‘make the quota; most of of them did 
: _ responding to stubs in her bundle (“ tape” ), not find this hard to do, and so some of them 

the cash poster brought cards, stubs made a ‘great deal more. In theory, the 

_ tape back to the superv isor’s desk, ‘took the supervisor “bawled out” a girl if she failed 

first new tape, and repeated the process. two days in a row to make the quota. 
The pulled cards and tape were sent down In fact, he rarely had to, and when he did 

to the ‘machine ro room, where th the ae eae the bawling out was gentle. But neither did 

_ mechanically counted and added. This addi- he praise a girl w when she made a high: record, * ae 

tion revealed any failure of cards and and there Was” incentive payment. The 

to balance and thus any mistakes—w rong public output records themselves seemed to 

pulled—that the: ‘poster had made. to keep output One of my 

Since each poster kept a record of prea WS: 
tapes she had worked on, it was easy and others ¢ gathered their boss's desk 

calculate how ‘many cards she ‘pulled and looking at the output records with cries of 

how many errors she made per hour of work. ‘I made it!’ ’” The fact is that: cash posting ~4i 

‘These output and accuracy records were looked to an an outsider like a hard and dull 

written up di daily and placed in a a drawer job; _A number of girls who were offered 
of f the supervisor’s desk for the ‘posters to fat turned it down. The he supervisors wisely 

“see. The cash posters did look at them, -and- felt that they would have a still harder time el | 

in summary form they were made available ‘getting recruits and getting 

Ninety p per r cent of all bills v were in 

‘the e exact amount shown on the stub. All names are fictitious but faithful to ethnic 

c case of over - oF under- the background. 
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THE CASH H POSTERS ay 
mF 

ied their immediate boss. He The characteristics of ‘the cash posting 

never tried to use “human relations skills.” job should by now be clear. “was an ex- 
He frank and Pred routine and repetitive clerical job, 

Which could be done with little concentra- 

2 the highest of all praise from ae ‘in the “job itself and who were not “deeply 7 
fair.” Or even, ‘ a man!” concerned with promotion in the company. 

2 -’- part he said, “I have a good bunch of In view of the fact that it required no pe 

girls we working for me. I “really don’ t think outside training, such as “stenography, 
e. Of it pe . _ you could get a better one anywhere. Of it paid well. It required no Cooperation — 

4 course, some of them carry the” others. “among the girls but allowed much social in- 
= They’ re not all equally fast. But they do . Little pressure wa s put on the — 

good job, even the slowest of them. Some of girls to work fast, and morale was generally 
them are so good they really ought to good. 

‘ something better than they have now. ro ‘Attitudes toward the Job. I opened the in- 
» As, The cash posters were on their feet most . terviews with the question, “How do you like 

of the day, moving, “tapes” in hand, from | your job?” And nine out of the ten n cash 
dedger to. ledger. This gave them. many posters said they liked it, ‘the next comment 

4 chances for social contact , both with mem-_ usually being, “It’s a job, ” 40. better than 

- bers of their o own job group and with other no job at all. Since the interviews were non- 
_ workers, many ‘of whom also worked at the dinette, I got no further systematic in- 

“ledgers. ‘They made the most of their oppor- formation on the reasons why they liked “ 
as they were convinced the job, but I suspect that the frequency 

y could do ‘their work without concen- with ‘which they spontaneously mentioned 

- couraged. In practice, the supervisors made feature o of the job was — 

little effort to stop it, except when it got by more than half (6) of the girls, and that 

loud they thought it disturbed some of was the general friendliness of the group 

the older workers, In part, they felt that and the -“niceness” of the people in the 
they could not stop it; in part, that talking division. The « only other attitude expressed 
did not always get in the way of work. As by more than half (6) may be summed up : 

one of them said, “If you get them on the as: : “T do my work and get my quota and fe | 
carpet for talking or making mistakes, you ‘that’s all. 
usually find that the girl who talks most or _ A characteristic comment 
= made the m mistake is one of your best — -Rourke’s: “Then there was an opening on 
* cash posting. I learned the job in three weeks. 

~The ¢ cash posters spent most of their time Most of them take four. I got soI could 
their feet, but. they were also” yous 297, so they q qualified me and forgot 

sm small tables, four in one e place and six in about the last three. After all, a job’s a job. = 
another, where they could work on collection really isn’ t hard get the quota. Of 

stubs or where, if they shad to pull many Course, you have to working, but if 

same theory, talking was | dis- of their importance: to the posters. Only 

cards in a single ledger, they could bring — you do, you don’t have any trouble getting i 

the card tray to work on it seated.  Assign- over 300. That's all I worry al about. . As long 

ment to neighboring tables was an important 

the formation of friendships. 
‘the last half- hour of the last working day poo days | in a half 

of the year, all tables were reassigned in : think Al Johnson (former boss of the cash . 
accordance the supervisor’s ’s plan, secret until posters) is is kidding. He says, ‘Aren't you 

then. The girls | took their new seats to the ever going to : stop talking?’ ’ I have to talk, 
a “accompaniment of squealing and ‘giggling. and I think that a lot ‘of the time it helps 

This was supposed, among other to talk. Ik. You ou speed up a little _after- 
J - things, to break up cliques that might get wards ds so’s to be st sure to make your quota. a an 

of work. makes you feel “better. Ha alf the time 
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talk at the same | time. The other ‘day I t cash poster (Burke) interacted 

thinking of what I was doing—I "guess: often with _members of other job groups 

thinking of something else—and I made than with | her own. The so- -called ledger 

400. I don’t usually do that, but Dotty clerks formed the “largest job- “group in the | 

ret Murphy does it all the time. It’s just as easy division and the one next above the | posters 
_ for her to get 400 0 as it is for me to get 300. in the ladder of promotion, though their 
But if you do n make 400 1 no one says: any-_ pay was the same. Only one of the ledger = 

thing. You don’t get anything for it. Y ou clerks interacted more often with the cash 
| don’t get any more pay, so what good 1 does posters than with members of _her_ own 

it do you to g get 400? Then they might group. This was O’ Brien, the youngest 
expect you to get 400 all the time.” the ledger clerks and the one = | q 

This last remark is characteristic of situ- been most -Tecently a cash 
ations where restriction of output | “exists. This ‘tendency of the cash posters to inter- 

And o other remarks of the same kind were act with one another took place in spite of 
i made, for instance: “Tf you ju pull a lot of the fact that nothing in the work itself pa 

cards, you spoil the job for the other girls. in the layout of the room prevented their | 
-They’re expected to pull that many too. interacting more often members 
In point of fact no one in the room remem- other job-groups. mean _ a table. 

- bered a time when the quota had been any- _ Within this over-all unity of the posters, who s 
thing but 300: it had never been taised. it groups could be out both by chance 

served as a floor under | output, but a friend 
at the output records later in this paper will _ sociogram resulting from answers to the i in- apt te 

show that output varied greatly above the tervi iew ho are your cose | ments 

quota. No group norm put a ceiling on out-— friends: in here?” is shown in Figure 1.It Year’s 
"3 put. A couple of years | before, when 1 relations trios 

between the posters and a former division “The | 
head were strained, there may have been Figure | (Coug 

| restriction. And when Lillian Granara_ cae togeth 
became the first cash poster in recent his- One-way Choice =| pass | 

to pull over 400 cards an ho hour, she said {| things 

Gou. CASH POSTERS 
time of my study. When Murphy began 

‘match Granara’s performance, she escaped 
attack. Only the two. posters, Asn ault and | 
‘Burke, who had been on the job in the old 
days expressed, in 1 interviews, disapproval 
_ of the speed at which others were working; ladies a 
and on the fc floor no girl brought effective 
pressure on any | other to keep her outpt 

down, a 

Neh i ranara on the other, wi = . of output were resent in the group; the Be of jea 
4 output | P group; link between the two. The first trio was si 
thing itself was not, certainly not as an or- ty to 0 Brien, | newest | 
ganized group practice. But neither did the the Darke, though gener- by th 

feel under pressure to > work ‘Par- cally popular and friendly, did not express 
ticularly fast. Indeed the lack of Pressure Close friendship with any cash poster but 

may have been the very thing that helped _ was attached to a ledger clerk clique center- = 
some of them to work, in fact, very fast ing around Brooks. Urquhart, the newest 

indeed. poster, chose three of this clique but 
Social” Organization. Besides forming chosen by none. And Shaugnessy, 

-group, the Posters formed a dis- true isolate, neither chose nor was chosen. 
tinct social group, in the following sense. That th these choices real social 
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4 THE CASH F POSTERS 

groupings is best shown by data of another — 2 Just as I could obser rve no hostility be- x 
sort. Once in the morning and once the he posters’ cliques, so I could 

% afternoon, _ the girls left the floor or for ten no systematic differences between n them in off- 

‘minutes take their ‘ ‘relief’ periods. At  the- -job activities. But there were some dif- 

a these times t the same girls regularly gathered ferences between 1 the two groups—they 1 might © 

the same places. rey Brien, Coughlin, As- almost be called moieties—that provided 

nault, -Granara, and Rourke regularly went larger social structure of the division. 
“downstairs,” and Shaugnessy attached her- The older women were not much interested 

self to them. Murphy, LoPresti, and Dono- in organized social activities, , and leadership | « 
van went to the “wash room.” ’ Burke went in them fell to the younger ledger clerks, 
to the “vault” with the | group that included notably Brooks and O’Brien. When the of- 
Allen and Brooks, and more and more often, fice gave a party, these two were elected 
as time went on, attached herself CO- chairmen. 

choice interaction off the floor 

| The most important determinant of clique a good bowler, Brooks received more friend- 
formation was t the position of a poster’s choices than any other person in the 

7 “table during her first year on the job. Girls — - division, and was fourth in total interac- a 
a who sat near one another then had many — tions. O’Brien interacted more than anyone a : 

chances. to interact and tended to become save Murphy, whom I shall speak of later. 
friends, and the friendships once made > were The sociogram shows that each headed a 

apt to persist even after seating arrange- - different circle of friends, though there were 
q ments were changed, as they were every New A: important links of friendship, notably that 

Year’s Eve. This was true of both the main . of Burke with | QO’ nue, the two 
trios of the -sociogram. Granara- groups. 

(Coughlin) and Marie (Asnault). We sat ‘Brooks contained a higher 
together la last year and we used to talk. We’d of girls that lived in the suburbs of the city” 

pass by call each other ‘stupid’ and particularly the “better suburbs—and | 
things like that. Other people would thick they engaged in what were, in their view, 
it was an insult, but it’ s just a joke with somewhat more sophisticated activities, for — 

Ann used to go have lunch with j instance, a skiing week-end. O’Brien, ‘Cough- 
‘Shirley (Allen) and Kay (Burke) and lin, Asnault, and Granara were ask od on this 
Susan (Brooks) and people like that, but party but did not go. As one of the Brooks a 
now she goes around with us.” group (Allen) said: used to think 
& Although the girls were observably | city girls were sophisticated, but when I came 
by their own recognition divided into o cliques, 4 in here I found that the c country y girls knew 
I could observe no hostility between them, twice as rauch as the city girls. By — 
= et t of the posters poke favorably of 

said there had some tatty The ct city girls haven’ been anywhere, 

of jealousy i in here. ‘We were divided into _ when they are 18, pots at home, and going _ 

two sides—the girls with their chairs over er out to the the movies once a w week. When I talk | 
by the y window and the girls inside. You about music, , they just say, ‘Don’t say those 5 

7 - know the way we were set up last year. We . names to me. ioe is easy to exaggerate 
would speak to each other, but one group these differences and in any event they were 

= think the ‘others were trying to get’ “not very important to the cash | Posters, as 
ahead of them.” She mentioned the matter only two of their number were members = 

of overtime. In that year, Murphy, Dono- the Brooks group: 

~ ALT need say in summary of this brief “inside the others “by the window.” ‘While 
Iw was in the room, the posters | got ne no ) over- a section on social organization i: is that certain br call 
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‘aa of interaction, interpersonal ‘sentiment, ‘talking to another girl during the | 
and differences in off- -the-job activity have which I counted interactions by the method 

turned as they turn up in described above. he figures show the times 

observational studies: she another cash 

are corrected to up the 

members, display of certain of the girls.” Range” is the 
hostility and different styles of off-the- job" number of different persons ol talked to, 
activity, though the ‘tendencies were ‘slight. oes uke choices” ” are those received by 

Note a also the influence of “external” factors, a girl, either from other cash posters (in) ) 

such a as as differences i in 1 social background ar and ot from other workers i in the division (out). 

to s inter and job, in setting The way choices were given shown in be 
initia values” of interaction and activit j -sociogram Figure 1). — q 

les. Ten is a: small number on which to | 

‘Taste 1 1. CasH PosTERS 

Time Late- al Per 
on ness Hour Out Total Range Out Total 

groups 

38 58 

1-3 

Rourke of 3 33. 27 * and he 

Individual Effecti Effectiveness. turn now base statistical r elationships. Yet there i is at | 

the behavior of individual posters, Teast one significant correlation among these 
8 | if it di 

especially in relation to “effectiveness on the "figures: frequency of interaction is signif | =. 

job. Table summarizes" the quantitative cantly related -sociometric choices > 
data I obtained in the study. The “time on ceived.5 Popular girls talked, a and were talked | Po | 
job” ‘column ; gives ; in years and months the to, a great. deal. This finding may seem. 
aes of time each girl had been cash post-  - counter to one of Bales and his associates. gE — 

at the time I began the study. The ‘late- Tabulating the data from twelve meetings 
ness column gives the total number of times of five-man discussion groups, | these investi- 

girl was late i in the five months of the gators appear have found an over-all re- Ing 

study. Absences are not. included, because lationship between interactions: initiated and whose 

one re 

they seemed, far more than latenesses, to be “liking’ ’ choices received. But the top men 
determined by forces beyond the girls’ con-— - in inte interaction initiated were not highly chosen 

trol. The “cards p per hour” column gives the ona‘ diking” question. Indeed they 
months’ average of ‘output. The output only third , on the average, in likes, and 

4 of only one of the girls, Urquhart, showed ‘Teceived most dislikes. Unlike my finding, 

characteristics of ‘a learning curve. high interactors were not popular. “What can 
being higher every ‘successive month. “Er- account for the difference in the findings? | 

Tors per he hour” is the > same kind of figure as The members of the Bales" groups were — 
“cards per per hour. ” The “interaction” ’ columns working on problems, common to all the 

show the ‘number of times a girl was seen members, which they were to solve by diss 

numbe 

lish as 

Al 

See ‘Homans, The Human Group, New 634 by | -Fisher’s Exact Test ; population 8C, 

ork: Co., 1950, especially divided into those above the ‘median and Médicir 
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POSTERS 

control of their groups. At least they The Isolate. Mildred Shaugnessy wa was ;more 
the most highly chosen on the question often late than the others. . She ‘interacted 

«Who gave the most guidance? 2?” And as far less than they. She n named no one, 

Bales writes, .. he more ‘directive’ and ‘con- < was named by no one, as a close friend. Her > 
stricting” the quality of. activity, the “more _ low interaction ‘was not just the result of 
likely it is to arouse negative reactions. ~—_ having been in the division a short time. LE | 

Urquhart had been a cash ‘poster: just as 
nized or unrecognized, of one person over. briefly, interacted quite a lot, named three 

another will tend to | cut down the other’s girls as friends, and was gaining acceptance. \ 

diking for the person in authority." Shaugnessy was the only girl the others ex- 
™ Unlike the Bales groups, the cash posters pressed a any y hostility toward, u usually giving 

were working on individual jobs. Their inter- the reason that she made personal remarks — 
actions — were largely “social: 2” not directed she thought were funny but they did not. 
to common tasks. The person” in authority She came from a . “poor” section of the city, 

over” them was their boss; no one of them and appeared to this observer less well- 
had much ‘occasion to exercise control over — than the others. She was not married, 

the: others. These differences in the condi- but it was believed in the division that she a 

tions (external s system ) under which the 1 not living at home, that she had had 
groups were brought together go far to some kind of quarrel with her family. 
‘account for differences in the her interview, she expressed ‘more attitudes 
us remember _ Claude Bernard’s dictum: that differed from the modal ones | in her 

“The” experimenter will be convinced than did any of the others. In par- 
} “phenomena « can never be contradictory if ticular, she expressed general approval of 

| they are observed under the same conditions ; a the bosses, in spite of the fact that they 
and he will know that, if they show varia- often “called” her 

tions, “necessarily results from the in- girls were much ‘more selective in their 

- tervention or interference of other conditions Sota, she said that talking got in the 

_ which mask or modify these phenomena. ‘aul way of posting. She had to concentrate; the 
7 ‘ih return to the data on the cash posters, © other girls were more apt to feel ‘that talk- 

one relationship that would be ‘important ing helped work. How far this was a ration-— 

4 if it did exist is in fact absent. Contrary to alization of the circumstance that people did 
jie theory. that talking interfered with work, not in fact talk to her I cannot tell. As a a 

the figures show no _correlation—for this she would like to have, she mentioned 
na of work and this kind of workers— telephone switchboard of her own in a small Bs ‘| 

between output and frequency of interac- hotel, that is, , an isolated job. Other studies 
tion. Indeed the lowest" ‘Producer and inl have found a relationship between absentee- 

a a member _ 
Inspection of the table shows that a “girl: of an organized group at work.® In this case 
- whose ‘Score was extreme on one o of the thet believe lateness to be more closely linked 
ures: was also extreme on the others, The to acceptance. If one is not liked at» work, — 

| umber of individuals is too small to estab- one will be that much less eager to” go to 
lish as general hy potheses - the Sal cn Shaugnessy did not make this 

oo. ‘Instead T shall briefly de- connection. She has since left the employ of 

company to get another job. 
a constellation Low P Catherine Burke was 

"Glencoe, Ill.: The Free Press, 1953, pp. gal ‘other poster. a cash 
C. Homans, The Human Group, pp. 244-248. _ = 

§C. Bernard, Introduction a VEtude de la See E. Mayo, The Social Problems of 
Paris: ‘Flammarion, 1952, an Industrial Civilization, Boston: Harvard Gradu- 
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-jonger | than any other girl but one; she and walk their legs off. I tell them they don't | 1 
- expressed no liking for the job, but she had _ know how we . had to fight to get things the _ 
several times refused ‘ ‘promotion” to ledger way they are now.” ‘She has since left the | one else 
clerk, saying “Tt’ s too much ‘trouble. ” (The | _ company to enter a Catholic religious order, longest: 

job did not carry any more pay.) Her choice The Accurate W orker. Helen LoPresti’s take her 
and interaction pattern ‘reflected the facts ‘record yas remarkable for her | stock 

that she was popular and that many of bh her narily small number of mistakes. This can- : 4 rival, gz 

‘friendships were with girls w who had moved | not be related to her social position; her ing an | 
out of cash posting. Only one poster talked interaction and sociometric scores were in felt tha 

‘more than she did, but unlike all the others, “no way extreme. She herself explained her if so well. 

Burke talked far more with other “members by an experience in her past. Dur | “ported 
of the division than with posters. She tied ing ‘the war she had worked for a firm, | associat 

with Coughlin on sociometric choices, a famous for its efficiency and high- -pressure as prod 
again, and unlike Coughlin, her choices came that chain of | better jc 

posters. 
to go to 

any other poster but than any other for him. If I didn’t ive and her 
person in the whole division . She was also he would be out hundreds of dollars. He | | she did 

the only cash poster who had any higher -couldn’t do the work himself. had to have be 
: _ education—two years at a Catholic junior trust | me. So when I work here, I try to be _liked he: 

college. She got a job in the company be- accurate ... and of c course that slows me who ha 
_ cause her father had worked in it for many — down on production.” Intelligent | and con- some ot 

The family had done well, lived in scientious, she won rapid promotion in the ay 

“good” suburb, and her brother had an eX-_ ‘firm ai and became ‘supervisor of a small num. 
cellent job in public relations. By reputa- ber of other girls. She went on to say: “The 
tion ‘she had the most active social life. out- girls were inexperienced, and it got so 
{ side the office; e; she belonged to more > out- I was doing all the work. I tried to do it all 

“the traveller of the division:” ? “Tn the sum-— F would do ‘the work after hours and take it 
mer I’m always coming in on 5 Pde wih home with me. . Finally it got to be too a FT posters é 

a bag and coming in with it again on Mon- _ for me. I’m sensitive. I was worrying about | received 
day morning. - Popular though she was, s she everything and I couldn’t stand it, so I quit. an 

believed in heoping her social life at Lz. girl who wants everything done just right | 
- office and her social life outside ‘separate. may have trouble delegating work to others. 

don’t tn having your friends come Certainly she is under specially heavy strain 
i from the office. Most of my close friends 4 in a firm) like the one LoPresti worked for. 

are not in here. They are the girls I went to ‘ Not only | does the firm put her under p pres- | 
college with. When I talk to them I find out sure, but she puts it on herself. Cash post- 2 ; 

| that I am getting a lot more pay tl than they ‘ing al allowed LoPresti ‘to do ) everything right | 7 
I tell them that cash posting is some-_ without being under pressure, and she liked 

thing pretty wonderful. I don’t let them in it: “You have nothing to worry about. You 
on the truth.” | I erhaps the best way to sum + do 3 your work and that’s that. I worry about : 
up this fine and able girl is to say that she a lot of things. Am I normal, you. must be r 

was bored with the work of the division and asking yourself? Well, am I normal?”—In- 
an active 

wasted on it. ‘Even more than the others, terviewer: “Don’t be silly.” (Gig ggle from ship gro 
her deepest interests were outside cash post- both. .)—LoPresti: ‘ don’ t want to get into attention 

ing and indeed the company—just as her a spot like I was in at ——— ——.” (Note@ | 

interactions were. interviewer’s non- directive te ‘technique. ) le *Pape 
~ She was also a survivor of days when re- SR aiencneedioase since been promoted i in the com i 

lations with the bosses were m e much less good pany held a So 
than nan they were in n my time. ne. As she said, 7 ‘The High Producer. I could never develop | ‘The write 

“Some of the girls that have come in re- any subtle social or psychological theory to Fred L. S 

cently think that we (Asnault and herself) _ account for the behavior of Dorothy Murphy. and to Hi 

are si silly. ‘They try to to get f four or five hundred | For me, she simply had a high activity | 

side organizations and spoke of herself a as self. I was too: efficient for m my own good. 
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GROUP NORMS AND THE 

remarkable. She talked often but no not 
she also talked more than cany- 4 very often; cher output was neither low nor 

one. else in the room. Her interview was s the high- and this fact itself may be significant. 7 
longest: I had to stop it so that she could Unlike Murphy, she had wanted to go to 
take her “relief” period. She was never late. . college, but her family could not afford it a 
A stocky ‘girl, she never, unlike her nearest She can best be described as a sweetheart— 7 
| ‘rival, gave the slightest appearance of mak- —— in all the less sophisticated and more © 

ing: an effort to work fast, and she herself 

: felt that if she concentrated she did not do 

as had girls—a study clinical in intent but 
better job than the fathers of the other cash employing some ‘systematic observations 

posters. She was easily intelligent enough work ‘effectiveness and social organization. 
to go to to college. Both her brothers had gone, — I have ve described the 2 attitudes of the girls 
and her family could have afforded it, but — 
she did not want to. » And yet she cannot 
have been without ambition. Although she 
liked her present job, she was the only poster — 

toward a job that was highly repetitive, done 
without r restriction of output or pressure for — 

production from supervision. The analysis 
of social organization brought out agail 4 

f 
ow some familiar generalizations. Finally, I have 

some tried to describe certain constellations of 

ons, s a result this to 0 social position in 1 the grc group 

| 4 girl has moved higher in the company than and outside, and to the worker’s past history, 
any of the former cash posters. “a that may prove suggestive to other research- 

P The Popular Girl. Ann Coughlin received €Ts. In conclusion, let me express the hope 
most sociometric choices from other cash — that the kind of research described here will 

tied with Burke in total choices not be wholly abandoned in “favor of more 

‘NORMS AND T THE THE ACTIVE MINORITY * 

James G. Marci bi 

Aa 

has frequently been observed, one of rectly c concerned with behavior 

the characteristic features of been directed to fo an examination of the 

life in voluntary social organizations active ‘minority, its characteristics a and its 

is the emergence within the ns 3 influence position.” At the same time, there — 

an active minority that operates leader- in Associations” in A. W. Gouldner (ed. 
ship grou group. - Consequently, recent “research in Leadership, New York: 1950, p. 484; R. Michels, 
attention in the several disciplines ee di- Political Parties, Glencoe: 1949 (first printed in 

4 —_ 1915), pp. 365-408; G. Strauss and L. R. Sayles, 
®Paper at annual meeting of ‘the “Patterns of Participation in Local Unions,’ 

_ American Sociological Society, September, 1954. It _ dustrial and Labor Relations Review, 6 (1952), — 
is based on research” carried out while the writer pp. 31-43; B. Truman, The 

held a Social Science Research Council fellowship. oo Process, New York: 1951, pp. 139-155. 7 
The writer is indebted to Robert A. Dahl, and ae  2For a a sample, see K. Chowdhry and T. M. 

Fred L. Strodtbeck for assistance with the project . Newcomb, “The Relative Abilities of Leaders and 

and to Herbert A. Simon for his comments on an Non-Leaders to Estimate Opinions of Their Own 
4 cartier draft of this paper. Groups,” Journal of Abnormal and Social Psy- 

B. Barber, “Participation: and M Mass chology, (1952), pp. 375 4 R. Lippitt, N. 
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ety: 
has been expansion of research a aimed 

at an exploration of the impact of group 

> ‘AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW 

Homans formulated these « observations. 

into the hypothesis that “the higher the rank — 
norms upon it individual behavior. ofa person within a group, the more nearly 

The analysis reported in this paper has — his | activities conform to the norms of ‘the 
two goals: (1) To test basic hypothesis 

norms and the active "minority by using 

‘ organization. (2) To utilize the same data to 
Ng a beginning to a theory of group-— 

“group.” He found further support for 

‘relationship between hypothesis i in the research of hyte and 
Newcomb. W hyte, his study” of 

aa from a local League of Women V on gang, “frequently noted that the leader o of 
“the gang and his lieutenants fulfilled their 
obligations with much greater regularity 

functions. did the persons of lesser status within 

characteristic of the active mi- 
nority. In their classic study of the —_—_ 

iring Room at Western Electric, 

berger and Dickson assembled information 

on (among other things) the work norms 

of the group, the actual production a and 
re tivities of the individual ‘members s of the 

_ group, and the structure of leadership 
friendship within the group.” Among the 
workers, 6,000 connections was. considered 

to represent a reasonable work load for a 

substantially y around ‘norm, but the 
_ individuals who consistently came closest to more “Republican” 

bevel _(and- other) 1 norms in the Senate as a whole. 

indices) 

Rosen, “The _Dynamics of Power,” 

Relations, 

McConaughy, “Certain Personality Factors « of 

5 (1952), pp. 37-64; J. BD 

-Newcomb’s study of “attitudes and ‘leader- 

ship in a college community indicated that 
in a group distinguished t by, and cognizant — 

its radical reputation, leadership was 

to the degree of radicalism." 

More recently, Mathews has shown = 

latively slight differences between the atti- 
tudes of party in the United 

States | Senate in (1949 were” accentuated by 
the choice ‘of leaders. Senate “Democratic 

leaders were. found to be “Demo- 

cratic” than the Democrats in the Senate — 

Pe a whole, and Senate Republican leaders 
than the Republicans 

PROCEDURES 

wife interaction over political issues in 
“spring of 1953,9 an ‘opportunity 

Political Science Review, 44 (1950) , pp. 897-903; f to » test the Homans hypothesis, using a L< | 
Mussen and A. B. Wysznski, ““Personality 

“and Political Participation,” Human Relations, 5 

(1952), pp. 65-82; R. M. Stogdill, 
‘Membership, and Organization, ” Psychological 

“Leadership, 

Bulletin, 47 (1950), pp. 1-14. See also the RADIR 
hibited by the more active members of the studies on elites. aT 

SL, Festinger, “Wish, and Group 

Standards as Influencing Level of As- 

Journal of Abnormal and Social Psy- 

“Common and Discrete Group Values,’ of 
Social Psychology, +38 (1953), pp. 3-22; H. 
Kelley and E. H. Volkart, “The Resistance to 

Change of Group- Attitudes, American 

‘Sociological Review, 17 (1952), pp. 453-465; S. A. au ¢ 

Stouffer, “An Analysis of Conflicting Social Norms,” 

American Sociological Review, 14 (1949), pp. 707- 

717; S. A. Stouffer and J. Toby, “Role Conflict 
be and Personality,” American Journal. of Sociology, 

56 (1951), pp. 595-406. 
Roethlisberger and W. J. Dickson, 

= Management and the Worker, Cambridge: 1939, 

chology, 37 (1942), pp. 184-200; F. E. Hartung, 7 

"League of W omen Voters: organization in 

es eastern suburban town. The goal was m4 

examine, _ by means of a written question- | 
naire, the extent of key norm-satisfaction ex- 

“organization a 

active. 

as contrasted with the less 

random sample of 50 was chosen esl 

5 G. 66. ©. Homans Human Group, 

W. F. Whyte, Street Commer Society, Chicago: 

T. M. Newcomb, and Social 
Change, New York: 1943, pp. 65-73. 

Bagl 8D. R. Matthews, United States Senators: A 

Study of the Recruitment of Political Leaders, 
Ph. D... _dissertation, Princeton, » 

‘Political ‘Tssues,” Public Opinion Quarterly, 1 
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Social 

of the organization; but, as will be indicated 

community would also ‘distinguish the ac- 

- League as a whole were more radical than 

GROUP NORMS AND THE ACTIVE MINORITY 

a universe consisting of ‘the 169 married 8,000 dollars, and the of the total 

Takes s of the local organization. After an . membership that. voted for Eisenhower for — 
introduction in the organizational bulletin President in 1952 was 45. 
and with the aid of follow-up letters, a total On this basis, | it was s_ predicted that | ae be 

of 32 ‘members, of the sample completed the ‘more active members of the organization 
questionnaire. Seven others returned the would tend t to have higher annual incomes, 

questionnaire _uncompleted, indicating be better e educated, to feel more politically 

plicitly that they were too inactive in the independent - of their husbands, and to be : 
League to feel competent t to answer. One less : Republican than the less active members. _ 
member of the sample had moved; No distinction wa made between attitude 

maining ten did not respond. variables (such | as political independence, or 
Clearly, the sample of Republicanism) and ‘ ‘performance” varia- 

ionnaires was biased in the direction of bles (education, income and the like). 

the more active members define their requirements either in 
terms of ‘conformity of opinion or in terms 

Ww, it was possible to. correct this bias = achievement, and the literature has dealt 

by means of an activity sca scale and the weight-— - th both | types | of norm. Although there 7 
ing of of the least active group. Moreover, for are : some interesting hypotheses that preva _ 

most purposes reported here, a sample tested with regard to differences between 

stratified by activity was desired rather than the two , no no attempt has been made to do so 

_ According to the hypothesis previously To examine the predictions, it was neces- 
advanced, whatever characteristics to secure a means of ranking the mem- 

the g “group as a whole from the 

_ tive members of the organization from the 

inactive. Thus, we would expect that if the of participation in League activities. — 

“the communit ‘the active members within - four criteria and their contributions: to the 
scale are indicated ‘below: 

the League would be more radical than 

inactive members. To test the hypothesis, Criteria Seale Types 
four characteristics that differentiated the rae 

from the ‘community were identified. Attended two or more 
‘First, it t seemed reasonable to assume one last six group meetings. No Yes Yer ¥ Yes Yes 

feature of the League group from its Distributed League hand-— 
bills, testified before, 

very nature. feature was the r relative 

iidependence of League members from agency of the govern- 
political attitudes of their husbands. 

their minds on a series of political — 

addition, it cated on the 

ment under League aus- 

cifically it was assumed, without explicit No No Yes ‘Yes Yes. 

roof, that if one asked the women of the 3. Attended (as a committee aly Cadets 
P -member) one or more of 

community to list the individuals with the last five meetings of 
would wish to talk before making any League committee No No Yes 

4. Been an officer « or direc- 

the League members would be ntti 8 Me te 
Tess likely to list their husbands would ~ 

4 aie - The Community as a whole v voted 66 per 
cent for Eisenhower. The League voting figure es 

are adjusted to accommodate the bias introduced 

- a id by the failure of some of the less active members | 
higher incomes, and were | less likely to reply to the questionnaire. The actual figure 

Republican than the bulk of ‘the for Eisenhower supporters among the 32. re- 
from was 34 per cent. Lest this be considered 

which they were gel The median an “egg- “head” phenomenon, be stated 

number of years» of formal education was ‘that Dewey, in did no bet better among these 
the median annual family b annual gue members, 
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The scale numbered from similar equality with regard 
least active 0 (No, No, No, No) to a ‘most value of ‘the number of years of 

active 4 (Yes, Yes, Yes, Y es), and the ‘co- formal education is found. For” both the 

dispersion the two groups. Table 1 

2: TABLE: 1. Number or Years or ForMAL Eoucation 
4 ip Active INACTIVE MEMBERS 

Years of Formal Education 
Assuming that the 17 questionnaires ‘that, ian 
were not completed would have fallen 14-18 Less Than 14 or 

Than 18 © 
- = Type 0, we can an make the est e that — 
_ approximately 60 per cent of the members Active members 13 

virtually no part in the organization’s Inactive members > 
activities. The primary interest in this study, 
& however, is not in the relative size of the a ee 

active minority the inactive majority “member, 

in their characteristics from the point: 
of view: of the extent to which they satisfy indicates the number 

= norms of the group, and for this purpose and relatively inactive members who deviated 
= no assumptions need be made about the non- more than two years from the median (those 

‘respondents. had less than two years of college or 
__ For pu purposes of analysis, the sample was _ more than two year ‘ wo years of post-graduate study), 
_ dichotomized into one group of 13 “Active” Whereas none of the active members had 

‘members (Geale Types and a. second than 18 years of formal education or 
group of “Tnactive” members (Scale less than 14, one-third of the inactive 
Types 0-1). This forms the fell into one or the other of those ex- 

r of telativ ely active 

basis for the measurement of the activity tremes. The probability c of this difference oc- 
variable i in the findings reported below. curring by chance is oe 

The political independence of the 
organization members was evaluated by te- 

Each resp respondent was asked indicate sponses in three places on the questionnaire 
the annual income of her family. has where it would have been Possible to indi- 
already | been indicated, the median ‘income cate husband’s influence. Three attitude 

for the entire group was found to be 8, 000 questions were asked concerning the 

dollars. The median for the more active 4 Taft- “Hartley . Act, one Co concerning the United 

group was 9,000 dollars, for the less active _ Nations, one concerning local government). 
group—7, 000. The indicated differences in After each, the was asked: 

median value are not statistically significant, Selec you finally made up aiceaiall mind @ 
and there is no difference i in the form of the _ this question, , whose opinion would you want — 

2 two sub- ‘to o know? Identify, by describing their rele 

“a Sac and 975 limits are 9 and 20 runs respectively. — 
11 Menzel suggested a refined coefficient for Since the number of 1 runs in ‘the case of income 

judging the scalability. H. Menzel, “A New Co- is 15, there is no reason — asin the null hy- 
efficient for Scalogram Analysis,” Public Opinion pothesis of randomness. 

as : Guster. 17 (1953), pp. 268-280. The present scale <“ 13 The probabilities are computed exactly from 

the has a Menzel coefficient of — 74, well above the contingency table. See P. R. Rider, Introduc- — 

apparent level of acceptability. tion to Modern Statistical Methods, New York: 
12The test for significance is a run test. See 1939, p 114. The run test used in the case of | 

Swed and C. Eisenhart, “Tables for Testing is inapplicable here “Decause of the fre- al 

the Randomness of Grouping in a Sequence of quency of ties in the values. In addition, it is onl 
_ Alternatives,’ Annals of Mathematical Statistics, appropriate for testing dispersion ait 7 
4 Pp. . 66-87. In the present case, the .025_ of central can 
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~ possible to combine them into a single com- 

"sons opinions you “would value most parison, of traits in active and in- 
- highly on this issue. Be sure that each of the active members. Since the group as a a whole 

- individuals you list is an actual person whom — » was less Republican and less likely to seek 
can name, ‘not a hypoth the opinion of their husbands on political 

lel question open-ended, the object questions, we can treat these as character- 
| to avoid suggesting the husband asa Istics differentiating th the group from the com-— 

ION possibility in order to record the « extent of _munity—or group norms—and examine the 

- spontaneous perception of the desirability of null hypothesis that there is no difference 

husband consultation. te question: between the extent to. which the Political 

> 

2 2. TANEOUS OF THE 
ctive q SIRABILITIY OF HusBANnp CONSULTATION 

ACTIVE AND INACTIVE MEMBERS) 

_Non-Support 
nd’s Opinion Desired (Support Non-Support 

‘Traitsofac- 

Traits of in- 

i combines Table 2 and Table 3 in this ' way. 
‘The _indicated differences between the 

of active and inactive ‘members are 

and inactive who indicated a desire 
to seek the opinion of their husbands on any 

_ of the three questions. Whereas only 38 per 
cent of the: active m members recorded “hus- 
band? as a response to at least ‘one of the 

- questions, 68 per cent of the inactive mem- 

Similarly, when the distribution of re- 
activity of the member. 

‘sponses to the question of party support in 

significant at the 05 level of ‘significance. 
_ by the chi-square test of independence (chi- © 
square—4. 44). Consequently, we can reject 

the n null hypothesis that the: support | 
group political norms is independent of the 

the 1952 Presidential election are compared 
(Table 3), it is found that 53 per cent of DISCUSSION 

Earlier in this paper it was predicted tha at 
3. PARTY OF PREFERENCE IN THE 1952 active members of this _ organization 

Amono ACTIVE AND would (asa group) be better educated, have 

= higher i incomes, be less Republican, and feel 

Other = ously) McWilliams found, in two other League of 
Women Voters organizations, that the “more in- 

volved” members were significantly more likely to 
“ ” “politically minded” than the less involved, but 

—- that this was not true in a non-politically oriented 
group such as a local Eagles organization. It is 

noteworthy that the McWilliams index of member 

involvement is based upon a series of items testing 
same of activities | as the present 

Inactive 
= 

ince the responses summa zed i Membership, unpublished PhD. "dissertation, Uni- 
2 and Table 3 were found to to be independent versity of 

the” ] a 

ears, 
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REVIEW 

mor independent of ‘their husbands than that were originally outlined appear ar to have x 
would ‘the inactive e members (as a group). been based upon a conception of a norm as 

These predictions were based the ob- un unattainable- ideal. In n such a a norm, group 

servation that all of these dis- approval is pictured as monotonically-i -in- 

tinguished the « whole from creasing continuous function of an individual 
_ the remainder of the community from which characteristic. Figure 1 indicates 
it was drawn and, consequently, ‘could be 

consider ed to be norms of the organization. 
data presented above indicate 14 

port for the hypothesis with regard to” the 

political attitudes (party affiliation and po- 

litical | independence) of the group, but 
not appear to support the specific hypotheses — 

regard to education and income. 
the case of income, there appears to be n no 

og difference either of central value or in the 

-4 form of the distribution | of family incomes 
among - the active members and the inactive 

members. The data on education, on the 
other hand , inc indicate that although there 
= no difference in the median 1 amount of 

education in the two subgroups, there is a 
‘significant difference in dispersion. 

These results s suggests that we should ex- 
amine our conception of the characteristics = 
of a group norm and the form of the func- 1: 

type of function underlying “such a valued by the group.° T he hypotheses 

a Athough it is difficult to classify with 
‘members of a voluntary group such as the one certainty a norm as one of this type, we 

studied here become distinguished in terms of ac- can recognize certain. varieties of individual 
_ tivity, either one or both of which can be utilized characteristics that in some groups approxi- | 

oll 15 We consider two major mec chanisms by which ae 

to explain the relationship between group norms 

and the active minority. On the one hand, ‘there mate this m model of a norm. . Thus, the the faster 

self-selection. Within certain limits, one can be- man can. ‘run, the more acceptance 

come as active as one wants to become in the _ approval he is likely to secure from a group _ 
League of Hew Voters group studied here. The bi track enthusiasts; the more saintly a | 

- usual complaint is not that there are too many — s, the greater will be the approval pr | 

persons seeking to be leaders but too few. Since we 1 Ey 
would predict that the intensity of the desire to be priest y group; the more brilliant a man is, 
active in a group is a function of the extent of con-_ the ee approval he will gain in an aca- an | 

gruence between individual and group norms, ‘self- demic gr group. .: he data in each of these i = 

selection could be used to explain the basic cases are limited and (at least in the atter resente 
Homans hypothesis. This is particularly true when cases are limited and (at least in the Inter | “cally-i 

(as in this case) differences ‘in available leisure data on activity and norms to explore tentativey and 

time among the members do not appear to make the relationship between individual | characteristics — “a "9 

significant contribution to the recorded valued by the group and group approval. 4 
in activity. At same time, self-selection The approximate nature of the figure should 
supplemented and partly dependent upon, emphasized. Since the only restrictions on the 

_ group- -selection. On the one hand, the group partici- function are that it be continuous and have a posi- 4 | 

_ pates in the determination of activity through the “tive slope at every point, there are a considerable — 
choice of formal leaders. On the other hand, it is BIND he dei different functions that would 

doubtful whether many group ‘members would satisfy the definition. Note also that this repre- 
_ a ‘react to an attitude of group disapproval with a_ sents a partialling out of only that part of group 

_ desire to be active in the group, or having such — approval that is related to a given characteristic. 

a desire, would maintain it in the face of such The complete group approval function would have 
attitude. In view of this hypothesized high to account for all of the group. ‘norms and their 

(but not perfect) correlation between self-selection relative importance. . These general remarks 

group-selection, it is” ‘Possible utilize the apply to the r remainder of the discussion, 
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AND THE ACTIVE MINORITY _ 4 

we may some reservations Roethlisberger and Dickson indi- 

“with ‘the ideal model; a segmentation | of preferred- 

as is suggested below, it may ‘also. be de- = norm ‘in which ‘the range values 

-scribed—and "perhaps correctly—in = have been achieved are all than 

terms sof a a special case of another model. the” ‘preferred- value. hus the League 
Be second model of a group-approval func- 7 organization, there ‘is s some evidence from 

tion seems to be indicated by the data pre- - personal conversations with members that 
sented above on educational level | and ac- there may be a limit to the extent of “un- | 

tivity within the League of W omen " Voters: _ Republicanism” to be positively valued. “And 

organization. Instead of thinking of a norm in Newcomb’s Bennington. study, it is not 
as -ideal, we can conceiv e clear was some limit beyond 

favor by becoming more 

ear 

> 
° 

< 

| 
° 

= 

4 

| 2. A Preferred- value Norm. = 3. An attainable- norm. hy 

directions rather than in one as in the 
_ previous model. Group approval can be. rep enough to be mentioned is one that can _ 

resented as a continuous function, monotoni- called an attainable-ideal. Here the group- 
— -cally-increasing up to the preferred-s -value approval function i is defined tol be. continuous 

atively and thereafter” monotonically decreasing. and monotonically-i -increasing u up toa. point 

4 from— the median number A halfback at this point will gain approval 
erable i of years of formal education | was more than as a function of t the » distance he can carry 

repre- twice as large among the inactive ‘members the ball before being tackled. In general, 
group a it was among the active members; and the farther he runs , the more approval he 

jeristic. the: frequency of deviations: of more than will gain; but after twenty yards, the ap- 

two years from the median « of 16 was  sig- proval function is a constant. The iiek 

nificantly greater among the actives: no a runs posi 
among the inactives ( 

— bd 2 ‘indicates the form of this type of and constant thereafter, such as in Figure 3. _ 
should norm. Consider a football team in in possession of 
on the ——_ the organization studied here, the the ball on the opponents’ twenty- -yard line. 

rou 
y-in- this is a valid model. In the case of the wou e preferred-value model. 
idual League of Women Voters group studied, the _In addition, some norms that are mani- 

— 

lm: 

at 

— 
ay, 
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tening around the norm. In addition, o one 
ase of the League of Ww omen Voters group in the sample had less than (12 years of 
pear to fit this model, but a priori it is of — formal education. ’ - This "suggests that the 

sufficient importance for seas asamajor function should show a constant low vale. 
a 

ype of norm function. up to the 12 year mark and a discontinuity 
All three of the above have been a that point. 

defined by co continuous functions; but there Since the information on political attitudes 
is no reason to assume e that “all into attribute data, ‘it is 

- proval functions will, in fact, be continuous. not feasible to propose a picture of the rele. 
The most Striking ‘discontinuities are those norms involved. It has already been 

associated with 1 membership cr criteria. In the e suggested that they 1 may be best represented 
- local League studied here, although age is as a segment of a preferred-value norm, +l q 

apparently not related to activity within the | the values that are e assumed by the inde- 

group, no one under “the age of twenty-one pendent variable a are thus far defined ‘only 
isa member. In effect, we have ‘two-step of possession group 
‘attainable- ideal function a disconti- 

The three basic m norm “types constitute a 
eginning to a theory of norms. It is possible, nen — CONCLUSIONS a 

example, to describe the education norm hy, pothesis that the more 
the League of Women Voters group in ype c mem 

these terms.!7 In Table 1 it was ‘indicated | - 

that the inactive members were more likely yo 
to deviate more than two years from the © zt 
median number of years of tested | in a local League of Women Voters 

were the active members. In Table organization. (General suppo ort for the hy- 
pothesis has been revealed, but the failure, 

@ 

— of specific hypotheses has motivated a cone 
"Years or EpucaTion By ACTIVE AND sideration of t the e theory of norms. Three 

MeMBEeRS models ¢ of -group- -approval functions have 

hed been presented and discussed representing, 
INI e 

_More Than 4 value norm, and an attainable- ideal norm. 
In the judgment of the present writer, judgm the pr 

members this t type of theoretical formulation in the 

than will the less active ‘members has been 

-_ 

Inactive 
Nmembes ase examination on of group norms s has considerable 

fully in the study of role conflict. Consider 
er complete information on deviations is 

provided. It can be seen that the ‘differences — 

_ between the two subgroups are concentrated 
in the “more than 2” category. This suggests — 8} un 2” 

that there is a range of tolerance around outcome wh _where the function is relatively 

In addition, it should be observed | 

with ‘considerable flat. attention is foc focused upon the desira- 

= bility of defining group- >-approval oval functions, | 

this point, the writer is whet 

was originally to be proved (ie., that the active os 18 See S. A. Stouffer, “An Analysis of Conflict 

_ members fulfill group norms to a greater extent ing Social Norms,” American Sociological painndl : 

than do inactive Nonetheless, the exer- 14 717, the closing 

cise has some merit. - 

bers of an organization n will tend to exhibit 1 

a higher degree of conformity to group norms | 
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there is suggestion of the utilized in the models sug If 

need for developing techniques for doing so. = such norms exist, what type of conceptual 
How do we measure, group approval? To model can fruitfully be applied in their 

what extent can group-approval functions be analysis? These are some of the unanswered _ 

defined in such a way as to exhibit stability questions that have high priority 

over time? Do group norms exist that net _ possible further development of a theory: : 

be portrayed in in the two- dimensional space group- approval functions. 

ORIENTATION AND ROLE IN THE SMALL GROUP 

| present designed to in- kinds of data rather than on the weightiness- 

Tee effects of different group ‘of any particular set of figures. The author > 
> orientations or norms’ on the structure has chosen to spend relatively more. space | 

and functioning of ad hoc four-man discus- developing what he takes to the im- 

sion groups. Its purpose was to study certain portant implications of. the findings cand 

variables, which there is reason to believe relatively less space in breaking down | sum- 
are | ‘crucial in large- scale social systems, in aries into into rawer data.’ - 

setting g which could to ‘some extent be 
4 experimentally controlled. The attempt THE RESEARCH DESIGN 

made ‘to study the groups in such a way that ‘The fundamental assumptions of the 
‘comparisons could be made between large- = periment may be stated very briefly. It a: as- 
and small-scale social systems, that is, ~ (1) that the interaction of the small 
study was conceived terms" of a jseneral group under analysis constituted a a system 

which had ‘properties w which to some degree 
were regular and predictable; (2) that the 
system could be ‘seen as a structure which 
was made up up of roles—these roles, however 

inchoate they might be, were worth search- 
ing out and analyzing in order to give a 
better understanding of group process; (3) 

_ that one ‘component of action was the set 
of value- orientations or norms obtaining in 

the small scale social system and that these ~ 
value- orientations could be manipulated 

 perimentally with results that would be rele- 
research. vant to our understanding of action systems 
Since the emphasis in the original study generally. 

on the analysis of a system of inter- More s ecifically ‘the actual 

action rather than on the quantification’ of spe P 
outlined as follows: twenty- four 

relationships between a few precisely ¢ de- 
Sere 

q cated variables, the attempt was made au univ population were observed under 
to secure various kinds of data and to use Idi Th "special conditions which involved recording 

eral di parent ‘analysis. Pres- apparatus and a one- way screen. These 

paper reflects: this approach in its di- groups s were ad hoc: the members had not 
Vision into four main sections and in oF 

part from Parsons, cater ad as a study 
of ‘small groups thought o of as being | unique 
sociological phenomena and as being under- | 
standable quite aside from any orderly com- = 
prehension of the properties of social sys- 
tems generally. It is an underlying conten-. 
‘tion of this paper that the point of view 
adopted proved to be a fruitful one and that 
at least some of the more abstract formula- -— 
tions of what has has been called “the theory 

of action” can prove useful in close e empirical | 

‘emphasis on the of the various 1 The more more com lete picture is presented in the 

*Paper ‘read at th the annual meeting of tt 
American Sociological Society, 1954. _ tion 
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known « each other prior to the experiment, as scientific principle rather than mere 2 oe. 
and their deliberations, in two 20 minx mute jorative and emphasizing the 

created, problems.? Before any groups (men 

given group began to interact it Was In- tioned as_ having been studied Previously) 
structed by a set of directions designed members realized that they were faced with 

5 induce one or another of two orientations. 

one half of the total _ twenty- four were faced with a situation where a group is 
groups was oriented in one way, the other working together to do something. In concept 

half in the e other way. In theoretical terms, best groups, the responsibility of each n mem- ‘this re 

the first of these orientations, hereinafter ry was not limited to giving his om piece solving 
referred 1 to as “Xx orientation,’ was defined an 
in terms of the pattern variables of Affec- ‘task 
tivity, Collectivity Orientation, Particular- environ 
_ ism, Ascription, and Diffuseness. The other, and th 
herein after referred to as “Y orientation,” is, were standards of personal satisfac. membe 

was defined in terms of the pattern variables: ‘tion. Some groups . . . tried to be formal and | ranged 
Affective Neutrality, _Collectivity ( Orienta- _—coldly efficient—to calculate every step in ‘the soh 

24 tion, Universalism, Achievement , and a of some abstract principle of efficiency lem sho 

‘cificity. Roughly speaking, we may think of they ended up practically not kot te ever, a: 

= 

fied .. . the standards i in terms of which a 
guided themselves and evaluated their 

ress were internal standards, that 

the former (X) orientation as gemeinschaft- . they tended to think of the the out 
lich or _process- oriented and the latter (Y) other person in highly abstract terms, as sim- 

another computing machine so to “speak, 

‘Tather than as a human being. ... If some 

‘individual could perform, give answers, 
After being introduced to each other and 30 forth, that was all that counted for t them. © 

. experimental situation (including the a They did not appear to realize that the er | 
- fact that they would be observed) the four fact of being in the same group made them 

of pers 

themsel 

neglect 

or task 
ermal 

mphas 
internal 
tial, pr 

quick or adept he happened to be at certain | the “fur 
specific and technical sorts of i evaluat 

— orientation as or _task- 

"subjects. were told that the purpose of the i. part of a team, a team in which everyone 

experiment was to t test group performance ought to be given his place regardless of bow | 
where the members had the advantage of 
preliminary knowledge of how to solve | group = 
problems. . They told | that previ¢ ious: = 

‘The other twelve groups were given ‘parallel. 
studies had shown that there was a goo | ‘but dissimilar directions, as follows: 
way and a bad way to go about prob 

a solving and that they were tc to have “the The best groups seemed to. know 
opportunity of capitalizing on ‘this scien- enough not to get involved with personalities: 

4 they did a solid, _business- ss-like job with each tific * knowledge. Half the groups were then 7 
presented with the following advice, stated best . . these groups had objective 

kind ards” of efficiency and their evaluations— 

of pro of bane their respect for each other—depended on 
game played jointly by the subjects with the Pp Pp 

experimenter as opponent; the other problem re- what an individual could do and did not rest Bp 

- quired that the group rank a series of paintings on preconceived ideas or prejudices. They did 

in order of group preference and to make up a not let personal feelings of likes and dislikes — 
story” based on the paintings. Although the prob- get in their way. Some groups, who came 

were independent variables in the: experiment at the bottom of our quality and pro- 

and brought into being rather different patterns of ductivity curve, used to get off the track by 
“interaction, this aspect of the experiment will not — 

: i tia a3 turning the meetin into a social affair where 

everybody had a nice time reminiscing and 

7 General Theory of Action, Cambridge: "Harv ard = their personal me but nobody ac- 

University Press, 1951, pp. 80-84. wlll any thing. . . The ¢ difference be 

Actually pseudo-knowledge, since the "studies tween this latter type of group and the effi. 
- mentioned to the groups as proving the value of cient groups can be summed up, perhaps, as 
certain problem-solving methods were fictitious. 
‘The fact that derived from having considerable plausibility. This fact 

from. ‘the fictitious studies were contradictory in in turn is a commentary on the disorganized state 
_ the two cases « and Y) did not prevent then of our knowledge about small group behavior. <i 
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ORIENTATION AND ID 

between a girls’ bull- by repression, suppression, through ca 
session and a technical | or scientific confer- projection, and he 

ence: : the groups realized they had ‘means. 

job to do and it in a busi conception is, “furthermore, that the 
“like 4 activity or communication devoted to the 

solution | the denial) “ the various 
‘THE CONCEPTION OF GROUP PROCESS ‘inte ; 

its barest “essentials the fundamental in time and among persons. The former as- 
conception n of. group process employed in sumption underlies the “ ‘phase hypothesis” 
this research 1 is as follows: The problem- of Bales and Strodtbeck referred to below. 
solving small group faces an internal and The latter assumption implies that members 
an external situation, the latter being the will contribute | differently to the s solution of 

task which they undertake (not the physical problems and that insofar | as these 
environment the experimenter as such) 

and the former being the relations among s roles. The development of stability 
members which | must be ordered and ar- and ‘the corresponding emergence of roles 

ranged to make | possible, or at least facilitate, ‘is ; predicated on the notion “that | stability 

the solution of the task. The internal prob- fulfills rather important functions. Originat- 
lem should not necessarily | be conceived, how- _ ing in what are in the present context ran- 

ever, as ; merely a means to the solution of dom factors ¢ of personality, differentiation — 
the outer or external problem—the relations - in kind and amount of activity comes to 

’ of persons may be, or may become, ends in - serve a useful purpose in the group, not 
- themselves. ee: his in turn may result in a only in terms of conscious task efficiency 
neglect of or reinterpretation of the external: but also. in terms of reducin, the prob- 
or t task si situation. In the solution of the e: “nature o of the information 
ternal problem or ev ven in the balancing of (‘ ‘redu 

emphases to be accorded to. external and row some terminology from cy bernetics) and 
internal matters, certain processes are essen- of increasing the accuracy with which mem- i 

tial, "processes “which ‘Bales has defined as bers can n predict 1 when, how, ; and why other 

the “functional problems” ” of communication, members are going to behave. Group mem- a 
evaluation, , decision, control, tension reduc. bers thus come to have roles which ‘involve 

tion, and reintegration. 6 The first three of both » very loose pr prescriptions and proscrip- : 

these relate to the process of arriving at tions in behavior and also special relation-— 
decisions; the last three relate to the social- ships to the external situation. ‘wet & . 
emotional implications of coordinated group It should be quite clear that the role in 
effort. They in imply, that i is, that coordination the present small group situation | ts not t the 
to achieve a common end involves restriction thing as the | one found i the 

and frustration of some needs (psychological 
needs such as ‘self- esteem, dominance, and cale social system. In the — 
the like) of some members, and that these 

ao 7 Since on group situation is conceived of as 
potentially disruptive ‘ ‘personal, to the intrapersonal situa- 

‘must be in one way or another: tion, the borrowing of these “psychological mech- 
anisms” from psychoanalysis is held to be legiti- 

a 5 Cf. Helen Jennings, ‘ ‘The ‘Sociometric Differ- mate. It is the opinion of the present w riter” that 

| entiation of the Psychegroup and the Sociogroup,” the failure to take into account in any systematic _ 
Sociometry, xX (1947). fashion the implications of coordination and its 

—* F. Bales, Interaction Process is a serious in the 

Ag 
if modification of this list prerequisites of notion of for this omission. 

solving. Bales’ phrasing been retained That is, differentiation becomes “functionally 

because it involves somewhat fewer assumptions — autonomous.’ ” As Weber and others have pointed — 
and manipulations of abstractions a thing may continue for other reasons than 

“directly relevant to the present context. Cf. it began. In general formulation: the function of 

Talcott Parsons, “Some Comments on the State an element in a system may vary with the state _ 
of the General Theory of Action,” ’ American Seco= ofthat system, or, as temporally conceived, with 

logical Review, 18 (December, 1953), p. 62 625. stage of development. 
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we have a recognition by the actor and by ‘moving on to the e taking of of positiv 

others of the obligations, both duties and either in a ‘picture or in making a 
restraints, involved in a role. Though perhaps move in- the board game, X groups had a 

not ordinarily labelled as such (for example, tendency to retreat back to further analysis | arrange 
the sick role) there i is a definition, an insti- — and evaluation. This concern with orienta- rath h 

; tutionalization of roles, which goes beyond = tion seemed to be a fairly successful device boat to 
ematics 

one of the aims of the present. ‘experi- ‘thing on which pretty boat 
ment to see if a particular kind of problem m- well agree. This procedure focused attention move t 
solving group would evolve its own system a target which was outside the group, par 

roles and to see the antecedents and the thereby relieving -self- -consciousness about former! 

consequences of this evolution. The pro- whether they were being sufficiently har. | ‘this om 
cedure e seemed to to be preferable ignoring monious, and also providing them with the ‘one pa 

. the c concept altogether, or to thinking up all opportunity of acting as they felt they were actually 

-4 the kinds of roles which might possibly be supposed to act, that is, bor ee a repair | 

involved and ‘then leaving these unsupported and therewith ‘solidarity ane . | 
any systematic analysis of the data.® he concept which best seems to sum- presum: 

marize these and other findings may be analysis 

DESCRIPTION “anxiety over process.” The X orien careful 
se tation focuses attention on the social s 

The xX ‘groups in. in their “approach t to their | ope the group as such, It focuses ses attention successf 
problems tended to be cautious, "hesitant, 
nd- somewhat nervous. .W hile there was on how members behave toward one ano a 4 with in 
en ? _ that is, on the process of interaction. Inter- ~ sentime: 

action, then, is an end in itself and not just | that su 
"more conv ivial behavior and less disagree- le 

_ ment in the beginning phase than there 4; means to s some external end. Any threat at home 
is process becomes, insofar as the orien- about tl 

"was among the Y groups, this appeared “to this 

be $a attempt to create bonhomie by sheer _ tation is internalized, a threat to the indi- external 
vidual who is a member of the group. It for the 
follows then that anyone making a contri- ‘The 

bution to the process, whether it solv es the | the rev 
 group’s external task or ‘not, is at 

will power, that is, it seemed to be a — 4 
_tion or ‘expression of the recently induced 
particularistic: norms rather: than a true ex- 

pression of satisfaction v with themselves as 

a group. The attempt to be warm contrasts helping | to solve the internal problem, sinc tated by 
= the the ¥ after all, “it’s better that: something be Indeed, 

ee then that communication break down | 
: of influ was most ‘noticeable a at the beginning there Sitogether.” We would “expect, following 

continued to be a difference along these lines" this line of argument, that leadership. and 

"throughout the session. volume output tend to be more Closely 
As the problem “session wore on, the X associated in x than in Y groups. As in- | 
= tended to become somewhat more timated, am anxiety over process seemed to play 
serious and analytical with more intense dis- a less important part in the case of the | 
cussion of the problem they fi faced. This” twelve groups. They tended to” be more | Problem: 

change is not just the Passing of an arti- sober and analytical all the wa through. | problem 

_ ficially created euphoric : stage but represents They tended to face: up to the functional _ 
- something more interesting, namely, a shy- “Tren of decision more quickly than did | a | tender 

ness about facing up to the functional prob-- the X groups and seldom tried to avoid | ifa grot 

of of decision and control. Rather ‘the "necessity of positive action ‘through which is 

It is not, of course, the size which is crucial The elation of the internal and the ex 

g the ad hoc and limited nature of the experi- is a “subtle and complex 

mental group. A small group of three or even 

two persons may involve extremely well institu- one. well- group must pay 

As for instance in Benne and Paul the discussion of “Rallying Topics” 
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to the simultaneous have known all along: that in some circum-_ 
alternating» solution of these ‘stances there are things better left unsaid. 13 

may be involved. Otto INTERACTION PROCESS ANALYSIS DATA 
rath has used the: metaphor of a leaky 

to describe the development of math- The interaction among the four members 

ematics: you. | stand on the dry end of the of. each of the groups 
sO 

dry inert to the section on 
formerly stood. Group | process seems to go _ be grouped so as to show: (1)! how activity 
this one better; while supposedly repairing Was quantitatively distributed among mem- 

part of the "system, members “may bers—who 10 spoke the most, the least, etc. 
actually be doing a more important job of (2) how activity was ‘qualitatively distrib- 

repair: elsewhere. In terms of ‘the present uted among the twelve categories (or, more 7 
experiment, for ‘instance, - while | a group is - grossly, the four areas) which comprise the 

presumably devoting ‘itself to a scientific scoring scale; and (3) how activity was 
analysis of an objective “phenomenon | (by distributed over t time. Finally, combinations 

careful descriptions and abstract figuring Of be employed to show, for 
of possibilities) it may actually be dealing _ instance, what kinds of activity a spend 

a successfully (or unsuccessfully, to be s sure) — of given output rank produced during « a cer- 
with internal” problems of integration of tain period of time. Anything approaching 
sentiments and leadership. ‘It is not just full treatment of the data along these lines 

that success abroad ‘makes for r satisfaction is impossible i in this paper; certain findings, 
~ at home but that failure abroad may bring however, 1 may be cited for their illustrative 
about the same satisfactory result since the value and because they reflect differences - 

external activ ity was only a temporary form between X and groups. 
the solution of the internal problem. any group, we may y feel sure, some 

‘The interrelationship may al: also work in | members will talk more and some will talk 
2s the the reverse fashion, of course, with the ‘What might not be quite so ¢ obvious, 

owever, ‘is whether there will be. a greater” “Teast at | tated by attention to the internal problem. 
ig be aaah Indeed, the emphasis on this latter direction tia 

own of influence has become almost a matter of ow 
lowing ~ norms obtain or in the ‘groups where x. 

and enthusiasts. — norms prevail. One might plausibly expect 

any of the three possible results: that there 
One practical ‘implication which seems to _ is no difference (because the ‘norms are not 

emerge from this very brief | discussion of the — influential), that the Y groups show greater 
teationship between internal and 1 a ions! ip etween nterna an externa! differen ntiation (because they are more com-— 
problems i is that the best way to deal with a a petitive and because the gemeinschaftlich 
problem may not be to attack it head on groups would have ‘more solidary and 

but rather to There has been equalitarian relations), or that the X groups 

at tendency i in certain quarters to feel that show greater differentiation. In the present - 

ifa group is to. be made > solidary. (an end — sample the latter was found to be the case: 

which is assumed as is given) then the question , in difference in percentage of total group out- 
oof ‘solidarity should be raised early” and the top-bottom range for the X groups 
late. . Without that bits of averaged 24.4, while for the Y groups this 

18The conception of equilibrium which is _ 

on which such an approach is based, they — implicit in these remarks, and which underlies the — — 
do serve to remind us of what. we should | whole conception of this study, is dealt with most 

fully in Bales’ paper, “The Equilibrium Problem 
in Small Groups,” in Talcott Parsons, Robert 

“fable, of wind and the sun Bales, and Edward Shils, Working Papers in the 
Action, Glencoe: The The ‘Free e Press, 1952. 
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gap averaged 18.5 (significant, by one-tailed — tinguished also. Do those who “talk most 
+4 t test at the .05 level). Examination of the © produce the same kind of communication, 

a xX groups reveals that the difference i in mean only more of it, a as ‘those who talk less, or 

differentiation in output is due primarily is there something which might be. called 

to the gap between the man who ranks first “the - dynamics of rank position” ’ which would 
4 in output and the others rather than an aver- influence the > big talkers to act different 
ey aged greater gap. The fact that the most talk- from the small talkers? The answer to the 
ative member under X conditions “holds the 4 latter. question : seems to be, yes. W ith r respect 

floor” to a greater extent than his analogue to the giving of suggestion, ‘opinion, and | 

in the Y groups suggests that there may be 3 orientation (area B, categories 4, ‘5 and 6 ; 
the ‘Ways which the groups on Bales’ scale) “the top output men in 

and | the norms by which they both X and Y groups were found to be some. 
operate which permits, and perhaps What under the group average | in this 
courages, this relatively greater monopoly That is to say, they distributed their ac. 

of group attention. In n other words, -Gemein- tivity into more areas, varying the kinds | 

schaft does not imply equality with respect of things they said more than did the lower 
output. We shall consider the implica- ranking men. Insofar as this pattern indi- 

tions of this point again below. cates a concern with all the potential as. 
__ Looking at between-member differentiation | . of the interaction process, , it might be 

_ - (differences between a ¢ composite highest in | suggested that the top output man is acting 

- output and a composite lowest) through ‘in a way in which, it has | often been said, 
time, we find that differentiation is on t only a leader acts. Whether ‘ ‘output means leader. 
greater” for the x ‘groups but also m more ship” is a question that must — further 

through time. For the X groups there 
Was si significantly less tendency f for members In area C (“asks for orientation, opinion, 
to ‘ ‘get out of line”: the 1 man who: talks: suggestion”) the highest men for all groups 

‘most, or least, or so taken more activity. 

= basis of an overall count tends to be 

the same relative position n during any 
= phase (or third of the meeting time), F 

position being less subject to usurpation ———— 
then is the case in the Y groups. In terms = This statement and the ine semua 
of quantity of output, then, there is more i2 this paragraph about relative frequency 4 

_amount of activity raise some very thorny prob- Ol 
jockeying for position in the Y groups s and lems which cannot be dealt with here. The state. | bay 

this jockeyi ing tends to keep up | while in ments are based on a rather involved paradigm of by Ba 
xX groups it tends to decline with time. logically be expected ‘to Fred 

4% These X- Y differences suggest that differing exist among group _ members if the _ dy namics of E. Ros 
attitudes taken by members of X and position” were “thought away.” A paradigm Small 

felt to be necessary in order to take into 
toward the of interaction account the fact that, for instance, the smallest | 

itself. The X groups » tended to accept the talker has more to respond to with yeas and nays | 
other r 

a "status | quo with its initial inherent differen- questions, etc. than does the biggest talker. For 4 of the 
tiation of “persons more than did the Vv. further discussion of this problem see Olmsted, i 

_. op. cit., Ch. VI, Sect. A. Bales and his colleagues | 
groups. That the gemeinschaftlich orientation 

S have been working on other versions of a paradigm 
influences people to accept a more stable — which would, similarly, provide a framework for | 
and more hierarchical social organization or statements of more and less. See his “The Equi | 
rank ordering of members in ‘output (and librium Problem in Small Groups” in Working | 

also intake, though that | cannot be discussed P2Rer in the Theory of Action, op. cit., p. 13i | 
b i. d t Presumably because of the differences between his 

here) is, viously, ‘not emonstrated paradigm and the one employed here, the cot- 

"something along this line is an ‘inviting - clusions to the kind of activity initiated by 
duction, especially as it” has analogies in members of the various output ranks also art 

4 tput 
L larger scale social systems. Saree different. For instance, Bales finds that top outp 

(ibid, Using another combined grouping of data, —— in more activity in area B (ib there w 

130) while the present writer concludes tht | of Bales 
whether ‘dis- 4 this is quantitatively so, it is not so when | 

speaking relative to members. of total 

activ ity 
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acting noted that the data from the present twenty- in the way of specific or technical infor- 

1 said, four { groups s bear out the “ phase hypothesis” ‘ - mation and ‘suggestions for the solutions of oa 

leader- forth by Bales and Strodtbeck.® the problems, and 
(B) how much this person contributed 

Robert F. Bales L. Strodtbeck, oward keeping the ated and 
pinion, ‘Phases in Group Problem-Solving,” Journal of working harmoniou sly. 

groups Social Psychology, XLVI (October, indicate your judgment of an indi- 
. Out- | 1951). The phase movement hypothesis states i vidual’ s contribution in the first respect ( Ay 

‘the activity of small problem-solving groups is b ki ntal li the left hand 
a temporally patterned in a certain way ing a horizontal line on the le = 

0 “fol- to the basic functional problems of interaction. 5S e—marked -(A)—under each member be- 

ositions 
ney or 

y prob- 
e state- 
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ORIENTATION AND ROLE IN THE SMALL GROUP 

Wit ith “respect to positive responses - (area THE ANA ANALYSIS OF ROLES 

ows soll y, shows ension Te The questionnaire which was given to 
_ or joking, agrees”) those men in both X “the: participants in the experiment. after the 
and Y groups who _ranked second in total group session | was “over was designed to 
output showed the highest relative amounts  gjicit information on several types of roles. 

7e 

of activity, whil while with respect to negative - Two of these roles are defined by the ratings 

responses (area “disagrees, shows ten- given by group members to one another with 
sion, shows antagonism”) output is, even ‘respect to two. dimensions which may be 

‘in rela relative terms, in a accord with t total out- labeled ‘ “Facts” and d “Harmony.” ” The rele 

put rank. It will be noted that most of the yay part of the read a as fol- 
— above propositions do not state a difference — 
between X and ‘group findings. Such dif- 

. m any is ‘very likely 

that certain persons contribute more in some_ 

ways while other "persons may contribute 
‘more in other ways. Considering 

ferences were present but they were either 

too slight or involve too much by way of 
“explanation to be discussed here. 
As regards” the distribution of activity Ww 

through time, something has already been — evaluate the members of the group (includ- 
said in connection with the problem of sta a ing yourself) with ‘respect to: aod oe 

bility of rank position. It should also be ee (A) how much this person incite 

of orienting communication, the respect (B) by marking on the right hand > 
relative predominance of evaluative -scale—marked (B)—under each member. 
and the third phase a a relative ‘The two estimates may be the same or 

Ct. also, they may be different. It may not be easy 
ec A,20 you to ‘recall just what role each 

might also be noted that another hypothesis 

by Bales and his coworkers ‘(Robert F. Bales, played, but would appreciate trying 
to be as accurate as possible. Fred L. Strodtbeck, Theodore M. Mills, and Mary 

E. Roseborough, “Channels of Communication in third “rol defi ed 
Small Groups,” American Sociological Review, XVI 7 aan third set o “ro es’ "is de ined in n terms 
(August, 1951) was supported, viz. that which Of sociometric choice in answer to the ques-— : 
states that a member tends to give activity to tions, “W ith which ‘member 0 of the group did 

members in to rank you feel you had most in common, ie. with 
‘wT eceivers and that a member tends to re- whom would you’ probably get along best 

ceive activity from others in proportion to the 
output rank of the initiators. This was found to ‘if the group to continue? With whom 
q be true for four-man groups as it was for the did yo you have the least in common?” J 

groups studied by Bales et al. In the Figure 1 shows the relation between out- 
four-man Y groups communication tended to be put rank and estimated contribution of Facts | 

g somewhat more evenly distributed among all possi ?; and estimated contribution | of Harmony. The | P 
channels ile the major conclusion to. be drawn this 

embers ended to use some channels and neglect | 
ee chart is that for the 2 x roups the out ut 

‘first phase contains a relative low. “Indicate your judgment the ‘second 

regard to the percentage of. a member's 
activity addressed to “All” (the group as a whole) © ies much more completely 
there was also rough agreement with the findings 

ales et al. For four-man groups the percentage Olmsted, op. cit., Ch. VI, Sec. B. The corresponding 
to All for the four output ranks were (in order figures for the six- -man groups were 61.8, 30.3, 24. Ss, 
of total output) 468, 42. 5, 40.5, and 40.3. (288, 28, and 31.2. 
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FACTS (2) HARMONY functional problems, and a less analytical at- 

bers will conceive of the complex of interac. 

tion as being divisible into ) component parts, pe 

more of what has been called “anxiety over 
, “process.” The person who does the most to 

“carry on” in a situation which is potentially — 

attributes or may be defined in several dif- Al 
ferent ways; ; this fact emerges more a | 
in the case . of the Y than of the X gr groups, 7 
presumably because of the tendency in the 

lowest rank in each group on each problem, so cause of and in the name of n norms of soli- 
that a summed rank of 24 represents the highest -darity. 

possible rank a rank of 96 represents 

the lowest rank, (a) Sociometric Data. If ‘the number of 

Y groups. In the groups, for instance, accruing to individuals of various output 

there seems to be no association whatsoever ranks are added up for the twelve X and 
_ between how much a man says and how the: twelve Y groups we can get some picture 

much his think he is contributing of the relationship between how much a per- 
to the son talks a and how much his — s like him, 

and | ev en more so with the differences o obtaining, ‘totes | are 
14 contribution of Facts. It would appear that interesting even though not statistically s sig- ; 

we have here a rather interesting phenome- nificant. A As w will be oni from Figure 4 the 

“hon, one W which seems to b be the consequence 

- of the two different types. of orienting in- 

_ structions; we may refer to the phenomenon = 
_ as “the comparative fusion n of hierarchies.” 

The psychological consequences ™ of 
_ Was read to a group at its inception may 
_ be said to have been, for | the x groups as 
compare f compared to the Y groups, failure to focus 
on and a blunting of bee 

itive 
d 

of pos receive 

= 

Osi 

4 

es 

choic 
16 As an example of 

consequences it may be noted that the release ir , 

mpulses h as the X s, t, 

imply) may arouse the threat of insufficiency of Members output. ank 

$0 overwhelming as to lead to a recession of — -Ficure— 2. Total positive sociometric choices for 

goals. Cf. Martha Wolfenstein, “The Emergence members arranged by output rank; X and 
of Fun Morality,” Journal of Social Issues, VIL ee groups. 
(1951), wherein the author deals with the 

by the prescription of fun morality: at talkative man (a it 
7 i if you aren’t having fun there must be . will be remembered) is not the most popular 

man, in either the X or the oi cases. As- 4 
something wrong with you.” This conception of 

the fear of insufficiency is clearly related to the — 

notion of anxiety over process described above suming that this result calls for explanation 

.. 

"Furthermore, the groups seem to exhibit 

titude which makes it less likely that mem- | 
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ORIENT ATION ‘AND ROLE. IN THE SMALL GROUP 

and i is not a a consequence of chance variation, — > person who is seen as the p primary organizer . 

the explanation | which Bales has offered al _and director of activity, who tends to define, — \ 
in ‘connection with similar findings in his interpret, guide circumscribe 

groups seems to apply here. The top rank- — tivity of others i is not likely to be the pe 
ins man in output, hock — a larger a son who is liked best by other prone of 

a very sense person who talks is less tends to be the one 
tends t to be better liked than the person who ‘whom others can feel of 
does not, but does not seem to be a -affect.19 What 
dinear ‘relationship of” “more talking, bers might fe feel the man who took up 

a the 1 more liking.” ‘Hostility. against the mem- a plurality - of the time by talking the most , 

who is felt to be directing most the positive affect, ‘as measured in socio- 

thereby infringing on others’ ‘Prerogatives — ‘Metric choices, seems to to have gone to a 

and independence is enough to bend the member in a less commanding — 
curve at its upper end. For another thing, a _(b) Projected Hostility. The previous dis- 

the man who talks most or is most active in cussion of tendencies toward dissociation be- 

dealing with the external problem, implies, tween authority y and affect is based, funda- 

by the very fact of his activity, a criticism mentally, on the notion that the coordina- 

of other ‘group members. His activity implies tion of persons in group effort implies the 
that the status quo is not sufficient or ac- disciplining of the kind of individual needs a 
ceptable, that what others are doing to fur- for gratification that we often label as “per- 

_ ther group goals is in some > way in need of ‘sonal feelings.” In group conditions, then, © . 
revision or improvement. Asa prodder- -into- we would “expect — 

action the most active person is perhaps» 
q the most st respected but as far as being liked © “which “might threaten the continued cO- 

is. concerned he at least one strike ordination of group activity if they were 

against him. not dealt with in some fashion. The alterna- 
But: are these arguments no not contradictory 1 tive “ways of dealing 1 with such impulses, the | 
to the anxiety over process hypothesis ad-— conditions under which one. or another 

between X and the Y groups seem to — 19 The dissociation of respect and affection has 
the two principles. For the received attention in various quarters. -Anthropolo-— 

petitive groups, the sensitivity to direction gists have often noted that one male elder may 
_have an authority role requiring respect and another Rs 

may a more role affec- 
by others and the hostility y that accompanies — 

the x groups the hyp pothesized | anxiety ov nd mother’s brother; in matrilineal societies the situa- 
process has pushed the title up to the second — tion is customarily reversed. Cf. A. R. Radelife- 

Brown, “The Mother’s Brother in South Africa,” 
anking The erse of this phe- Structure and Function in Primitive _ 
homenon is observable in the analogous ar- London: Cohen and West, 1949. Also George 

Tangement: of negative sociometric choices dock, Social Structure, New York: Macmillan, 1949; 
(not presented here) George Homans, The Human Group, New 

general conclusion which may be Harcourt, Brace, 1950, p. 116 and passim. Clinical 

7 _ psychology has also dealt with this problem and 

drawn from these “data—one which is the special conditions imposed by the isolated 
- scarcely 1 new—is that authority ¢ and affective y conjugal family. Political scientists have often con- 

to be antithetical. -trasted the British and American forms of govern- 
ment with regard to the dissociation institution- 

the present data may he accepted. Constitution (1867). This whole pi of the 

_ 18“And therefore if any two men_ m desire the elation of instrumental and affective roles in the 
; me thing, which neverthelesse they cannot both small group context is discussed with characteristic . 

enjoy, they become enemies. . . .” Hobbes, lucidity by Bales in his “The Problem 

than, Part I, Ch. 13. in Small Groups,” loc. cit. 
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ae, on the conseq yuences of their em- posed to 87 in the Y groups). This is viewing 

ployment is majo jor and largely unexplored the Situation objectively and _Presupposes 
area in the ‘small group field.2° that there is group need which quires 

There is one very incomplete source of fulfilling and that there are certain pressures 

“data on these problems from the present deriving from the nature of the social system 
experiment. During the group "sessions a which induce those in leadership positions — 
“Projected Hostility Index” was compiled to serve this symbolic function.** Viewed 

by the observer. This Index was simply subjectively, it is suggested that those mem- — solidar 
record of the number of times that the vari- bers who recognize their ‘superordinate Posi- 

_ ous members “wise- cracked” or made a de- tion tend to feel a sense of potency (which 

Togatory remark about the subject analogy with the larger ‘social system, 
the group discussion. may be said to characterize upper strata 

an generally), involving freedom to indulge in 
offensive remarks which the 

leadershi 

terms o 
that rs at the bottom of the variously de- eh 

fined heaps would exhibit the highest scores. 50: term: 

7 Such a . hypothesis, that deprivation breeds | “the position in the sense that what is alain “Strivin; 

resentment and those most deprived (of ous ar and _tension- relieving when said adaptabi 
time and respect) would be most inclined leader can be merely churlish or. inane when Ch Law 
to project their resentment, has a wide mt wid by a follower. | Behavio 

loose currency in our psychologistic age. T he (c) Leadership. } Finally, a brief comment — , Group . 
— f be offered he | Harper . da ata, which for purposes of argument we may be offered on t e question 1 of leader. OW 

_ may treat as meaningful, do not support any — ‘ship. In the view of the present writer leader- _ the: sie ta 
d such conception as the one very crudely out- — ‘ship activity may be defined as } activity de- the pres 
lined above. Very generally —— to ‘the functional problems faced ed by only in 
3 jected hostility tends to be associated with the group. These problems m may be grouped solving | 

€ ‘superordinate rather than with subordinate ‘into’ two rough categories: external (task) 

position. This may be interpreted as follows: ‘problems and internal (social-emotional) {| any vers 
speakers are speakers problems. The former type of problem and thou 

~~ e € group an an unction SO as to express Ss _ the activity requisite or its solution has for ano 
4 ments of aggression and derision arising from 

tended to receive somewhat more attention ; 
the frustration which is engendered by the 
strains and tensions of coordinating group 

effort so as to achieve a group product. In Some 67 years ago Nietzsche formulated this 
the _gemeinschaftlich situation, where there ‘situation in terms of the resentment of slaves toward 

“tends to to be a greater consensus about leader- and of | 
ship (a greater “fusion of hierarchies”), the course ot resentment: "Getting rid 

function tends to devol " 7 of the blasting- stuff [resentment] in such a way 

ve more that it does not blow up the herd and the herdsman, 
upon one e man who is is the one who has a that is his [the ascetic priest’s] real feat, his 

higher Projected Hostility Index. In the x Bet utility. . . . The priest is the diverter of 

' 7 groups there is” also a somewhat greater the course of resentment.” Friedrich Nietzsche, The 
of “projection (107 instances as op- Genealogy ‘of Morals, Essay II, “What 

= 

a Freud’s emphasis on libidinal ties with» the _ 22 Kelley has reported a roughly similar finding 

leader as the essential characteristic of group life, with regard to the perquisites of high status: “High 

; _ whatever its inadequacy as a theory of social struc- _ Status seems to give the occupants greater freedom q 
= 7 ture,” at least had the virtue of recognizing the to express whatever “criticis sm they feel of the ig over 

Meaning of Ascetic Ideals?” 

psychological forces operating in the group con- other directly to the criticized persons — 
_ text. _ Certainly he was right in seeing that devotion — rather than [only ] to one’s own level. » Harold ; 

to a leader was one way of overcoming the cen- Ke elley, “Commu: 
_trifugal forces of group life. Cf. Group Psychology Hierarchies” 

and the Analysis of the Ego, London: ae ? 
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largely, we we omy y suppose, throug 1 sy 

[ALL GROUPS UNDE 

tion? 4 sort of group Ph 0 then to 

_ ‘The solution of _ internal a re in the same way as the most active man or 

quires activity whose n nature cannot be fully ‘the man who has the most good ideas has a 
spelled out at this stage. . The promotion of claim. If an indiv idual has the power 

solidarity and (or perhaps, symbolize the effective reality of a set of 

occasion, their disruption) is one way of beliefs. concerning what is true and proper 

‘formulating the chief social-emotional prob-— and serves as” a livi ing demonstration that 
em, and the ‘integration of s is held to be desirable is in fact | pos- 

Launor it would seem to be legitimate to say that 
Carter it was found that observers in judging a a real function is being performed and that 

leadership and its attributes tended to think in areal problem i is being met. yu an 
terms of the aggressiveness and initiative of the 
leader in the solution of the group tasks and not 
in terms of his" role in “Group Sociability” (i. 

“Striving for “group acceptance, cooperation, and 
‘saptebility . . representing a friendly inter- This has” been a ‘summary report on an 
personal pattern of behavior towards the group.”). = experimental study of problem- -solving small 
Cf. Launor F. Carter, “Leadership and Small Grou 7 

Behavior” in Muzafer Sherif groups designed show the effects of dif- 
Group Relations at the Crossroads, New York: | ferent value- orientations o on small group in- 
Harper and Bros., 1953, p. 269. reign ~ teraction. The most fundamental assumption 

#4While future research may try even up of this study was that even ad hoc four-man 
the balance, so to speak, it is the conviction of groups may be studied in terms of a con-— 

only in terms of a conception of the problem- 

solving group as a system which is concerned with from more macroscopic analysis. ‘It is” the 
both internal and external problems. To study belief of the author that the 

a sort of phenomenon without attention to, or even ‘was fully justified and that there is -evidenc 

‘the t writer that this ofitably be done soe £5 
ception of the social system which is derived | 

any very coherent notions about, the other sort is 

page student of music were to ‘concern t0 Show that many of the same principles 
himself only with high notes, leaving the low ones _ and considerations apply to both large scale 
for another researcher, and 

Survival Research Unit 

rch project d te this 0 of the project described in paper ‘is to 
a 4 “paper is a part of a program of research - dey elop concepts concerning group function- 

designed to develop a‘ ‘psychology of ing under survival conditions which might 
; “survival.” ” “Survival” as ond: is this project be useful in training ‘combat air crews to 

means “to live where others would di die” and ob behave effectiv vely under the stress of sur-— 
is specifically. concerned with survival iv al situations. 

ae, Force personnel forced down a _A variety of methods has been used and a 
_ Over er enemy territory. _ The specific ‘purpose series of studies is under way. Methodologi- 

cally, these studies include: A “survey of the 

Zz author is indebted to Dr. Alvin F. Zander relevant literature, 1 the analysis of survival | 

of this paper and for his helpful suggestions. * E. P. Torrance, The Psychological Aspects of 

ae Paper read at the annual meeting of the Ameri- Survival: r A Survey of the Literature, HFORL~ 

can Sociological Society, August, 1953 Report No. 35. Washington: HFORL 1953.0 

| the Research Center for Group Dynamics of _ experiences: taken from interviews with men 

Pia DER STRESS CONDITIONS 
ing than the latt®® rmbolization is a 
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“who in enemy territory, , defined. Each individual been given, or 
and laboratory and field experiments. Some has taken over, certain functions, These | 

of the Studies concerned small group functions to a large extent automatically de- 

behavior include: group decision making, or fine | the frequency and kind of interaction 
ganization for survival, perception of group will have with each other. Out of these 

functioning, status relationships, fear, con-— interactions, certain linkage patterns 
flict, and “set. Wank. “st @ differentiated “or “set. 

PROCEDURES unusual problems occur which the sual 
goal and group structures may be quite 7 
appropriate | to handle. Members do not know 

over enem what they must do in order to surv ive 
who should do what. Adequate clarity, then, territory during World War II or over 

Korea during the. present conflict. All inter- = be e achieved in order for the group to r 
views with World War II survivors (about SW vive. 

a 75) and a few of the Korean survivors (about = 
10) were conducted by HFORL staff mem- | STRUCTURE OF THE FIELD 

; bers. The remainder were conducted by in- _ general types of behavior pn 

‘telligence officers. In a few cases, the ac- to survi rival were found 1 to result from lack 
counts of all members of the group were A of clarity of the situation. One 1e was a random, . 

available; in some, however, the account of | trial and error type of behavior. The other 
apo one member was available. was the development of a feeling of hope- 
me Approximately 1, 000 critical incidents jescness which usually led to surrender to nal 

were abstracted and analyzed to develop 

— the present study, approximately 200 
_ interviews were conducted + with Air I Force © 

hypotheses concerning effective and inef- ‘Frequently, y, unclarity structure 

fective functioning under actual survival from a failure of the aircraft commander or 
might be worth ‘other member of the crew to keep all of 

were members briefed regarding happenings. When 
against the total — of the survival the aircraft commander kept up a running 

account during the entire in- -flight emergency, 

G GROUP 
gn: 4 crew members stated that this helped them 
CONCEPTS. 

SURVIVAL CONDITIONS order to survive. ‘When crew members were 

one ano 

up 

a 

her 

q 

to keep calm and to know what to do in ? 

The Unstructured Nature of the Survival not kept briefed, individuals 

of groups has peeveoonee a the importance to bail out, to fail to bail out when it was 
of clarity structure.2 In survival, “Necessary to” bail out, and to exhibit other 

broad types of clarity of structure are in- panic ‘Teactions, 

volv ed: structure of the e., to _Inso some cases, howev er, the so 

esis Experimentation with other types. known to bail out when there was no need 

y to which paths will lead to the solving. 
goal of survival. Group structure refers ‘to Survivor group behavior : shows | that clit 

degree to which certain patterns of and behavior | of increased survival value 

interdependencies or linkages have results when the structure of the | 
stabilized. becomes clear. This is ‘is. dramatically illus- 

Combat flyers are accustomed to trated in the story of one survivor in Korea. 

4y in ing in relatively structured situations in which — _ He and other members of his group were — 

—_—- the goal and group structures are well | suffering from injuries and _ other ailments. 

2 A. R. Cohen and A. F. Zander, “The Effects of he chanced to see a searchlight which ae 
Gay of the Job and Confidence in One's Self on vealed the location of the front. He then 

the Reactions of _ Telephone Operators (dittoed al hi f his 

paper). Ann Arbor: Research Center for Group starte eel is escape an orgot Ab 
Dynamics, University of Michigan, 1953. “miseries.” 
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SM ALL GROUPS UNDER STRESS CONDITIONS| 

“emergency; and, when everyone is uncertain, = 

to hold a group ina a movement on the part of one individual 
emergency. Survivors de describe many types tips th the scales in the dir direction of the same 

cooperative action, including. such things action. on. These phenomena have been studied 

as shifting roles in the aircraft when a mem- in laboratory experiments by Mintz' . > and a 
is wounded, giving first aid under at- by Sherif and Harvey.® 

tack, calming panicky members, stimulating Feelings of liking or disliking —. 
one another to unusual resourcefulness, ‘set- ‘group members have been given much at- 
ting up a guard while others ‘sleep, , and ~~ tention by psychologists. Although incidents — e 

like. of inter-personal hostility occur in ‘survival, 
Pid hen individual members lose their goal- incidents of the opposite type predominate. 7 

it is frequently the operation ‘of Individuals crowd together or continually 

Row goal-orientation and the com- pound one another to keep warm. While 
danger. that saves them. In one count the other parachutes 

incident, a bombardier during his crew’s sur-— descending and try to identify fellow crew- 

__ vival attempt wanted to quit, but the air- men. There is also an unwritten code t that t 
craft commander drew his | gun on him and ‘injured crewmen will be bailed out by the | 

him that he would shoot him rather than uninjured. When this does not occur, 

deave him behind. The bombardier, thinking probably: due to weak affectional 
i that he would, got up and went along. The When the inevitable feelings of hostility 

Cape of the whole group was linked are recognized during an extended 
gether and his remaining behind threatened attempt, “positive action is usually taken and 

the lives of the entire group. “Tittle amage results. Failure to. recognize 

In some cases, however, it is the indi- such | feelings have been 

vidual 's goal- -orientation that must salvage Another important factor in gr group -struc- 
_ the group’s goal orientation. Howard, in his ture is authority or power. In the bomber — 

| of survival experiences in the South- 2 crew, the aircraft commander i is the member 
west Pacific in Wo rld War II, found that of the crew with the greatest power. An 

| group may “serve as a barrier in of the survival experiences of 

coming food prejudices.> The barrier against bomber crews indicates that if this power is 

eating strange foods usually had to be broken not assumed properly the crew’s chances of — 
by some individual saying that he would survival are greatly endangered. + bee 
rather eat the particular food than to starve. number of special problems 

; surrounds the status position of the aircraft 

found | to substantiate the findings of Polan-— 

Lippitt, and Redl that individuals with 
group prestige more frequently initiate 

behavioral contagion.” 

q survive small part upon its 
skill in organizing ‘its efforts. conclu-— 
“sion finds: support in laboratory research 
such as that of French in which marked dif- 7 

ferences were found between organized and 4 
‘unorganized d groups when subjected to commander and the pilot were still in their 

- showed mote. signe. of disintegration than In another crew, a bombardier, who ha . 
did “organized groups. A commen danger is ‘reputation of being unusually calm, looked” — 

‘not adequate to weld together members of ————— 
group. Panic may also result when ‘compe-- A. Mintz, “Non ~Adaptive 

| tition rather than cooperation: arises in the 

Howard, 999 Survived, Maxwell Air Functioning: Elimination of Stable Anchorages in 
Force Base, Alabama: ‘Air University, 1950. Individual and Group Situations,” Sociometry, 15 

R. P. French, Jr., “Organized and Unor- (1952), pp. 272-305. 
‘Banized Groups Under Fear and Frustration,” in Polansky, R. Lippitt, and Redl, “An 
Studies in Topological and Vector Psychology, Investigation of Behavioral Contagion in Groups,” 

lowa City: University of To Towa ‘Press, 1944 1944. Human PP. 319-348. 
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3 There » is some ev soa to indicate that voice of the helicopter pilot at a time when ~ 

@ = bailout, a lieutenant colonel with ‘he The emergency situation of survival i isone 

four survivors mentioned calling this to the 

AMERICAN. SOCIOLOGICAL REVI EVIEW 

up and sa saw w “horror written on the: aircraft tion is even made of any ier “to bail “ no} 

commander’s ‘face’ and immediately Ev idence indicates that having someone 
with whom to communicate in survival is 

_ Support is also found for Murwite, Zander essential to morale. One man panicked when 
: Hymovitch’ s finding that { fewer ; com- i he realized that he was the only man left j in 

munications will be “directed to those the plane. Another became panicky a after he 

viduals of the group with lower status.§ It hit the ground and tried to find someone to a lo 
has been observed that those in the rear of whom he could surrender. When he found — 
the B- -29, usually recognized | as being of, one of his fellow crew members, he <2 

lower status, are sometimes not kept briefed © tinued his survival effort. A third wanted to 

during an in-flight emergency. In some cases, talk with ‘someone so badly that he 
these individuals do | not even receive the ‘tendered. Many helicopter rescued flyers 

communication to bail out. have the calming effect of the 

when the power distance is great between an calm behavi ior was absolutely essential. 
individual and the other ‘members of the 

crew, those lower may not feel a responsi-— SUMMARY 

bility toward him. In one account of a an over- 

crew was observed after the “prepare to bail ™ which the structure of the field and the 
out” signal by four members of the crew structure of of the group possess a low degree ~ 

be sitting on his dinghy which was not of dey group 
_ fastened to his parachute. Not one of these _ Making a quick but adequate analysis of 

the situation, keeping all of the members of q 

, they the crew briefed regarding happenings, 
expected a lieutenant colonel to ook out the maintenance of a goal orientation, are 

himself. “The lieutenant “colonel was “necessary in giving adequate clarity te to the 
drowned. situation so that the men will know what 

In regular bomber crews s, the power must be done in order to survive. 

lieutenant colonel’s attention. Ev idently 

- tions” are fairly well ‘defined, but in other _ The structure of the group may be af- 7 

= In some accounts, no men- 

a far better chance of survival and that. with whom they can relate, how they can 
should be designated as leader and 

of non- survivors are characterized either by _ Failure of affectional linkages resulting in 

types of groups this may not be clear. In fected in a number of areas. Each of these 
one group, no one wanted to assume re- areas isa dimension of group structure (i.e., 

“sponsibility for any action, so an Air Force et communication, and power) on which 

officer decided to attempt to lead the group, a crew may have built a stable linkage pat- — 

although he was net the senior officer, ‘His tern. Under » these linkages between 

eryone members” may become confused and thus 

greatly relieved. i. There i is a feeling People do not have a clear perception of sources 
_ what they can expect from one another, for rep 

-posal ix 

| ‘States 

among survivors that a controlled unit has 

relate to one another, and so on. The fact 
“4 that the group s stick with its choice. e. _ that this happens apparently ‘influences. the 

Almost every story of 100 per cent suc- ability of the group to surviv e. Crew train- q ‘ “our abs 

cessful crew survive al characterized iby and crew composition efforts should 
. therefore be directed toward achieving 

tions desing the in- flight “emer- stable group structure as well as de- 
“gency and 1 the “ensuing events. Stories in veloping more effective techniques for struc 

_ which there is panic and a high percentage turing the situation. sl | 

the lack of such descriptions or by descrip-— competition and disrupting hostility, 

tions which give evidence of breakdowns « of | breakdown of group goal linkages resulting 
in immobilization of group action and ex- |  Authori 

"cessive concern with indiv idual ills rather w 
than upon group locomotion, a lack of power leadersh 

wm inkages re resulting in inability to to reach group 

and take necessary actions, and 
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‘THE GREAT MAN THEORY OF LEADERSHIP 

quately leading to 

from participation. ‘differ in 

training and through | to modify their roles with 
or appropriate should be made changing demands. Crew members, through: 

in crew composition. training in the simulated survival situation, 

by ‘Participation in’ in the activities of a group 7 need to be trained to diagnose required roles, 
under survival conditions calls for skills in to perform | them, and to modify their roles 

for all: members as required” by group f functioning. 

‘SOME FINDING GS RELEVANT TO TH GREAT. ‘MAN THEORY 

EpcaR F. Borcatta, Rosert F. BALES, AND ARTHUR S. 

U Oni 

D 

Sage and Harvard niversity 

T he most effective group is the one which 
“has the most adequate all- -around leader 

‘group ponding is that The is the one in ‘which all members have been 
“interest apparently lies in the expectation — . chosen according t to ability for the s pecific 

the “effectiveness” of group performance ‘task. The most effective group is the 

Is determined in large part by the leadership cad 
structure of the group. Effective performance in. Small Groups,” in H. Guetzkow, Groups, 

is ‘usually defined by the joint occurrence of Leadership and ‘Men, Carnegie “Press, 1951. | The . 
high task accomplishment and high satisfac- sociometric position will be found considered 

tion of members of the group. < 
There are. at least six types of ‘thinking 

Jennings, Leadership and Isolation, New York: 

about the optimum leadership | structure of Longmans Green, 1950. The 
the group for effective e performance.t .; a) theory (4) is considered in: E. Durkheim, The 

* This research, carried out at the Harvard Free Press, 1947; and R. F. Bales and 
Laboratory of Social Relations, was supported in Slater, “Role Differentiation in Small Groups” -" 

awe by the United States Air Force under Con- -— press). The fifth (5) is usually implied in the 
— tract A33(038)— 12782 monitored by the Human Re- theory that a group. needs a “common culture 

sources Research Institute. Permission is granted base” in order to achieve adequate integration. 
, publication and -dis- At a general level, this theory underlies many of : 

- posal in whole and in part “by” or for the United _ the clinical approaches, and it is evident in cul- 
"States Government. We are grateful tural” anthropology. studies as those 
Williams for assistance in computations. national character also fit this theoretical position. 
_ 1The classification of the six types —— See: A. Inkeles and D. Levinson, “National Charac- 

_ abstraction i in this complex ficld. Thus each _ ter: The Study of Modal Personality and Socio- 
Position be represented without sufficient cultural Systems,” = Lindzey, Handbook of 

qualification. It is also probable that these positions Social Psychology, Cambridge: Addison-Wesley 
Pe. actually overlap in the thinking of various | Press, 1954. The personality compatibility theory 

Social scientists. Aspects of (1), the great. man (6) is considered in: W. Haythorn, A. S. Couch, 
. will be found discussed in such different, % Langham, D. Haefner and L. F. Carter, “A | 
= sources as: F. Redl, “Group Emotion and — Study of the Behavior of the Authoritarian and 

Leadership,” Psychiatry, 5 (November, 1942), pp. Equalitarian Personalities” (forthcoming), and W. 

596 and M. Weber, The Theory of Social Schutz, “Construction of High Productivity 

] and Economic Organization, New York: Oxford, Groups,” Studies in Group Behavior, Medford, 

1947 (Chapter 3, the section on Charismatic Mass: Tufts College, 1953. Several other theories" 
. Authority). The second theory (2) is probably of leadership presented themselves in our considera- _ 

that which underlies the situational concept of tion but are not classed here. For example, there 

leadership. Sophisticated forms of this theory are i is a group-centered approach built around a con- 
found in: R. B. Cattell, “New Concepts for _ cept of no leadership. It is } clear that a classification _ 
a Leadership in Terms “di Group Syn- - of leadership types and group structure requires 
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which members a are ‘selected on the jects (N = = 126) were male enlisted Air 
basis of their sociometric choices of each Force personnel assigned to o the research 
other as co-workers. (4) The n “most effective ‘project on temporary duty. They were Te 
group is the one in which the various ‘cruited | _ different organizations, and 
‘ties of tas ability a nd socia 

tributed among the members to allow “the testing 1 was represented to the Subjects as 
encourage role differentiation and division being the observation of how small groups 

_of labor. (5) The most effective group is one work together, and presumably, this observa- 7 
in which members are similar in values or tion was to take place when they did some | 

critical of values. (6) The most. role” playing. However, they were also ob- 

effective group is the one in which members served in periods during which they planned Ident 
» selected primarily on the basis of oe role playing session and periods of in a 

‘ibility of personality characteristics, such as formal ‘participation. It is is these data which | Za — 

“authoritarianism, ‘major mechanisms 0 of de- are analyzed in this experiment. ach off | — 
-ascendance- submission, and the like. these | 166 sessions was minutes “Tong. 

Our concern here is with exploring some Every” ‘person participated in four sessions — 
aspects of the first principle which we -arbi- with two new co- “participants each ses- 

-trarily call the ‘ “great man theory of leader- sion. he differences; in enlisted grade were 
ship. ” This is probably the oldest of the six 
theories and one which has received atten-_ 

a tion throughout the centuries. Such attention 

when one that 

underst of ic ‘major portion ¢ of the variance in these 

with which | is possible if the ‘ings. factors have e identified as: 
organizational performance i is determined by (1) Group goal facilitation; ( 2) Individual 
= single person in the top position. Much prominence; and (3) Group sociability. More 
psychological 1 research, the gre great simply, the factors may be identified as Task 

of selecting persons who ¢ are best. fitted ‘acceptability. For this the Couch 
for top "position of leadership. However, and Carter experience, along with that ac- 

- - of the great man theory which involve crued- from other sources, we attempted + 
the performance of groups rather than the ‘measure the factors as follows: = 

~4 consistency of the leader’s behavior are rela- a _ Factor I. Task ability—(a) leadership rat- 
ing received from co- -participants on a task = 

tively absent in the literature. 
criterion; (b) the 1.Q. score as measured by 

Procedure. The data to be presented, bear- the Science Research Associates Primary Men- 
on the great man theory, are based on tal Abilities. 

166 sessions of three man groups.” * The > sub- - Factor II. Individual assertiveness— —the to- 
activity rate of the individual in terms of 

2 Other aspects: of this have been re- number of initiated acts’ per unit of time 

ported in other papers. Problems of reliability of (using Bales’ category system). so al 
scoring and consistency of subject performance were 
discussed in: E. F. Borgatta and R. F. Bales, “The constituted Groups,” Sociometry, (November, sds ‘used 

= Consistency of Subject Behavior and the Reliability 1953), pp. 302-320. The relationships among socio- 

of Scoring in Interaction Process Analysis,” Ameri- _ ‘metric measures, interaction performance, ratings 
a can Sociological Review, 18 (October, 1953), pp. by superiors, intelligence, and selected variables are 

566-569. Problems concerning the effect of task 7 discussed in: E. F. Borgatta, “Analysis of Social 

differences of experience, and the of Interaction Sociometric Perception, Soci- 
_ometry, 17 (February, 1954), pp. 7-32. ~ their pe 

and R. F. Bales, “Task and p 3 See: Carter, “Leadership Small 
perience as Factors in the Interaction of Small Group Behavior,” in M. Sherif and M. O. Wilson, 

- Groups,” Sociometry, 16 (August, 1953), pp. 239- - Group Relations at the Crossroads, New York: 
252. The effects of participation with various types Harper,1953. = = | 

co-participants, and a for reconstituting The observation system used was that of: 
groups are presented in: F. Borgatta and Bales, Interaction Process Analysis, Cam- 

Bales, “Interaction “of Individuals in bridge: Addison- Wesley Press, 1950. 
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THE GREAT ‘MAN THEORY OF LEADERSHIP 

Factor IIL. Social acceptability—the socio- total sample would satisfy the ‘criterion 
metric popularity as determined by choices “greatness.” — In the three subsequent ses- 
received on a criterion of “enjoyed sions when two: great men participated to- 

‘It is our a great man would from the sample; this reduced our number 

TABLE SAMPLE F ACTOR PRODUCT Inices 

Subject Factor I Factor actor III Product 

am (b) L.Q. (b) (c) (a) 

a substantial degree. With this “great man group” core a group with a 
fusion of qualities the great man is able to single great man as all-around leader. 

‘satisfy the major role demands and per-— Before examining other hypotheses, a point 
sonality needs of group members. In of concern for this study is whether | a per- 

study, w e hav e defined the great man in "son who performs | as a great man in the first 
terms of a product of the four measures os session does so by virtue of the particular — 

‘mentioned above. The product of the scores composition of his group, or whether it is 

ember, is used rather than a sum to’ emphasize th the : a function of relatively stable characteristics a 
socio- requirement of a simultaneous occurrence of of his personality which determine his ‘ “oreat- 

the qualities. Some sample computations of ness” in any group in which he participates. 

the product index used are shown i in Table ‘If there is no stability in performance, our 
Great men were selected on the basis of subsequent hypotheses are meaningless. 

their performance in the first session. The | We have no post- -meeting estimates of 
top eleven such ‘persons: were chosen, each ‘productivity or Satisfaction. However, we 

Participating ina separate — group. That is, have indices of interaction in the gr group ) which 

there was no case of two great men ‘together have f face validity as bearing on productivity 
Ina first session. Our choice of eleven per-— A. and satisfaction. 

sons was s arbitrary and based on the assump- the s tisfactory 
tion only the | — of the a 
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a large’ number of "suggestions which sions was of eleven persons, 
to the group must be made. were in the top ranks in the second and 

An index which is a reasonable a priori esti- third sessions, and ‘seven were. still in 

mate of this kind of task facilitation is the | rank in the fourth session, , which is a re- 

simultaneous presence of high rates of markably stable performance. This pattern, 
ing ‘suggestion and showing agreement in "based on chi-square tests, is significant be- 
the group as a whole. Again, for this index yond . 001 lev el. The hy pothesis is 

we use | a product relationship so that both cally “supported. 

must be high in order for the index to be — . he results of the nenining hypotheses 
high. The total number of suggestions are presented in’ Table 2 
multiplied by the total number of agree- 
ments (Bales’ category 4 times category 3). TABLE: 2. Mean Rates oF INTERACTION FOR Great 

_ This gives a rough measure of the degree . Man Groups AND Non GREAT Man Groups: 

to which a given group reaches “consensus 
on proposed solutions to the tas task problem. enigma 

A high rate of showing tension (Bales’  Session1 Sessions 2, 3,4 
category 11) is a 

Product Rate of _ 
“difficulty i in the interaction process. It is Giving Suggestion 
usually as sign of anxiety and withdrawal and Agreement: 

from participation by the individual. High Great 4 
rates of showing tension in the group are Groups 867 went) $30 ) (N= =25) 

N 

phere in a group is a high rate of interac- Rate of Showing — 
Bee in the positive social emotional cate- 
gories — showing s solidarity and showing 
tension release. In this case, our measure is 
the sum of these (Bales? category 1 | plus M 16 

an 1 Groups 14.1 (N 4 (N=95 
category 2), indicating the “amount of “(value of of t) (1. 79)* 
warmth expressed in the group. 

Hypotheses. “Hypothesis (1). Great Rate of Showing  agreen 
tend to remain great men over a series Den 

U 

Hypothesis (2). _ Sessions in _which nGroups 39.6 (N=11) 2 28.6 (N=25) 

par' 
Man Groups 19.7(N=31) 22.2 (N= —95) 

‘rate of giving suggestion ‘tenes ‘rate (value oft) (3. (1.65)* 
giving agreement). * one-tail test. 

a Hypothesis (3). Sessions in which great 
participate will have lower time rates 

Hypothesis (2). When the first ‘Sessions 

do not ‘participate. ‘in which the great man. participated were 
Ss Hypothesis (4) . Sessions in which gre geet — it was found that they were sig- 
men participate will have higher time rates — "nificantly | higher than the residual poe 

of showing solidarity and tension release of first sessions in terms of the product rate 

than those in which they do not participate. suggestion, W hen jen subse- 

Results. Hypothesis (1). The top 
"persons" (of a total sample of 123) ‘defined the 

_ by the product index of the first s Session were index of agreement and suggestion for the 

followed through the subsequent sessions, and sessions remained significantly higher 

the frequency with which they appeared those in which the great men did not par- 

within the top eleven ranks of the product ‘The hy 

‘index in the second, th third and fourth ses- ses- [> 
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AND LABORA ATORY 159 

of solutions, the “productivity” of these 
men were selected showed less tension ‘than groups is is likely to be i increased relative to the \ 

the residual first sessions as expected. The groups without ¢ great. men. 

"difference in the predicted direction was "To the extent that a lack of showing ten- 

great men participated were compared to “4 groups with great men appear to show er 
“those in which they « did not. The hypothesis inhibited response to the task situation with 
is supported. less ¢ anxiety and withdrawal from active par- 

Hypothesis (4). When the first sessions in ticipation. This may indicate greater satis-— 
ig - which great men participated were compared faction 1 with the group. Further | evidence of 

& with the remaining first sessions with regard _ this is seen by the greater amount of: posi- 
to amount of positive affect shown, it was tive” social emotional behavior, 
found that the “great man” sessions were friendly interpersonal relationships — 
significantly higher. In the subsequent ses- the members of the group. 

sions, the difference > remained ‘significant. _ Thus, it may be said that great men ala: 
The hypothesis is et emphatically y supported. to make ‘ ‘great groups” in the sense that 7 

Discussion. The stability with which great _ both major factors of group performance— 

a _ men, chosen on the basis of their first Ses- ik productivity and satisfaction of the members 
sion performance, retain top p position in simultaneously increased. 

sequent groups is impressive. One is en- Conclusion. In general, the great man p prin- 
couraged to believe t that a single session may ciple of ‘group cc composition appears to es 

for the selection of great men. much recommend Further study 5 
To the extent that our hypotheses are should focus on testing some of ‘the under- 

orted, it is suggested that great 
‘supported, it is sugg lying assumptions of the various ‘principles 
selected on the basis of their ‘first session 
continue ‘to have an influence on the rela- group composition, , especially in terms 
“tively superior performance of the groups of the differential ‘efiect of the Jeadership. 

The evidence is quite clear that _those 
groups containing | a higher 

MUZAFER 

of Oklahoma 

‘the of 1 "Since the 

solutions for immediate ap- Hiller, In the recurrent find- 
plication. A brief mention of influences om | ings reported in this line of research, which 
_ tributing to small group research will Serve was carried 0 out over a period of a good many 

to ‘the: main trail of this p paper. 
Robert E. L. Faris, “Development of the Small 1) Theoretically and empirically works aris, “Development 

) y P Group Research Movement, Chapter 7 in 
sociologists have historical priority im and M. O. Wilson | 

persistent | concern the topic the | Crossroads, New York: Harper, 1953, 
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4 tion of Robert F. Bales in which groups composed 

| according to the role differentiation principle will 
_ agreements. Insofar as one has any reason — be compared with groups composed according to ae 

to believe that this is related to the quality the great man rationale. 

INTEGRATING FIELD WORK AND LABORATORY IN 

SMALL GROUP RESEARCH 

me | Ff influences responsible for 

| increase in preoccupation v 
Ory _~* groups spring both from within the related to small groups has been carried on, (i 
a academic development of various disciplines as represented by the works of men like 
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years, one cannot . help finding c crucial leads disciplines contributed to make ‘the study 
for a realistic approach to a small groups the going concern that it is 
n this area. today. As a consequence there io 

(2) Another source of research is of emphasis formulating problems and 

the practical c concern of business and military hypotheses, and diversity in concepts used. 
Bilton Mi A series of studies initiated by This state of affairs has brought about con- 

Elton Mayo and his associates at the ‘Har- _ siderable elbow-rubbing and interdisciplinary ie 

Business School in the late | twenties bickering among sociologists, psychologists, 

has proliferated in various institutions both and anthropologists. In “consequence of this q 
academic and technological. / Another ‘impetus — process the interdisciplinary approach has 

along this line came from the concern of become a necessity for 
military agencies for establishing effective “picture. 

techniques for the assessment of of leaders. 
(3) Another 1 major influence in the de- psychological _socio- cultural factors in 

small group studies” comes human relations problems, psychologists 
_ from psy chological sentanth. No matter with have too often y‘elded to the temptation n of 

“sociologies” in terms what theoretical concepts improvising their own 
‘duced, psychological experiments: almost al- 

_ ways showed differential effects on the er other hand, “have sometimes engaged in 
of individuals when persons under- psychological “improv isations. While ‘socio- 

took an activity in relation to other | indi- logical or psychological improvisation at. 

= or even in their - presence, as ¢ as can be times proves necessary on 1 the frontiers of a_ 
6S readily by a glance at Murphy, discipline, it is difficult to justify on topics 

Murphy, and Newcomb’s Experimental So- for which a substantial body of 

cial Psychology. F. H. _ Allport’ s experiments, exists in 1 sociology or in 1 psychology, as the 
which started around 1915, are illustrative case may be. 
‘of this point. In the ‘thirties, it became in- In usual practice interdisciplinary coop- 

creasingly evident that such social behavior eration is taken to imply rallying psycholo- 
as cooperation—competition, , ascendance— «gists, sociologists, anthropologists, and other 
"submission, and the like, could not be prop- - social scientists to toss their theories and 

B - studied when the individual i is considered “concepts into the | ring. g. As we have seen in 

or “personality ‘typologies fell short in psychologists, and others, 
explaining social relations. Therefore, when bring interdisciplinary cooperation. Nor | 
_ Moreno’s work appeared | in this country in is it possible to secure interdisciplinary inte- _ 

the middle thirties presenting his ; socio-— gration by segments from each 
metric technique for the study of inter- discipline in a series. 
‘personal ch choices reciprocities: among The outlines of an ‘interdisciplinary ap 

individuals: (i e. . role relations), it was not proach appear more clearly with the realiza- 
long before it found wide application. As ae that ‘ “psychological” and “sociological” 

few years la later Kurt Lewin and his asso- signify different levels of analysis. “Men 

3 ciates demonstrated the weighty. determina-— working i in the human relations area are ap- 

_ of individual behavior by the properties proaching related, similar, or even the same 

of group atmosphere. ‘This line of experi- problems at different levels of analysis, 
mentation was the basis of other "subsequent - necessitating units ts and concepts appropriate — 

studies coming from the proponents of the for dealing with events on that level. If sd 
- en Dynamics school. ; Some other major — are working on the psychological level, our 

influences from: psychology y will be 

treatment must be i in terms of his ae 

COOPERATION AND THE motives, judging, perceiving, Tearning, 
oF “L “LEVELS” _membering, and imagining. If we are work- 

_ As becomes apparent e even from this brief ing on a sociological or cultural level, “our 
ead 

men mention of the background, men from va various | 5 concepts are in such terms as social organiza- 
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INTEGRATING FIELD ‘WORK AND LABORATORY 

tion, institutions, value systems, language, This point can be ‘illustrated ‘in relation 

7 kinship systems, art forms, and technology. a to small group studies. Since Lewin’s experi 
‘The concept of levels holds a fairly obvi- ments in the 1940’s comparing lecture and 
us but invaluable check on the validity of group discussion - methods in changing atti- ou 

our findings. if it is valid ,a generaliza- _ tudes, various. ‘studies have shown that in 

ti on n reached at one of on skillfully conducted 

findings of differential ll it would “seem that the 
havior of an individual when participating superiority group discussion methods 

in the activities of his group should be (and might be universal. That this is not the case 
are) substantiated by findings on the socio- _ is indicated by one of the studies in | the 
logical level, namely that: collective action _ UNESCO project in India. * In an attempt 
ina group has properties peculiar to the to modify caste attitudes | among 

group. Checking and cross- checking findings students in India using various methods, 

| obtained at one level against those cine the greatest changes arose as a result of a 
al another level on the ‘same t topic will make method | using emotional appeals. T The 

interdisciplinary cooperation the integrating -experimenter wrote: “Contrary to our orig- 
meeting ground that it should be. 7 a ss ners inal expectation and hypothesis, these young 
_ During the | last century in the social sci- boys do not seem to be in a position to ex- 
ences, and more recently ji in psychology, the ~ploit fully the discussion technique, in bet- 

_ dependence of sub-units upon the setting or tering their social relationships. Does it indi- 
superordinate system of which they are parts cate that our boys have got to be used to ° 
4 has been gaining weight, especially in the the democratic ways of discussion and a 

face of unrewarding attempts to account _ present prefer to be told what are the right _ 
for the functioning system in an attitudes rather than to be allowed talk 

Understanding of part processes them out?” Within a social organization 
possible only ‘through analysis of their re- whose values clearly encourage dependence 

lations within the functioning system, as on authority and effectively discourage set- 

well as by analysis of unique properties of  tling issues on a give-and-take basis in a 
the part process itsel! itself. Unless knowledge of sub-units, particular dependencies may be- 

“the superordinate or larger functioning g sys come so , much a part of the individual’s ego 
mi is gained first, before tackling the part sy stem that one could predict that group 
processes, there is the lik likelihood of unwar-— ‘discussion techniques used in Americal stud- 

ranted generalizations concerning g the vies would less effective than methods 

with due 

from the most intelligent native no tion and before generalizations are 

account of this ex exchange system could be made about ‘small groups _ functioning as 

obtained. “For the > integral picture > does not parts of that setting.” For small groups are” 
exist in his mind; he e is in it, and cannot closed systems, especially i in highly com- 

the whole the outside. ” plex and differentiated societies such as the 

2“The human group is an organization. of two 
or More individuals in a role structure adapted 4 Gardner Murphy, In the Minds of Men. New 
to the performance of a particular function. 7 York: Basic Books, 1953, pp. 114-115. 

thus defined the group is the unit of sociological — +See, eg. W. F. Whyte, “Small _Groups and 

analysis”” R. Freedman, A. H. Hawley, W. ‘Large Organizations,” Chapter 12 in j. 
_ Landecker, H. M. Miner, Principles of Sociology, and M. Sherif (eds.), Social Psychology at the 
New York: Holt, 1952, p. 143, emphasis added va Crossroads, New York: Harper, 1951; C. H. 

Malinowski, ‘Argonauts of the Western Arensberg, “Behavior and Organization: Industrial 
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Facts the group set- at least in their essentials, to any group > and 

are in terms of concepts: and units at 

“be “adequate for ‘a dealing work, In this ‘task isa 
_ with interpersonal relations or behavior of advantage in concentrating on informally 

"particular individual members. At this point, organized groups, rather than formally — 

psychological concepts are needed for a de- ganized groups in which the leader ler or head, < 

d tailed” analysis. of vag other positions with their respective re- 
sponsibilities, appointed by 

“SOME RECENT :VESTIGATIONS + ard. In informally organized groups, | group 
products an and the > particular individuals who The f the preser ; devoted e rest of the present paper is evoted occupy the \ various positions are determined 

to a summary statement of the attempts to a much greater extent by the actual inter-- 
action of individuals. . If we are careful at 

on our part toward pulling together some 

the beginning to refer to the general setting ‘relevant ‘findings in sociology and in psy- 

in which small groups form and function . | chology in the study of small groups. In 

products and structure can be traced | 
these attempts the — considerations 

through longitudinal observation of the inter- Ou 

izatio 
4 Co “tions from from the sociologi ical findin gs oa small ‘the basis ¢ of an extensive survey hell norm 
groups” on the one hand; on “the other, to 

gener 
action 

in te 

behay 
ace to one another indications of by individuals and conducive to their inter- —_avera 
the two sets of relevant findings, that is from acting with cus another. 

sociological and research. (2) Differential effects on individuals are ‘ment 
with» produced by the interaction process, that is, co 

each individual’s experience and behavior 
is affected in varying ways and degrees by 

the interaction process in the group.® 

“ith th , structure i is stabilized consisting of hier- 
start with the term “ archical status and role relationships, and itself, which is coming to mean all things from oth to all people. If the concept is considered Clearly delineated as an tn-group trom other 

the outset, research on small groups will group structures. 
great « deal in the way of ‘selection of (4) A set of norms ms regulating g relations 

focal problems for investigation, and hence and activities within: 1 the group and with 
effective concentration of efforts. -members and out- “groups is -standard- 

“Small group” may mean simply small ized." 4- 
any small number of individuals in a to- 

_getherness ss situation would be considered received repeated laboratory by. 
-chologists, as mentioned earlier, 

group. a conception small is not possible here to review sociological 
groups” terms of numbers alone TUNS findings on which these features are based or 

: counter to the p properties s of the actual small _ discuss them more fully. They have been elaborated 

‘ groups which have made their study such in the author’s Psychology of Ego-involvements 
(with Cantril), New York; Wiley, 1947, 

a going today. Chapter 10; An Outline of Social Psychology, New 
om One of the : objectives | of concentrating on York: Harper, 1948; and Groups in Harmony and 

small group research should be attainment — Tension (with C. W. “Sherif), New York: Harper, 

f valid generalizations can be applied, Chapter 8.00 
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: We have not made interaction a ‘separate definite interdependent st status us and role rela- 

. item ‘in these minimum features, as some tionships with one another, and which ex- 
writers have, because interaction is the | or implicitly | possesses a set of norms 

qua non of any kind 0 of social relationship, or values regulating the behavior ‘of the indi- 

logical aw interpersonal or group. Since human. vidual members, at least in matters of con-— 

logical “interaction takes place largely on a sy mbolic sequence tothe group, sss 
rmally level, communication is here considered part, Common gi group attitudes or sentiments are _ 

lly or “ad parcel of the interaction process. _—_—not included in this definition because social 
head, W group structure is are formed individuals in rela- 

ive re- ~ terms: of hierarchical status - positions, the tion to group norms as they become func- 

higher “4 - topic of power necessarily becomes an in- tioning parts in the ‘group structure. At the 
icer or dimension the hierarchy. Power psychological level, then, the individual be- 

group _— relations are brought in as an afterthought comes a group member to the extent that he 

Is who only if this essential feature of group hier internali izes the major norms of the ‘group, 
‘mined archy_ is not ot brought into the conception of carries on the e responsibilities, and meets 
 inter- Ma group. Of cot course, power er does in ) many | cases pectations for the position he occupies. As — 
‘ful at stem from ‘outside of the group, and in pointed out | by various authors, his very 

ond these cases the nature of established func- identity and ‘self conception, and his | sense 

tional relations between - groups in the larger 5. security, become closely tied to his status 

| ae has to be included in the picture. and role in the group through the — 
Our fourth feature relates to the e standard- attitudes relating to his membership 

ization of a set of norms. The term m “social position, hese attitudes be ‘termed 

norm” Is a a sociological designation or “ego- -attitudes” which function as constitu- 

generically to all products of ‘group inter parts of his ego system. 

action which | regulate members’ behavior On the basis of findings at a ‘sociological 
in terms of the expected or even ‘the ideal level, hypotheses concerning the formation 
behavior. Therefore, norm does not denote of “small in- -groups and relations between 
average behavior.* The existence of norms, them were derived and tested in our 1949 

noted sociologists, has been experi- - camp experiment. 1 One of the major 

of convergence of judgments of different in- experimental production of in-groups among — 
dividuals and i in terms of reactions tc to with no previous role and status * 

but a range of tolerable behavior , of their interaction, ae 

the limits of which define deviate acts. The ‘The hypotheses tested were: A 
extent of the range of, tolerable behavior ‘When individuals having no ) estab- 
varies inversely with | the significance or con- lished relationships : are brought together to 

sequence of the norm for the identity, in- . interact in group activities | with common ~ 
fe tegrity, and major goals of the | group. we goals, they produce a group ‘structure with — 

_ With these minimum essential features hierarchical statuses and roles within it, lations 

| with | of ‘small informally organized groups — in (2 2) If two in- groups thus formed are 
mind, a group is detued ‘social unit — _ brought into functional relationship under 

conditions of competition and group frustra- consists of. a number of individuals d te hosti 

at a giv en time, stand in more or less ion, attitudes and appropriate 
a aks ~~ tions in relation to the out- -group » and its 

aii a mbers will arise and will be standardized 
ate, Relations and ‘Struc-— _ members will arise a 

York: Harper, 1947; R. Freedman, and shared in varying by group 

A. _H. Hawley, Ww. Ss. Landecker, H. M. “Miner, members. 4 

Op. cit. As sociologists will test- 
—oM Sherif, The Psychology of Social N orms, — 
New York: Harper, 1936. 

ing of these hypotheses i is not so much con- 

Schachter, “Deviation, Rejection, and Com- cerned with the discovery of new facts as 

munication,” in L. Festinger, K. Back, S. Schachter, --—————__ 
H. Kelley, and j.1 Thibaut, and aM. Sherif and Sherif, Groups in 

Harmony and Tension, New Y ork: k: Harper, 1953, 
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concerning determination of norms toward — 
out- -groups by the nature of relations be- | 

tween groups, and demonstrated some effects _ 

ditions. It t aims rather at t singling ‘out the 

a 4 factors involve d in the rise of group » struc- 

= ture, group code or norms, and in- group— nd demonstra 
out-group delineation which will make their of intergroup relations upon in-group 
intensive study with appropriate laboratory functioning. 

chological le One of the main methodological consid- | 
To test these hypotheses, 24 boys of © erations of this experiment was that “Sub. 

- about 12 years of age from similar lower 7 jects were kept unaware of the fact “that 

middle class Protestant backgrounds" were they” were participating _an_ experiment 
brought to an isolated camp site wholly on on group relations. The view that subjects 

_ available for the experiment. The early phase : cease to be mindful that their words and — 

functi 

factor 
on the psychological level possible. ’ methods 

(stage I) of the the study consisted of a variety 
a activities permitting c contact between all 

tt groupings. After being divided into two 
groups | of 12 each (stage in order 

at the s same e time constitute 

the two groups lived, worked and 

to all) the attainment of which necessitated 
cooperative participation within the group. 

At the end of this stage, there developed 
unmistakable group structures, each with a 
leader hierarchical statuses within it, 

and also names and eg agree group norms, 

mation was substantiated. 

_ In the final phase (stage III), the two « ex- 

deeds are being recorded is not in harmony 
with what we have learned a about the struc- 

turing of experience. The presence of a 
personage ever _ observing, ever -Tecording | 

our r words and deeds in a situation in which . 

our status and role concerns are at stake 

cannot _ help coming: ine as an in i important 

fore, in our work, the aim is to” establish 
definit e trends’ ‘as they develop in natural, 
life-like situations and to introduce preci- 

sion at choice points when this can be done 

without sacrificing the life-like “character 

which gives greatest hope for validity of 

i he study just summarized illustrates the 
testing of hypotheses derived from socio- 
logical findings in experimentally designed 

Our next point relates to sycho- 

findings, generalizations, and labo-. 
ratory techniques relevant to the study of | 
experience and behavior of individual group 

_members. Here our task i is to achieve a more 

perimentally formed in-groups were brought refined analysis | on a psychological level 
4 together in situations which were competitive 
and led to some frustration asa consequence 

of the behavior of the groups in relation to 

each other. The result of intergroup contact 
_ in these conditions was enhancement of in- 

group solidarity, democratic interaction, and 

out- “group hostility, name calling and even 

- fights on the other, indicating that in-group 

_ democracy need not lead to harmonious re- 

lations with outsiders when the nature of 

“group friendshi Pp on the one hand 

intergroup relations is ‘fraught with condi- tials. of the’ psychological principles, coming 

‘tions conducive to tension. resistance 

which developed to post- efforts 

at in- and en experiments to be reported." 

of individual behavior in the group setting 

through precise perceptual and judgmental | 
indices. If such data ¢ obtained through 

precise judgmental and perceptual indices 
and | other appropriate techniques ; are in Tine 

with findings concerning group relations: on 

sociological level, then we shall 
moving toward» integration n of psy chological 

and sociological approaches in the study ¢ of 
group relations. wis — a 
_ Here we can ‘state only the bare essen- 

from a ‘major trend i in experimental Pye 

‘chology, which are utilized in the 

ounts of from the 

f psychologists and their background may — 
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events. All and perceptions 

place within their appropriate frame of ref- exhortations a the are 

erence. . They are jointly determined more ¢ effective in situations and circum- 

functionally related internal and external stances of uncertainty. Since ‘perceptions, 

factors operating at given time. These judgments, and like processes, are jointly 

interrelated factors—external and internal— determined by external and factors, 

constitute the frame of reference of 1 the 

reaction. Observed behavior can in | differing combinations, giving to cor- 

external factors are stimulus’ situations ou out- part of our project at the University. of 

side of individual (objects, p "persons, Oklahoma, James Thrasher covaried sys- 

groups, “events, -etc.). internal factors: tematically the stimulus situation | in grada- 

are ‘motives, attitudes, - emotions, general _ tions of structure, and the nature of inter- 

; state of the organism, , effects: of past experi- personal relations of subjects (strangers and _ 
ence, and the like. ,o he limit between the friends), to determine the reciprocal: effects 

two is the skin of the individual—the skin of these variations on judgmental reactions. 4 

being on the side of the organism. It was found that as the stimulus 
It is possible, therefore, to set up situa-_ ‘becomes less structured, the correspondence 

tions in which the whole ‘appraisal, ev valua-— ‘between stimulus values judgment 
tion of a social situation, will be reflected values ¢ decreases, and the influence of social 
in the cog (established ties in this 

through seemingly ptual and individuals participating in in the interaction — 

| _ An additional feature of this” underlying mined: not only by whatever motivational 

principle should be clearly ‘stated because components and unique "personality char- 
of certain conceptions in psychology which acteristics each member brings with him, 
make p perception almost an altogether arbi- | and not only by the properties of stimulus — 

trary, subjectiv e affair. If external stimulus — conditions (social or otherwise) specified 
situations are well structured definite in an unr:'‘ated way, as influenced, 
objects, forms , persons, and groupings, ‘Per- modified, and even transformed by these 

correspond closely to the a and by the special properties of the inter- 

structure on the whole. This is action process, in which a developing 5 or 

not to say that functionally related internal established state of reciprocities plays” no 
factors do not play a part in the perception small part. Interaction processes are not 
of structured situations. The fact that voids. 

well-structured situations rather ‘than others” The starting point in our program of 

re singled “figure” by the indi- “research was the experimental “production 

that they do. Such facts of group norms and their effects on percep- 
referred to under the concept of of percep- tion and judgment.!* This ‘stems from our 

selecti vity. concern for ve verification of one 

judgmental reactions. as group members| “will deter- 

Tf, on the other hand, the external field — 
is Vague, Snstractured, in James D. Thrasher, 

Gradations of Stimulus Structure as Factors 
Judgmental ariation: An Experimental Ap- 

| 
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essential feature asi group—a > set of mental, perceptual, and other psychological 
norms (feature 4 of small groups above). processes. 

Groups are not transitory affairs. Regulation The experimental situation chosen for 

of behavior in them is not determined by the unit studying norm formation was i. 

the immediate social atmosphere alone. autokinetic situation n (the apparent move- 

Especially _suggestive in of a point of light in a light- -proof 
room lacking visible anchorages). The di- 

mension chosen was the extent of movement, — | . tion o on small ¢ groups tek behavior of indi- 
vidual members is regulated in a binding As this study is printed in detail in vari- 

(both through inner attachment and, ous places, only the essentials are 

in cases of deviation, , through -correctives given here. eas 

by a or set of norms. First it was established that the judg. 
ment of the e extent of movement for given 

Durkheim’s ‘Forms Religion, brief exposures varies markedly from indi- 
_in which a strong point was made of the vidual to individual. T hen individuals were 
‘rise of représentations collectives in inter- brought to the situation to make their judg- 

action situations and their effect in regulat- ments together. If, during the course of | 
ing the experience otek their participation, their judgments: | 
individual. verge within certain range and toward 

delineating the the some r modal point, we can say they 

next step” was to devise an experimental converging to a common norm in their 

Situation | which lacked in objective anchor- judgments’ of that ‘Particular: situation, 
ages or standards “(was | vague or unstruc- ‘8 possible h however that this convergence 

tured) i in order t to maximize the e effects well be due to immediate felt social 
_ pressure to st to “spoken 

Situation. Therefore, going ga step ‘further, 

“show marked variations it is shown that this. common range and 
reaction. However, these marked individual modal point are maintained by the indi 

Variations will not occur if the stimulus  yiquai in a subsequent se session on a ‘different 
j Is a definite, structured object 1 like a a circle day when he is alone, then we can say 

ora human hand. There will be agreement that the common range and modal point 

among individuals on the whole when they have become his own _ 
face a circle or a normal hand even if | The results substantiated these hunches. 
they are five-thousand miles apart and W Vhen individuals face the same “unstable 
‘members s of different cultures. The fact of unstructured situation the first “time 

together with other participants, a range 
judgment and a norm 1 within it are 

ao aes which are peculiar to that group. 
After the group range and norm are estab- 

lished, an individual articipant facing the 
original report of this “experiment in several 

age blication, to st same situation alone makes his meme | 

a ents. n a later pub ication to's — preponderantly in terms of the range and \ 
cases of objective determination of psycho- “norm that he brings from the group situa 

logical processes, a chapter was devoted to tion. But convergence of judgments is not | 
te effects of technology and its decisive as marked as this when individuals first go 

in determining social norms and individual sessions an s and then par- 
ticipate in group sessions. | 

parts of the world. Among ‘them was When the individual gives his judgments 

0 our study conducted i in the early forties | repeatedly in the alone situation, the judg- 

five Turkish villages with varying ¢ degrees ments” are distributed within a range 

1 Sherif, “Contact with Modern Technology 4 cally dealing with the compelling effects Turkish Villages,” pp. 374-385 in Chapt 

of of such d differential exposure 15, An Outline of Social Psychology, op. cit. 
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ground a modal point peculiar to the in- = presence of another person who makes" 

dividual. This finding has important theo- judgments within a range prescribed by the 
sen retical implications. The underlying psycho- experimenter not essential. Norman 

was the logical principle, individual and group” Walter demonstrated that a prescribed norm — 

t move- situations, is the same, namely that there can be produced through introduction of 

ht-proof is a tendency to reach a standard in either — norms r-ppenderd institutions with high 
The di- case. Here we part company with Durk- A pres scribed distribution of judg- 

verent, heim and other sociologists who ‘maintained ments given by tape recording is similarly — 

in vari- a a dichotomy between individual and social _effective.’® A prescribed range can be estab-_ 
als are psychology, ‘appearance of lished, without social influence e, through 

a emergent properties to group situations prior experience in a more structured situa- 

judg. alone. both cases, there are emergent tion’ with light actually moving distances 

given 4 properties. In the individual sessions they prescribed by the. experimenter.° 
m indi» arise within the more limited frame of ref-— The advantages of a technique such 
ils were | erence consisting of the unstructured st stimu autokinetic device for studying norm 
ir judg- lus situation and special psychological char- formation and other aspects of group 
urse of acteristics and states of the individual; lations are: Compared with gross 
ts on | whereas in togetherness situations the norm is havioral observations, it yields short-cut 4 

toward the product of all of these in the particular precise judgmental indices along 
ley are - interaction situation. The norm that emerges — dimensions reflecting individuals’ own ap- > 

n their _ in group situations is not an average of praisals or sizing- up of the situation. on. (2) _ 

Tt) norms. It is an emergent product -Judgmental or r perceptual reaction obtained 
ergence _ which cannot be simply extrapolated from is ind indirect , that is, it is obtained in telation — 

t social | individual situations; ; the properties of oe to ) performance and situations which do not — 
“spoken _— unique interaction Process have to be ee appear to the subject as directly related to > | 

in the | into the picture. Therefore, ‘the fact his group relations, his positive or or negative 
further, mains that group norms are the ‘products - attitudes. The feasibility of the use of judg- 
ige and | of interaction process. mental variations demonstrated in this 
e indi- Ina a subsequent unit, it was found | study constituted the basis of its use in 

lifferent a characteristic mode of reaction in a given subsequent studies dealing with: 
an say _—sunstructured situation can aspects of group relations. 

1 point through the he introduction of a prescribed At this point, longitudinal studies 
range and norm.!¢ When one subject is bring more concreteness to the process 

unches. structed to distribute his judgments, within norm formation. As Piaget demonstrated in 
nstable, 

st time 

estab- 

ing the 

igments This" tendency accentuated ‘if the co- 

W. Bovard, Jr., “Social Norms and the 171-177. 

prescribed range around a modal point, his studies of rules in children’s groups, 
which for “each ‘naive subject, the formation of new rules or norms cannot 
preponderant number of judgments by the take place un until the child can perceive — 
naive subjects come to within the reciprocities “among: individuals. 21 Until 

"prescribed ran range and around” modal then he abides by rules because people 

; point introduced for them, and this tend- important in his eyes or in authority say * 

ency continues in ‘subsequent alone sessions. that shall. t when n the child is able 

has p section in the eves s of 18 Norman ‘Walter, Effects 4 
J P y Conflicting Suggestions upon Judgment of the 4 the naive subject. These findings have been | 4 Autokinetic Situation,” Doctoral dissertation, Uni- 

a number of studies. For versity of Oklahoma, 1952. 

of Ta Recording to Simulate a Grou; Atmos- 4 7 pe p 

4 to maintain the prescribed range per- : phere,” Journal of Abnormal and Social I Psy 
sists after several weeks,17 The 1954, in press. 

—_ Hoffman, D. V. Swander, S. H. B 
16M. Sherif , “An Experimental Approach to mah . Rohrer, “Generalization and 

_ the Study of Attitudes,” Sociometry, 1 (1937), pp. Time ry Related to. Autokinetic Movement,” 

0-98 Journal of Experimental Psychology, 46 (1953), 

oe mple, it has been shown that the tend- - 49R. R. Blake and J. W. Brehm, “The Use 

Individual Journal of Abnormal and Social jal Psy-— Piaget, The Moral the Child, 

thology, 43 pp. 62 -69. London: Paul, 1932, 
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with ‘had an ant sonic | participate activities. grasping ng 

reciprocities involved and required of the ‘relationship. 

situation, then new rules arise in the course The study of status relations in small 

Of interaction, and these rules become his. groups followed. 24 This study is related to 

autonomous rules | to which he complies with feature 3 in our discussion of the essential _ 
inner acceptance. Although this is in -con- properties of groups (above), namely, the 

rise and effects of hierarchical status struc- 

ture. Observations by the sociologist, Wil- 
findings are in line with observations on liam F. Whyte, gave valuable leads 

formation and internalization formulating the specific problem “of this | 
adolescent cliques and other informally or- study. “During one period, a Street Corner | 
ganized g clique that Whyte observed was “engaged 

= siderations which led us” to “an ‘intensive ‘seriously in bowling. Performance in bowling 
study” of involvements, _and became a sign of distinction in the group. 

At the initial stage, some low status mem- | Duri 

interpersonal among “members 4 bers proved themselves on a par with high a 
occupying differing positions in ‘the status status members, including the leader. ‘This | 
hierarchy of a group. — ran «counter to expectations built up 

These experimental units “represent the group hierarchy. Hence, in time, level 

tensions of the approach summarized to of performance was stabilized for each 

theories (e.g. &. these "longitadinal 

prove 

ried to include n 

. the assessment of ( (a) positive or negative | 

_ interpersonal relations, (b) status relations 

ber line with his relative status in the 

group. In the experiment, O. J. Harvey first 
prevailing among the members of in-groups, — ascertained the status positions of individual 

positive or negative attitudes _ toward 

Biv en out-gr -groups. and their members. 

The first units along these lines dealt 

with interpersonal relations. It was postu- 

formance are one ‘special case of judgmental 
activity in which motivational factors are 

be 

was borne out first i in a study showing that 

members in a adolescent cliques. This was 

lated that since estimates of future per- and through observations of some of the 

ratings by adults in 
“close contact with the ‘subjects, through 
-sociometric ratings from clique members, 

done through ‘stat us 

cliques 25 by the ‘experimenter during their 

natural interaction. Cliques chosen for the 
final” those in which 

meus of a member, the greater his’ tend- 

estimates of future performance are signifi- ency and that of other group members to 
cantly affected by strong positive personal 

between subjects. Tn a later unit, the 

assessment of personal relations through 
judgments of future performance was car- 

negative interpersonal rela- 

_tions as well as positive.** In line with the 
hypothesis, it was found that ‘individuals 

5 
tended to overestimate the performance of 

subjects wv with whom they had close posi- 

tive ties, and correspondingly to under- 

future performance of those 

y by C. W. Sherif | summarized in M. 

Outline of Social ‘Psychology, pp. 289- 

- tion asa Case of Judgmental Activity i in “which 

Ego- tavelvements Operate as Factors,’ Sociometry, 

(1951), pp. 121-147, 

_ overestimate his future performance. The 
lower the si status of a group member, the 

less is the tendency of other group mem- 

bers and o of | himself to overestimate per- 
formance, even to point underesti- 

mation. If these results are valid, it should 
prove possible to _ predict leaders and fol- 

lowers in 1 informal groups through judg- | 
mental variations exhibited in the way of of 

over- and underestimations of performance. 
In the summer of 1953 our first attempt 

was made at a large-scale experiment start: 

ing: with the “experimental formation of 

‘groups themselves and | embodying as an 

Harvey, An Experimental Approach 

to the Study of Status Relations Informal 
Groups,” American Sociological Revie w, 18 (August, 

1953), p pp. 357-367. 
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y first 
vidual 

S$ was 

Its in | 
rough | 

integral part. of “the 

This assessment involved labo- -members within each status structure was 

-ratory- -type tasks to be used in conjunction “made through judgments obtained in in a 

with observational and sociometric data. laboratory- type situation. In line 

‘The overall plan of this ‘experiment was, -methological concerns ‘mentioned earlier i 

~ essentially like that of the 1949 study and the paper, the experimental situation was — 

called for carrying through < a stage of i in- introduced to each group by a member of q 

group formation, to a stage of experiment the staff with the proposal that they might 

ally produced intergroup tension, and finally _ like to to get a little practice for the softball 

to integration of in- groups. ‘The > scheduled later that day. y. When this 

procedures at crucial points in 
proved to be too great for a single attempt. a where 

During the ‘period of ‘intergroup relations — suggested turning the practice into a game, — 

(stage III), the ‘study was terminated as in which everyone took turns and made 
an _experiment due to. various difficulties 7 estimates of each others’ performance. This 

including errors was accepted as a good idea. Thus each boy 
judgment the took a turn at throwing a ball at a target 

times and judgments | of his performance 

stages and will be summarized here very _ it should be noted that in previous stud- 

briefly. The plan and general hypotheses . ies, judgments of future performance were 
for these stages are similar on the whole to ‘ used as an index. The important methodo-— 
‘those of the 1949 study s summarized earlier. logical departure here vy was using as the 

Prior to. the experiment, subjects were unit of measurement the difference between 

The work covered the first two were made by all members after each trial, 

nbers, interviewed and given selected tests admin- actual performance and judgment of that 

the 

or the 

the experiment proper, when in-group 

istered by. a clinical psychologist. ~The re- performance after it was executed. In order 
‘sults of these assessments will be related to to do : so the stimulus” situation had to be 
ratings: made by the _ experimental ‘staff made as unstructured as "possible so 
along several behavioral dimensions during | the developing status relations would be the 

weeighty factor in determining the direction 

teraction had continued | for some time. of judgmental variations, 
At the end of the "second stage, two. In line with our hypothesis in this ex- 
in- groups had formed as a consequence of perimental unit, the results indicate that : 

the experimental “conditions, although the _ Variations in judgment of performance on 

formation, just before ‘the first scheduled 

tate o of group formation and the degree of the task were significantly related to status 

structure in the two groups were somewhat ranks i in both groups.°*® The performance 

Our hypothesis concerning experimental by other group members; the 
formation of in-groups substantiated in the of members of low status tended to be 
(1949 study was supported. As a by-product | _ underestimated. . The extent of over- or un-_ 
in- -group delineation we we again found shifts derestimation was positively related to 

and reversals of friendship choices away "status s rankings. in judgment of 
the spontaneous choices made prior performance on the task were not signi- 

the division of groups and toward other — correlated with skill, or actual — 
scores, of the This should not 

At the end of this ph f = 
een group discarded as a factor | or “that it “not 

— be highly related t to "judgmental variation 
This experiment was carried out with a grant ina a mo more re structured task. Of the 

from the Rockefeller Foundation to the University 

of Oklahoma. A fuller report is being prepared 86 26 This. ‘unit of the study is ‘nae prepared in 7 
with the collaboration of ‘members of the experi- publication M. - Sherif, White, and 0. J. 

‘mental staff. 
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“groups, , skill seemed to be of relatively 
greater importance in the group which 
achieved less stability and ‘solidarity. This” 

is one of several indications that the re- 

, ® - status rankings is is closer in the group 

of greater solidarity and greater stability 

— 
Harv ey inv vestigated relations between exist- 

ing informally organized groups a and their 

effects on in- group functioning and on evalu- 
ations of the in-group and out-group. Or of ex] 
ganized cliques were chosen on the same of sta 
basis a: as those in the study of status rela. 

tions in existing informally organized groups | group: 

a structure. This finding of a relationship already | summarized. In the first “experi. on the 
between degree ¢ of stability of the struc- mental session, “group members judge 

ture on the one ne hand and peychological ¢ each others’ ‘performance ona task. In the in tw 

response of members as revealed in their second session, , two cliques with either p posi- } ane 
judgments, on the other, points to the. neces- tive negative _Telationships with each 

sity of systematic concern with the degree other, as the case may be, are brought to which 
group structure and solidarity as a vari- the situation together. Here a similar ‘pro. 

cedure is followed, with in- group members - indice able in small group studies. In particular it 

should be brought sy: stematically into ) the judging performance both of other in- -group interg 
study of leadership and ‘problems con- members and performance of members 
formity.?* the functionally related out-group. In addi- | points 
We hope to gain outer understanding tion, subjects rate in- -group and ‘out-group 
the relationship between stability of members on 10 adjectival descriptions enta 

group structure and “psychological reactions sented on a _ graphic scale. These ratings, 
as rev vealed by judgmental indices Gong were included to yield data relevant to our ‘teal 

hypothesis concerning the nature of group | | 
“this attempt the task. will be held constant stereotypes in 1 the 1949 study and those eof 
and the degree established status rela- Avigdor’ s study on the rise of stereotypes obtain 

tionships among subjects will _be varied. among members of cooperating and rival | metho 
At one extreme, subjects will be complete 29 eache 

strangers; at the other extreme, subjects Results obtained in this experiment bear 
will | be members of ‘highly: structured groups. the hypotheses. Greater solidarity is 
The hypothesis to be tested is that judg- evidenced in the | in- group when out-groups 

will be more a function of actual are present, as revealed by an increasing 
performance - in the task in the case of relationship betwe een judgmental variation 

4 strangers, and progressively more a 2 func- and status ranks and by greater overesti- 
tion of existing status relations and less — mation of performance b by in- n-group mem- 

of skill with the increasing degrees of sta- bers. In- group performance — tends to be 
“bility of group structure. p 

Following the experimental assessment of judged above that of out- group members 
when the groups are antagonistic, which is 

psychological effects of group ‘structure in ‘th t 
existing and in experimentally formed in- 
groups, the next step in our program of 

was to extend the use of judgmental results: clearly show a much higher fre 

Uae 

group relations among already "existing members (e.g. extremely. considerate,’ 

tremely cooperative”) and a much higher 

frequency of unfavorable attributes given 

members of an antagonistic out-group | 

“extremely inconsiderate, “extremely unco- 
q operative”). The difference between quali 

positively related to each other. Finally, 

variation techniques: to the level c inter- quency o of favorable at attributes for in- group 

| 
‘groups. Such an experimental unit re- 

been completed by O. J. 

_ Sherif, “Remarks on Socio- cultural In- 

symposium entitled “Sociological and 
logical Perspective on Small Group Research” ties attributed ‘to ‘group members and 
the annual meetings of the American Psychological members of friendly -out- groups is. 
Association, Cleveland, 1953 (mimeographed). 
280, J. Harvey, “An Experimental Investiga- 

tion of Negative and Positive Relationships between * R. Avigdor, “The Development of Stereotypes 

Small Informal Groups through Judgmental Varia- as a Result of Group Interaction,” Doctoral diss 

tion,” Doctoral dissertation, University sertation, New York Univ ersity, 1952. Summarized 

ope eae oe in M. and C. W. Sherif, op. cit., pp. 290-294. 
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and not ‘so clear- as would be a naturalistic "behavioral bs setting against 
expecte which the claims of various personality tests \ 

having d¢ demonstrated the feasibility. can be evaluated. 
ip. Or- of ‘experimental study of ‘norm formation, The ‘successive phases of this compre- 

same of status relations within groups, and of hensive experimental plan are: 
Tela- positive and negative attitudes: "between (a) Experimental production of in-groups 

groups ‘groups through laboratory-typ pe techniques themsely es with a hierarchical structure and 

experi- on the one hand . and, on the other, experi- set of norms _(intra- -group relations). 4 In 
- Judge mental production of in- -groups themselves line with our 1949 and 1953 ‘studies, this 
In the in previous “studies, our next step i is is done, not through ‘discussion methods, 

posi- | to carry through the -scale experi- but through the introduction n of goals which 
1 each ment, along the lines of our 1953 attempt, arise in. the situations themselves, which 

ight to which will pull» together of these appeal value, and which 
ar pro- aspects” into one design. Judgmental necessitate facing a common problem, lead- 
embers indices reflecting developing in-group and to discussion, planning and execution 

-group | intergroup relations are to be obtained mutually cooperative way. 

ders of through laboratory- type techniques at choice (b) Bringing into functional relations the 
n addi- i points, ina way that does not clutter the two experimentally formed groups in situa- 
t-group | of interaction process. These _judg- the groups find themselves 
ns =. - mental indices can be checked against data in competition for given goals and in condi- A 

ratings | ‘obtained through” ‘more familiar _observa- tions which imply some frustration in rela- 

to our tional, sociometric, like methods. tion to one another (intergroup tension). 

group | indications of t the findings | through judg- (c) Introduction of goals which cannot 
hose of | mental processes are in line with the trends be easily ignored by | members| of the two 7 : 4 
eotypes | obtained by gross observational and other antagonistic groups, but the attainment of 
d_ rival 7 * then we can say the generalizations which is beyond the resources and efforts 7 

reached are valid. If this ca can be established, group alone. short, 

the laboratory-type experiment can be it bear 
rity is 

vie 
7 offered as a more precise and refined method ing, the ‘reduction of intergroup tension to 

groups | of assessing the effects interaction proc- derive ‘Tealistic leads for the integration of 

iriation | approach, w takes the a 28.9 

veresti: of individuals as an outcome of interaction °° This "experiment | is. reported in M. Sherif, 

mem- process into which factors coming from the J White, William R. Hood, 

to be ‘individual himself with his unique -char- 7 erif, Experimental Study of Positive 
won and Negative Intergroup Attitudes Between Ex- 

embers acteristics and capacities, and coming from perimentally Produced Groups. The University of 
hich is properties of the situation, enter, affords Oklahoma, Norman, ‘Oklahoma, 1 1954. 

| ont are 

er fre- -PLANNI ING AN OBSERVATION ROOM A 

Ropert F. BALES AND ‘NED A. FLANDERS 

given Harvard d University and U1 niversity of 

7 NUMBER of universities and other re- has: been a process of trial and error and 

uali- search centers are now constructing much remains to be learned. From existing 

facilities to provide for the direct installations it is possible, however, to. “put 
mph b observation of human | behavior. The dev elop- together a composite picture of “requirements 

‘ment of. laboratory research programs as s often -made of such facilities and what seem 
well as increasing recognition of the value of the best means of meeting these 

reotypes al di observation for has following discussion will 
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facilities. As in any new development, there pen to know about and will attempt to give 



installations 2 idea what is going to ‘happen and for 
5 Social Relations at Harvard and the Labora- purposes which are not identical with those 

Research in Social Relations at of the experimenters or other observers, 
Minnesota are those with which the authors — Usually, some e subjects arrive | before others” 
are most familiar. Similar installations e exist ‘and there should be some facilities for Te 

ceiving and them 

cago; of Psychology, University in same room the group 
of Rochester; ; Department of Psychology, _ meets, but since this room has certain odd 

: Dartmouth College; Laboratory for Research features to the uninitiated, such as one- "way 
_in Group Dynamics, Fels Foundation, Phila- : mirrors and microphones, it is often desirable , control 

of Psychology, Uni- to have the su subjects gather in a a separate | experit 

versity of Montreal; Department room. e typically have one experimenter. | not 
Psychology, Northw estern U University; Sys- 4 who acts as the host. ‘T ‘he host- experimenter | nor do 

tems Research Laboratory, | the R/ AND greets the subjects, introduces them to each of cor 
“a Corporation, Santa Monica, California; ‘other if necessary, and makes them comfort. sound 

Maxwell Air Force Base, Montgomery, until they are conducted to the group | techni 

Alabama; &. ‘Naval Submarine Base at meeting room. It is yore: desiral 

New London, Connecticut; and at the Naval except when the subjects are very young reveal 

§ Research Laboratories, Washington, D. | children, to expect that microphones and one- | proper 
"There are, no doubt, many others. The way ‘mirrors will go unnoticed. We recom- 

present account omits reference to smaller m mend that the host- “experimenter explain in 
__ installations for the observation of interviews a neutral fashion the various features of the 

or the | observation of children’s behavior group meeting room. Our recommendation is 

which are, perhaps, the most direct ancestors — based on the assumption that at an n honest | 
contemporary installations for the study explanation, pointing out that one-\ way win- 

of adult behavior. dows permit observation without | 
, the ¢ group and that partially hidden micro- 

COMFORT SPACE phones permit freer conversation, will do ‘teliabi 

materi 

_ more to reduce anxiety on the part of the | ‘tas 
Facilities s of the : sort t described here should | ‘than to leave these matters when 

provide a setting in which small groups of * possib 
people, ranging in size from t | inst 
as many as forty; can meet under optimal 

4 conditions for communication n with each 

the use participants. ‘lexible 
- cording of their meeting. Ina led situation _ arrangement should be provided so that each 

= are hould be considered. Th people == in the group is able to see each 
other directly 1 no matter what the size of = | 

q 

first, the group “members who serve as su 
jects; second, the technical observers 

eens ar ; and third, other non- techni- 

cal observers or visiting apertetens, who rend .. for at least one bone. The ideal arrangement, 

of bir 

n from the standpoint of the subjects, might 

bea circle or an oval. However, this would 

designed with pe of these groups in mind. : Rees with the direct observation . of some 

The Needs” of Group Members. To view subjects by the observers. It is. usually de- 

the requirements of the facilities from the sirable to modify the oval or circle until it 

point: of view of those who come isa as semicircle or or U-shape wit with 

of neacticnl for thacea moambere it maw he accoumed st. end fac 

portanc 

each — The 
— staff. 7 
— — 
— -Jaborat 
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ed tha “ead facing the observation mirror. The im- and ample space should be provided ‘for them. 
10 clear portance of direct line sight vision ‘One great advantage of a properly con- 

subject to ‘subject from observer to s structed observation room is that the observer er and for | 
h those subject cannot be overemphasized. teams, particularly in the training phase, 
servers, Dg eeds of the Research Staf. ‘The can discuss the events of the group meeting 

sroup search without being heard by the participant - others ; second group to consider is the research wit out being heard by the participants, _ 
for re. staff. The use of the | host-experimenter Jas and the monitoring speaker can 

g them { several advantages from the p standpoint of the off or on as required for training. A | training = 

perhaps laboratory staff well as the subjects. situation of this kind is impossible except 

. This When the physical arrangements permit all where there is complete so sound and Sight” 

> group | contacts between the staff and the ‘subjects _ insulation between the subjects and the ob- 

ain odd to be channelled through -experi- server team. 
ne-way menter the result is” better: experimental It is desirable for me: members of the observa- 

esirable control and reduction of confusion during gthe tion team to be able to leave the observation n _ 

eparate experiment. The various staff members without disturbing: the experiment al 
$i d to be introduced to the subjects group in its final wind-up of activities. imenter | not nee to. e introduced to the su jects group in its final win up of activities. ; 

imenter nor do the subjects need to know the degree Occasionally during an experiment it 
to each | of complication involved in making g good necessary for a staff member to” leave or 

sound recordings and the various kinds of enter the observation ro room. The placement 

group technical observa tions required. It may be Of the door of the observation room, therefore, 
ealistic, | desirable to ) make such introductions | and to is important. The observation team is a close- 

young } reveal the » complications after the experiment _ knit working group and a certain n amount 
nd one- proper or after the last of a series of experi-_ of f talking, coming é and going, and the like is. 

recom- | ‘ments. Subjects typically want to hear their bound to be characteristic of their activities. 7 

dain in i ‘voices on the ‘sound recording and find out Every step should be taken to allow the 
of the _ “what it is all about.” Experimental designs observation | team to function naturally as 
ation is usually permit a full explanation at the end. a. group without interfering with the . activi- 
honest The requirement of direct vision bety ion Oh of the experimental | group. 

Ly win- ‘the observers: and the s subjects is s basic. A TheNn eeds of Visiting Spectators. Finally, 
turbing ‘poor view on the part of the | observer will a third group is usually involved in experi- 

micro- materially reduce his effectiveness and the mentation of this kind. This. the group of 

will do reliability of his observations. The observer occasional visiting ‘spectators or perhaps: 

of the task is not - an easy 0 one . to perform, even class of students who are receiving instruc- 
unre- when his task been simplified far in some phase— of research or in the 

possible. ‘Particular ‘care should be taken operation. of groups. This is the group which 
gh to to insure his comfort and freedom rm dis- 4 is most apt to be overlooked in the first sur- 
ed, and a tracting influence. One member of the staff vey of requirements for facilities, but unless” 

a clock may have the responsibility of monitoring their needs are met they will interfere both 

cipants | the sound recording, seeing that the recording with» the experimental subjects and with the 4. 

instrument is turned on and that ‘the volume — _ observer team. It should be remembered that ¥ 

level of the monitoring speakers” is comfort- such visiting spectators usually not 

flexible able f for the observers. Perhaps | one or two | familiar with the facilities, they will not t be 

at each other « observ ers will be ‘making interaction : disciplined i in terms of what they should and 

each of of the pa participation yn of the g group should not do and can be disturbing to either 

of the | members and will, therefore, need an un- the observation team or to the subjects. 
teat | obstructed | view of each | participant. “Lack _ Several ste steps can | be taken to minimize this 

iI] last of binaural 1 hearing which results from the interference. nce. First, ‘the en entrance to the ‘ob- 

ement, use of ‘only one monitoring speaker reduces servation | room should be shielded in some _ 

might the speed with which ‘interaction observers fashion so that no sudden glare of light will 

would | can identify the subject who is talking and | flood the dimly lit observation room. Besides _ 

f some again reemphasizes the need for clear vision. "disturbing | the observation team by ‘reducing } 
Ina typical operating set up there will also. their vision, a brightly lighted door entrance ~ 

can be seen by the subjects through the be additional | apprentice observers who are 
being trained in the observation techniques, one-s way mirror 
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- them. Visiting spectators or observers who | ment. It may be worthwhile | to outline briefly 
wish to smoke Should” ‘be cautioned that * the research and training functions which are 

lighted ‘match be “seen through possible in laboratories of this ty] pe. . Each 

one-way _mirror. Special precaution function to be described may be connected 
should be taken in the observation room — with either an educational- training Program 
a 0 reduce the noise from shuf- or a research program. Any single f 

fling of feet, bumping of chairs and has implications for the design of 

an normal amount of stumbling about. The lab nd the choice of equip. 

and preferably covered with a soft material those functions which are important in his 

such as cork tile or a wall to wall rug. If, 4 own program and thereby be better prepared 
in order to o provide better vision from the tos state the technical specifications | for both 
observation 1 room, the floor of the observation 7 the design o of the laboratory rooms and the 

‘ room has been raised, resulting in a dead air equipment he may need to purchase. 

2 between the original floor level and the _A first set of research functions Is associ- 

4 floor of the observation room should be solid ’ ment. The reader may be a able to identify 

observation room floor lev el, particular care ated with the e process 0 of observation. Some 
should be taken that the resulting cavity be 0 observers ‘may be concerned with the classifi. 
sound- proofed. or preferably completely cation or coding of verbal statements aS ‘they 

“filled with some as glass wool occur _in an experimental | group discussion, | 
or cement. 

Tos summarize, for in the “wet a a set of categories s which are are specifically | 

group meeting ‘room, the facilities should designed around a given research interest, — ? 

_ have the character of a well-appointed con- problem here is to provide such ob- 

ing. For the 

ference room or - classroom, arranged for the servers with the “mecessary equipment to 
conduct of their group meet behavioral phe- | 

observers, the laboratory facilities are some- homena at the maximum rate they are 

casting studio and should be arranged for this purpose « consists ¢ either of a moving roll 

thing like the engineer’s booth of a broad- pected to occur. Typical equipment for 

optimum sound 1 reproduction at and vision. of paper on which | pencil “marks can be 
&F or both the observation team and the visit- _ recorded or a set of levers which electrically | 

- ing spectators the laboratory "installation | is activate pens is which in in turn make an ink rec- | 
a something like an an amphitheater s ‘such as those ord on a moving piece of paper. ,° win i 

found in hospitals, where the technical and oa A second set of research functions is con- 
“educational purposes are much the same. cerned with analysis of permanent voice 
For the architect, the cardinal features are 4 recordings. We should note in passing that it 

proper physical placement of all the _ is always desirable to make a permanent voice 
members of the three groups involved, free- recording of a group discussion, even if its 

_ dom of action for each, proper placement so. only function is to serve as protection aps 

subjects, observation team a outlined in ‘the preceding 
4 good view of the subjects, and the spectators | In addition, however, there are other types of - 

shave a good view of both the analysis “possible with a voice recording. 
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and the si subjects. Finally, the whole Beginning with either a typewritten copy of 

rangement “must be Properly engineered the voice recording or the play- back of the 
for recording itself, additional panels of ve | 

observers can make additional analyses 
argument against st making a transcript 

Most al the installations mentioned « earlier — ; includes two very strong points . First, exces: 

| a primarily dedicated to research purposes. “!V€ secretarial cost may prohibit the use wa 
It is entirely possible, however, ‘that labora- this method. d. Even a talented ‘secretary - 
tory facilities of the type we are describing _ Tequire from six to ten hours to to produce a 

— could support a systematic training program = typescript from a ma one hour voice recording. 

designed, for example, to produce trained Second, a typescript suffers” a a tremen-— 

home interviewers for a social work depart- dous loss of eee cues. The loss 6 of 
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voice the rapidity of interaction, personality characteristics with certain types 
ne bre ar fa f group behavior, the f a shift of which ; are and similar actors may ‘reduce typescript — ce) group e avior, the tracing of a shift ll 

data to a point where they are actually : opinion with regard to a controversial issue, _ pe. Each : 
connected nisleading. However, | the direct playback of _and similar types of analysis, all involve the 

a voice recording to a panel of judges or : collection of pre- and post- experimental data. eo 

observers is enhanced by the use of a type-— _ In planning a room or suite of rooms for 
t; ac analy he observa nd recording of group be- _ script; additional analysis does not suffer as the observation and recor ing of group be 

program 

f unction 
lesign of 
f equip. greatly from a loss of contextual cues by this havior it is of importance to state as clearly _ 

‘identif method. There are other ways it in which a possible the various research soni 

nt in his recording can be used, which: are to The combined 

prepared — nter 

for both 

which the original subjects are helped to qualified person t to to incorporate into the plans 

Ss associ. recreate the feelings they had in the original for proposed laboratory rooms modifications 

o tan group situation. While listening to such a to provide for future expansion. The greater _ 
. classif. recording they may b be able to rev eal i ina sub- * initial cost of providing the necessary facili- 

sas they sequent interview considerable insight into 4 ties for possible future expansion of -equip- 

scussion, the possible causes of their original recorded ment is small compared to reconversion costs — 

in| ehavior. voice recording also permits the after a laboratory suite has been built. 
ecifically investigation of a concept such as tension 

interest, elease where it is desirable to relate such a 
uch ob- concept to the noise level of a a group. Cyclic. 

4 outbursts of noise can be investigated by Size of Meeting ig Room. The meeting rooms P. 
_ at the Harvard and Minnesota Laboratories — making a permanent inking record during 

| ur : original live recording or by simply re-_ are about 18 x 20 feet and will hold up to 
producing the sound level from the playback. - 20 participants with a fair degree of comfort. -_ 

A third set of research functions is possible ‘The number of participants expected in the 
largest groups is the governing factor in the 7 if equipment is provided for the recording 

ctricall i iz synchronized "reactions which subjects _ size of the meeting room. The basic unit of 
Measurement is. the e space taken by a single ink can be trained to provide. ~The mechanical- 

‘dectrical equipment required for such data- person including the chair and table facilities. 

. is cons collecting comes at a rather high initial cost. _ Probably” about 36” of table front space — 
t voice ‘Experience at the University of Minnesota 1540 adequate allowance for the single partic- 
that it at the University of Chicago has indi- ipant. chairs and tables need to be 

cated that subjects, in a relatively short time, — “placed so so that each participant can see each — nt voice 
n if jts | Can be trained to indicate simple intro- other participant cand so that each can be seen 7 

spective reactions at the same time they are by all of | the observers from the one- “way 

nent to 
ral 

against anol participating i in a group discussion. Dichot- ; — the amount of space required i is basi- 

agraph. omous continua such as “like- dislike”, “agree- cally regulated by design of tables. 
nes of disagree”, set up either ona five- -point or - Probably ‘a greater amount of space than is \ 
onl three- point scale, can be recorded and me- ordinarily visualized is s required for oy peel 

copy of chanically synchronized with a a voice record- 
“of the ig of the total group discussion. Subsequent _,/“/n#shings. Tables present a problem a 

“onl h Ba single table is used ‘it is obviously best 
“judges analysis need not be limited only to to the 

adapted to a single size of | group. If 
nalvses. “verbal communication, systematic analysis. 

ys h ides wishes | to run groups of different sizes under» 

suc ever reaction- 1 provid es a optimum m conditions , a flexible table > arrange- 

EXCes- tonal no non-verbal data. ‘ment must be provided. We recommend a 
use of be A fourth set of research functions sia not system utilizing small unit tables ; where one 

be discussed in detail because it is so com- or two. subjects would be seated at a ‘single 

monly employed throughout the field. 1. We unit. This” recommendation involves 
refer to v various types and pencil ficing ease of for flexibility 

Research involve collatir 
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loss of ig base of 30 to 36 inches of table front per Pe 



person the most obvious solution be t to ight ¢ construction and are e usually r not 1 very 

ioe have : one square table p per person, or tables comfortable. FE ixed non-folding metal chairs 
= are twice as long as they are wide with» arms and a slight padding are prob- 

_ and could seat two people on the long side. ably preferable although they take a little 
If one wishes to avoid gaps between ad- _ more space. It should be remembered that 

jacent tables, square or rectangular shaped — light construction of tables and chairs will 

_ necessitate 90 degree corners in ‘the _ probably re result in their being shifted around 

> table arrangement. There are at least two dis- a good deal which adds to the basic noise level 
ad advantages to this arrangement. . Placing of the sound recording, 

more than two participants in a single line Sound ‘Treatment of Meeting Room, 
hinders subject-to-subject vision as well as Nearly every aspect of design of the meeting | tions t 
_ observer-to-subject vision. S - Second, we have — room will affect its sound qualities, and these ducts. 

some | evidence that the corne corner of a a table dl qualities in turn will affect the goodness of f -darge Vv 
the sound recording that can be made. The the 

cer relevant design features include not. only s size separa’ 

in this position they can si t of | ing sy 

_table a bit and | are out o of the direct ah of Es in the ‘room, the walls, ceilings and ‘floors noises 
‘participation. and the surfaces provided by the furnishings, 
A basic hexagonal shape avoids some of table es, . chairs, blackboards and curtains at 4 operat 
* o disadvantages just outlined. ed. For example, — the observation windows. In general, the aim ji be rela 

rather flexible involves a trapezoidal should be to make the room acoustically dead room. 
aan table top, ‘the dimensions for which with a minimum level of residual and acci- | 60 per 
are given by the construction of three equi-— dental noise. The necessary chard surfaces _ the ob 
lateral triangles. That is, one side is twice as such as the blackboard, observation windows | in the 
long as the other three sides, which are of and table tops will probably, in most — Incan¢ 

- equal length. Tables such as these could be result in enough reflection of sound to avoid | light v 
in combination with rectangular tables the psychologically disturbing character of equal; 

with: “considerable flexibility and increased a completely dead room | tures 
seating capacity. Perhaps the best solution ceilings and walls may be treated 

4 a series of six square tables, one unit satisfactorily in most instances, by ‘the in- 

30 to 36 inches) per side, six triangular stallation ‘of commercial “sound absorbing 

7 ges unit per side, and two | or more : tile, down as far as the dado or perhaps 
_ rectangular tables one unit wide and two units completely to 1 the floor. TI he floors should be 

long. The basic square units covered with | some material as 
will form round able holding ‘wall- -to- wall carpeting or cork tile. Linoleum 

ey 

produce 

form well- tables, ‘either closed or open shuffling of feet and ; shifting of chairs. 
f (horseshoe shaped) ‘for the range of size up It is probably preferable to construct the 

mt - to twelve. . This is in a sense a radical solu-— “meeting room without windows, or if windows 
tion because of the relative inconv enience of are retained, to instali them with double | 

many small units for storage. Neverthe- panes for sound proofing. ‘Airplanes, 
re less it may be worth while if one wishes to mobiles, and other noises from th the outside | 

give” optimum opportunity for direct tend to raise the basic 3 noise level of the | 

contact between each participant and each 
other. We have evidence that of eye- be dead but be 

contact i is an appreciable factor in the pletely sound-insulated from the and 
distribution of _ communications “Other fac- from the observation room. 

nd to talk Ve entilation and Heat. . Treatment of the 
to others they directly face than room for: sound insulation a as s suggested 2 above 

those seated at their side. may create a ventilation pr problem, ‘especially 

Folding chairs have the advantage of _ if windows are omitted. The room, of course, # 
easy ‘Storage, but have the saatneneiteniial of should | be properly ventilated and heated, but | 
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ot very installation of of ventilating ducts and noise of camera, its relatively narrow 

] chairs | may introduce unwanted noise into the room — depth of field when used under any conditions — 

again. Ventilation ducts should be kept as except extremely high illumination ; and d size 

} fem away from the microphones as possible. of field even for a wide angle lens. A ‘prop- a 

; Otherwise, the advantages of sound insulation erly designed room should probably have 

irs will | of the room may be nullified by ‘ventilator several plate glass portholes mounted high 

around | noise. In general it is probably desirable — on each of the four walls, preferably in the 
to keep the ventilation | fans and motors as_ corners. ‘This: would require free access from 

far removed from the meeting room as pos- the observer side to all four walls. Finally, 
be required in some installa- the methodological problems are rather 

tions to install sound baffles : - the ventilation severe. _ The authors know of “no research 

ducts. A good general principle to follow is where a successful psychometric approach - to 

| large ge volume, low velocity of air movement. the classification of photographic media has" 

; If the ventilation and heating systems are been achieved. However, it is likely that, 

nly size separate, care should be taken that the heat- i in time, successful use ‘of photography will 
surfaces , ing system does not introduce extraneous be made. Direct wire television may also’ 
1 floors | noises from clanking radiators an and the like. important. Me 
ishings, Sy - Lighting. . In order for one-way mirrors to Painting. Since the light level in the group — 

ains at operate properly, the observation room must me room must t be high” in comparison 

the aim | _ be relatively dark compared — to the meeting with the level in the observation room, 

ly dead | room. One-way mirrors usually lose about the walls should probably be painted some 

id oui? 60 per cent of the light in transmission ‘to light neutral ee little is known 

surfaces — | the observation room. Hence the light i about the effects of 

s | in | the meeting room must be quite high in situations like this, it 

recommended. " tion room is dark when in operation; hence 

tures are apt to hum and increase the basic F it is of some advantage. to have it — 
treated noise level. If large rheostats are used to a darker neutral color to avoid its forming Pi 

the in- | control the intensity of the lighting system, a white background against which the ob- 

sorbing an an adjustment ‘that is highly desirable for — servers might be seen. It should be age 

perhaps ‘some experiments, they should be placed as_bered that an enamel paint will destroy the 
suld be far away as possible from all sound date: set absorbing qualities of the sound tile 

uch as ‘ment because of the audible , hum and the and hence any paint put over the tile should 

noleum_ | magnetic field which emanates from these be of very thin consistency, actually only 

roduce In new installations the problem will One-Way Mirrors. One-way observation 
probably arise concerning whether _motion | mirrors can be obtained from Libbey-Owens- ay 

ste 
ictures are to be » made of the participants. Ford Glass" Company or ‘other commercial — 

and whether the lighting should be designed sources. In most installations it will probably __ 
to take care of photographic ‘Tequirements. be desirable to have as much observation 
An affirmative answer e this qu question | is a space as the size of the observation room will _ 

_ very ambitious decision both from a method- permit. However there is a limit to the size - 

alogical and a financial standpoint. Lighting of a single : sheet of one- -way glass, so that 

for” photography is probably best handled the specifications of the “rough opening” 

bya considerable e number ¢ of ceiling- mounted not be supplied to the architect 
photofloods. Several large rheostats will per- until the dimensions of the glass ‘obtainable : 

eve 

‘installation and cost per hour of research. “which ‘should be with ‘the following 

| Include among the ‘technical problems are - ideas in mind. For sound insulation as well _ 
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as protection of the mirror surface, at least probably be used much less than anticipated process 

one additional pane is desirable. The mirror but nevertheless give a- more comfortable F group 
- 4 pane should be separated from the clear pane, 4 and finished appearance to the installation, | recordi 
with a dead-air space between them of Sound Equipment. ‘The sound equipment typescr 

about three-eighths or one-half inch. Since should be obtained only perdi sion, ¢ 
the mirror ‘surface can be easily scratched, ‘it = with a sound engineer or toc 

to maximize desired major 
= reflection and minimize additional un- 

_ dead-air space but increases the hazard of tions, constructing equipment, locating an 
unwanted __ reflections from improper ly noying sources of interference which 
placed light because the surface of any glass — _ be difficult to find, and the like. O° i 
= to reflect light whether it is a one- way The basic requirements | al sound. | 

_ mirror or not. One might note in passing proof” observation room are shown in Fig- 
however | that the sound insulation of other ure 1, three microphone channels will 

areas be less than that produced ‘permit two microphones in the ceiling 

“by two panes of glass. microphone on a p portable floor stand 
The height of the one- ‘way mirrors and — to be mixed in the pre-amplifier for opti- 

placement should be determined by balance. output “the 
the distance between the lower sill and the amplifier connects to a monitor speaker i in 
floor of the observation 1 room, ‘not the meeting the observation room. sound is con- 

than two panes of glass on one maintenance, special 

room floor. On the observers’ side a bench i siderably better for observers when a 
or work surface is typically required. The sur- binaural installation is used, but this re 
face should be about thirty inches off the quires two separate pre- -amplifiers, ~ each 

- floor with a six to eight inch extension of the — leading to a separate power - amplifier and 
wall above the top surface of the bench before its Ow n speaker. Binaural recording has 

the one-way mirror starts. This makes it definite advantages in ‘sound localization, 
sible to hav> instruments or equip- a frill. 

seen ‘through the one-way mirrors by the 
participants. Because the observation room 
floor is normally several feet higher than | the 

‘meeting room floor, this sets the —Z!, 
five feet or more off the floor of the Person. | speaking. Ceiling ‘microphones s should 

meeting room. If observers and visitors seats be e shock ‘mounted to ‘avoid building vibra- 

are three rows deep, the successively higher — tion. They can be camouflaged if decep- 
tiers required for adequate vision produce tion is necessary although the author ad- 
the amphitheater r effect alluded to earlier. __-vise against such a policy. : 

= From the side of the windows seen by the “a Addition One to to the ¢ Basic | Elements of ‘| 

group participants it may be considered Figure 1 provid ides for voice recording. ‘The 4 
- desirable to give the space around the ihe output of the | pre- -amplifier 1m may be used 

4 dows some ‘decorative attention mn such a: as cure for a ‘Signal to the recording — 
of 

when not in use and perhaps shelves or some ol whict a 

other facilities under the windows to detract ment to th 1g level. 

from the expanse of bare mirror. ins voice “recording is, first of all, 

which ca: can be over the windows | will that i if goes 

room: the shorter be ‘the ‘distance 

ie tween | microphone and the lips of the 

— 

— 

; are to be achieved. At the | | Further, since this is the surface from which ing results are to be achi 
a the major reflection back to the meeting room minimum this means that such a 

7 = will come, it should be placed so that it is should be consulted before and during the | Db — 
nal installation of the equipment, | | 

ible to employ a technician, perhaps 
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ADDITION | ONE 

recorders 4 

Light panels” 
ed 

classification of the verbal statements. 1] Re- clas rents. _ Scription; most -dictation- -type, , embossing. 
gardless of the purpose of such a recording recorders do not meet ‘fidelity requirements. 

machine should hav certain desirable Differences between magnetic (tape) and 

characteristics. It should have the fidelity embossing (dictation ‘disks or cylinders) 
of a medium sized radio, it ‘should be able recorders in regards” to cost per hour and 

storage” space aie not so easily delineated. 
When a machine using tape, twin t track, 
moving at 3.75 inches per - second, is com- 

stop and back-up, it should ~ _ pared with the Gray Audograph embossing 

] longer sessions two machines will be needed), 

neous start, 
possible to locate the one the contrast is as follows: tape cost 

— 

nate: ation st, and the recording medium — ne will still exist. A voice low initial cost, and ; — oe 

isually |} mic. ff ff — 

| g and 
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| | | 
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per hour 67 rome ‘storage space for In order to o provide maximum flexibility for 
one hour reel boxed is 5 Mx 5% x 55 va a wide variety of research - functions, al] 

inches, whereas Audograph disk ‘cost per equipment is housed i inan master control room, 
hour is approximately 714 cents, size is an This equipment includes, (1) two tape and 
8% inch plastic disk almost paper thin. — two Audograph recorders arranged for con- 
Bis. can be permanent or it can be used tinuous recording, (2) three 20-pen Esterline- 

over and over ag again. Embossing ‘processes Angus units with three inking | galvanometer 

generally produce ‘permanent recordings units which provide 60 reaction records and 
4 which cannot be used | again; they are three continuously variable records on mov- 
easier to store because they will fit into i ing Paper, (3) synchronization equipment 

a filing folder. any given experiment it between voice recordings and paper-pen 

is usually necessary ‘to keep all recorded — records, (4) hidden levers for subjects to indi- 
material on hand. ‘until the analys sis is com cate feelings or opinions during a discussion, 

plete. This result in at rather high (5) levers for observers to record observa- 

initial investment ‘when tape is used. One ‘ ‘tions, (6) patching panels for all lever ¢ con- 

hand regularly take both | types of “movable light panel which can “indicate, to 

recording. The disk recording is perma- any proportion of the subjects, either ar anony- 
nent, , always on file, but “is not too clear “mous or personally identifiable visual ‘in. 

because of the poorer fidelity; the. tape formation about how the ‘subjects | are moving 
recording may be kept a few ‘weeks and their levers. All equipment, including the 
then erased. Such a system requires only laboratory tables, is plugged into outlets of 
a small supply of — provides imme-_ floor or wall conduits, eliminating a tangle 
diate recourse to a good fidelity recording of electrical cable lying « on the floor. Even micro 

” necessary. It follows from this discussion - though one does not intend to have such “Bt ra 
| in wh 

“closely to. the small increase in the initial installation | permi 
contemplated. expense can provide for future expansion, in advar 

‘second addition to ‘the: Basic Ele- terms of re research functions, without later 

ments of Figure 1 provides amplifier facili. extensive remodeling, = = | 
ties between | the observers ’ room and the The additional initial expense for future 
experimental room. Two research functions expansion is primarily connected with pro- — 

are made possible by this addition. First, viding electrical c conduit , wall pass- through 
announcements or directions can be given openings usually covers or doors, and 
through a wall- mounted speaker i = the ‘meet- floor gutters « or ducts, so that additional — 

_ ing room from a microphone in the obser- wires. can run from a centrally located control _ 
vation room. Second, announcements or di- point to any part of the laboratory suite. 

rections previously recorded on tape _ be - Proper specifications for for these facilities c can 

play ed to the subjects through the same materially Be the construction 
Either method produces distinctly en 

given 
th 

4 different results from those achieved by 
talking to subjects in person. Recorded or si k fer 

_ microphone announcements and directions — experimental 1 room, conduit or duct work for 
the ceiling microphones, through are more formal, less personalized, consis- ~~ 

tently” the “same, very successful for ‘openings ‘below the o one- “way mirrors may pro- 
«a certain experimental designs. At t Minnesota vide adequate room for additional wires for a 

of one room and one 

"several _ experiments have been conducted control lights, levers for “observers, and the 

where the whole procedure is automatically _ lik Tike. In more “complex ins installations and 
controlled, once the ‘subjects are seated, by particularly where new construction ¢ or 
a one-hour tape recording which hich has been tensive remodeling i is involved separate ducts | 

very effective, or conduit systems should be provided sO 

Addition Three on Fi igure 1 represents = audio lines can be separated from pres- 
ent or future “control circuit” lines, thus 

rated i in the laboratory rooms at ‘Minnesota. avoiding 1 noise ‘interference. 
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PLANNING A LABORATORY 

3 One word of caution ‘may be desirable in amplifier, will limit the ote wenell clarity and 
‘selecting equipment 2 and ‘dealing with sound _understandability of the voice recording; 
‘engineers. An audio-engineer is usually con- by the s same : token one very | expensive unit» 
cerned with the fidelity of equipment. Fidel- in combination with average quality com- thi av 

is in ‘setting up ponents will not increase the fidelity of the 

a laboratory. However, ‘it is not the e sole over- all system and merely represents a 
‘| Barton for r the selection 0 of different pieces wasted investment. _ The one exception to to this 

of equipment. For example, in choosing n mi- rule may be the tape recorder or - recording © a 
one can pay as much as 250 itself. “While expensive model 

in m microphones it also has a recordings ‘nae 
k l c ] weak output, and requires extra vacuum areal down less frequently, and ‘consequent 

‘tubes to amplify its signal because the ‘require less maintenance. 

signal which comes from such a microphone _ The over-all performance of sound equip- ey 
‘is very weak fifteen or twenty dollar crys- ment is completely dependent on its sur-— 
‘tal microphone, on the other hand delivers a roundings. One of the authors recently vise 

strong” signal probably greater ited a new laboratory suite which included 
\a average ll matched, very idi fidelity potential than the average tape re- well matched, very ‘expensive, audio -equip- 

of the medium range. Unless one ment. , the laboratory was 

utmost ‘fidelity, each ex- 
‘microphone. on may also wish to consider ternal noise and the hiss of the ventilator. - 
‘portability of the equipment for field ‘use, In another installation the rooms were well 

| in which case a low impedance system which "designed with “ith sound absorbing tile. But the — 
lation permits long leads to the microphone is San ‘sound tiles | were painted with a hard enamel 
on, in advantage. The extra advantage in ‘sound paint which destroyed their effectiveness. 
later localization given binaural recording is In general, the facilities which go to 

em Tt also definitely worth considering, for field 1 make up a good observation room are inter- 
as well as laboratory use. Binaural tape re- _ dependent, and the balance of the whole sys- 
corders are now ‘Teadily av available. oe tem must be considered in arriving ata good 

over- -all larity” and balance ‘of any design. But this minor degree of complexity 
‘given recording will be "determined by all will hardly discourage those who believe that 
of the sound units involved in making ‘the systems as complex as social | groups can be 

“recording; that is, the fidelity will be understood and studied scientifically. The 
‘greater than the fidelity of of the weakest laboratory study of social behavior is ‘now 
link in the total sound system. It is, , therefore, demonstrably effective increasing our 

- important that all units be of adequate and scientific knowledge. Properly designed facil- 
eens quality. To — a poor me tobe are definitely v worth the trouble it takes 
recorder, a poor mic! to obtain them. a ic 
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| NEWS AND AN 

@ Science. The program of Section K will run 
from Tuesday afternoon, — December 28, 1954, 
through Thursday afternoon, December 30, 1954. 
Panels will be ‘presented on the following topics: 
Regional Economic Analysis, Trends in Urbaniza- 

7% tion, The Structure of Cities, Cost-Benefit Analysis 
for Resource Development, and The Ovganization 

Research for Development. The presi-- 

dliffe 

‘The American The title of the 
has been changed | from Sociology and 

Public Welfare to Sociology and Anthropology. 
Austin Van der Slice remains as chairman. oni 

gZ Robert T. Bower and Harvey C. Moore were 
advanced to the rank of Associate Professor it in 
Sociology and Anthropology respectively. 

James H. Fox has just completed his work as 
director for the recently Published Survey 

of the — — of Washington, D. C. 

‘Bard College. 

Egypt, for 1954-55. He is attached to the Ameri- 

can University in Cairo and directs the Social Re 
search Seminars in Advanced Social Studies. ip 

University of California, Riverside. Frank 
Freeman Lee, a specialist in inter-group relations, 
has been appointed Assistant Professor of Sociology — 
at the University of California’s new College of | 

Letters and Science in Riverside. 

Universidad Central de Venemela. The new 

sence from January to April, 1954, during which © 

to the Congo and Panama. During: 

ee in Rome called by the United Nations, 

August 30 to September 10. He also attended the 
Immigration 

ome. from various fields are involved in teaching and 

= laboratory exercises and research assignments, are 

Gerard DeGré, Associate Profes- i 
sor, received a Fulbright, Lecture Award for Cairo, 

Natural ‘in ‘was on leave of 

time he collaborated with the oe 
archaeological expedition of ex-King Leopold of Year at the Institute ‘for Sociology, oe al 

George W. Hill attended the World Population — 

Conference of the International 

NOUNCEMENTS 

conducting laboratories. Manuals, consisting of 

general exposition, collected readings, bibliography, 

University of den courses 
fg sociology, while Professor Nehnevajsa was at 

4 the University of Washington and Harvard Univer. 
Pa ‘sity on a SSRC post-doctoral fellowship j in 

W. H. Higman, recently promoted to 
Professor, was named chairman of the Division for | | 

academic year 1954-55. 
_ J. H. Greenberg Monane resigned from the staff 
and was replaced by Judson Pearson, recent 
Ph.D. from the University of Washington, 2 the ; 

Cornell University. This year ‘mar ed 
initiation of a University- wide core training 

: course in social science research methods. This 

course is the result of two years of planning and 

preparation under a grant from the Social Science i 
_ Research Center. More than thirty faculty members — | 

| rs 

being prepared for each” of the research ‘| 

In addition to the continuing research programs 
< in the fields of inter-group relations, values, — 

gerontology, and applied anthropology, the follow- 

ing new studies are being initiated during the pres- 

ent year: Studies in Cross-Cultural Socialization in 
India and the Philippines (Ford Foundation) ; 

_ Study of Women’s Role in American Society (U. S. 
Public Health Service) ; India Village Development 
Project (Ford Foundation) ; Methodological Prob- 
lems Involved in the Study of Non-Western Areas 

(Rockefeller Foundation); Research Program ine 
Gerontology i in al College. (Ne with Cornell Uni- 

| 

Oslo, Norway under a Fulbright grant. 
Alexander H. ‘on sabbatical 1 

Behavioral Sciences during 1954-SS. 

Robin M. Williams, Jr. is spending the academic _— pard | 

the D 

for the year 1954-55. 
_ Gordon F. Streib has been appointed Director 
of the Study of Occupational Retirement. = aie 

William F. Whyte, School of "Industrial and 
‘Labor Relations, is’ ‘spending his sabbatical | 

Catholic Migration Committee at Breda, Holland, — doing research for the a Petroleum Company 

University of Colorado. Gordon H. Barker full 
and Jiri Nehnevajsa were on leave during, the past 

Venezuela, 
Edward A. ‘been appointed to 

sabbatical leave be on On Morris E. Opler Ww ill 

‘Barker was: in Germany the: Spring Semester. ai 

782 

Areas. 
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logy entered its third year of operations on e G 

“f vtember 15. It has more than doubled its staff ‘TOPOsitional inventory on Kesearch on The f 
"since opening in the Fall of 1952. gation _ (Ford Foundation) 

Allan R. Holmberg and Stephen Rick 
fellows of the Cente for Advanced Sti 
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“Max Ralis has joined the staff as field director research in a ‘medium- sized ~— at Kansas a , 
of the research project on the Methodological 

Problems Involved in the Study of Non-Western this: year. ty 

Areas. He spent the fall term in Jackson ‘Baur, who wa was on sabbatical eve 

_ James Montgomery, Department of - Housing - the past academic year pursuing a research study a 

es Design, received a grant from the - Cornell of the decision-making processes of boards of vol- . 

- Social Science Research Center for an analysis of untary associations in Kansas City, returned to 
the role of values in housing preferences.  -—_—fullil-time duty in the Department. = a 

of Sociology and Anthropology, is on sabbatical 

pointments in other institutions include: Robert leave during 1954-55. He holds a Study Grant from 

Eichhorn, Purdue University; — William _ Evan, _ The Fund for Adult Education and is making 
Princeton University ; Martin Martel, University o Cornell University his headquarters throughout the J 

_ Graduate students of the Department of So- —‘ Carroll D. Clark, Chairman of the Department 

ciology and Anthropology. who have accepted = ogy an 

of Illinois; H. David Kirk, McGill Univ ersity 5 year while studying — education eats in the the 
Lawrence Podell and George Theodorson, Univer- 

sity of Buffalo. Marston M. McCluggage, of Sociology 
Milton L. Barron | joined the Department « and Human Relations, is acting chairman of the 
Sociology and Anthropology at the College of the Department during Dr. Clark’s leave of absence. 
City of New York beginning with the fall term, : The past year he served as acting chairman of . 

Pew, Department of Human Relations while the chair- 

man, Hilden Gibson, was on sabbatical leave. __ 
joined the Department | a Rural Sociology as_ Gordon Erickson has been promoted to Asso- 

training, 
s. This 

ing and 
Science 

nembers 
ng and 

ing of 

h x 

esegre- 

in the 

While on leave he conducted a study of 
ina Utah community under a grant from ‘the Fund - = University of Missouri. Noel P. Gist cued | 
for Adult Education. the chairmanship of the Department of Sociology 

and Anthropology, replacing Toimi E. Kyllonen 
who is spending this year in Finland on a Fulbright. 

in the Extension Service. He ‘retains Terence Pihlblad has returned from a year's 
his membership in the Department of Rural Sociol- 
ogy where he has been appointed to fulb Professor. 

Louis Ploch has accepted a position as Assistant in a 
Professor of Rural Sociology at the University of ciences te 

Robert F. G. ‘Spier, who received his Ph.D. in 

r is istant Professor of Sociology and Anthropology © 
Professor in the Department of Rural Sociology “inthe Department. 
February 1. His major responsibilities are in con- ee a er 

j y j P New instructors in the Department include | John 7 

q research on migration in Norway. In August he par- © 

The University y of Kansas. Orry Walz, New, and Robert Joseph Dwyer 
part-time instructor in Sociology, has accepted a aie Irwin Deutscher is with Community Studies of 7 

temporary position of associate professor of sociol-— Kansas City working on a two-year study of the 
ogy at East Central State College, Ada, Oklahoma. metropolitan 
He received his Ph.D. degree in June. Others com- Wayne Wheeler is the College of Emporia, 
pleting the doctorate who have accepted positions — : State University of New York, New Paltz. 

are George H. Weber and Donald W. Smitherman. mee Link was awarded a Fulbright Scholarship. 
- The former heads the Division of Diagnosis and to teach in India beginning last July. He is at 

4 Treatment of the Minnesota Youth Conservation annamalai University in southeast 
~ Commission ; the latter is marriage counsellor for 9 

medical ‘clinic at Wichita, Kansas. _ North Carolina State College of Agi culture’ 
\q Through a grant from The Mrs. John S. Shep- ep- and Engineering. | James W. Green, Assistant 

-pard Foundation, Inc., the Research Committee of Professor, was granted a leave of absence to ac 

ply 

habits of rural and urban samples of Kansas High Sociology Advisor with the Foreign Operations Ad-— 

\% Department will undertake a study of drinking cept a temporary appointment in Pakistan as a 

irector 

School students. The study will be part of a na- ministration, United States Department of State. 

_ tional project initiated by the Hofstra Research Dr. Green will be away until August 31, 1956. 

Bureau, Hofstra College, and will be coordinated _ C. Horace Hamilton, Head of the Department. 
_ by Matthew N. Chappell. Marston M. McCluggage of Rural Sociology, attended the World Population 

i a will direct the Kansas study, assisted by E. — Conference in Rome, August 29 to September 10. "a 
Baur, Carroll D. Clark, and Charles | ‘Warriner. Frederick Bates, who received his Doctor’s 

The State Commission on Alcoholism will share in degree in sociology at the University of North 

the sponsorship. Carolina at Chapel Hill in June of this year, has 
Charles K. Warriner, Assistant Professor, de- accepted a temporary appointment as Assistant 

voted half his time the past year exploring prob- Professor in the Department “ Reni tied as 

in the theory of social organization replacement for Dr. Dr. Green. 
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been promoted to the rank of Professor. Since Jan 
uary, 1953, he has been serving as director of the 

-AMERIC. AN SOCIOLOGICAL REV IEW 

- who received his Ph.D. in the department in the 

of Notre Dame. E. K. Francis has —_—;University of Washington. Aubrey Wendling 

3 summer of 1954, was appointed Assistant Professor } 
~ Social Science and Foreign Affairs Project at Notre of Sociology at San Diego State College, beginning 
Dame, concerned with some social aspects of higher 7 epee, PO ee 
education and programs in the social sciences. Melvin L. DeFleur, his doctorate 

4 of field work among the Spanish- Americans in the Louis Orzack, | of is serving 

Upper Rio Grande Valley and of research in the as Instructor in Sociology for the year 1954-55. 
_ archives of the Archdiocese of Santa Fe. | as 

The University of Pennsylvania 

the inauguration of a program leading to the de- 
gree Doctor of Philosophy in City Planning. The 
new _ program supplements the present professional 

course offered by the Department of Land and City © 
Planning and the research activities of the Institute 

for Urban Studies. It will provide _ opportunities 

for advanced research training for students in the 
fields of city planning, urbanism, and civic design. 

> The new program will be administered by a special 

committee of the Graduate School of Arts and 

University of Wisconsin. Howard Becker js 
again chairman of the department during 1954-55, 
replacing William W. Howells, who an ap- 

pointment at Harvard. 

Assistant Professor of Anthropology 

__ E. E. LeMasters, who was a Lecturer dealing 
primarily with marriage and the family in 1952-54, 

left to be the chairman of the department at Beloit 

Frank L. al Wayne University i is Visit- 
- ing Professor of Sociology for the present year. _ 

Ca Harold F. Kaufman of Mississippi State Col- 
Inquiries may be addressed to the idee, ~ lege was Visiting Lecturer in Rural Sociology. for 

7 - Committee on City Planning, School of Fine Arts, 
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia 4, Penn- 

| 

Pomona College. Ray E. Baber, r, Chairman of 

& summer session at Madison. 

- During 1954-55, Marshall B. Clinard is the Ful- 

Stockholm to study the - theories, extent, and nature 
bright Research Professor at the University of 

é -- Department, is in Japan for the academic year 

esol on a Fulbright Research Award. He is 
"studying the changes taking place in the marriage 

7 ~ and family patterns of that country. During his ab- 

Alvin H. Scaff has returned from a year in the 
Philippines, on a Fulbright Research Aw ard, where 

he studied the Huk rebellion and the resettlement — 

a ersity of Puerto Rico. J. Mayone Sty cos 
al been awarded a post- doctoral fellowship in 

social demography by The Population Council Inc. 

to study at the University of North Carolina. Jam 

Arthur J. Vidich Jr. of Cornell University and 

Henry Zentner, who did his doctoral work 

at Stanford University, has been appointed Acting in 

a former member, Professor McQuilkin De- 

of crime in Sweden. | 
Hans Gerth is spending the academic year in 
Germany on a Fulbright research award. 
Morton Rubin has a ‘Woodrow Wilson Fellow- 

ship at Princeton for research on the Middle East 
during 1954-55. This last summer he did field work 

a ~ John Flint and Harrison Trice are Acting In- 
-structors for 1954-55. John Wahl has | been made 

Instructor in the Extension Division. 
John L. Miller was Director of the Content 
on Alcohol Studies held here in June. = 

_ The Review has just | received word of the death 

Grange, of Dartmouth College, on | - December 28, 
1953. Professor DeGrange was a specialist in the 

Beate Salz of the University of Chicago have ac- history and theory of | CGD, and an expert . 

pees joint teaching and research appointments in 
sociology and in the Social Science Research Center 

The University of Rochester. 
Gittler, Professor of Sociology at State Cok 

Department of Sociology of the College of Arts 
and Science, University of Rochester. He began his — 

we Martin Jones, head of the Department of 

Sociology at De Pauw University until his at 
ment in June, 1952, died in Florida on June 16, 

Dr. "Jones studied under Giddings at Co- 
-lumbia, and under E. A. Ross at Wi isconsin, where 

lege, was appointed Professor and Chairman of the he earned the PhD. 
* _ Albert Thurber Walkley died July 4, 1954, at 

q 

his home in Marblehead, Massachusetts. He studied 

ae new duties in September. Dr. Gittler will help to sociology at Columbia University, and later served 

establish a new group ‘elation at a research associate at the Research Center 
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defined as the group’s attractiveness for all its 

-yant to a potential goal- object, the group, in- | — 
-teracts with (b) the potential goal-object whose not discuss the experimental method chosen. We : 7 

tion), resulting in (c) a certain amount of at- 

members, at present a value obtained from 

Measuring 

Next, Libo reviews the ‘most. frequently use 

Libo in this denotes the group’s in laboratory, “experiments. 

attractiveness for each individual member. Tt they are | (a) the use of experimental instruc- 
differs from the more frequently discussed con- . tion or ‘suggestion, (b) planned assignments of 

“cept of “group cohesiveness” which is. subjects attractiveness- relevant activities, 
(c) the simultaneous use of instruction and as- 

members. signment, (d) the manipulation of group struc- 
The monograph begins with a useful discus- ture or process, (e) the simultaneous use 

sion of the relevant research on this subject. -of assignment to activities and manipulation of — 
The author concludes that in the past “Sequen-— -Sroup structure and process. After a critical ex- 7 

tially, the arousal of individual attraction “a —_—-? of these, Libo chooses a method to 
group cohesiveness in laboratory - groups can create “attraction” for his experimental sub- a 

‘sumably incorporates the best of the above ual with a certain degree of need tension rele- 
methods. Because of space limitations we will 

be conceptualized as follows: (a) the individ- 4 jects to their experimental groups, that pree 

stimulus characteristics with "respect to ‘the would like to focus on the research Libo con- 
4 ducted to. measure ‘and validate “attraction- 
. to-group.” This, Libo points out, is one of the — 
“main purposes of his research, 

traction to the object (attraction- to- group), Libo- describes. research conducted on 

and (d) : a certain valence of the group for aim methodological problems: (a) perfecting a be- 
havioral “criterion which can be used to. vali- 

an operation involving all the individual at- - date either experimental manipulations of group 
traction- to-group values (cohesiveness). attractiveness or measures of attraction- to- 

_ “Attraction- -to- group” or the resultant force ‘group, and (b) constructing a measure of at- 
acting on a member to remain in his group is traction-to-group which was less obvious in its 
hypothesized to be a function of the degree intent than a questionnaire. To accomplish the 
to which membership in 1 the group actually, first aim, a “locomotion measure” devel- 

or potentially need- satisfying. One must keep _ oped. To accomplish the second aim, a projec- 
in mind that Libo is focusing only on those tive technique called The Group-Picture- sail 7 
sources of attraction which stem from the valent Pression (G.P.I.) test was developed. 

the “locomotion measure” ob- 

seeds are specified (experimental manipula- 

sumption, therefore, that the forces toward 
q membership are » driving (i.e., people need to re-_ ‘as to “whether he wanted to remain in the 

isting: groups, these are interesting limitations. a. he was sitting at the time of the test adminis- 

main in the group), not restraining, forces > group and continue its existence , or leave the 

that it is the valent group in a natural situa- "group and permit it to disintegrate. The hy- _ 
tion, rather _than other coercive or external pothesis was that those members who belonged = 

factors, which is to arouse an individual’s need to the highly attractive group would ask to stay 
to belong to the group. Consequently, the re- _* those who belonged to t the group Ww with low — 
sults, Libo- points « out, are not relevant to attraction would ask to leave. The hypotheses es 

whose pressure to remain is due to (a) substantially confirmed. 
a sense of obligation or duty, (b) prohibitions _ The | G.P.I. was also administered to the sub- 
against leaving the group, and (c) fear of ee i jects. Th The test was designed to elicit and meas- — 
clusion or rejection from the group. For the ure the more subtle needs that ; go- to make up 

oriented” researcher ‘studying already an individual’s attraction to the group in which 

One may ask, how many “actual” groups exist tration. Each subject was given a booklet a 

Without ed of these “characteristics? to | appeared three pictures about w which short 
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a "stories were to be wr written on the answer sheet ee lized available voting statistics and - related 
provided opposite each picture. The answers these to demographic characteristics of the > dis. 

were then analyzed and scored. The higher the © tricts from which the votes come. The works 
score, the higher the individual’s attraction- to- of Stuart Rice, Harold Gosnell, Louis Bean, 

group. the more recent work of V. O. Key are 
_ For those who | may be interested in using 1g the y amples of this approach, The second method 

- test, Libo presents | an intensive discussion. of - that has been used } is the opinion and attitude 

(a) the theoretical foundations, the nature surv ey. . The Decides, a “report on the 
of the instrument, (c) the method of scoring survey conducted by the Survey Research Cen. 
and coding the answers, and (d) the reliability | ter of the University of Michigan in the 1952 

validity tests conducted ‘to ascertain the election is a recent and prominent example. 
scientific accuracy of the test. her In The V ‘oter Decides, the Michigan group 
“3 The G.P.I. test was found ~~ of dis- presents its material in two main sections. Part 

iy = criminating (1) between subjects assigned in One gives us a general description of the elec- 

the high experimental conditions and those in tion in comparison with | the election of 1948, 
the low, (2) between subjects who stayed in on which the Survey Research Center also con- 
their groups and those who did not. However, i it ducted | a study. It deals in turn with: a com- 
is interesting to note that Libo also administered — : parison of the two elections in respect to par- 

questionnaire to each subject which ticipation and vote switching ; a description of 
tapped the individual’s “attraction-to- -group.” the degree of participation as indicated by cam- . 

‘The questionnaire was found to be, in some paign-related actions on the part of citizens 
r vio a well as their votes; the role which the candi- 

; 3 elaborate projective technique. ‘Sach 1 re- re dates as personalities played in the campaign 
sults help co confirm the hypotheses the that projective as distinct from their role as party ‘Tepresenta- 
techniques may may not be necessary y when we a are tives; and a tabulation of all demographic fac- 

dealing with those needs that relatively normal tors "related participation and candidate 
people manifest and which they are not defen- choice. 
sive about. It may be that a projective tech- | on hereas Part One is largely descriptive ; Part 

nique is more necessary for abnormal people _ Two is analytical in approach. It concentrates 
whose personality “loaded” with on what the authors call the “intervening varia- 

defense mechanisms. es of attitudes, perceptions and group loyal- 

Libo- concludes, that ties,” and treats these variables as they relate 
- traction- -to-group can be expressed in the special to aspects of political behavior. For this analy: 
Rares of _perceptual-cognitive- ‘motor behavior i in- sis Campbell and associates employ three ana- 
volved in responding to a projective concepts—party identification, issue orie 
as well as noting ‘its expression in question- entation, and candidate orientation. The first of 
naire and locomotion behavior, we have these, party identification, is measured by the 

- the variable assume potential status as a major _ self- classification of the survey respondents into 
motivational concept in social psychological strong. Democrats, Democrats, independ- 

theory. Attraction-to- -group is measurably mani- ent Republications, etc. (It is shown that this 

- fested at both the “public” and “private” — classification. is relativ rely stable prior to and 
els of behavior. In demonstrating that ; a “pro during the campaign, | and that it has a high 

_ jective technique can be used to measure the | a relationship to | questions on party loyalty, ‘par 

characteristics of an object in the social psy- ents’ political preferences, party of first vote 
- chological field, in addition to its usual appli- and, , of course, to voting in the 1952 election.) — 

Tssue Orientation has the three components of 

sensitivity in respect to ) issues, the amount “| measurement a lications of rojec- 
7 involvement pe people have in issues (as meas- 

iS ured by the number of issues on which re 
Yale Labor and Center take a stand), and the direction of their orien- 

vor tation. The third major concept, candidate ori- 

‘York: "be, Compa, 1954, tion to candidates is based on ac “count of ¥ 

xiii, 242 pp. $4.75. number « of references to either candidate; the 

‘The quantitative study of political behavior _ direction of orientation is measured through al 
by social scientists in the United States has m oe of fav orable and unfavorable references 

two main approaches. The first has uti- to Eisenhower and Stevenson. 
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ing organizations in the 1950 congressional elec- 

authors now through a series 
_ of cross-tabulations, showing first that although 

they are all correlated, each has some degree 7 
of independent force when the others are held — 
constant, and that in combination they become — 
‘highly related to the level of participation 
the campaign and to party voting. It is shown 
that of persons who are motivated by all three _ 
factors, with no conflict between them, nearly i pp. $6.00. 

all participate in the election on. Similarly, a com- 
bination factor favoring candidate almost. 
always produces a vote for that candidate. cs 

The Michigan survey, on which The Voter 

lows the pattern of several previous “studies— 
Michigan’s own work on the 1948 election, the 4 

Columbia Univ ersity-NORC study in| 1944, 
and the studies done by various regional poll- 

tions. Its most prominent ancestor is, of course, 

the Ohio study on the 1940 election by Lazars- 
feld, Berelson and Gaudet (The People’s Choice) 
which has been followed up in New 

: York in the 1948 election. __ 
It is to the credit of the Michigan group that 2 

have revived one of the "significant con- 

“cepts developed in the earlier work of Lazars- 
_feld and associates. The Voter Decides makes 
considerable use of the idea of conflict as a fac- 
tor mitigating the influence of motivational 

forces toward participation and toward candi- 
date choice. This is, as Campbell and his asso- 
ciates point out in their summary chapter, close 

_ to the idea of cross-pressures developed in The 
People’s Choice. The « earlier work dealt with 

both demographic ¢ cross- -pressures, such as con- 
flicts between predispositions — due to religion | 

and economic level, and with cross-pressures in © 
_ the area of intentions and attitudes. The Michi- 
gan work concentrates on conflicts existing be- 
tween their three analytical concepts. In both 
cases the finding is the 

Roser T 

“nique employed in their investigations 
“achievement motive. 

in in political behavior. 
Bower ERD 

American 
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es CLELLAND, JoHN W. ATKINSON, RUSSELL A 
The Achievement Motive. By Davip soe 

CLARK, and Epcar L. ELL. Ne ew York: 

Appleton- Century-Crofts, Inc., 1953. xxii, 

_ This book is presented as a summary y report 

of research conducted on the “achievement 

to the possibility | that more recent investigations 

other aspects" of the “achievement motive” 

the authors may force a different interpreta- 

— tion. The experiments according | to the authors, 

came to uphold is said to have evolved from 

their experimental findings. 

toe bring together diverse research findings and 
presentation for r evaluation, and to stimulate 
possible use by others of the experimental tech- — 

‘of the 

_ The authors review and briefly evaluate a few 
of what they consider important 
theoretical notions relating to motivation. After 
‘discussing the _ Shortcomings motivational 

theorizing in in the ‘ 
sity, ” and “stimulus pattern m models, ” they define — 
and elaborate the “affective ‘arousal model” in 
terms of which their own theoretical position is 
taken. Motive is defined as “the redintegration 
by a cue of a change in an affective situation,” 
“the learned result of pairing cues with affect 

motives are learned, in the scheme of the authors. 
Biological needs are therefore not considered as 

‘motiv es, although it is thought such needs must 
_in some way be related to motives “through the 

‘There are two purported aims of the book: 

‘survival, “stimulus inten- 

motive” during the period from. 1947 to 1952 7 fr 
ed in a tentative way due 

Decides is based, involved two waves of inter- The results are present y 

views with the same respondents. thus fol- 
q 

here “reported were conceiv ved and carried out 
- more or less free from preconceiv ed motivational © 

theory, and theoretical position which they 

or the conditions which produce affect.” a 

In general, the large contribution of the « capacity of many biological needs to | produce 
Michigan work lies in their detailed elaboration 7 affective arousal.” And it is affect which serves 

of subjective variables. There is considerable as the basis of all motives. The determinants 
_ treatment here of of the extent and direction of e of negative and positive affect are discussed at 
feelings on issues, parties and candidates. “some length. Borrowing the concept “adapta- 
as to the three concepts discussed above, tion level” from earlier writers, this theoretical 

notion is extended to include expectations, In 
- volume—sense of political efficacy and sense of | general, ‘it is the direction and extent. of dis- 
f citizen duty. Although - none of these concepts — crepancy y between the adaptation level and 1 per- 

could: be considered basically Psychological in 

> sense that they depend upon underlying = ence. shall be pleasant. or unpleasant. The 
ception that determines whether the resultant 

dynamic factors of personality, referring as conception of adaptation level in terms this 
they” do to gage attitudes in the course of broad permits a meaningful application of this 
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level may be but affect is 
the “innate result of certain discrepancies be- “influential in the psychological out- 
tween expectations and perceptions.” ‘Fantasy can be elicited only in a 

4 Eight of the ten chapters. of the book are situation with a minimum of objective — 

given primarily to a discussion of experimental age points or reality constraints. In such an 

procedure, technique, and results. The situation we should expect that 

procedure for determining the criterion variable - motivational factors would be more clearly re- 

consisted of inducing different degrees of ‘the vealed. Fantasy resembles judgment of re 
“achievement motive” and then measuring their . events, experimental studies of which have s shown | 

" ¢ differential effects on fantasy as expressed i in that in ‘such an ambiguous situation the fears, — 
short stories written by subjects in reaction to hopes, expectations, etc., of the participants ae ; tabula 

= certain TAT cards or short descriptions of clearly revealed in their ‘predictions. | -interp 

tions. The ‘results: of the view of the previous work of the senior | 
author Particularly, it would» be expected that” 

that this holds true also in. other though brief reference is made to some 
tures, although the specific content ¢ of the differences in the importance attached to achieve- 

fantasy may vary in line with cultural themes. ment, nowhere do the authors consider this 
There seems little question that valid and reliable problem in relation to role and ego development, 

of results are obtainable through this approach. _ to which it must ultimately be linked. Instead, 
rs. This last statement acquires special signifi- . they claim to have been guided by influences 

cance when viewed in the light of certain de- coming from two main sources: psychoanalysis — 
_velopments in the study of motivation, which experiments on animals. Actually it is 
= the authors evidently failed to o consider. One quite difficult to see a very high relationship 

the most clear-cut trends in American psy- between experimental behavior of animals and 
chology has been, since the 1930’s, the investiga- _ the “achievement motive” in man. Even in the 

tion of various motivational factors through specific experiments reported in this volume, 
their influence on psychological activity, espe- any leads gained from animal ‘experimentation 

cially perception and judgment. Especially in the are not readily manifest. 
- 1940's s was there a deluge of such studies. ‘The ‘The value of this book lies in its contribution — 

the particular motive. This method has been University « of Oklahoma = fy 4 
specifically applied to the investigation of vari- 

ous motivational factors, including for example, » 4 Social Implications of the 1947 7 Scottish Mental ~“/ 
social and ego attitudes, , hunger, and even ex- § Survey. (Publications of | the Scottish Council q | 
pected achievement on a given task. for Research in Education, XXXV). By 
authors’ claim for their method of studying the James Maxwett. London: University of 
“achievement motive” as “a relatively new way” London Press| Ltd., 1953. xilii, 356 pp. 10s. 
is not wholly consistent ‘with the wealth of earlier 

th All th 

the present, When the Mental Survey Committe of Scottish Council for Research Education 
-volume m may be taken as special applications of ‘repeated in 1947 the 1932 survey of the intel- a 

_ established procedure of of i investigating: “Higence of eleven year old Scottish school chile 
motives through their influence on psychological dren, it ‘extended the scope of. the inquiry by 

in an unstructured situation. The collecting certain additional physiological and 
specific motive in the case of the studies of sociological data on a random ten per cent 
the Present authors was sample of “the children. An earlier volume 
motive”; ; the specific unstructured _ stimulus 

were TAT cards and descriptions of 

stu 

[The Trend of Scottish 

evel o nositive cx ‘is rather well established that as the stimulus _ _ gurvey 

q 

— 

— 
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‘survey. The present volume analyzes for This book important contributions to 

sample of 7 380 children the interrelationships know ledge of the association between measured Ke 

of social background factors (father’s occupa- intelligence and social conditions. |] It is to be 

“tion, occupancy rate of dwelling, mother’ s age, ‘hoped that not only will inferences about causal 

family size, location of home, migration, and _ Sequences be strengthened by evidence from | 

evacuation during the war) with intelligence and regular series” of surveys, but that intensive 

with height and weight. Special analyses are studies especially designed for testing causal 

‘made of high and low scorers, and of twins. hypotheses will be undertaken. ny vy ieee un 

The sample is almost impeccable. The text Rura RIEMER 

js concise and its points supported University of California, Los Angeles 

q tables and charts. The Appendix, _ comprising 
almost half of the volume, gives in full the basic The Philosophy Symbolic Forms. Vol. 

tabulations and the computations so that each Language. By ERNST CASSIRER New Haven: 4 

interpretation can be checked and the data re- 

‘manipulated if desired. So much ‘detail was 1953. 

reported to facilitate exact comparisons with 

future surveys, but it also gives: volume Ernst ‘the last survivor 

immediate usefulness as exercise material” in great German philosophic tradition which began 

research methods and statistics courses. __ with Immanuel Kant. Born Breslau of a 

‘Some of the more important findings are as : prosperous family in 1874, he . studied first 

- follows. The tendency for average intelligence jurisprudence and then philosophy and literature 

test score to decrease with increase in family size at Berlin, Leipzig, Heidelberg, and then Berlin 

persists through all levels of father’s occupation, again. In the summer of 1894 he took at Berlin 

all occupancy rates, and all ages of peed a course in Kant given by a brilliant young 

isa similar, though so somew hat ss marked, Privatdozent named Georg Simmel who “hhap- 
lysis pened to remark, one day, that “Undoubtedly Ba 

it » \% the best books on Kant are written by Herman 

3 with” books a and two years later moved to a 
| score varies more> with social conditions | than to attend Cohen’s lectures and seminars and to 

do height and weight, and physique and intel- : become the most prodigious disciple of “the | 
ligence score are not closely “related to one Olympian,” as Cohen was then called. two 
another. Between 1932 and 1947 average height _ years more he had submitted his dissertation on - 
and weight of eleven’ year” old children appar- ‘Leibniz to the philosophical faculty at Marburg 

ently increased relatively more than the im- and startled his examiners by what his biographer 
_ provement in average intelligence test score. (Dimitry Gawronsky) calls “the immensity of 
The author concludes that the differences in q his knowledge and brilliancy of his understand-— 
social conditions: probably accentuate the ‘rela- 
tionship between test score e and family size but After receiving his doctorate summa cum 
they do not account for it, that is, he implies laude he devoted himself to a general history of 
that the higher than average intelligence of epistemology, the first two volumes of which } 

| children in small families is basically due to appeared in 1906 and 1908. It was this work 
genetic selection. Children in the various social | which made his early reputation and which led, : 

conditions have been selected to a considerable over the opposition of Stumpf and Riehl but 
extent by Parental intelligence; selection _ by with the support of Dilthey, to his appointment 
parental height and weight is of lesser - degree. 

_ The need for much more information — to solve “posts included professorships at Hamburg, , Ox- 
the p paradox of apparent dysgenic selection along ford, Goeteborg, Yale, and, finally, Columbia, 
7 with evident ‘improvement in physique and in- _ where he was teaching at the time of his death, 

telligence of eleven year old children is noted. ‘on 
_ The only criticism that this reviewer has of _T he many learned books whose publication 

M Maxwell’s analysis is ‘that the punctuates distinguished career cannot even 
have ‘exploite ety fee a here. Between the years 1923 

whether the association betwee een family size and ~ and 1929, however, he published in three volumes ‘the Philosophie der symbolisch , the 
intelligence p persists, , when several = volume which is now translated into 

groups. 
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; explain | the theory ory of symbolic forms would be Neo- Kantianism, Cassirer has ee 
—«® formidable task, and one cannot hope for in this country to be primarily a philosopher of 

. success ji in a few sentences. This is particularly © ‘the physical sciences. We are now able to under- 
the case because it comprises not only a “cor- ~ stand that he was also a philosopher of the cul- 
a rection” of the Kantian but and, » with the language barrier 

-aphilosophy of culture. = = | removed, can begin to appreciate his towering — 
Let us begin, nevertheless, by recalling that stat stature in both fields of endeavor. Sire: 
the Kantian forms impress themselves upon RoBERT 
the data of phenomenal experience and thus The City College of New York 
serve to ‘order, ‘to arrange, and finally to trans- 

ete intuitions The Dynamics Society. By W. W. 

orms are the categories; t hey categorize ut do Rostow. New York: Wz W. Norton and Co, 
ct create. They are passive rather than active; ‘Inc., 1953. xvi, 282 pp. $3. 

they accept phenomena and arrange them, but 
do not ‘supply phenomena nor do ‘they Study of NatHan Lertes., 

expand the range of knowledge. It was Cassirer’ Ss Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press, 1953. 639 

brilliant insight that the categories pp. 
h lled them, the i 

The of studies of present day Russia 
is impressive, but the findings of the individual — 

_ studies are rather poorly integrated. Therefore, 
the Center for International Studies - of the 

Langer has characterized as this “ ‘emphasis upon 
W. W. Rostow, an economic historian, to attempt the constitutive character of s mbolic render- 

synthesis. Mr. Rostow “read voraciously” 4 

At the risk of injustice ‘to its epistemological — and | =e s convinced that among the students of — 
_ rigor, we may describe the theory in even simpler © 
_ terms. Symbolic forms functioning as concepts 

3 creative synthetic power and that they are — 
not only regulative but constitutive factors | in 

-~ “the construction of knowledge. His highly origi- 

to present a picture with ‘which in the man, | 

both denote and connote. Attention to the of 
former of these functions leads epistemologically __ *"° result of his labors has been the boo 

pe under review which i is also meant to serve as an to the troublesome problem of the Ding-an- sich 
—— for making rational policy decisions and induces a sceptical view of language. If one 

P euag with respect ‘to Soviet Russia. The book is 
how ever not a digest of the existing literature 

~ can show, on the contrary, that forms both 

Russia; rarely are there allusions to 
and create, then language becomes the 

vehicle of knowledge and, in a sense, the motor rl 

is the problem to which Cassirer = particular problem is "Presented dogmati- 
dressed himself in his Philosophy of Symbolic Ally, sometimes with acknowledgment of par > 

Forms, treating in the first volume the philoso- 7... ticular indebtedness to the author of a standard ~ 

k on the question. The reader could the 
mt of language, in n the second mythical thought, ‘ work on the question. The reader cou wall 

fore not check whether the alleged consensus — 
and in the third the phenomenology of knowl- 

ani really exists; but the present reviewer believes | 
edge. In the first volume we gain an impression the th in 

not only of the tremendous scope of Cassirer’s Chasis ie 
erudition but also of the power of his funda- 
mental insight in solving some of the problems — was possible, and it is gratifying that the acione 

compare his theory 1 with Zi 
eo P - y in general wit naniecki’s _ Mr. Rostow’s book consists of two parts and» | theory of culture and of cultural reality. Al-— i hich, in actualit eat 

though Cassirer’s interests are primarily epistem- a conchusion which, in actuality, is a postactys 
added because the major part of the writing was 

ological, their — concluded shortly before Stalin’ s death. The 
modes | of approach and their conclusions have first. pa part is "devoted ‘the question, | through 

would what processes has present day Soviet society 
g to explore become what it is, or, in the author’s words, 

We are especially fortunate, in short, in hav- “how the various parts of Soviet’s society have _ 

worthy ‘that years ago no such statement 

of the earlier translation of his Substanzbegriff “main contention is’ that the tr 

a ing this translation at the present time. Because moved in relation to one another.” The author's - 

; Punktionsbegrif. a and his Einstein- have resulted not from conscious Tong 
Relativitatstheorie, because term planning, but from ‘a succession of 

“his ‘identification with the “Marburg school of cisions made in concrete circumstances created “4 
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is tte. Al All these d dissatisfactions exist , but | do not create 

| temtaietic: treatment of the same events, The are overwhelmed by the ‘sheer problem of sur- 

key decisions are identified by the author with 4 vival, mentally exhausted by "being always ex- — 

the “choice of ultimate values, or “priorities.’ posed to ‘propaganda and, n moreover, do not yet 

a Top priority, from the start, was ; granted to see any “real alternative.” The same is true 

power. This statement is “not tantamount to of numerous group dissatisfactions. 
saying ‘that the Soviet rulers have been con- forces of cohesion and 

| sistently motivated by the desire for power; derived _by Mr. _ Rostow the 

7 i expresses rather the belief that, if power is 

concentrated in the hands of “those who are book; therefore, he believes, and rightly, so, 

a4 ~ “conscious” of the laws of history, large benefi- that they will remain operative in the long run, 

i” cent purposes would be served. The author independently of the change in the power per- 

explicitly rejects the view (dominating sonnel. ‘In the Conclusion, knowledge gained 
RITES. bassador W. B. Smith’s well known book) that in the first two parts is applied to tentative pre- 

3. 639 the Soviet regime is merely another example of _ diction of domestic and foreign developments. = 

Russian a autocracy. prediction | of the former is involved and 

an _ The top priority granted to power means two indeterminate; as to the latter, the author be- 
first, maintenance of the regime’s ine lieves that the masters of the Kremlin Russia | | 

ternal controls, and only second, maximization would launch third world v war only under 

refore, oof external power. . Therefore, says the author, quite exceptional circumstances. 
of the it is doubtful that the Soviet regime e is operated A Exactly as in Mr. Rostow’s book, Nathan 
asked b a time table for world conquest. The mainte- Leites’ Study of Bolshevism has a dual purpose: 
tempt of inner controls has required ‘an first, increase of knowledge and understanding 

ously” | bureaucratization the instru- 0 of facts and, second, help to W estern ‘policy 
nts of | ments of power, expressed in the atrophy of the makers in dealing with Communism. But the 
Sensus Soviets, the of the trade “unions, approach is quite different since Mr. Leites’ work 

“main, © f the establishment of tight political control over is a digest of statements ever made by Lenin 
ae the army, a peculiar evolution of Soviet ideology, and Stalin on “political strategy.” The findings 
beok especially the complete elimination of the cannot be spectacular. First, the statements 

| humanistic baggage ‘of the revolution. ‘These of the Communist leaders have been reproduced 

cisions } phenomena were accompanied with a parallel _ and interpreted hundreds of times; second, in 
00k is” _ bureaucratization of sociocultural life, including 1951, Mr. Leites published a preview of his 
rature , - education, literature, the arts, and even religion. work under the title The Operative Code of the 

| The second part of the book is of greatest -Politbureau. 1. 

eneral, interest. 7 main peculiarity of the > Soviet There is, however, marked ‘difference 
_-Tegime, says the author, consists in an extraor- tween the two works of the same author. In 

-dinary unification of power on the top level, the earlier one, selected political dicta of Lenin 

but only there. Nevertheless, the political struc- and Stalin were presented as systems of aphor- 
there- ture possesses sufficient cohesion based on the » isms vy which seemed to give . definite answers to 

sensus | granting to its members of sufficient real income, questions 4 political strategy. In the work 
elieves | public prestige, and a special feeling of security © under review , the attempt is made to exhaust 

_ through identification with the total structure. the pertinent statements; the result being that, 
{wl Relative to the masses, the regime has permitted © between individual items, there are many in- 

the resurgence of powerful elements of national- "consistencies. Thus, the approach c of the Bolshe- 
ism both in the form of xenophobia and the --vist leaders to the main problem of history seems 

~ faintenance of certain lines of culture tradition. to include both elements of determinism and — 
es But the forces of cohesion are ‘balanced by indeterminism, with no clear relationship between 

_tensions. In addition to the weakness inherent the two. The book even contains a short epi- 
a. iin the political system which the author per- logue where a few tendencies of the. development. 

cceives in the separation of a policy making of the political doctrine of Bolshevism are 
Ya formulated; among them, one finds the tendency 

oligarchy and an over-dev eloped bureaucracy, to feel reality as more, rather than less, 
he discusses “general dissatisfaction” and dis- ~ ous in the meaning of the possibility of “total 
satisfaction of special groups. The general dis- ous the me of Bolshevism. “Consciousness, 

ithor’s | satisfaction is generated by the ro ole of the correct knowledge of historical laws, allegedly 
Soviet | Political police, the low standards of life, the the main advantage of Bolshevism over its most _ 
long: | Position of religion, insipidity and unbearable dreaded enemy, big bourgeoisie, was first ass 
of repetitiousness of official propaganda, the cribed to the party, then only to its top level, 

“Tack of popular ‘participation government. and 
— 
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‘The: book is divided ‘into four | parts—vision, munities in Eastern Europe and the forcible 
action, , techniques and solution; in the reviewer overthrow of long” dominant regimes, such as 

_ opinion, the second, on action, containing chap- Dutch rule in Indonesia, are extreme examples, — 
ters on precision and realism, , the control of a The > Study o of culture at a distance, as treated x 

feeling, persistence and flexibility, and the like, in ‘the Manual, employs various approaches, — 
is the most interesting. Each chapter consists chiefly work with informants and work with 
of a few s sections, and in every section state- _ symbolic ‘materials. WwW ork with informants is 
_ ments from Lenin and Stalin are confronted with — based on circular peocesses of initiation and = 
“excerpts from Russian thinkers (most commonly — response, but projective tests are employed also, 

_ Gogol, Turgenev, Dostoevsky, and Chekhov) Symbolic materials are taken from written and — 
ane : which are used to make conspicuous the contrast — oral literature (folklore) and from film pro- i 

between the : political strategy of Bolshevism and — duction, but with limitations. It seems that ¥ 
the typical attitudes of pre-revoluntionary in- qualitative analysis has been preferred to quan- 

tellectuals. This refutes the hypothesis that , titative analysis. throughout, and it further ap- 

after all, Bolshevism is merely a that, in main, “contemporary, not 

of something inherent in Russian culture. rar! historical, documents _ have been considered. In 

In some places, the author tries to | give to brief, culture is taken as a static attribute of 
- his findings more depth by reference to psycho- persons, not as a process. The methods ex- ; 
analytical terms. But, as he says, it is possible pounded reflect strengths and weaknesses of the | 
_ to reject the theory of psychoanalysis, _and still anthropological and psychological approaches to | 
find the portrait acceptable. ‘The present re- cultural phenomena rather than the aims and 
viewer agrees. results of truly interdisciplinary teamwork. Ad- 
_ Both books are important contributions to the vantages as well as ‘disadvantages are — ; 

literature on the Soviet Union, and this is that approach, 
despite the fact that their predictive value is. On the positive side, anthropologists. 

nil. The events which followed Stalin’ . im ee study of modern cultures the thought habit 

could not be predicted either from the regarding social | phenomena integrated 
_ knowledge offered by Mr. Rostow (as evidenced wholes . They bring to it a trained ability of 

the rather embarrassed tone of the Con- seeing in single 
clusion), or from the exhaustive compilation se significance or, in Rhoda Métraux’s words, © 

_ the doctrine offered by Mr. Leites who, perhaps, the ability to know the detail in context. Her a 
could have summarized his book by stating that, “paper on ‘ ‘Resonance Imagery” (pp. 343- 
relative to most problems, the doctrine under- 365), which makes these skills explicit, is one of 

Tying the political Strategy of Bolshevism most thought-provoking in the 
the trait of ambival alence ‘The same is true of Martha Wolfenstein’s pene- 

ON, S. TIMASHEFF contribution on “Movie Analysis in the 

Fordham University — Wee ahs of (pp. 267-281). 
this approach rejects mass training of stu ents 

Study in repetitive techniques relies instead on 
MARGARET Meap and MErTRAUX. personal apprenticeship with an acknowledged 

Chicago: “The University of Chicago Press, ‘master of the art. Accordingly, in the organi- 
1953. zation of ‘group research, as described for the 

1953. x, 480 pp. $5.00. Manual by Margaret Mead, the stress is “not. 

‘This Manual is based the on the uniformities among intelligent, highly 
od Columbia Research in Contemporary Cultures, trained individuals, but upon the unique con- 
which was inaugurated by the late Professor ~ figuration of perception, training and experience 
— Ruth F. Benedict, and a series of successor of the individual research worker” (p. 86). In 
“projects under various auspices. s. The Manual — this view, in which the reviewer concurs, , it is 
4 the | methods that were developed, 7 held that scholars in the social sciences are not 

chiefly during ‘World War II and the immediate as interchangeable | as laboratory technicians. 
post-war period, for analyzing cultural regu- On the negative ‘side, however, one notes too | 

members of societies which had become in- too much substitution of simplified images for 
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- larities in the character of individuals who were little discrimination in the use of sources te 7 

accessible to direct observation. _Such i inac- the complexities of modern society. Some- 
cessibility might have arisen from war con- times, the - authors seem to content themselves — ; 

ditions, as in the case of Germany and Japan; — with stabs at reality. here and there, assuming 

Russia, Communist China and their satellites; j breakdown of informants as to their 

from totalitarian rule, as in the case of Soviet — mages representativeness without proving a 

or simply from rapid social change, of which | poten has been attempted. Personality 

the of the Jewish an and German com- changes in emigration should have cautioned 
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all the use projective Similarly, “ain’t so” culture” to be studied (as 
uch as the problem of representativeness of symbolic ~ represented | by impressions from n previous travels, 
amples, | materials is hardly ever broached. For instance, bits of reading, hearsay, etc.), but tossing the 7 
treated upon reading Rhoda Métraux’s “Note on— the — child out with the bath by implicity including _ 

oaches, Spectator in French Culture” (pp. 390-397), solid 1 historical knowledge in the anathema. 
kK ~*~ one asks oneself whether what is described there This must have confused Geoffrey Gorer to such — 
ants" -; as an inherent characteristic of French culture s an extent that he forgot all the rules of the 

mn and is not in fact representative of French middle game. Without being prepared for it, he invoked 
d also, class culture or of French middle class culture — comparative history in making a case for the 
en and during circumscribed period, or perhaps of maintenance of the imperial institutions of 
n ‘Pro- European middle class culture in general. In - Japan, When he says (p. 402) that “attacking 
s = the absence of comparative materials, judgment — the Mikado would be like attacking the Pope 

er ap- 

y, not | 
ed. In careful analysis of sources and of edge of the things that “ain’t p. 

Wolfenstein’s piece on “The Soviet | Image of - of the history of the Papacy. It would have 
Corruption” stands out precisely because of its: et been better, (a) if he had forgotten his knowl-— 

be deferred. On the other hand, “Martha for medieval Catholics,” he reveals his ignorance. 

"deed, at this point, it is not entirely clear what conclusion, ‘it ‘said ‘that ‘The 7 
the ladies and gentlemen of the Study of Culture from a Distance” is a valuable 

or against. Do they propose to study contribution methodological literature in zed 

phenomenon or do they study individual behavior concrete is an 
conditioned _ by culture? The origin excellent educational device. The attached 

rationale of ‘the study | of culture from a dis- — bibliography serves the : student who wants to 

~ tance would point to the former, but the ma- — - familiarize himself more fully with the work of | 
grated | terial presented i is not conclusive. Perhaps, ‘the the authors. But the contributions are uneven. = 
_ of | intention is to study the reflection of a national - ‘i Some of them, like those of Ruth Benedict and 

a ‘ ; culture in the minds of individual participants Martha Wolfenstein, are classical statements. 
s, | & to conclude from reflected culture to culture Also, much of what editors Margaret Mead and | 

itself. If so, the image of a contemporary but | Rhoda Métraux have to say is of top rank. 
culture been Other contributions, while interest- a 

| “History as it appears to Rumanians” (pp. 405- a tion or are uncertain in 1 application. Still others | 

415). . However, according to Geoffrey | Gorer (p. _ betray naiveté in the use of sources. An ex-— 
that s sort of procedure is not necessary ample Sula Benet’s exposé on “Courage: 

because “all that is attempted [in the study of Cumulative Effects of Sacrifice,” which purports — 
“national character] is the isolation and descrip- to reveal” Polish national character, but. 
tion of the motives of the majority of the popu- for confirmation a poem by Juljan Tuwim which, aa 

the lation over and above those rational ones which if anything, is | far more revealing of Jewish — 
| are g gratified by the operation of the institutions than of Polish character. On the whole, the 

which historical accident and | technological de- impression is strengthened that social anthro- __ 
velopment have produced at a certain time. > _ pologists have a lot to teach other social scien- 
One is tempted to ask: How does he know that _ tists, but also that | they have a lot to leern 
his informants ‘Tepresent the majority of the themselves, 
population? As to. character being static J. 

history an “accident,” co- -author Gregory Bateson Forest Hills, Ne ew w York 

generalization in the field of psychology is that _ Colour and Culture in South Africa. By S A J 

. the behavioral characteristics . . . of man PaTTERSON. London: Routledge and Kegan 
depend on the previous experience and behavior Paul Ltd. d. (Grove Press, distributor), 1953. 

of that individual,” in other words, on a case vi, 402 Pp. $6.00. 
history. However, ‘Bateson, | arguing as is it would Sheila Patterson, an English sociologist, hasin 

seem against himself, contrasts the develop- _ this volume written a splendid study of the 
ment of national ‘character. to historical back- status of the Cape Coloured People wit within the ec 
ground. At this juncture, Margaret Mead enters: social structure of South Africa. a year 
the picture for as all of the recent analyses o of the 

done by Ruth Benedict in her piece Leites Haimson, are lacking in interpreta-_ 
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the Negroes in the United States: 
social, political, economic, and educational 

status; recent changes and their causes; relations 

trends. 

"AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL REV IEW 

‘movement a as it the 8,500,000 the text. exasperating to have 

Bantu- speaking Africans. Patterson’s study con- 
cerns rather the 1,078,000 Coloured people whose | 

little cohesion and leadership within the group, 

_ but also because the struggle for civil liberties 
been directed primarily toward rights for 
larger Native group. be Cape Colony 

4 

the 

_ The apartheid policy of the Nationalist govern- 

privileged position. 

ar | 

search in other parts of the book for the always 
illuminating comment upon the text. 

intermediate position in the Union is an espe- § This volume, appearing in the International 
cially unhappy one, not only because there is Library of Sociology and Social Reconstruction 

by Karl Mannheim), is highly com. 
-mended to all students of racial relations. 

Washington and Lee U as Paskington an ee 

Israel Between East cand West. By 

scientists. An outstanding ex- 

ample of this attraction was Dr. Arthur ~and 
ment, however, is ‘steadily undermining their European sociologist who early settled in 

Patterson examines and there exerted a large influence on 
historic position and their present status. -—cthe:: direction of land | policies ; and community 

The Coloured group is not a “community”: _ formation of the Jewish colony. = 8 ~— 
io origins, historical experience, local tra- 

_ dition, the growth of social classes among them, 
have prevented any sense of internal cohesion. 
Even the attitudes toward present governmental 

4 fore, to do for these peo 

in the Union; and — 

— shows the patterns of differentiation and 
discrimination five areas: politics, the 
ministration of law, economic life, social services| 

(education, health, housing, social welfare), 
and “social life and relationships” (recreation, 

religion, personal Ber study, 
made over a period of almost four years, is 

fully documented, and is all the more remarkable :. that the study focuses on Israel as a newly fired 
because of the dispersion of the Coloured people. 

a) 1948 and the emergence of Israel as an 
a pre ceres state, there has been a steady traffic 

“new country, drawn both by its leaders’ "rece 
_ policies are divisive. Patterson has tried, there- thay to social science and by its wealth of re- bi 

ple what Myrdal did for searchable social phenomena. 
to analyze ‘The present volume comes as the first “a 

conducted on the Israeli social scene. To this 
‘distinction must be added the fact that the 
author | is a European trained cultural anthro- 
pologist who has lived worked in the Holy 

since 1933. Accordingly, Professor Patai 

graph in English to report extensive research _ 

on first-hand observation as an “insider,” sod 

perspective anthropology’s | comparative 
approach, 
_ The book’s title is somewhat misleading 

melting pot of highly diverse strains of immi- 

it provides n not only a us useful handbook, with a - grants. In the problems | posed by large | immi- 
wealth of detail, but also a brilliant revelation gration movements, the parallels between 

of soci: 

the out 
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on 

cultura 
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broad 

“conspit 
enlarge 

calternz 

the complexity of prejudice, racial attitudes, circa 1950 and the United States ‘circa 1900- 
and discrimination in South Africa. Her final 1910 are striking indeed. But of course there 
chapter on the myths and stereotypes by which are also many | Significant differences. a 
the white people support their present attitudes, Common religious _ kinship | aside, 2 Israel's 

_and upon the responses of the Coloured people today is split into ‘two dis- 
to their "ascribed status, is penetrating in its s  parate cultural traditions: ‘the European ex 
insights. 4 emplars of Western culture, in particular of its 

Patterson on relies heavily upon I Maclver for her middle class variant, and the representatives 
- sociological analysis, and makes frequent ; allusion of the culture of the Middle East who | 

the findings of Dollard, Warner, Wirth, come out of submerged socio- -economic depths 

- Linton, and other American social scientists. ale unknown to the West in mo modern times. Such 
, The only criticism to be made of the book diversity, approaching polarity, probably exceeds 

anything witnessed in the United States. 
_ Professor Patai documents the specifics of this 

is that its notes are » segregated from its text. 
; Since there are 180 pages of notes and appen- 

ces appended to 193 of text, it is from the 
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Malay and other slaves from whites, Malay an 

48 pp. $4.50, 
Hottentots, and smaller non-white dociety of America, 1993. xiv, 348 pp. gynthes Thanks to many circumstances, esp y 
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t appear in their corollaries in ‘that before one can the | basic founda- 

have to birth rates, life expectancies, occupational dis- tions of the truly Christian elements in 1 marriage 
2 always tributions, etc. Inevitably, he finds the adapta- one must know the Hebraic elements which are . ~*~ ; 

— | of these two groups to each other to be one such an important part of Christianity because ~ 
national of social distance and mutual isolation. As to Christ and his disciples knew and based them- 

truction ‘the outcome of the cultural interaction, he sees _ selves upon th the Hebraic practices and principles 23 

ample evidence that here, as elsewhere, time is _ which v were part and parcel of their lives. Hence 

on the side of ascendance of the Western modes. it was to a study of the Hebraic ideas and ideals ~ 
Dr. Patai is not content to confine his book of marriage that the author first devoted him- 

to descriptive reporting. As an anthropologist - self, in the hope that once he fully mastered 
he is no defender of Western culture in all its ; these he could then devote himself to the other 

facets. Moreover, in the culture of the ‘Middle aspects of his” problem. A heavy schedule of 

esthetic aspects, that would | “enrich the impossible for him to ‘adhere to his original 

Pm. synthesis he foresees as Israel’s role at the cross- program and he decided to publish the work 
‘tion in : road of East and West. Nor does he hesitate a he had done on the Hebraic background s so that 

rest of | to face up to the action and policy implications - other | scholars might have the benefit of his 
ing ex- | of his observations, addressing himself -specifi- Hence this book, 
Rupin, | cally to the pitfalls and opportunities that lie ‘It is unfortunate that he could net complete — 

tled in | before Israel’s leadership, = ~~~ = his work. To view Hebrew Marriage only from 
ence on | s American sociologists. will find this an in- the | standpoint of of the Old Testament | is to see 7 
‘munity formative and challenging book (although they © but one aspect of the situation. To be sure, 

may not agree with all its value judgments) the author’s standpoint, “desiring as he 
because it is our only fully documented report — did to study Hebrew marriage only as a back- 
on Israel’s population composition and its socio-— ground for a consideration of Christian practices, 7 

cultural | problems, because it contributes to -_ might have sufficed. But as ae 

sparse literature attempting evaluation of the statement of Hebrew practices it is quite in- 
broad cultural tapestry of which America is a adequate. For no study of Hebrew concepts a 
conspicuous part, and because it boldly seeks to. ‘“Mnarriage, sex, morality, family relations, etc = 
enlarge the scope of social science by pointing can possibly be complete without a careful 

esearch alternative directions of social change in an study of the Talmud id which is the storehouse of of 
To of great “historical and contemporary Jewish traditional practices. However, this was 
at interest. not essential to the author’s purpose and we can 

__ judge his work only by the goals he had set 

Cornell University Medical College 
Ths book is divided into three parts: an “In-_ 

Marriage, A_ “Sociological Study troduction” “setting forth the purpose of the 
| Davi R. Mace. New “York: study” and the different marriage and kinship 

arative | ai rarer patterns; “Part One, The Early Hebrew Period,” 
‘Library, 1953. xv, 271 pp. $6.00. 00. of five chapters which outline the 

ing in 4 This thoughtful and thought- book structure of early Hebrew society and its mar- 
y fired | is the product of some fifteen or more years of pereen practices and “Part Two, The Old Testa- 
immi- ‘study and thought arising out of a conviction ment Period” (seven chapters), detailing the 
immi- that marriage in our western culture i is facing during Testament 

Israel 

‘a crisis successfully one has to ‘know the origins 
of marriage, its developmental history, as -—— a section giving the ‘ “Conclusions” i in which the | 
as the challenges it has met and must ‘continue author presents his findings and conclusions, * _ 
‘to meet. The author, who was for a ‘number which are interesting though not 
of years at the head of the marriage counseling 
Movement in England and who is now a member Among the latter may be mentioned the view 
of the faculty of Drew University, decided to the author range that the Hebrews were “from 3 

te challenges which he saw in the offing. : 
He became convinced, also, that most existing of this in a 

‘studies of marriage did not begin far enough may be doubted whether the author is correct — 
back because in his opinion the concepts relating ; on this point. Much more acceptable, though 

to marriage which are based upon the New _ not entirely so, is his view that the Hebrews 
Testament contain many foreign and in fact | had “an essentially ‘clean conception of sex” 

which, in itself, made f for a‘ “notable absence in 
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consideration to the sex-taboos and the part 
played in subsequent Hebrew society be- to use them for studying particular groups oO 

fore arriving at a final conclusion. communities. gmbivale 
s e The author does a great deal to clear up vari- _ The testimony and the activities of the older — that livir 

ous misunderstandings and misconceptions. In people who come within the purview of the in- | ported k 
_ this way the book makes an important contribu- _vestigators demonstrate that there are very = only mil 

tion. One cannot but regret that he could not 7 generalizations that can be made about the aging — in | Prairi 
_ proceed with the task he originally ‘envisioned | or aged as a group. Hence, one | of the contribu. most olc 

for himself. For if he had done the entire job _ tions the book makes is that of destroying a P avoid int 

with the careful attention to scholarship and number of rather widely-held clichés. _— wi children. 

_ objectivity which this volume indicates, we Variations, ambivalences, and contradictions _ — Older 
should have had a very comprehensive and appear with reference to almost every phase of | book. W 

_ definitive study of marriage customs and prac- the situation examined. The approval- -disap- tive, the 

.- = as influenced by the Judeo-Christian tradi- _ proval ratings on older person roles reveal that | helps to 
tion. young and middle-aged adults prescribe” more , of geror 

J. Kanrr activity for older adults than do the older 

Beverly Hills, California adults themselves. And, curiously, there seems | commun 
to be a 1 tendency for older persons to withdraw duction 

Older Peo r People By Rosert J.H Hoavicnurst and though good adjustment and happiness are 
New. York: “Longmans, _ associated with social participation. 

Green and Co., 1953. xvi, 415 p pp. $5.00. of the discussion naturally centers 

introduction to social repre- Retirement is is socially approved, particularly 
sents a new enture in sociological writing. when it removes older workers from com- 

— in part, by the Social Science Re- petition with younger aoa. On: the other hand, 

gear Council’s memorandum on Social Adjust- acceptance of welfare grants by those able to 
_ ment in Old Age, there has been an increasing — work is not approved. Paid work is retained or i 

a _ number of investigations into socio-psycho- sought by a good many not only as a source of | Adult 

— and sociological aspects of aging and old income but also because it may satisfy as many | is assul 
States. 

the aegis of the Committee on Human A particularly provocative phase of the cation, | 
quately 

‘many {| 
and dir 

essentia 
so rapic 
for con 

‘refle 

adult 
ing of | 
the wor 

‘Development at the University of Chicago, Dr. analysis relates this latter point to. the in- 

chairman. | dustrialization of the economy and the family 
Older People, in a way, represents a synthesis: with the consequent freeing of older adults from 

a of results of the Committee’ s investigations - productive employment both outside and within | 

. Seen with certain national data from the the home. One of the great individual and _ 
census and other sources. Main reliance is = problems raised by the phenomenon of 

placed on the findings of an intensive study of aging thus becomes the discovery and develop- — 
S Prairie City, a typical midwestern small town. "ment of new activities and roles that will yield q 
a first half of the book is a discussion of the the satisfactions found by the worker and — 

homemaker. 

age. Much of this research has been « done as seven other important needs (p. 109). xe | 

problems of older and social attitudes 

income security, and rela- ‘advancing. thei educational interests, in 
tions and living arrangements, and participation assumption of greater citizenship responsibil _ eloped 
in friendship, religious, recreational, and educa- ties. This leads the a authors to suggest that at 0 

tional groups. ‘Here the several facets are religious, educational, service and civic organi- 

_ presented in terms of the national picture filed sitions need to give attention to finding ways | educati 

> in with Prairie City data. Part II is a ‘more to counteract the withdrawal tendency by pro- | tte 
intensive account of the Prairie City study em = new opportunities for personal develop- the Ass 
-ploying a similar arrangement of local ment and service. special phase of this Versities 

the fing 
contrib 

were pt 

AE ‘Farm F 

Agricul 

the Un 

§ material problem i is raised by the preponderance of middle 

‘Three appendices are used to present four and lower social status groups who have not had 
' ¢ instruments developed by the Committee + tradition of constructive avocational interests. 

_ Measure: public opinion regarding older person a Because of the traditional mutual dependence 
roles , the roles older people actually assume, adult generations in the earlier agricultural 
activities and attitudes (the Burgess-Cavan-— society, family relationships and living arrange- 

_Havighurst inventory), and adjustment. “Data” ments constituted another: important phase of 

10 
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the according to The study an ‘analysis of the adult 
studies, the grown generations are expected to education activities of eleven areas as follows: 
be mutually independent although maintaining Public schools, _argicultural 
affectional ties and _ interests. Considerable farmers’ organizations and cooperatives, service, 

ambivalence is indicated, however, by the fact _ professional and civic clubs, agencies of USDA, 
that living with married children and being sup public libraries, church, universities and col-— 

ported by them is viewed with indifference or _ leges, international exchange | of persons, local 

only mild disapproval. Practices of older people government and 

in Prairie City and in the country indicate that © 
‘most older persons are making strong effort to 

- avoid interference with their children and ean 1 This, of ‘course, », results in a great deal ae “dis. 
similarity among the units of study. For ex 

Older People is an exceptionally readable ample the summary ry of chapter 9 (dealing with 
book. While the treatment is largely | quantita- rural adult education through the church) is a 

| tive, there is a good deal of case material that set of recommendations for guiding changes in — 
| helps to keep the statistics alive. All students : that institution. On the other hand the sum- 

of gerontology, social and psychological ‘scien-— “mary of the following chapter (chapter al 

tists, Ww elfare workers, adult educators, and deals with universities and colleges) is an actual 

community action groups will find a ha : summary of the empirical results presented in 

| duction to social gerontology useful. eae the body of the chapter. Tie eaten 
A large part of the discrete nature of the units 

S. of Health, of study is due to two major factors: (1) The 
Education, and Welfare is the product “outeen professional 

— people (not necessarily sociologists) and either 

~ Rural Social Systems and Adult Education: A 7 individually or in pairs they were assigned the 
| Report. By P. Loomis, task of preparing a report for a specific organi- 
| Chairman, et al. East Lansing: The ‘Michigan 4 zation or agency topic; and (2) No sociological _ 

framework or research model was developed 
through which to understand the adult education 

Adult education in its broadest connotation Movement as it has developed and as it is 
assuming major proportions in the United developing in the United States. The -socio- 

States. The present status of general adult edu- 7 logically uninitiated will have to gain an under- 
- cation, however, may be characterized as inade- - standing of the phrase in the title “Rural Social 

quately organized, financed and staffed. A great ’ Systems” from some other source than this © 
many people currently engaged in promoting book. It is alluded to in several places but its 
and directing adult education are lacking in the exact meaning and its relationship to the present ul 
essential skills and tools. Changes are occurring study are not made explicit, 
so rapidly in rural life so as to make the need mi ‘There are, , however, threads of ut unity running 
for continuing education obvious. This in turn ~ through the entire study. “The sponsors of this _ 
is reflected in the _ increasing interest of the \ study have directed that the focus of the inquiry a 
adult population in improving their understand- be the following subject- matter fields: (1) Inter- 

the world. These are the major ing of democracy, (3) ‘understanding 
documented in this book. strengthening of the economy” (p. 4). 

| The general nature of this book might best ingly each organization or agency was asked 
- f be described as a research monograph. It de- 7 whether or ‘not it had a program or activity in 
(4 veloped out of a recognized need on the part these fields. (Of considerable importance a1 and 

of several organizations and agencies for basic oe to give unity to the entire study were 
‘Materials concerning the current status adult three other questions “What other organi- 
education among rural people. rough, in your 

The Fund for Adult Education educational work with adults?” (2) What form 
the Association of Land Grant Colleges and Uni- z or forms did your best poeaieiab: or activities — 
ie versities to make the study and provided most of take in the three fields? (3) In conducting the | 

the financial support for it. However, substantial 3 program or activity what procedures we ere re used? 
in the form of professional services The major appendixes are noteworthy contri-— 

ere provided without charge by the Division of — butions. to this research monograph. In “the 

_ Farm Population and Rural Life of the Bureau of 
_ Agricultural Economics, the Extension Service of first place the questionnaire forms are presented 

the United States Department of Agriculture, and : in unusual detail. In like manner the sampling 

the Agriculiural Experiment Station of Michigan procedures employed in the various phases" 
State vii). = the study are presented in considerable detail. 
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MERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL AL REV EVIEW 

Other reseazchers will perhaps find find a great deal prehensive Planning”; Harold a geog. 
of use for these sections. 4; rapher-city planner, on “The Internal Structure . tists mu 

_ Appendix A is a unique feature. It is entitled of Cities and Metropolitan Areas”; Joseph D, | unaware 

simply “The Contributors.” A short biographi- Lohman, a sociologist, on “Redev elopment arrived. 
cal sketch of each contributor is presented. The the Cont rol of Slums a and Blighted Areas”: _ ecologic: 

social participation profile of the contributor Donald J. Bogue, urban sociologist and demog.- 4 | years st 

4 and his family is then presented in graphic form apher, on “Decentralization and the Growth — “tions, th 
showing channels of communication and intensity of Suburbs”; Elizabeth Wood, a city housing edge is 

of contacts at various levels of interaction. The administrator, on “Public and ‘Private Hous- aspects: 
beet of this section is “that of suggesting the ing”; W alter H. Blucher, former Executive Di- all expe 

nature and varieties of ‘the channels of com- rector, now consultant, American Society of | velopme 
munication in a number of the types es of farming ‘Planning Officials, on “Control and Reduction of the first 

areas of the United States. Transportation Congestion”; Robert E. Merriam, that fail 

Sez C. Mayo enlightened city alderman, on “Integration | will be 

ON orth Carolina State College and Improves ement "Metropolitan Govern- | 
t” nancia 

Needed Urban and Metropolitan Research. "mest “Burgess and William F, Ogburn, Carel 
Edited b DoNALD J. Bocve. Oxford, Ohio: on *T he Ecology and Social Psychology of the | ect pror 

Scripps for Research in Popula- ay” and “Needed Urban Research Studies” | pip 

tion Problems, Miami Univ ersity, and Popula- respectively. It was the editor's good fortune 
to have av ailable, in Chicago, such contributors interest 
of national and international reputation. fronts— 

delineation of “needed research” is not hundred specific research proposals dealing with 

a ‘nov el undertaking, but most such efforts never the subjects discussed by the contributors. These of 
- get published and therefore are not available ble for proposals, prepared by the editor, are in addi- _ 
use by those outside the . staffs that prepared tion to numerous others ; suggested i in less detail 
them, The fact that this one, at least, has throughout the abstracts. Each proposal con- 
been. allowed to see light of day is in itself a - sists of a a general statement on the area to be 

contribution. There have been many studied and some suggestions for appropriate 

_ but no full-scale attacks against the problem of methodology. Nearly all of the editor’s pro- 
stating: what kinds of research might best add posals would, if ‘properly pursued, each take 

f to our theoretical and practical knowledge of at least a year to complete. There can be little | 
urban society. Special ‘committees such doubt about the projects in terms of their being 
organizations as the American Institute of _ crucial and urgent; one hundred and fifty man- 

F ‘Planners, the Social Science Research Council, = of research on these projects would be . 
7 and other interested groups have tackled the productive investment if the objectives of the 
_ problem from time to time. Practically every -Tesearch = materialized. Many of the € projects 

urban research institute, bureau, or center has are deceptively easy on first reading, but most — 
nibbled at the subject with intent to interest ‘could be subdivided or made the subject of team 
possible sponsors. All have felt a strong neces- research and thus become manageable. — Such 

7 sity to establish research priorities so that avail- problems emy emphasize the continuing lack of co- 
able Tesearch funds could directed toward» there hav 

imply that “(a) Case studies of single 
discussion, and t to get m more re research wast started should give way to comparative urban ox i} 

ins some critically important areas.” In the (b) City planners, municipal officials, and civic 

Foreword, Philip M. Hauser deals briefly "with organizations -are more appreciative of the 

2 ‘the su subject of joint operations by social | scien- 4 potentialities of social science research than they 

tists and social engineers. == === formerly were. Many social scientists, on the 
pa particular volume approaches the subject. other hand, have very little appreciation of the 

of needed research in ways. First, ‘it re- opportunities for cooperative work in the ur urban 

: ports s abstracts of discussions in a 1953 Seminar field. (c) Sound planning can depend | on noth 

Population, Urbanism, Ecology. Con- ing less than scientific knowledge or inferences / 
tributors include Harvey S. Perloff, specialist on based on such knowledge, and planners are com- 4 

and research in planning, on “Com- ing to realize it. If this solid foundation 
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action ist is to be established (RURP) designed by the 
ia tists must provide it, many of them are author, employing the Guttman technique. The 

unaware that the time to start doing it has last ‘mentioned showed a reproducibility of 
arrived. (d) Although the intensive economic, — about 87 per cent. The universe designated is 

| ecological, and population research of recent . the unincorporated country-side interlaced 
lemog- years still leave unanswered many vital ques- with motor roads and inhabited mainly by | 
srowth tions, the really neglected area, where knowl- urban dwellers .” immediately con- 
ousing edge is most needed, is the social psy sychological 4 tiguous to the cities of Eugene | and Springfield, /- 
Hous. aspects of urban life and livelihood. Almost Oregon . Because the study was primarily con- ; ® 
ve Di- all experts agree that present technological de- cerned . with the adjustment of fringe 

ty of | - yelopments give urban residents » perhaps for dwellers to location of residence in the fringe 
tion of | the first time, a latitude for « choice. Planning © area... -” the background factors were of inci- 
‘triam, | that fails to take account of how those choices dental importance and will not be reported here 
ration — will be made, or the Values upon which statement of the fact that the 
overn- - _ will be based, will fail—both functionally and Eugene-Springfield study corroborat 
iology, 

of the | ect proposals cannot but impress ¢ one, first, with - Chi square, at the 05 level of significance, ¥. 
adies,” ' pipsqueak progress in urban research to was employed to test the null hypotheses, and 
ortune date, and secondly, the extreme  urgency—in the stati strengths and weaknesses of this popular~ 

i interest of gains on both theoretical and action _ statistical device were evidenced. Aware of the 
fronts—of undertaking the kinds of studies pro- fact that the chi square scores do not, by them- 

one posed. publication should be helpful ins ves 

butors 

selves, indicate direction of ‘deviation, the author 

g with focusing. research activity in in such d directions. _ - logically pointed out the consistency of direc- 
These | tional (+ or deviation from the expected 
addi- | Princeton University frequencies as “indicating” or “suggesting” 

The Rural- Urban Fringe: A of ‘that a casual reading of the study might 
‘to be ‘4 _ to the erroneous inference that the rejection of 
priate | a null hypothesis validates its | positive counter- 

an 195 3. 109 pp. $1.25. "part. It would have helped if the author had 

This carefully designed study is a welcome The study concludes that the following factors, ; 

being | addition to the small but growing of statuses, and roles are positively 
| “empirical studies about the rural-u -urban fringe. lated to good adjustment to residence in the 

be a The author correctly assesses previous studies ‘rural- urban fringe: being male, middle-age, and 

of the | inthis field (in Flint, Cleveland, Madison, Janes- of certain occupational statuses; high income and — - 
ojects | ville, and Milwaukee) as | being deficient in social status; membership in ‘formal organiza- — 
most ‘sampling control and in conceptualization, tions, especially fringe area associations in the 
‘team | attempts to avoid these. shortcomings in the case of the male, and early years experience in 

‘present study. Of 960 attempted interviews, _nonurban communities; adequate living 

of drawn in a random area sample, 86.7 per cent ties with modern conveniences, the ownership 
been “were ‘completed. Two hypotheses were tested. _ of a larger than average plot of land, the use of 
ofa. ‘The ‘ ‘accessibility” hypothesis which holds that some of this land for a garden, and modern 

tudies “the extent of satisfaction of family ‘members household facilities for the ‘woman, modem 

43 a with the location of their "residence varies the plausibility of the first major (“ accessi- 
posals ‘directly with the degree of accessibility « of the bility”) hypothesis, the study led to the ‘con- 

cities q center (of the city) to that location,” and the clusion that “. . . in general, it (accessibility) is 7 
earch, “sociocultural” hypothesis which states that ‘not a factor in satisfaction with resi-- 
civic “those individuals expressing satisfaction with dence location in the fringe.” 
the | ‘the location will be characterized by common — ‘The author recognizes that “some of the more 

they _ antecedents and other attributes which differen- tenuous: hypotheses are little more than hy- 
7 _ tiate them from those that are dissatisfied with | a 

the potheses for further testing,’ ” and that more 
location.” Twelve corollary null hypotheses 

of the _ knowledge of urban adjustment general 
— | Were tested as means of v verifying the major 

urban Tequisite to more specific information about 
the hypotheses. { the fringe areas. The 

no = 4 Three schedules were used to acs the data: the adjustment factors in the fring he 4 4 7 7 | 

(1) (2) F. ‘Stuart study, drawing upon but adding signi cantly 

early studies, leads the way toward “uni- 
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- and sampling procedures which must come if Ina a volume of this size e crowded w with wl 
we are to derive valid generalizations from fringe nomic data in a wide number of fields, it is sts 13 

Practicable i in a brief review to give an adequate 
of RICHARD ‘picture of the wealth of material 

niversity of Illinois —™ All that can be done is to call attentio toa 

Wo rld Population and Production: Trends and 
Outlook. By W. Wovtinsky and E. S. * 

under five divisions: man and his ‘environ. 

will reveal the scope and nature of the book. 

publication mn of this of energy and 1 In the 

; be 9 in their various fields. This fact helps to explain 

world economic forces and trends is an event — 260 pages devoted to a discussion of population — : 

“of major importance to social ‘scientists eve ery- problems, the authors have brought together 

_ where. Unlike many other studies covering a a from a wide variety of sources the existing ‘te 

ra range of materials, the volume has been concerning” world population have made 
7 compiled and written by its two authors without av vailable to students in this field comparative 

the assistance of collaborators who are specialists | materials that ordinarily are not readily accessi- ai 
“ble. The section begins with the ‘geographical 

the remarkable unity of the book and the avoid- — factors that are largely responsible for the con- a 

= ance of unnecessary repetitions which so often centration of two thirds of mankind in less than | 

of a nature. The ‘8 pe per cent of the land area. With the aid 

; aa training of the authors but also by the fact of chris country, race, odio and re- 

‘their research was administered by the ligion, composition of population by age and 

Twentieth Century Fund and Johns Hopkins sex, birth, death, and marriage rates in countries — 
University. a where such data are available, the trend toward 

“which covers materials related to population out the past as well as at the present time. 
growth and the changing patterns in the eco- _ After presenting a summary of past attempts to | 

_ nomic world, this study of world economic — forecast future population growth, the authors — . 

forces | is. to be by of state that the period of f rapid population out | 

"international 

- Vast as is ; the scope ye of the present ton urbanization, and the role of migration through- 

tact with more primitive tech- consumer needs and standards of living. It is 
niques and destroys long established customs and pointed out that in. regions with primitive 
institutions. The recent economic advances economy with little industrial development, food 
made by various countries throughout the world accounts for as much as 80 per cent of all con- 

the effects of these changes upon their sumption expenditures. In such areas” low 
‘ wallene and ways of life are measured, insofar standards of living are 1 widespread and more 
as this is possible, through all available statistical than half of the people have insufficient food — 
data. While the authors’ “purpose ~ is sharply and face the danger of extreme poverty. The 

by inadequate data in many countries, struggle for better living conditions h has been 

they have been able to furnish the broad out- _ Most successful in nations that | have utilized 

The international contrasts in national income 
om- 

piltion following the pattern of a yearbook. gulf between the tich and the poor nations, 

facts thet are presented in tables, _graphs and 

Each chapter begins with a historical statement alt that m f that may at least be partially bridged by 
that provides a setting for the array of mee penetration of mechanized civilization into 

_ the undeveloped regions burdened with a surplus 

ud ‘The 300 page review of world | agriculture with 

, of agricultural labor. 

which includes the authors’ concerning 

‘Probable developments | in “future 
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ith eco. three- of peoples ¢ of the world. In spite reserves is a matter of two or three 

t is im- of the great steps forward in agricultural tech- "grata ‘If hydro-electric plants were to be estab- 
dequate | niques, subsistence farming is still the dominant lished at all sites of falling water, at it ~ a 
embled, | pattern in Africa and Asia. Commercial farmers — Satisfy about half the current demand of the 

” mn toa are concentrated in northern and western Europe, 7 world” . . _« "Ke sum up, exhaustion of the —_ 

which North America, Australia, and New Zealand energy resources of our planet is a very serious 
book. | and comprise no more than one- fifth of the question in terms of individual sources . . . but 
iscussed  coclagarpeer the world. While precise "appears less grave when we take account of all nd 
nviron- evaluation of world agricultural output is next sources of energy and their convertibility and 
culture, * impossible, the available information makes interchangeability. The world is full of ‘energy 

it clear that the value of all farm products still in amounts that exceed not only the needs of Le ; 
vulation exceeds that of all other raw materials combined. men but even their imagination” (pp. 979-980). _ 
ogether _ The distribution of the farm population varies a Of the estimated 165 million workers in the 

ng data” widely in different parts of the world. Nearly world’s manufacturing and handicrafts in 1950, © 
made - two-thirds of the world’s farmers live in Asia hardly more than 75 million were employed a 

arative while only a little more than two per cent are industrial establishments that can be identified 

accessi- North America. Subsistence farming as factories. Among the countries ine which 
aphical | counts for nine-tenths of the agricultural labor e, 

he con- :, i Africa, three- fourths in Asia, two- thirds in - the United States 1 ranks first i in number of pore 

Ss than ‘Middle and South America, one-fifth in North workers, number of large establishments, and 

the aid } ‘America, and one-tenth in Europe. In contrast - value of manufacturing output. Next in order 
ental | to the amount of labor it absorbs, subsistence are Germany, United Kingdom, France, Japan, 
ibution — ‘i agriculture provides only a small fraction of the ; and Italy. Data are not available for the Soviet — 

ind re- s agricultural output. Union but it probably has about as many soviet 
ge and addition to these facts, the survey points: workers as the United States. 
untries out wide regional and national differences in the ly The concentration of modern manufacturing 

toward — proportion of arable land, average size of farms, = production is still further shown by the fact — 

soil fertility, soil conservation, that of the net value of approximately 
- time. agrarian reforms, agricultural methods, plant — 
npts to mechanization, 

"billion dollars of world industrial output in 1950 _ 

agri- three-fourths of this were accounted for in North © 

cultural productivity, and m many other ‘aspects America and Europe. th 
: of farm use and production. The authors state While this volume is a world survey, it is | 
that during the past 1 100 years» the increase in heavily weighted with data from the 

| farm output has been rapid than the States. One out of four tables and graphs 
gowth of world population. maps set forth American materials, and judging 
the future is, however, not too encouraging. To by the items listed in the index, as much space 

provide food for the expected billion increase js given to the United States as to the combined 
> the year 2000, the amount t of food (oe countries of Europe together with Canada. This 

"must be increased by 46 per cent. To accom-— emphasis upon American data is justified by — 
‘plish this, much new and must be cultivated American dominance in the economic world as 7 
and yields | per acre increased. This goal i is not well as by the e wealth of material available. The — 4 
impossible, but the greatest ‘Problem is a larger discouraging aspect of a survey of this kind is — 
distribution of food in ‘the « over- -populated cman the lack of comparable data in nations a , 

~under- developed areas of the world. reliable statistics are not in existence. And it 
per _Since the beginning of World War I ‘the va » value is disappointing | to the reader to a 

— 

| “of the world’s mineral output has more than ae of information about countries in Asia 
tilized tripled. Coal, petroleum, and iron dominate Africa, and South America. This of course is 
yurces, | the world of mining, and in all these three fields no fault of the authors. In fact, in order to have 
ncome | the United States leads i om both production and __ as comprehensive « coverage as possible, they hav c 
4 > wide ‘consumption. While coal no longer holds the sometimes included data of doubtful validity and 

alm 1 had in the 19th cent 
ons, exc ost it d ad in the comparability, but this is. done, care is 
ed by as a source eat an power, it sti remains taken to warn the reader. 

| 

at in recent years has brought to the front O™Y speciiic cata ar 
‘the problem of exhaustion of oil reserves in comprehensive discussion of economic trends 

ewith future years. ‘This is not a problem of the near — and outlook for a the future. It is also very — 
raphs = future, but a shortage in a world-wide scale may — “readable since it is written simply and clearly 
pation develop before the end of the century. The ca the use of the technical language charac- 

nearly | authors ‘Predict that “the exhaustion of coal teristic of modern ‘quantitative studies. “Soci- 
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ologists as well as all social scientists will find anticipated time period, 
this volume essential for a better understanding : and the degree to which recent changes repre- — d Rogoff 

of world conditions. changes in timing of births rather than in _method 

Arlington, Washington long time decline in fertility i is effective ely alludes 

shown in the rates he has computed: Women work. 

rae Native White Women as born between 1875 and 1879 produced a total - ‘mobility 
United States. Pascat K. WHELPTON. of 3,500 children ; the | 4 nativity 

Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1954. born between 1900 and 1905, produced only _ at varia 

ae XXV, 492 pp. $6.00. © ae a ,435 by the time they had reached the end of Miss 
durit ‘their childbearing period. The decline in the | occupat 

= * irt since “number of women who bear four or more general 
Wor is shown by these new rates; for | jobs in 

well as among their colleagues in northern and 1950, the proportion bearing five children tatters 

group European countries. w clined from 316 to 156 per thousand. For eighth 
or higher order births these proportions changed been ar 

to prediction than the course of population from 384 to 126 per thousand. a ae a 

appraisal "among American demographers, as women who reached age 47 between 1922 and 4 

Death rates were steadily being reduced, book is a model in many ways. The pensar 

_ but the ultimate limit of that decline was read- meticulous ¥ work that has gone nies: in im | te R 

... apparent. International migration was gen- body of tabular material comes into perspective | followir 
_ erally so small that it presented little difficulty through Whelpton’s detailed discussions of the | 

for any projections. The course of the birth gaps j Che methods by whieh they | 

were overcome. Sources of errors in the rate appeared to lend itself to prediction with a _ 
where high degree of confidence, for the birth materials, the hypotheses used to overcome 

had been declining since the beginning of the ficiencies, and the assumptions by which +h missing .* we 

7 nineteenth century, data” were estimated are all clearly and fully | 
The available statistics for the nineteenth cen- ‘discussed. The data on which the analysis were re 

tury were not entirely adequate, but the direc- based are given in full. Anyone who may prefer ws 
tion and magnitude of change seemed clear. to set ‘up different models for measuring the B y ir 
During the first half of the twentieth century ‘extent to which births may hi have boon sande up * rom Or 

_ there were marked improvements in the avail- Or anticipated in recent yea years” will find here 
able: data, both from birth registration | and the basic materials with which to make his = | & bo Conseq: 
from census enumerations. These lent 4 computations. As an illustration of careful sci- “comp 

themselves to the development of refined meas- entific work in the social sciences, as a source 
bi of population trends, and made allowances _ book of hitherto unavailable data, and | asa | 

hanges in the age composition, sex ratios, - chang g ‘stimulating approach to a study of ‘population 
a and death rates. That they generally tended to trends it will occupy an important place in the 

into future the developments working materials of demographers and the 

© many others wad whom population trends are , im- 

on ConraD ‘TAEUBER 

“light of the long time trends that had been | ob- 
serv ed this did not appear to be a major prob- 

lem. _ There was virtually unanimous agreement 

that: human fertility was increasingly subject 

-_-versals of economic developments of the 1930’s 
a 1940’s to demonstrate how effectively that 

control is now being exercised, and how quickly 

the! number of births responds to changing eco- ‘This: is a study of ' occupational mobility the 

= and social conditions. measure of which is intergenerational, a com-— 

NATALIE Rocorr. Glencoe: ‘The Free Press, 

1953. 131 pp. $4.00. 

In 1928, P. K. Whelpton had published | the parison of the occupation of sons relative to the 
first of a series of cohort projections of the occupation of their fathers. The data, , obtained 4 Di. 
population of the United States. Since then he from | marriage license applications | in Marion a 
has made major contributions to the ‘methods: County, Indiana, 1910 and 1940, provide 
of fertility analysis and population pi projection. - | for comparing occupational mobility 
‘For some time he has been urging that informa-— rates in the early years of the century with x 

a tion about the cumulative fertility of “cohorts” corresponding rates thirty” years” later. The x 
of women is necessary as a basis for ‘determin. principal theoretical “consideration: is that of * fluences 

_ ing the extent to which first births (or births of Se the ‘relative | openness of the social More t 
other orders) 1 have made up, st = ‘ 
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period, "While e Miss (3) Although about seventy per cent of the 
repre- Rogoff claims that her chief contribution is the “sons” were in occupations different from those 

“i to date of the amount of mobility, she justifiably - father’ s occupation was the most frequent single 
os | methodological one of devising the best measure of their fathers, in both 1910 and 1940, the © , 

ctively alludes to the theoretical implications of her destination ofhisson, 
Vomen | work. Substantively, she examines variations in (4) Skilled work ranked lowest rather than 
a total | mobility rates with respect to age, racial and highest in occupational inheritance when con-— - 

“those nativity groups and draws several conclusions — trolled on the two factors: proportion of = 
1 “only at variance with earlier findings. ty originating i in the various occupations, and pro- 

end of 7 ‘Miss Rogoff points out that earlier studies of of portion of positions available in each. 
in the “occupational mobility have failed to control the The incidence of occupational inheritance 
e chil- A f general availability factor (number of available among Negroes was less than among whites, =— 
2S; | _ jobs in a category) with the net result | that the except in the proprietor category where the 

2 and other mobility component, that due to personal situations substantially the “same. The 
en de. factors (eg. * education, ambition, “pull”) or i likelihood of a son’s becoming a laborer regard- 
eighth | group factors (e.g., race, , ethnicity), has not less of his father’s occupation was generally high a 

manged been accurately evaluated. To separate these arnong 
two mobility components “and thereby get a (6) In 1940, sons of foreign-born fathers ou out- 

. The : - measure of social structure openness (which _ Shone s sons of native-born fathers by filling more a 
large Miss Rogoff calls social distance mobility), the and proprietary and fewer 

following formula is used: manual and service jobs. In 1910, the two 
of the groups of sons showed practically the 
h they | Gistribution in these types « of positions. 

basic where. x1, is the measure of actual mobility and 7 (7) In the relation of age to mobility, 1940, 

ne de- | the denominator is the measure of the mobility — compared with 1910, was a period when (a) s ~ 

ussing | that would take place if only availability end _-young men got fewer mobility “breaks” as pro- 
fully were responsible for movement. "fessionals, proprietors, or clerks; (b) men be- P 7 
sis is | Since ‘occupational movement takes not tween twenty- -four and thirty were slightly less 
prefer likely to be downward mobile; (c) men only from one generation to the next but also 

g the | from one point ¢ of time to another in one’s career, = enjoyed greater upward Mobility and eo 
de up | itis important 4 know for what point io the were less likely to move into manual and service : 

| = son’s career his occupational status is reported. Ss and (d) “interchange” of sons among the .. 
own ‘the son’s age was controlled by white-collar classes was less. | 

il sci ‘computing age-s specific mobility rates, which (8) The two periods, 1940 and 1910, were 
source 4 

which mobility relative to the father becomes 
‘most evident for sons and to effect further — 

refinement in study of movement into” 
occupations whose requirements are rq 

enabled the researcher to focus on the age =o 

resources for older men; and (b) in placing 
younger men predominantly in new | occupations — 

; and those requiring little experience and training. 

Notaxo 
The sample, consisting of “twenty-one thou- University of North 

4 sand residents of Marion County, Indiana who 
applied for marriage licenses in their home Leadership: An ‘Appraisal a Man- 
county,” is of a community characterized by ager in Action. CHRIS -ARGYRIS._ New 
broad ‘diversification 1 in occupational structure. York: “Harper and Br Brothers, 1953. av, 139 PP. 

Press, The process of down the sample to $2.50. > 
-fifty- “seven per cont of ‘its. original size, 
éiminate a as many biases with respect, to This is a human relations case study of an 

mobility as possible, is clearly deactihed and industrial executive’s experiences with his twenty 

typifies the over-all statistical sophistication of subordinate supervisors. The plant 
o the 600 employees is relatively stable in terms of 
ained or. 1 T ] ll th Major findings of the study are: 5 turnover. Nearly all the managers 
a: (1) The likelihood of a son’s mov itis alk - have come up through the ranks and lack se ll 

silt | his father’s occ upational class was about the training. The report is in non-academic language _ 
same in 1910 asin 1940.” is directed chiefly to executives. 

with | The first part of ‘the book contrasts the 
The occupational origins of the sons in- 

[fenced their eventual occupational destinations author’s view of the executive (leader) in . 

om action with the leader’s view of his own vn func- More than they influenced occupational move- 
espe- tions and of the motivation of his supervisors. 

a re then resented showin ‘Interview excerpts | are th 
out of their occupations, 
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from this and ¢ other reports. The theory of organization is useful and the 

w The book is organized around a conception of data are provocative. It is important that re. 
; organization as possible only when certain | search shows the gap between managerial be. | of the g 

‘processes - are ine operation. . These minimum _ havior in this relatively small plant and larger the “du: 
_ processes are reward and penalty, communica- * plants to be less than often. thought. . Among — (p. 280) 
tien, authority, , identification, , workflow, and practices reported here that are almost typical The 

perpetuation (renewal of men, materials and _ of large plants, one should note: (1) the evasive | which a 
Hees). ‘The ‘Processes operate simultaneously charging of part of its costs by one ‘department give 
_ and interdependently; no single process toa another; (2) the screening of reports | and | docume! 

with fins can operate nany without the others. mang 2 camouflage of behavior to 9 please superiors ; @) 

pendent and hard to without him. communication to to escape and staf. conclusi 

= -Tegardless of how “democratic ” his” friction, them? 
behavior in ‘current industrial structures, ts. MELVILLE Darron 

for his favors. Industria organiza- 
tions need to be redefined, because at present The W orker Speaks ‘His Mind: On Company 
they restrict the developing personality. _The Union. By THEODORE uRcELL. | 

individual has multiple abilities and sentiments, Cambridge: Harv ard University Press, 1953, | 
and needs, therefore, to express himself as as com- xix, 344 pp. $6.00. 
pletely as possible rather than in the fragmented _ Father Purcell’s book is the result of a ‘study: 
_Way now required in industry. If genuine co of the Chicago Plant of Swift and Company and | questior 
operation is desired, a balance must be struck Local 28 of the United Packinghouse Workers | content 

_ between the organization, which must achieve its — Zz America, C.1.0. He lived for a year anda | the me 
I~ ~ ends, and t and the individual, who lives to realize his half in the back of the yards going to the } oy 

needs. _ Workers “in double capacity, as both psy: | search 

Ih generalizing, Argyris probably attributes chologist and priest” (p. xviii). His interview _Fath 
‘too much to the evils of the dependency ‘tele material is s rich and shows t the freshness of a “genera 
‘tionship. By ignoring the literature on per- - first-hand acquaintance with the situation. a institut: 
sonality in bureaucracy and in stressing the The main problem which he posed is this: | ability 

conflict between personality and organization “Does the American worker “offer a basis for | (ibid.), 
% gives the impression ‘that only industrial © converting the opposition of company and union | and its 

organizations problems. In our into harmonious opposition?” He states: “My logical 

changing world all all need Tedefi- main purpose in this book is to seek an answer 
nition. to that question from the workers themselves” 
Sociologists will feel that. ‘the emphasis on (p. xviii). central concern’ is, “therefore, 
phenomena as arising: from plant situations the plant community and workers’ “dual alle. 
ignores outplant ‘influences | on such behavior as _giance” to company and union. 

4 concern to rise. in the organization, , competition In the summary of his findings, Father Purcell 

> to please, and secretive conduct as a protective states that nearly _three- -fourths of the men and 
- device, none of which appear only in industrial women of the plant community do have positive 

_ structures. Also the statement that foremen are allegiance. to both company and union. He 

_ selected on the basis of behaving like the leader indicates that “for most of those who ‘fail to. 
_ Faises the question: what organizations, indus- — have dual allegiance, allegiance fails in the union 

trial or not, ignore clashing personality traits half of the plant community” (p. 264; see also 
considering prospective members? PP. 78, 145). Father Purcell indicates that 

: The assumption made that if supervisors | be- @ “dual allegiance i is not u under a strain for many 

= -“group-centered” they will become “organ- workers, but it is for some’ (p, 267). traces 

ization-centered” is probably more relevant in the influence of sex, age, and race on allegiance 
small than large ‘organizations where rifts result finds significant differences. s. He also 

amines the attitudes of stewards, union leaders, from functional and other differences. In ion 

same way the thought that: a predominantly foremen, and management. 

self-directed group reduces the leader’ s work - Incidental to the problem of dual allegiance, 

load should square with group behavior in large ‘Father Purcell is concerned with satis: 

AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW | 
a Supervisory attitudes toward the leader. Later plants in which, in significant cases, the group | faction, 
[—— qj. chapters and appendices deal with the emotional of necessity develops considerable self-direction | ship, the 

state of the supervisors, suggestions as to what _(because the leader is tied up in meetings many pri 
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participation in the union, leader- question) has” company (p. 
ship, the wage incentive system and the griev- 158). The same must be said about “union 

ance procedure. He shows the _ inadequacy of allegiance” ;itisa valuable tool for the assess- 

participation ‘in the local union, emphasizes the “ment of an underlying: feeling, but workers’ 

«| fractional struggles within the local; observes ’ attitude toward the union is only being assessed 

and the | the widespread dissatisfaction—or distrust—of as more > specific problems— —such as seniority and 
that re. | the wage incentive system and the central role grievance procedures—are being discussed. 
rial be | of the grievance m machinery ¢ as an 1 expression of re: In order to give sociological meaning to the _ 

d larger e “dual government by company and union” te basic concept of community—which— explicitly a 
Among 

group 

direction 

gS many 
d them. 

280). states a “community of ends”—the power and 
typical interview material | and general results value, structure” of Modern industrial “organiza- 

evasive | which are directly derived from this material tion would have to be examined. This, however, 7 
artment give a picture of the situation which is well ‘Father Purcell does a eee 
rts and | documented. is, incidentally, in harmony regards the methods 

ors; (3) with findings in comparable industrial situations. - feels that Father Purcell’s intimate contact with | 
nt inter- The question Ww hich arises is, what is the human the plant community gave him an excellent basis 
written and scientific significance of the results and for his observations and insights. ‘His interview- 7 

: = conclusions which Father Purcell derives from. ing methods are a mixture of non- -directive and 

The reviewer v ‘to emphasize ‘that rat the foci of interest which are brought 

“critical evaluation which follows is not a criti- in the course of the conversation. This is a 
| ¢cism of Father Purcell’s basic idea of com- > method provided it is handled well. (The 

munity—conceiv ed as “a stable union of many arranges on interviewing methods was kindly 
URCELL people for a common end, “using community given the reviewer by Father Purcell.) The 
s, 1953, ‘means, with authority over its members’  (p. 3, results are scored along a bag point scale | rang- 

— 

ompany 

— quote from St. Thomas of Aquinas) . The te 3 ing from “very favorable” “very unfavorable.” "J 

a study | viewer accepts this conception, but raises these ‘Sug Waele, mies of variance, are 

Vorkers. content has Father Purcell given to it? Are arises n regard to the 

any and questions: What sociological and psychological —— 

r and the methods used adequate for his purpose? allegiance from the workers themselves. In 

to How are his c conclusions ‘related to his Te - the central question posed by Father Purcell; 
th psy. - | search findingsP = = == namely, to get an answer to the problem of ‘dual 
terview Father Purcell company allegiance as_ allegiance f from the workers themselves. In 

“general satisfaction with the company as an order to be able to g get such an answer from the 
institution” (p. 77), or an “attitude of favor- workers, a conception of personality is needed : 
ability y toward the company as an institution” which | makes it possible to differentiate between 
(ibid.), or “general approval of the company | “healthy” - and “unhealthy” attitudes. The dis- 
and its policies” (ibid.). From a social-psycho- cussion of social psychological concepts under- 
logical point of view, such a conception f lying Father Purcell’s book (pp. 273, 318-319) 
allegiance probes into a rather undifferentiated lacks the precision necessary for such a differ- 
area of feelings and thoughts. It is a v valuable entiation. . Incidentally, Father Purcell states 
first approximation to assess what underlies himself—to give just one example—that “ some 

specific attitudes, but it cannot be considered to of the whites may use / communism asa rational- 
give any clear-cut ideas of workers’ cectaly Si cloak for their antagonism to Negro leader- 
clear-cut either in terms of an operationally ship” (p. 182). But he does not carry through — 
defined concept or in terms of meaning which — this insight in his analysis and ‘takes at face 
could be related to St. Thomas of of Aquinas’ con - value statements with a striking resemblance to. 
cept of community. illustrative material in Adorno, Frenkel- 

fail to _ As Father Purcell ‘inten himself, workers’ ¥ wik, Sanford’s Authoritarian Personality. Father 
e union allegiance to the company as an institution is ‘Purcell, who rightly emphasizes meaning, cannot 

ee also influenced by ‘many factors, | even by some for therefore give any real meaning to his central 
s that which the union is responsible (see p. 87). And, concept of community. What is the meaning = 
r many even if we do not want to consider this point, of the acceptance of a social institution by a 
»tracei , we cannot avoid asking the question: What is: person who shows typical authoritarian per- _ 
giant | the meaning of the of ‘sonality traits? “Drug addicts,” to quote Father 
Iso ex- worker who says, “There’s an old saying: Purcell, “rarely complain of their drug, they 
eaders, | _ ‘Swift and Company would take your last ounce ‘come to like it, to need it” (p. 259). 

of blood and ask for another drop. ’ The union The: shortcomings in the “sociological and 
giance, stopped that”—a response to which Father Par psychological concepts and analysis manifest 
satis: cell cell adds: “Curiously, Wyman (the worker in ‘themselves in the conclusions derived 
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“from the material. Purcell states. that po point where different occupations are “coordi 
“there is general satisfaction with (the) work 

in the plant community ” (p. 122) and that the _—‘ This is not to say that Caplow is mistaken in 
people “have told us that they comprise a true - his emphasis. An adequate sociology of work 

‘industrial community” (p. - 280)—a true com- will include what he includes as well as what 

: ‘munity in which there is “an inarticulate dis- the industrial sociologist does. The latter’s con. 
satisfaction with the tacit assumptions of mass * centration on the factory and on repetitive work 

production” 257); and widespread “dis- is just as false | to the whole picture of gainful 
content and - frustration” (p. 279) in regard to employment as Caplow’s is. We are just begin- 
work; a . true ‘community in which most of the : ning to learn that there are big social differences 

- workers do not want their children to work 3 between the big firms themselves—between a 
(Pp. 116-117) Pwr mine and a mint, a factory and a refinery. Nor 
Father Purcell recognizes the inadequacy of © — is this to say that Caplow is unsophisticated as 

the presently existing organization of industry an industrial - sociologist. As many of his side 
_ to satisfy workers’ ¢ deeper needs and aspirations, remarks show, he could be. a good one if he 
and hence form a “true community” according ~ wanted to, but he does not want. He is perhaps 

union security and increased participation close to the heart of the industrial ‘sociologists, 
through labor “management. committees, for for instance “ 
“Swift has not even begun to tap the talent of — _ that “in the long run, these informal organiza- 

_ its workers” (p. 279). But, again, he goes tions = no more than soften the impact of 

the ends of this. cooperation?” What is the n: nature _ he means, but it sounds funny as it stands. It 
of the “dual government” > through which the ¥y could be argued that informal organization is 

study” and ‘ “increased productivity” ’ are men- No book should be attacked for not unl 

tioned by Father Purcell. . Without questioning what it never tried to y do. What does Caplow do? 

reviewer doubts that they will solve “the discon- acteristics of | the American” labor market, the 
tent and frustration in the plant “community” choice of an occupation, the social status of 

4 

informal organization,” Saying 

never raising the question, “What are e rationalization” (p. 24). I think I know what 

ends are achieved? “Work simplification, time Ne makes any collaboration possible. [a 

the merits of such a cooperation, the present He deals with the division of labor, the char- 

brought about by “mass production” (p. 279) occupations, mobility between occupations, , the 
or the related problems mentioned by Father codes of occupational groups, and the nature. 

Meaning to “dual allegiance.” unions. In treating each of these matters, he 
However, our over-all conclusion is that Shows clarity, and sense. A good word 

Which every “industrial sociologist should be many things “quietly ‘straight. The ‘chief diffi. 

University is in competition with books, in 

arity this case books on social class in America, where 
the problems can be treated much more thor- 

rh 
Socio of Work. By Cartow. oughly tt than he treats them. But not necessarily 

4 Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press; more ‘What say here 

book what you like for all of me. But as a re- stressed enough, that the one indispensable de- 

only a part of what I should call the sociology — _ discussion of women ’s place in the occupations. 
of work. Specifically, it has rather little to do I had not appreciated that ‘ ‘the 7 proportion of 

with industrial sociology as that term has come urban — women permanently employed outside 

to be used in our field—rather little to do with . the home appears to have unequiv vocally de- 

the - relations of persons and groups within a clined” (p. 234). Also his criticism of Parsons’ 
formal organization. Instead it deals with the acute but probably over-simple analysis of the 
characteristics of occupations, focussing on four = relation between occupational and familial 

structures. 
‘tending factory work, and small retail merchan- A man man writing a book is under severe re disc 

_ dising. It is not too much to say that the book _pline, from which he craves escape. He may be 

stops where industrial sociology begins—at the som etimes lets his. obiter dict forgiven if some 

nated in a a 4 

Purcell. Nor will they give necessarily | more of occupational organizations, particularly labor — 

culty 1 I find is that, with some of these sub- 
FRED H. jects, notably occupational status and social 

a Not often do I quarrel with a title. Call your I believe myself but which has never been {4 

_ viewer, and thus for the moment a responsible ' terminant of status is ‘control of the behavior 

person, I must protest that this book deals with of others. Especially interesting I found his . 
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At get away from hie: They oo the function, Perhaps the most unusual is a joint enndies 
jn writing, of the binge in ordinary life. A few — tion by Robert Merton and Paul Lazarsfeld. 

of these amused me in Caplow. Speaking of Merton begins with a sixteen-page substantive 
lawyers and physicians, he says that “isolation analysis of fmendship considered as social 
may be carried to the point . . . . where sociable process, an analysis that is drawn from his forth- i: 7 

“contacts with laymen are sciously held Coming | book Patterns of Social Life (written 
a minimum” (p. As a son in a with P. S. West and M. .W hatever c con- 

of class structure into a more rigid form” (p. | 
| 257). I don’t think they show this, one way or victim then concludes with an an Eyalonse” ’ in 

the other. Whether the American class structure Which he discusses “seven kinds” of clarifica- 

is getting more rigid seems to me a from Lazarsfeld’s “formal re- 
hard to answer and so far not answered. What statement of the substantive account’ —which 

disheartens me is the suspicion that some sociol- he a also refers to as a “harrowing: experience.” 
ogists want to believe the worst about | their “If these remarks,” he concludes, ‘ ‘also imply | 

own society. tribute to the author of the formal analysis, 

al But these are not blemishes, for they add, in that cannot be helped.” a 
a wry way, to the joy of fe. This is a wide- entire essay to find a place as 

ranging and hard-headed study of American compulsory reading in courses on methodology, 

jobs, their place and nature. It may be > placed for the interchange greatly illumines some of 7 
the hands of the young to their advantage. In the advantages and limitations of both | oa 

short, it is good. usual descriptive essay and the analysis that 
Grorce CaspaAR HoMANsS ‘strives for full methodological rigor and 

Harvard University al sion. At least one reader bows in admiration to 
Robert Merton for collaborating in the produc- 

‘Freedom and ‘at te Riad Society. By tion of a public dissection that many nany of us ap- 
preciate vastly in private but would be reluc- 

and to submit to in full public gaze. 
Nostrand Company, Inc., 1954, xii, 326 PP. most solid piece of social theory in the 
$6.00. "book is probably the chapter by S. M. Lipset, 

“The Political Process in Trade Unions: A theo- 

This volume consists of a series of essays retical Statement.” This is a first-rate attempt 
sets written in honor of Robert Maclver, a fact develop of hypot 

| dif. | that is ; perhaps the sole thread tying the book = ‘about the functional relationship between dif- 
e sub | ‘sether. As is sometimes the case, the title sesens aspects of the social structure and the 
social | “aS 20 doubt constructed when all the _€ssaYS conditions for democracy or dictatorship in 
ks, in ‘were in the hands of the editors; it fits some trade unions.” If it were ever open to doubt, 
where and ignores others. The editors themselv es be- . Lipset demonstrates | decisively that the trade 
- thor gin their Introduction by telling us. of three union furnishes us with a rich vein of material 

things the chapters have in common ; they end for the "development ‘of social theory, particu- 

‘the Introduction by providing “with three larly theory concerning the general pre- requisites 
os Their confusion is understandable. The for various distributions of power along the 
variety of essays is indicated by three chapters continuum from political equality to dictator- 

nesting together in the second half of the v vol- ship. Lipset’s essay deserves to take its place 
ume: “The Demographic Foundations of ‘Na _ with those parts of the works of Pareto, Michels, 
‘tional Power,” by Kingsley Davis; “Social and Mosca that d deal w with this Lipset 
Change in Soviet Russia,” by Alex Inkeles; end 

{ 

ey of Political Science,” by George more aware of the complexity ot teeta that 
(Catling propel a social organization along this continuum 
It would be oolish then, to examine this book 

y de | »* than are the trio to whom one usually must — 
sons’ gq if it really dealt with a single major theme— — turn for significant speculation on the problem. 
of the S23 freedom and control in modern society. Of the remaining essays, two struck this re- 

a 

One had better turn to the book for the indi- viewer as particularly significant. In an essay, 

vidual essays a and forget the theme. You “Ethnic Groups in America, Nathan Glazer 
‘Your six dollars and you take yc your ur choice. whe | argues that ‘ “St is... rather ‘simple- minded to 
There are fourteen essays altogether and it ‘think of the Germans, Irish, Norwegians, 
would be tedious to describe them all feet groups that easily assimilated to 
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the Anglo- Saxons” as s compared with th the newer and ‘useful summary, it adds little ‘to 
immigrants—the Italians, Jews, and he has already said elsewhere. __ life, to 
Europeans. It was, however, among these newer > bie role 
immigrants that “the violent turning away Yale University high so 

the eco! 

the second generation from the life of the el) It is nc 
—that intense passion for Americanization Max Weber on Law in and Society, problem 

which so often characterizes children of immi- Edited and annotated by Max RUEINSTEN ing heat 
grants, as well as large numbers of immigrants (Translated by Epwarp Suits and can be 
proper—became an important phenomenon.” RHEINSTEIN). Cambridge: Harvard | ‘scheme. 

_ And now, says Glazer (following Marcus bd sity Press, 1954. Ixxii, 363 pp. $0, _ Since 
Hansen) it is the third generation o of the “ ‘newer” __ The volume under review w which is the sixth | five yea 
immigrants that displays. a reversal of the sec- the Twentieth ‘Century ‘Legal Philosophy its 
ond generation reaction in its new interest in Series is a translation of ‘the chapter on the tion wh 

the culture from which its forbears came. Para- sociology | of law from Max Weber’ s classic, | for the 
doxically, this “return” is often to a sympathy unfinished W irtscha ft und Gesellschaft, course, 
with» a culture, or at any rate a nation- i Very conveniently, | a few other sections of | sociolog 

tive his' that had no existence when the first generation - _ the same work have been : added by the editor, 
about Iz arrived here. dealing with law or related subjects. Some of 

In “Social Change in Soviet Russia,” Alex these ‘sections have already appeared in Eng- vinced ¢ 
‘nkeles asks: “What in the old social structure lish translation; ; but the translation offered in | ‘5 

‘can the revolution sweep almost at once, volume under review is different. the 
“ | 

what basic social changes can it effect in a rela “editor r correctly : says, “the divergence of the | directly 

- tively short course of time, and what institu- + translations may serve ... as an illustra- | torical 

tional forms and behavioral patterns are most tion of the impossibility of | Saal C 
_ persistent and may be changed by the revolu- of Weber’s German text.” The present reviewer | eens 
tionary ‘process only in the very long run, if at believes that the new translation is outstanding — Nes el 
all? >In searching for an answer to this critical both as to readability » and correct interpreta- tribution 

question, Inkeles describes with some care the _tion of Weber's involved ideas. ber of 
__ extent to which Lenin and his heirs have been ‘The: editor has done much more than that: | unfortur 
able to manipulate the social organism they in- he has annotated Weber’s text explaining many |  manifolc 

herited. Clearly the author of State and Revo technical terms (commonly referring to Ger- of his c 
ution misunderstood the hard realities he faced. man law and jurisprudence) and tracing back later de 

the possible sources used by Weber. then One is | Among. most persistent survivals of the 
- older society are “the traditional attitudes of more often than not, were not primary sources ; terms 0: 

a the population to authority and authority figures _ (statutes, collections of customs or judicial de- | by the 
. . the common man’s ‘sense’ of property, his cisions), but | works of of outstanding scholars of | vincing 

“attitude toward its accumulation, ‘eileen, his time. This is a counterpart to the fine and | tantamo 
per disposition . . . (and). . ma kinship struc- _ well known work performed by the translators ized so 

ture and the pattern of interpersonal relations of V. Pareto’ s General Treatise on Sociology. | Roscoe . 
10 Furthermore, Rheinstein has written a forty- well 

within the family.” Stalin’s less Utopian 1 ‘which, in | enf 
7 five page long introduction in which, in a enforcea 

brought | about vast ‘compromises with | social whet i to more or less known facts about Weber’s _ 
imperatives in the areas of education, th the fam-  jife and work and Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft | as one 
ily, abortion, law, social stratification, and p psy- as a whole, he ably summarizes Weber’s soci- viewer’s 

_ chology. “Indeed, it may be said that a charac~ ology of law. He underlines “that Weber has 
teristic of the last fifteen years of Soviet Rule shown that the “judge- centeredness” of Com- 
has been the increasing precision with which Law is not a general feature of all legal 

the leadership has come to manipulate institu- _ systems, and offers an excellent systematization — 

_ tions and juggle situations in order to harness FF ideas about | law making and law” 
a private motivation — for the purposes of the | finding. Weber obviously had the intention to 

regime. dit to apply to the t twin problem his methodology of 

As befits a volume of this kind, Harry 1 Alpert | _ the ideal types; but the work never was 
finished, and can what ideal 

appraises MaclIver’s contributions to sociologi- tenes tee hed hes brilliantly — 

4 cal theory | and David Spitz his contribution to. yP cae 

"political theory. — ‘sults i in a table. Having i in mind the correspond- 
_ The opening essay, by | the we way, does deal v. v..th ing categories, one can easier follow Weber's — 

suggested by the title. Gardner discussion of an amazing number of situations 
a. writes on “The Internalization | of So- and processes and perceive how the ideal types — 

> and ‘while it is a most succinct of aw of law making and law finding are ‘related to 
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| 
‘the ‘economic order, to ‘the: forms of ‘political as many as possible o of the known universal — 

life, to ‘Teligious magic beliefs and to recurrent social processes; (2) to provide 
- the role of “legal honoratiores’ ” (persons of an adequate conceptualization of. each with 
high social prestige) in the ‘molding of law. definition and description; GB) as i indicated in 

noteworthy that all the solutions of the _ the preceding section, “to give a "sufficiently 
ciety, | problems of law making and law finding arous- comprehensive classification by major divisions J _ 

ing heated controversies in America and Europe and combinations of processes to indicate both _ 7 STEIN a 

Max can be easily located in al Weber-Rheinstein the specific functional significance of each, and - 
the interrelationship of all in the total ‘societal 

Since Weber’s original app about thirty- ‘operation; (4) frequently as a ‘point of 
sixth | five years ago, there is no necessity to out- - parture to analyze the ‘nature of the “major 

Sophy ‘| fine its content. More interesting is the ques- essential societal structures in which, and the 
n the tion what does Weber’ s work on law mean _ structural conditions under which, » Processes 

lassic, the present day sociology of law? Of operate 3G) to indicate, so far as 
chaft. course, one has to acknowledge that Weber’ known and proximate factors i in the social 

ns of law is much more a compara-— situations out of which the structures por’ 

ditor, tive history of law than a generalizing theory _ Processes develop; (6) to determine the func- 7: 
ne > about law as part of social reality. To be com tions | Performed and the effects produced by 

Eng- vinced of that, one has just to read attentively the processes” (p. 14). 
ed a | Weber’s statements about the four stages of | The volume attempts to take _ account <7 7 
S = | the rationalization of legal thought and the the recent work of people like Parsons a 
f 4 directly following acknowledgment _ that in his- Merton by integrating the concept of proc- 7 

torical reality the theoretically constructed “esses with those of s structure and function. In 
stages of rationalization have not. doing the latter concepts: appear as proc- 

=f ~ followed i in the sequence outlined (pp. 303-304). cesses; ; one whole section of the volume is | 

nding Nevertheless, the value of Weber’s con- given over to ‘ “Societal and 
preta- | tribution is great. He has shown a large num- Functionalization.” | ‘These concepts have been 

eles ber of dimensions" of variability of the law ; extended further rms provide a discussion of | 
that: it unfortunately, nobody has yet explored the “destructuralization” and | -defunctionalization. 
many — | manifold perspectiv es thus opened. | But two One gains the i impression that the author has — 
- Ger- 3 of his central ideas have found access into o the — labored to translate nouns and adjectives — 
back a later development of the sociology of © law. F verbs, and by sheer semantic shifts has added _ 
ne _ One is his understanding of the legal order in an extensive array of terms such as “culturiza-_ : 

terms of probability which has been developed tion .” “equalization, ources ossification,” and 

‘al by the Uppsala school. Another is his -con- malization” to the traditional vocabulary 
ars of | vincing refutation of the idea that law is introductory texts. ge A liye 

e and tantamount to the order of politically organ- - this vocabulary more of a hindrance than an 
slators | ized society — (an idea recently repeated by aid in understanding sociology. 8 
ology. | Pound in Twentieth Century Despite this criticism, much of the 
forty- J as well as his assertion that law must be — is well written. The sections: dealing with — 

‘enforceable’ by a “staff.” These -jdeas, some-_ Differentiation, Stratification, and Social 

Jeber’s | what modified "generalized, have serv bility represent a fresh approach to the 

schaft 4 as one of the backbones of the present re- in these fields. The book is a scholarly effort; 
; | Viewer’s Introduction to the Sociology of Law. the author has combed some “fifty” 
ar — ON. TIMASHEFF for materials and has provided fifty pages: of 
Com University references for the enthusiastic student. On the 
legal other hand, many teachers may feel that 

ation Society in Action: A Study Basic Social volume is is one- -sided. The discussion of f culture 
d Processes. 0. HERTZLER. New is extremely brief. There is no 
ion to 

ideal This volume is intended to be used either _ Finally, t the author has ‘decided | to incor- 

liantly § #8 an introductory text or as a basic text __ . porate almost no case material nor illustrative 
he re orientation it reverts to ‘the concept of proc- material in his presentation. As a result the 

as its major frame of reference. Unlike discussion is perhaps a little too abstract for 

earlier authors who concentrated on a handful ‘the general of 

basic ‘processes the writer aims for an handle. 

ethaustive treatment. He sets out his objective 
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American Sexual Tragedy. By ALBERT whether it is possible to raise even the out: 
au _ELLIs. New York: _Twayne | Publishers, 1954. lines of a better society from reflections on on 

pp. $4.50. a single aspect of modern life alone. We have society 
Society and the Individual. Edited by here a good example utopian thought! | 

4 P. and Bombay, Such thought is found also among: architects certain 
International Journal of Sexology, who t may be intent on building a better society | clitoral 

1953. x, 448 pp. $7. 50. we be around a better design of the family home, i 
around. adequate and efficient home appli app lances, 

two publications have one ‘thing in or a site plan which. serves the purposes of 
‘common, namely, their concern with orgasm. = family living. It is found among lawyes | 

of exis 

Fr om St. Paul’s statement that it is better who want to improve mankind through im 

to ‘bur, the contemporary proved legislation, and among those industrial 
cussion as advanced to the conviction that experts who see panacea and ; 

- it is better to have orgasm than to burn. Re- ultimate social bliss in the promotion of | 
‘mains the difficult problem of how to achieve “mary group relations in the factory. pe 

Sc this result in contemporary — culture. _ The two _ Albert Ellis constructs his utopia around the | 
Mux 

aly 
books” differ widely in in their contributions to idea of alleviating unnecessary anxieties arising 

this question. i the intimate relations between men brar 
Albert Ellis has written one of those amusing: and 

women. Unnecessary anxieties no doubt $10.C 
‘books which castigate our mores from a_ sin- ‘rampant in modern society, and they would Thes 

gularly one-sided viewpoint. For such criticism, to be eliminated from any conception ground 
the American reading ‘public has always been the “ideal society.” But be at. 3 ologies. 

If contemporary family and sex. tained by psychotherapy alone? _ | 

& behavior is scrutinized with the idea in mind» other volume under the society. 

that there should a free outlet for sexual sociolog gical expert with a woeful “feeling” of free, 

4 desires, there is, of course, no end _of such ignorance regarding the 2 physiological basis of | without 
| div — criticism as we stride from the womb cox. This in spite of the tremendous importance q necessa 

the: tomb. Leaning back against the 
tabl hi th of sexual behavior for structure and sur- not ve 

ortable cushion ion with a readiness vival of institutions. Tt is composed of of vie 
“to accept passive "entertainment through vicari- 

articles from journal, Marriage Hygiene, Roman 

and its successor, ~The International Journal tion in 

7 ‘Indian sexologist, Dr. A. P. Pillay, and of 
« consider his publication in this light. He is Havelock ont Himes, former | “lesser” 

‘seriously fighting against sex ‘Tepressions journal was “dedicated to the proposition that | all its 
order to increase happiness and to reduce ten- sex is here to” stay, and that its writers and symptor 

ae sions in contemporary society. As a matter of readers might well form themselves into a To Ih 
fact, many social problems—certainly all those ~ brotherhood of clean thinkers and bold fighters | social z 

“ter visualizing — against prejudice, evasion, meaningless ciety in 
m6 avoidable by gr tabus” (Preface p. vii). The t tenor of the ind- thereby 

7 tion of psychot erapy, an there are no vidual articles, by the way, is scientific, though f the art: 
enough psychotherapists to go around. Under largely based on clinical experience. 

the circumstances, outlook a The forty-five contributors cover a wide 

remains grim. field of sexology. Most of these articles are 
In a worthy manner, “the book tries” of historical interest. he sociologist 

alleviate some of the prevailing anxieties by discovers his own. “dependency “upon knowl 
reducing existing guilt- feelings. Primarily, this edge gained in physiology and in psychology 
is accomplished by calling the reader’s atten- for understanding sexual behavior. 

_ tion to the myth of a bigger and better vagi- = Of particular ‘interest are the problems of 
& nal orgasm. The literature is scanned to indicate potency and female orgasm capacity. 
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a 4a not only | that clitoral stimulation suffice to We owe to psychoanalysis the view that defi 

produce an orgasm in the human female, but in these capacities result from ‘fixa- 
a that any other orgasm is nothing but a figment tions —and- other “neurotic complications. It 

> of our collective imagination. By the way, 44 would be wrong to ov verlook, however, those 

some writers of the second volume agree with voices v which consider strongly the Physiological 

conclusion; others don’t. This” writer is Possibly hereditary, basis of inadequate sexual 

capable of the issue on the basis responses. | If the sociologist is to. remain a 

empirical verification. borrower from other social sciences, that is, | 
og As an interesting problem for general socio- if he is not to turn | sexologist en entirely, he had — 

logical Count, there remains the question of _ better keep alert to such contributions which oh 
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REVIEWS 
- | yield him an improved understanding dé te “state (both Fascistic and Communistic) is he 
| ‘foundations or concomitants of contemporary art.” Why is it bad? According to the 

€ have , society about which he cannot help but know — author, it tends to be classic rather than pro- 

ought! | very little from his own research. We should — gressive; _it is understood by people rather 
hitects | “certainly like to have a definitiv e word about — than by the elite, it has a social purpose rather _ 
society clitoral and vaginal orgasm. Only then shall than ‘being created “for its sake.” The 
home, be able to assess fully the consequences modern artist complete disregard for 
liances, | of existing sex behavior, whether related to social intention” (p. 27) and is socially “ au- 
ses of “the dating or mating phase of the family cycle. tonomous” (p. 43). “To the Indian sociologist, 
awyers SVEND RIEMER n the contrary, art is not autonomous, but 

of California, Los Angeles rather “one of the most efficacious means of 
ustrial — social control and guidance” ( p. x); “it is 
ind an Art Under a Dictatorship. By autobiography not of the artist, but of society” 

versity Press, , 1954. xxii, PP. $5.50. What the German author Views as “pro- 
ind the The Social Function of Art. By ADHAKAMAL gressive” is labeled decadent by ‘the Indian 

arising New professor. To the latter, Western art is a product 
and PP. plates. of a mania for individualistic freedom (p. 212). 

bt are | Its support by the institution of the dealer, 
would These two books are written against a back- wealthy ‘tollecter aad patron has brought decay 
tion of | ground of diametrically opposite aesthetic ide- to “true art.” _The conviction gains ground 
be at- ologies. They are interesting case studies ‘that its appreciation ‘rests on special training 

the Wissenssoz ziologie of art i in its 1 relation to” rather than social insight 217). Mukerjee 
res the society. Lehmat -Haupt conceives of art as even tosses a bouquet at the USSR which is 

ing of | free, spontaneous, individual self- -expression attempting re- -integrate the artist within ‘ 

asis of without social responsibility and without any — its total society. He adds, however, that Soviet — 
ortance necessary linkage to social realities. Although ~~ may also degenerate into formalism and 

sur- | not very articulate from the academic point “standardization, thereby cut of the in- 
sed of of view, he takes his departure from which the artist requires (p. 224). 
ygiene, Romantic doctrine of chariomatic artistic crea- Art Under a Dictatorship does not Presume 

of the | a kind a divine right without refer- ‘tragic episodes i in “recent ‘German “history, and» 
and of ence to the requirements and wishes of the a plea and challenge to Democracy to pre-e 
former | “lesser” society. Modern art, , therefore, with ‘serve the “sovereignty” of art. Although the 

yn that | all "distortion is a progsessive is tendentious and circumstantial, it sup- 
rs and | symptom of freedom and maturity. ares plies a_ good | field for sociological | foraging. 
into a To Mukerjee, on the other tend ab: is a Mukerjee, howev er, does presume to writea 

fighters social community enterprise, binding so- sociological treatise. The content. of the “work | 
ringless | ciety into a unity, exalting its traditions, “quite cosmopolitan, embracing world-wide 

ind- thereby giving security to both society illustrations of the arts meaningfully compiled 
though the artist. Individualistic art—as religion by the author who is, of course, well known to 

and morals—is a contradiction in terms. To the American sociological fraternity for his 
this author—who is Professor of Social Scien numerous works in economics and sociology. 

les are: | in the ‘University of Lucknow—W estern juxtaposition of these two books poses 
iologist. its splinter movements of “isms,” and neat problem to a sociologist who desires 
know! | | ‘sanctification of the freedom of the artist t to, be “comparative” “objective.” Both 

to express himself in unsocialized esoteric ex- authors are consistent and effective within the \ 

tremes, is a symptom of decadence hazardous framework of their ideologies from which, of 
ems of | to both society and the artist. is some- course, they do not attempt to extricate them- 
pacity. times erroneously considered a Marxian ap- es. As long as fundamental —— 

proach, are common to both reader and writer, they 
n such “ae dor ‘not rise to plague the r reader; when their 
ns. core, an ar oes justic 

tion of these volumes. stance, it is easy to point out doctrinaire 

val | Lehmann nann-Haupt, as the title assertions w Ww hich violate the canons of scientific ann- 

a indicates, pu purports to recite the terrors of objectivity. Both 
hat regimentation in the realm of the arts. | valuable for t an 
he had The factual detai's are in principle, if “not their intended thesis. Mo 

7 detail, familiar to the well-read American, ity [UELLER 
Indiana U University _ One of the evil by oducts of the totalitarian 
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Dictators? The Causes and Forms of exemplified by Mussolini ‘Limits Tower 
Tyrannical Rule Since 600 B. C. By GEORGE of space permit here merely the _ Sketchiest_ 4 

F. Haticarten. Ne w York: indication only of some characteristics of but 
milan Co., 1954. xiii, 379 pp. $5.50. the types. Further, in justice to the Tou 

author, I must note that these type descriptions 
7 second 
hy dictators? does not conform to” the necessarily obscure the sensitivity which Hall. q — 

current vogue of explaining dictatorships largely  garten shows to individual variations and to a Cie di 

in terms of the personal psychology of hao the nuances of the concrete historical case. ath 
demagogue and his seduced followers. as most to | 

The author is not the role which the rise of the ‘ ‘classical” dictator are those | 
the special "personal qualities of the dictator of a developing money “economy and the rise 

play in shaping the distinctive features of the associated class of merchants, bankers, 
of any particular dictatorship. He assumes, — etc. Upon engaging in struggle th city 

patricians and land-owr -owning ‘nobility, these 4 
Classes have a need to widen their base of 

socal ‘support, and they seek the aid of the e | 
a political of — landless peasants or other disadvantaged masses, 

fa ents. dallgarten’s emphasis is explicitly so-— These in turn become a threat to the inter. 
ciological, and he concentrates on the social ests of the moneyed classes, who then seek a 
d which the dictator’s sid strong-man “savior” ‘to curb the radical masses. 

power. He writes in the European sociological Oy¢¢ established in power, however, the classi | 
__ tradition which placed prime — - poli- cal dictator will often terrorize the class which | ee 

tical historical sociology, and sought established him, and may turn to partial col. | 
the development and dissolution with the nobility. In contrast, the | 

large scale socio-political forms viewed in com- J “ultra-revolutionary” dictator bases himself | view. 
parative perspective. By explicit acknowledg- 

‘directly on. the uprising of oppressed masses 
_ ment of the author, his prime ae oat striking out against an ‘arrogant upper class 
to Max Weber. which has neglected or wholly 

l . a rimitive t e who is out to “avenge the 
which certain kinds of dictatorship arise. “This P wrong,” but once in power he often acts | 
proposition Hallgarten documents rather well. _P 

it lies 
former 

of cul 
specti\ 
to the 

tinguis 
aspect: 

contrik 

become a dictator is” generally available in 
See the type of individual who may 

‘most populations, but: ordinarily lacks 

views, 

"independently according to his image of what 4 
He also asserts, however, that ‘these dictator- 4 y | should be done rather than with any real 
ships were | “indeed bound [to arise] whenever: continuing concern for what the people = ve 

added). Unfortunately, the book not pre- Hallgarten’ s typology 

sent direct “support for this assertion, and 
indeed gives little evidence of a concerted 
attempt to test the proposition. One is there- 
fore left with the impression, unfortunately 5 

created “by studies of thi type, that dozens of concrete examples. Its adequacy 

‘the case presented rests entirely on an as- analytical framework, however, must be = 
semblage confirming "instances “known to ously questioned. For example, by locating 

7 the: author, whereas disconfirming instances Leninist-Stalinist Russia and Hitlerite Germany 

sonably well as a device for organizing the 1 
' detailed and diversified descriptive historical 

materials he > presents, which cover the full | 
span of years since ancient times and include 

cratic 

swer is 

by any 
more | 

family 
ve 

well a: 
ism we 

than ir 
howeve 

festatic 

ousnes 

extrem 

which might significantly _ change the inter- ; 
tati ‘been in different categories he minimizes his | 

4 Sought rally ee for highlighting the similarities between 

"De does not rely 28 datneely date 
answer the “why” question about he 

y” socal order upon an existing does do much to answer the ‘ “when” and the 
“how” “questions about their rise and fall. “He society. Despite such inadequacies, however, 
distinguishes four basic types of dictatorship: this book is most useful source of compara: 

“classical,” ” illustrated by such figures tive data on a vitally important form of socio- 
Caeser, Cromwell, and Chiang Kai-shek; the political organization. ‘It will be of interest to 
“ultra-revolutionary,” represented 1 mainly by all sociologists concerned with the political 

-Robespierre and Lenin; the ‘ ‘counter- and with comparative social structure, 

tionary,” including Lucius Sulla of Rome an and and should prove valuable as 

more recently Franco in Spain; ‘and, a more reading i in courses on those subjects. 

TeV oluntionary” dictator, ‘outstandingly va 
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Limits G yermany. makes not only ‘reading but it con- 
tchiest Lowre. Chicago: : The University of tains good observations and well chosen ‘illus- 

of b Chicago Press, 1954. ix, 396 pp. $6.00. trative material. 
0 When all the assets of this engaging book 

Toward Understanding Germany is Lowie’s are considered, including the author’s objec- 

—_ jbo book on contemporary Germany. The — tivity, his meaty style, and his consummate 
material for this _ study was assembled with Skill in using case material, mention must be — 

aT the detachment, and evaluated with the em- ~~ made of one deficiency: one cannot wnderstend 

"pathy, which has become the badge of ethno-— Germany without explaining the stated modal 
logical fieldwork. The present publication ce traits of Germans and the political calamities 

once again that the methods of ethnology can which have befallen them. To state these 
nd things is not ‘the same as to account for them. 

owe ere is any difference between the That ‘the mentioned characteristics are Sad 
approach of the ethnologist and the sociologist, innatel national need not be emphasized be- — 

it lies in the greater emphasis which the q h fore | a sociologically informed reading public. 
former places on the e~pureeagl ‘Perspective _ Nor can the two political crises which Ger- 
of culture as a whole. He gains such a per- experienced during this centu be 

| spective by virtue of his particular attention tributed ermanent factors in her social 
inter. | to the universal features of a culture as dis- P 4 _ situation. This “reviewer | believes, as Lowie 

seek a tinguished from its recurrent and 
nasses, A h di does, that extreme nationalism constitutes 
am. pets to t historical episode and» not a permanent na- 

which contribu to balanced tional character. But to be valid such diagnoses 

and rted ccount which the author pre- require a sociological interpretation supported 
_ sents in this volume. He uses material culled by pertinent facts of recent social and politi- 

il 

t, the | from biographical and literary sources, inter- cal history. That Lowie does not attempt such 
| views, direct observation, and correspondence ¢ an interpretation may be ‘due to the fact that 

to paint Portrait of the Germans and their his study is more firmly grounded in 

: ms of interest: Se practice than in sociology and political _ arded a German class structure, the German family, 
and the much discussed of how 

ze the 
“acts 

y real hypothesis that the acceptance of a despotic "Phere Anthropology. By Davi BIpNey. 
them 1a “ea Jew York: Columbia Univ ersity Press, 1953, 

family "which predisposed Germans to 506 pp. $8.50. 
+a submissiveness and dependence on an auto- ‘This volume of a_wide 
torical cratic type of political leadership. Lowie’s an- variety of subjects ranging from personality, 

swer is in the negative: the German family is, the concept of cuture, "Eeattien nature, to. the 
full 
| ’ by any available standard of comparison, “not evolutionary theory, and the concept of myth. © 
7 more authoritarian, perhaps less so, than the Several of the essays are reprints of papers 

acy § family of most European countries. In a simi- published earlier. They generally move on the 

lar vein, Lowie assembles facts, historical as - border of social anthropology, philosophy, and 
as contemporary, to show that antisemit- <ocial psychology. _Athough the argument of 

| not more popular in pre-Nazi Germany —jmogt chapters is presented on a high level of 
— (a than in most European countries. He does find, abstraction, the author is able to steer the 

seri- 
cating | 

etween however, two characteristically German mani- “discussion away from a pure casuistry of con- 
ctator - festations. One is the tendency toward boister- cepts. A critical review of the pertinent litera- 
ind of ousness, to take exception, to move between 
itional extremes of and exaltation, to over- te 

wevel, state a case, in short, the lack of personal own on the “subject. 

_ balance. This Lowie ascribes to the > absence of ‘The general drift of the essays is oo 

a uniform code of social behavior comparable a “ realistic” interpretation Ae anthropological 
to the count of & 1 most such as culture, integra- 

prominent place in the book. ~The author like- 
> classes but also within each class. The section wise exposes the shortcomings of the “reduc- 

with the principal strata of seck to construe social 
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AMERICAN: SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW 

nomena from a minimum ‘of categories, ‘ted From Hammurabi te coll to ‘poin 
the fallacy | of the ‘ “culturalists’ who By CHAMBLISS. New York: (The has bee 

culture as “a level of reality which is, as it _ Dryden’ Press, 1954. ix, 469 pp. $5.00. 00. sionally 

were, causa ‘sui, a process which is ‘conceived os k n th time 
through itself alone and which molds the a primarily as a textbook in the his. oversha 
ae of man as a member of society.” 

beeeene- of its dogmatic faith in records of 
facts as such, without regard to their origin 
in selective _ observation and interpretation; 

while finds the idealistic conception of the “His 
history inco of the natural factors in 

tion is divided into three sections: (1) Five 
the Ancient Societies, which include Babylonia | 

umanis persona approac 
4 Egypt, China (Confucius), India, 

which and in and the Hebrews of the Old Testament ; 
telligence and the role ‘persons, taken 

4 individually collectiv ely, in determining Greece, _ Rome and medieval _ Christendom 

their cultural destiny.” This theme permeates © which is devoted | 

_large portions of the beak, including a chapter ‘sentative Romans, St. Augustine, and Thomas | socioloy 
Aquinas; and (3) ‘Early Modern, for which | fc 

j 
on “Normative Culture and the Categories of 

4 Value” in which the author develops the pro- = ‘Khaldun, the Renaissance and Reforma- cerned 
gram of a normative science—the salty John Locke, G. Vico, and Comte a are orm t 
what ought to be and not only what is.  devotec 

Sketchy as this repor rt will have to be, it 
would be greatly deficient if it failed to men- 

role which the author charts for 

a ‘to cover all men and times, Professor Chambliss 
has selected a few thinkers and periods that 

to him are ‘among the more important and 

has made a reasonably full presentation of 

importé 
"tion is is topical and includes ‘sections on. of 
ground, biographical data, sources, method, munity 
and ideas about human nature, the major 
stitutional areas, social organization, social state, 

and values. This inventory approac scence 

anthropologists. in the present period of world 
tension. “Upon the social scientists and hu- 

especially falls the task of providing 
common ideological is very useful for ordering a a maximum amount ‘and co 

world.” While Bidney is aware of the futility y of analysis that can conside 
be made. It leads to an emphasis on what | or gro 

‘mere persuasion as a means to resolving 3 
thought about a _Wide range of topics | Four i 

conflict: between the Soviet system and sother an analysis. conceptual 

he finds schemes or theoretical structures. It also The 
primarily of means rather of sults in some lack of distinction between ideas. to this 

ultimate values. It is this common ground which about what ought to be and what is in 1 the | Bed 

sives anthropologists. a particular. ‘opportunity sense of an attempt to explain o or account for having 

to play their part in alleviating the conflict of a class of phenomena. | First, 
two systems. “Upon anthropological, the place of the conventional stereo author 

or social, scientists in particular falls the task typed questions and reading suggestions within 
of providing a common ideological frame of other textbooks this volume contains a well 

reference for the relative perspectives of the | prepared set of reading references made up 
“diverse, sociocultural al configurations. Wh hat is of sources in translation and the better 

needed above all is theory of sociocultural known scholarly studies in the field. Further 
~ the textual material itself is well documented | 
by ‘references to both “original and carefully 

selected” secondary works. ‘It is clear that the 
author is well acquainted with his data and | 

“unity must be directed primarily. to ‘the : scien- pag af the 

tists of the world as group most For the serious student and instructor alike 
: cualified for realizing this objective. Instead - this volume will be a valuable aid to the study See 

of the slogan ‘Workers of the World unite, of the men and periods covered. 

the implied, but ‘not articulated, ‘Politicians Professor Chambliss’ book is | te 

of the World unite,’ we might substitute the call its quality of writing. _ All too seldom does one : the in 
‘Scientists of ‘the W Sci Ss in a prepared for classroom use basic 
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it seems, 

not been achiev ed here. While the eos occa- the use of the : concepts which appea s in 
tae borders on the poetic in describing a book’s title. It is the opinion of this reviewer 
time or place or even an idea, it does” - that this method of integrating the various 

the excellent content. disciplines concerned is not the most satisfac- 
M. FosKeTT tory. Integration might have been achieved 

Univ ‘ersity. of Oregon more successfully had the” economic, political 

the Social Sciences. By Marzury B. Octe, thors rather than successively 

‘The burden of integration falls largely upon Jr., Lovts HNEIDER Jay WILSON 
New York: Harper and Brothers, the concept of order, a deal of the 

1954. xii, 852 6.00. sis dealing with dysfunction and net functional 

ylonia consequences. These two notions, of order and 
India, | This text subtitled, “A Preface to the Social functional consequences, combine to produce a 

(2) Sciences,” was written for the use of students static analysis of society. While the text con- 
ndom, 4 in courses designed to survey the social science, of 

repre: (= more precisely, the fields of political science, of dieonles ith evil, yet the authors do not 
homas sociology, and economics. The text is divided - clarify for the student that order and disorder 

into” four parts, the first of which is con- are not opposable. Surely it is as much a char- 
cerned primarily with the three concepts which — acteristic of society, as a system, to “dis- q 

form the title of the volume. Part Two. is integrate” as to maintain itself. Would it not 
devoted principally toa desceiption of those be more accurate to speak of the varying de- 
important social groupings which are the con- grees of stability of phenomena or relationships 
= of the three disciplines: for example, com- - rather than describing them in terms of order : 

munity, class, caste, the primary group, and or disorder? The profound importance of “dis- - 

or in- scale associations sociology; nation, order” as a_ developmental aspect of 
social * Saute ‘parties, , and | pressure groups in political — organization is not explored for the student. 
roach ah <p ; and the family, labor organizations, — ar It is this reviewer’s opinion that the short- 

and corporations in economics. Part Three is comings of this volume reside in the necessity 
mere theoretical, being a further of commpentaing between the twin objectives 

sad analysis of the structures _ which the authors set for themselves. My gen- 
or groupings dealt with in Part. Two. . Part er: eral impression is that the book has real merit 
_ Four is devoted to a consideration oe the purpose for which it was intended. d. 4 
major: problems of modern society. CHERToK 

The authors of this volume had, nae /, University of California at Los | am, 
to this reviewer, two problems in _ writing this mi 

nthe introduction to social science for students 
for | Societies Around ite. WwW orld. Vol. Vol. 

= pe having no prior knowledge of this vast area. “IL Edited by Inwix T. Sanness. New York: 
First, because it Was introduction, each The Dryden Press, +1953. aid, 528 pp. i, 

fereo- author must have felt compelled to detail 
pp. $5.90 O each. within the area of his competence t those central 

Subjects and modes of analysis unique to = For social 
discipline. The second problem, of course, was _ introductory students not ready for theory 

objective of integrating the three dis- until they Possessed an intimate knowledge of 
Gplines for student, presumably for the ‘seve eral peoples, ‘Societies Around the World is 
purpose of providing him with an organized a valuable two-volume | study. It will be useful 

View of society. These two separate problems, many other persons, including the “gen- 

objectives, while they are not mutually reader.” ‘The descriptions of how, when, 
contradictory are least and why people live as they do are fascinating. 

alike given the physical imits of a textbook, the 4 Primarily though, these volumes represent 
more comprehensive and exhaustive the treat- th h , 

study each author gives to his own discipline authors’ own theory of best to 
about society. Their theory is a combination the less integration will be offered the reader; 

e for of the case and the comparative. Selections but the more concentration by the authors on 
the integration of the three fields, the less 

basic information perforce can be 

have been chosen from many other volumes — 

to give the student a well rounded review of a 

particular society. Introductory and _transi- 

one 

Student _Tegarding the separate ‘disciplines 
this dilemma — led the authors, ‘tional comments are intended to. tie the Lad _ 
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REV IEW 

eatize ‘range of complexity known in human the values inherent in our democratic life, and 
social groups.” To aid the student in making teaching teachers to teach these Values, are 
these comparisons, the authors do give some their goals. Specifically, they wish to _convey_ 

theory “in advance. takes» the of KVSJ complex of factors.” The “K” 
leading questions followed by twenty- one pages__ resents knowledge, the tested findings of science, 
of textual summary of concepts” about what is for values. The third factor, “S,” rep- 

- a society, is and what cultural change is like. = skills in teaching intergroup education 
the reader is introduced _ immediately and in guiding ‘ ‘change < action.” “J” designates 

to the case materials concerned with “The an intangible factor, sound judgment. 
Eskimo.” The first volume also includes sec- a Part IT the knowledge factor is presented 
¥! _ tions ‘on the Navajo and the Baganda and closes _ ina distilled but creditable summary. Succes- 
with a chapter entitled, “Some Social Science chapters deal with group relations from 
‘Generalizations. "early childhood through adulthood, with a chap- 

— In the second volume, three other societies ter on the problems of minority ’ youth inter- 
are described, “The Chinese Peasant,” “The vening. Well-selected summaries of empirical 
Cotton South,” and “The English Midlands. .” studies give the student a first- hand look at 

A The editor , assistant editor, and four col- the findings. on which the authors’ generaliza- 
laborators who assembled the material for tions are based. 4 
these volumes are all ‘staff members of the Methods" of changing people through inter- 
University of Kentucky. _ They represent the group education are reviewed next. ‘The covers | 

i fields of Sociology, Anthropology, and Geog- . age of a great variety of methods is -compre- ; 

3 raphy. They have tried the method of teaching hensive. (3 is questionable, however, “that 
represented by these volumes. While the au- tenchers- will learn to 
thors are satisfied ¥ with the results (of tl their play therapy, sociodrama and community sur- 

‘own pedagogical experience, no veys reading brief accounts of the use 
attempt was made to evaluate this method; of these methods by trained therapists and | 
fact, very little experimentation has been researchers. 
plied to college pedagogy in general. The final section includes survey of cur- 

The authors who developed this teaching rent projects in intergroup work and an analysis 
device ‘know what they hope students will of the educator’s role in intergroup education. 

_ acquire from it: a knowledge about cultures, a 4 f h d bili _ Unfortunately, this role is not clearly defined. 

basis for comparing them, and an ability to yy j, suggested that the teacher should be a 
analyze their own society’s characteristics and 

4 problems. These are - their multiple goals. The “moderate,” but this advice is coupled with 
authors: do well in their attempt, the publishers 8 devastating attack by Oliver C. Cox on — 
present the material in excellent format, and Booker T. Washington as moderate or “cole 
< the engravings add to the reader’s interest. _ laborative type” leader. _ Cox’s: point of view hi 

a: ers ROBERT ‘SUTHERLAND is ; countered with a brief ‘Statement by 

University o of Texa favorable to W ashington. But the scales do not 

‘isk, balance and the length and vigor of the state- 
Intergroup By Lioyp ALLEN by Cox leave the net impression that the 

* - and ELarne Cook. New York: McGraw-Hill role of the moderate in race relations is not | 

Book Company, Inc., 1954. xv, 392 pp. $5.50. an admirable one. 
— is assumed by the authors of this book a Implicit throughout, however, is the idea 

4 that one of the notable trends in “modern that the teacher’s "proper role is that of an 

education is the addition of a fourth “ to agent for ‘ ‘change action,” fully’ committed to 

the traditional curriculum. This “R” is for the implementation . of the authors’ values by ” 
“relations” —human relations. Acting upon this o action in school and community. Teachers who = 

~ assumption, the Cooks have produced a text- 
‘book for use in the training of teachers, at all | 
levels, in the field of intergroup education. 

agree with the Cooks as to the implications | of _ 

the American Creed and are willing to accept — 

the action role will find the book useful. Those 
This field, as they conceive it, encompasses 

race and ethnic relations, class ‘relations, and who be teaching | in- 
international relations. The major emphasis is tergroup 1 

| 

q 
4 ings together in of the volume might be 

— understood as a whole. termed a “short course” in intergroup relations 
— 

— 
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=. of a publication below does not preclude its review) 

Howarp Col- Anatomy of Purpose (revised edition). Los 
Altos: Hermes Publications, 1954. xxv, 294 pp. 

"CAMPBELL, Ancus, GERALD Gurm, and Warren E. 

AvEY, E. “Handbook i in ‘the of Phi- The Voter Decides. Evanston: 
Fi losophy, New York: Barnes : and Noble, Inc., an Peterson and Company, 1954. xiii, 242 pp. $4. 75. 

1954. xvi, 320 pp. $1.50. Civil Rights in the United States, 1953: A 

=. E. Wicut, Pump M. Hauser, Gravys L. Sheet of Group Relations. New York: 

PALMER, A. Myers, DALE Yoper, CLARK Jewish Congress and the National 
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ity and Economic Opportunity. New York: John 199 pp. «CCN 
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Norman H. ‘LEowarp. Problems in Social B of Principle Practice. New York: Harper 
| Policy. Dubuque, Iowa: Wm. C. Brown Com- _and Brothers, 1954. xiv, 319 pp. $4.50. 

1954, 304 pp. $2 CosTELLO, Harry Topp. A Philosophy of the ‘Real 

RUSSELL E., EvcENE Come, x, Lov and the Possible. New York: Columbia Univer- 
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pany, 1954. xiii, 529 pp. $3.65. Unique Population. ‘The Free Press, 
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BLAINE E. Davin H. JENNINGS, Emerson, Wr C. The Seminoles: Dwellers 

and NoRrMAN LEONARD. Values and The Lond ond Culture 

A. CoHen). Workshops for the World: A ‘Critical Analysis ‘of Five 
The Specialized Agencies of the the United No- New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1954, 

tions. New York: Abelard-Schuman, (1954. xv, 379 pp. $5.00. 
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Christian Values and Economic Life. New York: Mary and Lawrence K. Frank. How 

aS Harper and Brothers, 1954. xv, 272 pp. $3.50 = _ Help Your Child in School. New York: The New _ 
Morroe. Racial Equality and the Law: American Library (A Signet Key Book), 1954. 

The Role of Law in the Reduction of Discrimi- 288 pp. Thirty- five cents. oe ee ae 
nation in the United States. Paris: UNESCO ELse. “Psychoanalysis and the 
(Columbia University Press, distributor), 1954. Unity of Science,” Proceedings of the American — 

Academy of Arts and Sciences, 80 (March, 1954), 

ALBERT and Cuarzes O. ‘pp. 271-350. No price indicated. 
(with CHARLES T. Duncaw; Foreword by REcI- -Epwarp O. Modern American Diplo- 

Fie Loupe: 2 macy. Albuquerque: The University of New Mex- 
Summary of the Survey of the Legal Profession. _icg Press, 1954. ix, 318 pp. $6.00. “4 

Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1954, FREDERICK 7, 

xii, 360 R. and Grapys L. Pacmer. (Edi- 
‘Bupoacax, P P. W. “The Task Before Us, Proceed- tors) . Manpower in the United States: Problems f 
_— ings of the American Academy of Arts and _— 

1a ences, Vol. 83, No. 3, pp. 97-112. No price indi- “at Policies. New York: Harper and Brothers, , 7 

HANDLIN, Oscar. The American People in the Twen- 
The Human Enterprise Proc- 

Administration. University, Alabama: tieth Century. Cambridge: Harvard University 

gman of Abbeme Press, 1954. v, 232 pp. Press, 1954. x, 244 pp. $3.75. 
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racy. Les Angeles: Wetzel P Publishing Company, _ = ersity Bookstore, distributor, 1954. 57 PP. 

__Inc., 1954. 160 pp. $3.50, 
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New York: McGraw- Hil Book ‘Inc. Centered Approach . Chicago: The University of 

1954. xi, 568 pp. Chicago Press, 1954. x, 447 Pp. $6.00. 

LazarsFEtp, Paut F. (Editor). Mathematical Think- Rors, G. K. Fijian Way of Life. New York: Ox- 
_ _ ing in the Social Sciences. Glencoe: The Free -_ ford University Press, 1953. xvi, 176 pp. $2.75. , 

Press, 1954. 444 pp. $10.00. -Roru, Leon. Jewish Thought as a Factor in Civi- 
Levma, CLARENCE. The Sexual Nature of Man and lization. Paris: UNESCO (Columbia U niversity — 

Its Management. _ New ork: Doubleday and Press, distributor), 1954. 64 pp . Forty cents. 

Company, Inc., 1954. viii PP- Eighty- five ScuRaM, STUART R and in 

A Look at Modern Health Insurance. W ashington, a gain, 1954. viii, 288 pp. $2.  —_ a pe": a 
D.C.: Chamber Commerce of the United (SoctaL ScIENCE REsEARCH COUNCIL). ). The Social 

1954. ix, 176 Sciences in Historical Study: A Report of the 
Matruews, Donato R. The Social Background of Committee on Historiography (Bulletin 64). 

Political Decision-Makers. New York: Doubleday New York: Social Science Research Council, 

and Company, ‘Inc., 1954. viii, 71 pp. Ninety-five 3 1954. x, 181 pp. $1.75, paper; $2.25, cloth. he 

Mrents, Max. Studying New York: Modern U. S. Economy. New York: “The 

Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1954. xiii, 68 pp. | New American Library (A Mentor 1954, 

MEMORIAL Fun). The Interrelations of ‘STRAUSZ- Hurt, Ropert and STEFAN 
Demographic, Economic, and Social Problems (Original Drawings by ROSENZWEIC). 
- Selected Underdeveloped Areas. New York: Mil- —_—International Relations in the / Age of the Con 
bank Memorial Fund, 1954. 200 pp. $1.00.  - flict between Democracy and Dictatorship Ga | 

4 Miner, Lucitre (Introduction by ALVIN JOHN-— . New York: McGraw-Hill Book 

son). Education of an | American Liberal: An pany, Inc., 1954. xiv, 826 pp. $6.50. —— | 
_ Autobiography. New York: Horizon agg ll STRUNK, FREDERICK R. (Compiled by). An | 

318 pp. $3.95 ventory of Social and Economic Research in 
OsKAR (Editor). Economic Activity Health. New York: Health Information ‘Founda: 

Analysis. New York: John Wiley and Sons, tion, 1954. 180 pp. No price indicated. — 
1954. “xviii, 554 pp. $6.75. (UNESCO). Basic Facts Figures: [Miteracy, 

Morris, ALBert. Criminals and the _ Education, Libraries, Museums, Books, News: 

ee in Criminology. “Boston: Boston be papers, _ Newsprint, Film, Radio and Television. 
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UNESCO (Columbia ‘Univ New York: and Company, Ines 1984. 

1964. 84 PP. $1. 00. x, 65 pp. cents. 

ork: UN ESCO (Cohumbls Cambridge: Harvard Press, 1954. xvii, 

WARBASSE tions: A Guide to Reading and Research. Chi- 

Study the of Falmouth, cago: Univ ersity of Chicago Press, 1954. xi, 
Massachusetts: The Kendall Press, 1954. 305 pp. No price indicated. 

WASHBURNE, No ORMAN F. Interpreting Social Maximum Terms: Why? What? How? Pro-- 

in America. York: Doubleday Com- posals United Nations Charter ‘Revision. 
pany, Inc., 1954. xiii, 50 pp. Ninety-five cents. ‘Se Afton, New York: Fedonat Press, 1954. 84 PP. i 

Rosert L. Psychology as a Profession. $2.00. 

ane wis 

TWO NEW BOOKS: FROM WELL-KNOWN AUTHORS 
Ju 

statistical methods to the data of all Pll 
behavioral sciences. Professor Edwards 
is well known for his ability for clear} 
and precise exposition, which leads the 

student, who has a minimal mathemati- 
eal background, to an understanding and © ‘3 

MARRIAGE. of these important statistical 

£ 

A new edition of the late Professor 
Himes’ standard text on marriage, re- 
vised and enlarged by a sociologist and 
marriage counselor. Designed specific 

Revised and Enlarged by Donald Taylor 

-eally for courses in marriage prepara- 
tion, it provides a clinically-sound ap- = 
"proach to courtship and marital adjust- 
‘ment, as well as the practical consider- ~~ 
= of Some home ownership and 

ran upon on request - RINEHART & co. 

232 MADISON AVE., N.Y. 16 
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FAMILY Y, MARRIAGE, PARI PARENTHOOD 

includes _ basic and the contributors remain the s same 
CRITIQUES" as in earlier edition, but some chapters have 

a _ KINSEY = makes available, in this one volume, the resources 
ne not only of sociology and psychology, but also of - 

S genetics, economics, law, religion, medicine, hous- 
_ ing, gerontology, and child development. This 

_ revision has been prepared with the assistance of — 

NEW YORK 16 SAN FRANCIS 5 ATLANTA 

COMMUNICATION: AND PERSUASION 
Carl I Hovland, Irving Janis, Harold H. Kelley “ “An excellent report 

of studies that make a ‘substantial ‘contribution | to. an n important. area of 
ou om q 

social ‘psychology. ‘source: of many experimentally derived, 

thought: ‘provoking ‘generalizations cc concerning the processes of communi 

cation and change.” Psychological Bulletin. 

THE REFUGEE IN THE POSTWAR WORLD 

Vernant “A met meticulously accurate summary of all the 

information on the question . . by it its comprehensive sc scale a1 and through- pis 5 

s study supplants all others. ” Annals of the American Academy. 

AT YOUR BOOKSTORE 

YALE UNIVERSITY PRESS 

NEW HAVEN EN 7 CONN 
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publications 

| 

| 

a= als word by A. R. RADCLIFFE-BROWN. A 

GQraaniva between military organization and social struc- 
ture throughout history, with an assessment 

the contemporary situation and an estimate 
al. of the future. Bibliography, Index, Glossary, 
Chart. 195 pp., $4.50 

pay 

By HAMED AMMAR. Foreword by Pr 
rowing READ. A sociological inquiry 

in an Egyptian community life, social organization 
nd processes of social change in the village 

Silwa, Province of Aswan, Upper Egypt. 
__— Appendices, bibliography, index. 316 pp., $6. 00 

HERMANN MANNHEIM. An experimental 
examination of ‘the paychological effects of 
OPpression, including interviews and projec- 

A STUDY IN SOCIAL yen tests of former inmates of concentration — 
camps and other — persons. An or- 

have made town one of the 4 
= functions of the British Government.  Bibli- 

Planning ography, indexes. 259 pp., $4.50 

Colour Prej udice By ANTHONY H. ‘RICHMOND. study of 
the assimilation and adjustment of West In- 

ie Negro workers in Britain, 1941-51. Ap- 
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he Dryden 

Bernard: AMERICAN COMMUNI TY BEHAVI OR 

Chambliss: SOCIAL THOUGH qT: FROM 
RABI TO COMTE 

Katz (eds.): RESEARCH METHODS IN’ THE 
“BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES 

Pensions THE NEGRO FAMILY THE 
STATES: REVISED 

Hertzler: aler: SOCIETY ACTION 

Hill-Waller: THE FAMILY: REVISED 

Jahoda- Deutsch-Cook leds): RESEARCH METHODS 
(in — 

Katz ¢ et al PUBLIC OPINION AND PROPAGANDA 

Lindesmith- Strauss: ws: SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 4 

A 

AL PS YCHOLOGY 

INTRODUCTION TO SOCIA L PSYCHOL- 

oie HANDBOOK OF SOCIOLOGY 

et al.: SOCIETIES AROUND THE WORLD 

Smith-Marel BRAZIL: PORTRAIT. OF HALE A 

Sutherland: WHITE COLLAR CRIME 

= Weaver: SOCIAL, SOCIAL PROBLEMS 

ew rk 19, NY 
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a PROBATION OFFICER REPORTS 
PAUL VW. KEVE. picture of 

bation and parole s system shown through the 

= 

Prison, Pre robation, 

stories of 30 cases handled by the author. tail about customs, language, dress, re- 
His comments raise a good many basic 

questions about the system and suggest the 

best contemporary answers. Recommended 

as supplementary reading for courses: 

criminology and general social case work. 

‘KATE HEVNER MUELLER. Out ut of 

varied ‘experience in teaching and coun- 

seling, the author comments incisively on 

the current controversy about women and 

‘their education. ‘She ‘stresses the endless 

variety among women, surveys the cl chang- 

- ing patterns of their roles in society, and 

- demonstrates that no one educational for- 

mula will suffice to meet all needs. 

Theory and 
4 in the Social Sciences 

- By ARN OLD M. ROSE. | This : series of 22 

4 provocative essays probes | various aspects of 

' theory and method in the social sciences, 

attempting to formulate a systematic theory 

in ‘sociology and to state the premises and 

limitations of the techniques with which re- 

search is carried on in the social sciences. 

for a Changing World 

The Makah | Indi 

of the assimilation of a g 

society are a focus of this anthropological 

- study of the Makah Indians of Neah Bey 

Washington. _A wealth of fascinating oil 

ligion, and other aspects of Makah life 

related and interpreted in a warmly human 

manner. - “Exceptionally interesting and en- - 

tertaining.” '—Pacific Northwest Quarterly. 

of Canada 

By WILSON D. WALLIS and “RUTH 
SAWTELL WALLIS. The culture of an 
Indian tribe over a period of 300 years is 

by a pur wife: an- 

thropologist team. Dr. Wallis, recently 

‘Tetired, served for many years as | chairman 

of the department of anthropology at the 

University of Minnesota. 

in — 

Edited by ROBERT F. SPENCER. In this 
book, published in of Wilson D. 
W allis, 13 outstanding practitioners an 

theorists i in n anthropology and sociology hell 

At your bookstore, or from 

THE UNIVERSITY OF | Minneapolis 
THE UNIVERSITY OF 

Wh hen advertisers please mention the AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW 
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About 60 illustrations. $7.50 oy 
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Technology an ing Fam 

WILLIAM F. OGBURN M. F. NIMKOFF 
way has the family in in the U United d States been changing? 

and the Changing Family answers that at question 

el in the first sy systematic analysis 0 of the causes of changes, in nthe 

family as as a social institution. Designed for ‘the expert 2 and 

; layman, for the student and the ¢ general reader, . it is written in — 

concrete terms of everyday usage. 
One The | bo =e > b 

ne 00 nts 
b = ail ed account a what has been 

happening to the American family in recent decades, 

Two ‘The study reveals” that a number of 

ced to 
forms of religious beliefs. ss, 3 

The knowledge causes enables the to make © 

= illuminating predictions co concerning ‘the future of the family in 

the next t twenty to fifty yes years. 

a and the the Femi ly 
MARVIN | B. SUSSMAN 

i" This vital sourcebook is is designed to meet the problem. of outside 

reading caus caused by ever- enrollments in in mar- 

| series a broad Picture of research in the 

various fields» to an understanding of n marriage 

Contributors are outstanding researchers in sociology, psychol- 
; 

ogy, y, medicine, anthropology related fields, w with “the 

of articles drawn from the 
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Where do Ideas come from? 
important manual of ‘Proven n usefulness for 

workers offered at new low price of $I 5 

In “THE PSYCHOLOGY OF INVEN- than 40 outstanding innovators, aa 
TION | IN THE MATHEMATICAL J from their own letters and writings, and sets up 
FIELD” by Jacques Hadamard you'll find out techniques that you can use in your own creative — 
how ideas are produced in ail fields, how to com- work. It includes a revealing two-page letter by 

bine ideas, how to hasten the incubation period. Einstein describing his method of developing an 
You'll see why the “‘rest-hypothesis’’ and ‘“‘for- idea. Writes the Journal of Philosophy: ae: 
getting-hypothesis’’ have helped theorists _ like psychological processes involved in creative re- 
Poincare and Pascal. You’ ll understand how men search have been only rarely described by — 

- like Norbert Wiener, Galois, Mozart, Descartes, nent men of science actively engaged in such 
and Paul Valery have learned to combine intuition work. Professor Hadamard’s charmingly written 
with logic, decide which lines of investigation little book is therefore a welcome addition to this — 

will be the most fruitful. Written by one of the  jiterature.’” This is an unabridged seubened i 
great mathematicians of our day, a a = so of the original Princeton as 

Save 50% on these new paper editions 
_ ESSAYS IN EXPERIMENTAL LOGIC TRAGIC SENSE OF LIFE by M. ra 
by John Dewey. Logical character of ideas, states Unamuno. ‘Best known work of Spain's 
of thought, epistemological literary figure. Translation is excellent.’’--I/nt 

Journal of Ethics. — 

RISE OF THE NEW PHYSICS by A. 
A. J. Ayer. A new approach to semantics—that of d’ Abro. Quantum mechanics explained, with side — 

the “‘logical positives.” 160 pp. § §$1.25— excursions into relativity theory and classical 
LANGUAGE AND MYTH by Ernst Cassirer. ‘Physics. Formerly entitled “Decline of Mecha- 
Famous analysis of word magic, metaphor, logic, 
and religion. 113 pp. Langer transl. $1. 25 ain. Enlarged second ed. 36 portraits. 37° 

LANGUAGE, TRUTH, “AND LoGIe’ 

ANALYSIS OF MATTER by Bertrand Rus- 4#8"ms. 994 pp. Two volumes. The set: $3.90 — 
sell. Causality, perception, scientific inference, HOW TO ORDER: Send remittance to Dover - 
: relativity, etc. “One of the best that Mr. age “4 a Dept. 6, 920 B’way, N. Y. 10, N. Y. Add - 

has given us. "—London 
L. Denonn. 422 PP. 

> 

My) 
big printing of a modern classic— 

the first full synthesis of the social iene. 

TOWARD A GENERAL THEORY OF ACTION 
“Talcott Parsons and ‘Edward A. Shils, Editors, and 

Gordon \ W. Allport, t, Clyde Kluckhohn, Henry A - Murray, Jr., Robert R. .. Sears, Richard € 
| 

Sheldon, Samuel A. Stouffer, Edward C. ‘Tolman. “Notable as the synthesis in which 

outstanding figures in psychology, sociology, and cultural anthropology have attempted 

to clear common ground underlying all three subjects.’ ’"—RUPERT B. VANCE, The 

‘Saturday Review. “Stimulating: material presented in a challenging and non- ~~ 

fashion . . . the book will help every re eader to make progress in his own thinking. ‘The 

issues it raises are crucial.’ °_CLARENCE SCHRAG, American Sociological Review. 7. 

UNIVERSITY PRESS 
44 Francis Avenue, Cambridge Massachusetts 
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ix SOCIAL 

‘wale 

This new text presents | to advanced students a 
and « consistent concept | of the field of stratification, a basic vocabu- 
lary, some of f the main ‘ideas and i issues, and a representative cross 
section of the e empirical materials and critical analyses s of them, with. 

‘The: book is is s divided ‘into three parts. Part Ti is a theo- 

uation of one important study i in field Emphasis is upon 7 
critical analysis rather than ‘upon 1 mere description. In Part 
there is a reexamination of the positions taken in Part Tin the light 7 

ber of new theoretical and practical discussed. 
of ‘the data and criticisms in the main body o of the text; and a num- “ : 

Other Volumes the Series 

Rudolf Heberle $400 

THE CRIME E PROBLEM 
New West 32n 

Walter C. Reckless $4.75 
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editio 

DELINQUENCY 

Professor a ond of Sociology 
_ University of Southern California 

N ‘Edition maintains the same excellent 
proach, but is an extensive revision and expansion of 

the original work. The primary changes are in the content of the material. 
The material is organized more systematically and has been brought up-to-date; 

_ the analysis of data is improved, made possible by current statistics and recent 
~ research in the field; and the materials have been drawn from a wider range © 
= sources. In the analysis of the causes of delinquency, the the book stresses 

both” ersonalit social environment factors. 

fe ae clarity in terms of both concepts and theory. Written primarily for 
__ undergraduate courses in juvenile delinquency, it will also be welcomed by — 

_ professional people (juvenile court judges, probation officers, police “— 
and school attendance officers) who deal with delinquents. 

| The Family: As s Process and Institution baie 

This new “integrated textbook, ‘dilemmas. Major emphasis is 
4 written for the sociology of the family given to the life cycle of family ex- 
course, views the family process as perience, from infancy through ado- ~ 

successive family dramas in a dynamic Hescence, courtship, marriage, and 
and often inconsistent cultural en- having children. Throughout, theory is | 
vironment. It examines the nature integrated with empirical research 
and of the family, family types, 714 pp. 

International ‘Migrations 
Immigrant in the Modern World 

Weert DONALD R. TAFT, University of Illinois; 
RICHARD ROBBINS, Wellesley College 
human migration of and sub- 

an of view, group cultures . Recent ¥ world migra- 
Toy 

a textbook describes it in terms of | tory movements are examined in the a 
the social processes involved, stressing 
population growth, conflict of eco- ‘Night of the rise of totalitarianism and 
nomic interests, and war. 660 pp. 

RONALD PRESS COMPANY ped BE 15 E. 26th St. St., | N. 
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announcing» for ‘December 

y Social Issu
es 

LEE-State 5 College, In Indiana, Pa. 

—Colorado College 

2 

POLITICAL — SOCIAL — ECONOMIC 
i>. 

The Pol Politics ad of American 

Evolution n of A American ( Caitlin 

The U United States in World 

137 SELECTIONS 864 PAGES $3.95 

THOMAS: Y. CROWELL NY 
432 FOURTH AVENUE NEW YORK 16, 
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"Studies | in ‘Social Interaction 

Edgar F 

This almost entirely of p previ- 
ously unreprinted materials, focuses on social 
interaction in small groups. ‘Tt includes classic 

contributions, an overview of significant ap- 
proaches, and an extensive selection of recent 

articles s evidencing cumulative knowledge about 
small: It is designed for the 

7 
7 

A 

a 

} 

social ps apparent, 

Ready early in in 1955, 6% x cloth, 554} pages, $5.50 

ALFRED A. KNOPF, Publisher 
= ‘501 ‘Madison New York 22 

oo. 
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AUTUMN A AND ) WINTER BOOKS KS from THE FREE PRESS 

BOOKS TO BE PUBLISHED AUTUMN | ANS WINTER 

™ LANGUAGE OF SOCIAL RESEARCH, | : 
edited by Paul F. Lazarsfeld and Morris | 

oe is a collection of readings in social science methodology chosen with great care. 
“4 There are introductions to each of the sections on Concepts and Indices, Multivariate — 
Ritts The Analysis of Change Through Time, Formal Aspects of Research on > 

Human Groups, The Empirical Analysis of Action, General Problems in the Phi- | 
losophy of Science. January. ah al 

“THE FAMILY: SOCIALIZATION AND INTERACTION PROCESS, — 
Talcott Parsons and Robert F. Bales.......... 

‘This is primarily an attempt to push forward our empirical under- 
y standing of the relations between systems of social interaction and personality. F or 
this purpose it selects the structure of the nuclear — and the process: of § sociali- 

zation of the child in it as its focal points of interest. =i 

CONFLICT, by Georg Simmel 
- When the Sociology of Georg Simmel was first published in 1950 it was impossible to 
include all of the German Sociologie in one volume. With the present volume two long 
ee of the book are published for the first time in book form = translations oF 

H.W Wolff and Reinhard Bendix. January, = 

MOBILITY IN BRITAIN, edited by D. V. Glass... 

_ The present volume gives students of social stratification and § soc »cial mobility : a large. 
- amount of comparative data in these fields. The research presented was done by — 
Soc ‘ial Research Division | of ‘The London School of Economics. _ December. en 

— AND HOMICIDE, by Andrew F. Henry and James F. Shor#......... 4.00 
This is a study of the variation in rates of suicide and homicide through time and at —© 

4 | a given point in time. As such it contains many interesting statistics and discussions 
of the relation of these phenomena to b — adie class, religion, ete. Published. | 

This is the first satiate and comparative study of the widespread custom of gift 
 emebenen, and the first understanding of its function in the artic ulation of 7 social 

Published. 7 

Bon INSTITUTIONS OF PRIMITIVE IVE SOCIETY, rs E. EB Evans- -Pritchard, et al.. 

No other book in recent years brings to light the world and institutions of pre-literate __ 
_ soctety as well as this collection of wonderful essays by leading British anthropolo- 
a including Raymond Firth, E. R. Leach, J. G._ Peristiany, Jobn Layard, Max 

Huckman, Mey yer Fortes, and d Godfrey Published. — 

4.75 
In this study Nadel examines the religion of the ene people, in its traditional form, 
The Nupe people are an interesting case since they have been through tbe years under-— 
going Mohammedization rather than Christian’ influence. - The practice of witch-— 

_ eraft, the form of ritual, and much else is examined as an integral part of the religion | 

_ ELEMENTARY FORMS OF THE RELIGIOUS LIFE, by Emile Durkheim........ 5.00 q 
This is a fresh printing of this classic title which has been out of stock at The Free_ 
Press since 1950. In this work Durkheim brought the full force of his intellect to 

_ bear on the sociology of religion and opened a field of study, the — of which are 
becoming patent | now. — ver 
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R) Re u University Press 

43 

ociological Studies in 

Sele Anis 
APPLICATION © THEORY. e PRA 

7 

by Uriel c. Foa, Robert N. Ford, 

Louis Guttman, and Samuel A. Stomp fer 

re scale analy sis, one of the most re h tools powerful research too 
7 known to the social sciences, has been adapted for studying situa- @ a 

tions in which individuals act together as members of a group. 
This volume describes the | experiences of the Rutgers Group in 

_ adapting the scale, shows how it can now bet used ictumiet 
as well as ‘substantive clarification, and o opens up a wide field — 
for further research with some of the concepts 3. 

“I think it comes as close to the ideal combination of theory and 
as I’ve seen in this field. 

heodore M. Newcomb, University o of f Michiga 

tion in which it moves as for its many actual accomplishments. The 
book makes real strides in adapting the techniques of scale analysis 

to. substantive problems of sociological analysis . . . a major effort — 
to coordinate two lines: of development (theory and research) in 

K. ‘Merton, Columbia University 

most important contribution. whole approach is orig- 
: _ nal and is excellently matched with theory. _ Its appearance is one © 

developments in a long time” 

433 pp., 6 x 9 inches, cloth, $6 00 
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~~ for Group Dynamics 

M. Libo ($2. 00) 

oA description of a new projective method for measuring 

attraction-to- oup Technique): ; ‘to-group 

regd #2: Graph b Theory as a | 
eal Model in Social Science 

‘Frank ‘Harary and Robert Z. Norman ($1. 00) 

oa eA of how such sociological and psychological 

ane as communication network, sociometric structure, 

and cognitive structure may be treated by the m 

Ai Attitudes Throug h 

_ A leseription of a field experiment in a community de- 

signed to determine whether status-related attitudes could 

changed by community programs which s stimulate 

"social contacts. 

ssa 7 fa = 

_UNIV ERSITY ARBOR, MI MICH. 
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Social Econo 

rewritten, me pose have been deleted to make room for a fuller 
“treatment of the gt Gaited sections; the suggested readings and the question 

» 616 pages. 

Wo rid Population and Wor Food Supplies 

survey of the distribution of the > world’s — and the 

a make this book invaluable “ai 593 pages. 

HILDA HERTZ 

and Personality 3 

producing community, the perceptions 

social structure, and the devel- 
sumes in in response to “opment of ideologies. Both volumes ‘were 

under the auspices of the So. 
Division of UNESCO. 

— 
mics of Agriculture 

2). 
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Bs. 

regional and néticnal b brings together informative data on 

a 
and analyzed. Ready i es which have ne

ver been so 
inental, 
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After three years of intensive action at a 
hospital, a psychiatrist and a sociologist present the first study of its 

The authors the the as unit, 
* geching its communication and power structures, and tracing the _ 
+ complex interactions of patients, doctors, nurses, aides and ad- a 
- ministrators. Findings are documented by facts, figures and ver- _ 
‘haha material taken from case reports, behavior notes, staff con 
erences and records. 

7 

eee “This s study of a mental institution s goes : farther than any publication 
Wis 1 know in answering the question, ‘What procedures in what social 
ede setting are the best available for this particular patient?’ In addition, = 

it is an unusually insightful detection of problems arisinginamental — 

unit... . - Indeed a ‘major contribution 

— 




